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Abstract
Health professionals encounter substantial workplace adversity, from high-stakes critical
incidents to the everyday challenges of a constant, competitive healthcare environment.
Reports from around the world indicate that health professionals’ stress, burnout, and
workforce attrition have had significant effects on service delivery, productivity, patient
safety and outcomes. New graduate health professionals experience considerable stress,
change and growth as they make the transition from student to independent professional.
Some health professions have identified that poor experiences during early professional
practice relate directly to poor workforce retention and attrition, job dissatisfaction, and
poor role and job engagement. Transition to professional practice for the medical imaging
or radiation therapy graduate is virtually unexamined in the evidence base. Additionally,
students and new graduates are particularly vulnerable to the stressors of workplace
adversity. How educational, employing and professional organisations prepare and support
new medical imaging and radiation therapy graduates to respond resiliently to the
challenges they face as independent practitioners is poorly appreciated.
A constructivist, Charmazian(1) grounded-theory approach was used to explore the
experience of transition to professional practice among 21 newly graduated medical
radiation science professionals from Western Australia, South Australia and Victoria. In 30
unstructured interviews, these new professionals provided rich descriptions of the adversity
and opportunities of their early practice experience, the strategies and processes they
employed to respond adaptively to challenges, and the characteristics and capabilities that
supported them.
The gathered data were used to develop a theoretical conceptualisation of medical
radiation science graduates’ resilience as a process of evolution, with phases of impact,
energising, maintaining momentum, achieving equilibrium, and beating inertia. Graduate
capabilities such as decision-making, problem-solving, reflection, communication, and
critical thinking underpin many of these resilience processes, however few graduates
recognised how their education had specifically developed these capacities. Resilience can
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be fostered through support from colleagues, employers and professional organisations, yet
supportive strategies were commonly lacking or misdirected.
Recommendations from this study may enhance how the professional community acts to
foster the capacity for resilience among new medical radiation science professionals. The
findings of this study have implications for professionals who work with students and new
graduates, for developers of organisational orientation or transition programs, and for
medical radiation science educators and employers.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
1.1 Introduction and purpose
Global and Australian workforce forecasts of the health professional workforce predict that
our health system will encounter significant shortages of key personnel.(2-8) Professional
education, recruitment and retention are critical to the development and maintenance of an
adequate workforce of health professionals with suitable capacities.(9, 10) The cost of
training, selection, appointment and orientation of new staff is significant, particularly for
new graduates who are likely to require a greater degree of guidance and support than their
more experienced colleagues.(4, 11-13)
The process by which new graduates adapt from the state of being a student to that of an
independent practising professional is loosely termed the transition to professional practice.
While the transition to professional practice for newly graduated health professionals has
been described to a degree in the literature, there is very little that examines the transition
period or experience from the perspective of the graduate. Specifically, there is no known
published depiction that describes the transition to professional practice of Australian
medical radiation science graduates, the health professionals that use ionising and nonionising radiations for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes.
During their early practice experiences, new health professional graduates encounter a
diverse range of challenges and adversity.(14-30) Like their more experienced colleagues, new
graduates experience the challenges of working in often busy, unpredictable and underresourced environments, the risks associated with emotionally engaging work, and the
potential for traumatisation from distressing events in which they are observers or
participants. Trauma and suffering caused by adverse situations have the potential to
influence attitude, satisfaction, engagement and, ultimately, attrition from the workplace
and the professional workforce.(31-41) Encounters with adversity that occur during transition
to professional practice may profoundly influence new graduates as, by virtue of their
relative inexperience, they are least equipped to access the strategies and resources
necessary to respond resiliently. How medical radiation science graduates experience and
manifest resilience is poorly understood.
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The primary purpose of this study, therefore, was to:
•

Determine how beginning medical radiation science professionals experience
resilience in encounters with workplace adversity;

•

Determine how these new graduates adapt to the confronting and challenging
situations that they encounter every day;

•

Determine how they are able to persist through the critical incidents that emerge;

•

Determine how they heal and rejuvenate themselves so that they remain as
practising professionals.

To achieve these goals, I used a Charmazian(1) grounded theory approach to explore how
new graduate medical radiation science professionals experience resilience during their
transition to professional practice, from the perspective of the graduates themselves. In
doing so, I have investigated the experiences of newly graduated Australian medical
radiation science professionals and described the nature of their transition to professional
practice. With this understanding of the new graduates’ practice context, I have explored
their experiences of workplace adversity and developed a theoretical conceptualisation that
explains that they experience professional resilience as a process of evolution. I have used
these findings to derive a number of recommendations for the educational, employing and
professional organisations associated with medical radiation science professional entry.

1.2 Outline of this thesis
To appreciate how new graduates adapt resiliently to the challenges they encounter, it is
important to understand who they are professionally, how they are experiencing transition
to professional practice, and their working context. In Chapter 2, I broadly outline global
concerns about health workforce retention and attrition to highlight the importance of
retaining new professionals in the workforce. To promote understanding of the people
involved in the current study, I provide a description of the medical radiation science
professions and their professional entry educational pathways. Transition to professional
practice for medical radiation science professionals is poorly examined in the literature so I
explore that associated with other caring professions to illuminate the nature, context and
challenges common to new graduates engaging in their first experiences of independent
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professional practice. Finally, I summarise the gaps in the existing literature that provide
justification for the current study.
In Chapter 3, I consider how resilience has been demonstrated as a critical process by which
people respond adaptively to challenges and manage workplace adversity. To illustrate how
notions of resilience may inform understanding of the strategies that new medical radiation
science graduates employ to manage the challenges they face during transition to
professional practice, I outline the history and development of resilience research and its
application in the caring professions. Finally, I summarise gaps in the existing literature that
support the justification for my study.
In Chapter 4, I position my study within the qualitative research domain and explain my
rationale for adopting a Charmazian(1) grounded theory approach. After exploring the
general methods for data collection and analysis employed in Charmazian(1) grounded
theory, I outline the specific data collection and analysis approach I used in my study. In
doing so, I provide insights into my personal research experiences and use an exemplar from
my analysis to illustrate the reflective and iterative process I employed. Finally, I examine
critical research quality considerations.
In Chapter 5, I provide an overview of the substantive theory derived from the data
collection and analysis processes. I consider how the overarching process of evolution
explains how medical radiation science graduates experience resilience in their encounters
with workplace adversity.
Chapters 6 and 7 collectively examine each aspect of the substantive theory: I have
separated the two chapters to assist clarity during this detailed exploration. In Chapter 6, I
consider the transition to professional practice context within which medical radiation
science graduates experience workplace adversity. As this context has not been previously
described in the literature, I use core findings from my participants’ data to provide a rich
description of transition to professional practice for medical radiation science professionals,
including transitional milestones and timeframes. The important experiences of transition to
professional practice are explored using the categories derived from the graduates’ own
words. These experiences include staking their independence, performing with confidence,
finding their place, and feeling.
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In Chapter 7, I explore the nature of workplace adversity experienced by participants in my
study, considering the significant diversity of challenges and confronting events that new
graduates encounter, and the resultant impact of these critical incidents. I then examine in
turn the remaining aspects of my theory of resilience as evolution, including how new
medical radiation science professionals experience energising, maintaining momentum,
achieving equilibrium, and beating inertia. Finally, I consider the personal and
environmental conditions that influence resilience.
In Chapter 8, I consider the theory I have developed in light of the existing literature. Firstly,
I compare my substantive theory with other theories of resilience. Secondly, I consider the
findings of my study in comparison with other studies of resilience among caring
professionals. While there are some similarities, as might be reasonably expected, there are
also distinct differences that demonstrate the unique contribution of my study.
In Chapter 9, I draw upon all previous chapters to outline the significance and implications
of my study. I provide recommendations from my substantive theory of resilience as
evolution for educational institutions, employing organisations and professional
associations. Finally, I consider the limitations of my study and opportunities for further
research.
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Chapter 2 – Background and review
of the literature: Understanding the
people and their context
2.1 Chapter introduction
To appreciate how new graduates adapt resiliently to the challenges they
encounter, it is important to understand who they are professionally, how they are
experiencing transition to professional practice, and their working context. In this
chapter, I broadly outline global concerns about health workforce retention and
attrition to highlight the importance of retaining new professionals in the
workforce. To promote understanding of the people involved in the current study, I
provide a description of the medical radiation science professions and their
professional entry educational pathways. Transition to professional practice for
medical radiation science professionals is poorly examined in the literature so I
explore that associated with other caring professions to illuminate the nature,
context and challenges common to new graduates engaging in their first
experiences of independent professional practice. Finally, I summarise the gaps in
the existing literature that provide justification for the current study.

2.2 Attrition in the health workforce
It is now generally accepted that global, including Australian, populations are
increasing and ageing. There are multiple impacts of these demographic changes
that serve to place the health workforce under pressure.(42) Greater numbers of
people, including greater numbers of older people, lead to an increased burden of
disease.(42, 43) More people requiring health care services are of an older age or
present with more of the chronic co-morbidities prevalent in older age that
complicate medical treatment and health care delivery: acuity is increasing.(42-45)
Technological advancements contribute to better patient outcomes but frequently
make health care delivery more complex.(42, 44, 45) These factors in combination have
resulted in an environment with a very high demand from more people with
increasingly complex conditions requiring increasingly complex care.
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Just as the general population is ageing, so too is the health workforce. (2, 3) The
Australian medical radiation science workforce has not been well examined in the
allied health literature, which focuses almost exclusively on the significant
worldwide shortages in the nursing workforce, predicted to worsen this decade and
beyond as the baby-boomer generation of nursing professionals approaches
retirement.(4-7) A common strategy to address this shortage has been to increase
the number of students and, therefore, graduate nursing professionals.(9, 10) As a
result larger numbers of beginning professionals with comparatively limited
experience enter workplaces already experiencing staffing shortages, high demands
and great complexity, increasing stressors for new graduates and their more
experienced colleagues.
In addition to increasing the number of new graduates entering the profession,
some health professions have considered strategies, such as transition to
professional practice programs, to maximise retention within the profession and
within specific workplaces. Predominantly, the associated literature relates to
attrition in the nursing workforce, and it indicates that the pressures of the working
environment and poor experiences during the initial period of a new graduate’s
working life lead to dissatisfaction and intent to leave their job and/or their
profession.(4, 6, 11, 44) Attrition of new nursing graduates has been reported widely,
with up to 54% of graduates leaving their job or leaving nursing within their first
year.(46, 47)

2.2.1 The cost of attrition
Attrition of health care professionals is costly for the individual, the organisation,
the profession and society. In opting to leave their workplace, an individual may
experience the financial cost associated with unemployment, seeking a new job or
relocating, or the professional cost in terms of a setback to career progression. If
the individual leaves the profession entirely, they may face the financial costs of
training for a new occupation, the loss of their investment in the costs associated
with training for their former profession, and a personal emotional cost.(48)
When an employee leaves a workplace, the organisation may face financial costs
and service disruptions associated with vacancy, recruitment and on-boarding of a
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replacement staff member,(4, 13, 49-57) disruptions to quality of care or productivity
due to vacancy, excessive workloads or short-staffing,(4, 55, 58) the loss of investment
in the training and development of the former employee,(49) and the potential
damage to organisational reputation that may be associated with high rates of
turnover. Thus, turnover represents a high cost to employers and to the health
professional concerned. While I could not identify any published Australian data for
medical imaging or radiation therapy professionals, estimates of the organisational
cost of nursing turnover in the United States of America in 2002 were as high as
US$67,100 per practitioner.(50)
When professionals opt to leave their profession, workforce shortage issues can
result, which may redirect the efforts of professional associations to areas related
to workforce supply and away from progressing and advancing the profession.
Society more broadly is likely to be affected by attrition because of reductions in
service quality and access, the indirect costs to the economy of subsidising the
education of professionals who do not continue, and the recruitment and
productivity costs of the public sector health care environment.

2.2.2 Attrition in the medical radiation sciences
It is important to note that the primary source of information relating to workforce
attrition relates to nursing in the United States of America, and that documented
evidence for the Australian situation is scant. The situation for the medical radiation
science professional workforce is poorly documented. I could identify only one
relevant study, Atyeo’s(59) exploration of workforce attrition among Australian
radiation therapists. He found that high workload, time pressures, erosion of
quality of care and lack of management support were among the stressors that
were predictive of participants’ thoughts of resigning from their workplace.
Notably, however, this study did not examine the experiences of beginning
professionals specifically.
The medical radiation sciences constitute a relatively small proportion of the
national healthcare workforce,(60) and in the following section I describe the
professions further. Due to these proportionately small numbers, small variations
in the medical radiation science workforce numbers in absolute terms can result in
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shortages that curtail the availability of medical imaging, radiation therapy and
nuclear medicine services. These shortages can be cyclical and influenced by the
availability (or not) of staff or by economic considerations and the availability of
funding to employ staff. Like many health professions, strategies to remediate
workforce shortages in the medical radiation science professions have primarily
relied upon increasing the number of enrolled students(61) and, eventually, new
graduates entering the profession.

2.3 The medical radiation science professions
Ionising and non-ionising electromagnetic radiations with diagnostic and
therapeutic applications in medicine are known as medical radiations. The allied
health professionals responsible for the administration of medical radiations are
known as medical radiation scientists, medical radiation science professionals, or
medical radiation professionals, and include medical imaging professionals,
radiation therapy professionals and nuclear medicine professionals. There were
14,387 medical radiation science professionals in Australia in June 2014.(62) In the
current study, I consider only medical radiation science professionals working in
Australia as the nature of the roles, the professional structure and educational
preparation vary considerably throughout the world. Medical radiation science
professionals are members of the group of professions known as the caring
professions, defined as those occupations that look after other people(63, 64) and
including professions such as teaching, nursing, medicine and other health
professions.
Medical imaging professionals constitute the largest proportion of the Australian
medical radiation science workforce, representing almost 78% of registered
professionals.(62, 65) Medical imaging professionals employ medical radiations to
diagnose, investigate and monitor disease and injury.(66, 67) Examples of the
procedures and interventions that might be undertaken by medical imaging
professionals include acquisition of x-ray images, computed tomography,
fluoroscopy, angiography, magnetic resonance imaging, mammography and
ultrasound. Medical imaging professionals are sometimes known as medical
imaging technologists, radiographers, diagnostic radiographers or radiologic
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technologists.(66) Medical imaging professionals work in a range of healthcare
settings in the public and private sectors(66) including hospitals, medical centres,
standalone clinics, mobile clinics, and triage sites associated with emergency
response and military operations. Within these settings, medical imaging
professionals provide care in contexts including in outpatient units, patient wards,
operating theatres and trauma units.(66)
Radiation therapy professionals represent the second largest group within the
Australian medical radiation science workforce, incorporating almost 16% of
registered professionals.(62, 65) Radiation therapy professionals use medical
radiations to treat disease, predominantly malignant disease.(66, 67) Radiation
therapy professionals design and deliver treatment to patients through a range of
modalities including external beam radiation therapy and brachytherapy.(68)
Radiation therapy professionals are sometimes known as radiotherapists, therapy
or therapeutic radiographers, radiologic technologists or medical dosimetrists.(66)
Radiation therapy professionals work in hospitals and standalone clinics in the
public and private sectors.(66) Within these settings, radiation therapy professionals
predominantly provide care within a designated radiation oncology unit with pretreatment (simulation and planning) and treatment services.
Nuclear medicine professionals represent the smallest group within the Australian
medical radiation science workforce.(62, 65) Nuclear medicine professionals use
medical radiations, usually in the form of radioactive sources
(radiopharmaceuticals), to diagnose and treat particular medical conditions.(67)
Nuclear medicine professionals are sometimes known as nuclear medicine
technologists or nuclear medicine scientists. Nuclear medicine professionals work in
hospitals and standalone clinics in the private and public sectors, providing services
to inpatients and outpatients.
The medical radiation science professions are regulated under the Australian Health
Practitioner Regulation National Law (2009) through the Medical Radiation Practice
Board of Australia (MRPBA) of the Australian Health Practitioner Regulation
Agency.(69) The MRPBA was first constituted on 1st July 2012.(69) Medical imaging
and radiation therapy professionals are represented professionally by the
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Australian Institute of Radiography (AIR).(70) Nuclear medicine professionals are
represented professionally by the Australian and New Zealand Society of Nuclear
Medicine (ANZSNM).(71) While practice standards and accreditation of educational
programs and practitioners are now the responsibility of the MRPBA,(72) prior to 1st
July 2012, these were the responsibility of the AIR and the ANZSNM. As a result,
the education of graduates of 2012 and 2013, including participants in my study,
was primarily influenced by the former standards and accreditation processes of
their professional bodies rather than the MRPBA.
My study focuses on the two largest disciplines within the medical radiation science
workforce – medical imaging and radiation therapy. This decision was largely a
pragmatic one, as the number of new graduate nuclear medicine professionals who
might be willing to participate was likely to be extremely small, therefore leading to
concerns about protecting their confidentiality.
Health professionals use various terms, such as ‘client’, ‘consumer’ or ‘patient’ to
describe the people in their care and for whom they provide health care services.
The current convention for Australian medical radiation science professionals is to
use the term ‘patient’(66, 71, 73, 74) and, on that basis, I adopted this term for my
study.

2.3.1 Medical radiation science professional entry education
There are two main pathways to professional entry to medical imaging and
radiation therapy in Australia - university programs that lead directly to registration
(work ready professionals), and those that lead to provisional registration.
Graduates with provisional registration are required to satisfactorily complete a
designated program involving 48 weeks of supervised practice in order to obtain full
professional status.(65) As graduates from the two different professional entry
pathways experience different academic and professional preparation, and engage
in their initial postgraduate practice under distinctly different regulatory, structural
and supervisory contexts, considering both groups as participants in my study could
be confounding. To eliminate this risk, I have opted to include graduates from only
one pathway in my study, specifically those that graduate from university as work
ready professionals. The rationale for this choice was simply pragmatic. Since the
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mid-2000s, educational institutions have tended to move from programs that
prepare graduates for provisional registration toward those that result in workreadiness. In 2000, there was only one radiation therapy or medical imaging
educational program in Australia leading directly to registration. At the time I
commenced my study, five of the 14 programs in Australia produced work-ready
graduates. This proportion had climbed to ten of 16 Australian programs by mid2014. I reside in Western Australia, where the majority of new medical radiation
science appointments are fully, rather than provisionally, registered professionals –
during the period of my data collection, only five non-work ready graduates were
registered in this State.(65) I opted to consider work ready graduates simply because
it was more likely that I would be able to access an adequate number of
participants in my study.
The two recognised program structures in the work ready pathway are a four-year
Bachelor degree and a two-year graduate-entry Master degree.(66, 69) Three
Australian universities offer accredited programs: Curtin University (Western
Australia) offers a four-year medical imaging program,(75) Monash University
(Victoria) offers a four-year medical imaging program(76) and a two-year radiation
therapy program,(77) and University of South Australia offers four-year medical
imaging and radiation therapy programs.(78, 79)
Students in these programs engage in clinical practice experiences during their
education, including extensive periods of clinical practicum, commonly referred to
in the medical radiation sciences as ‘clinical placement’. These experiences allow
students to consolidate, apply and extend their knowledge and skills while
becoming familiar with the professional environment, professional culture and their
future professional role. Medical imaging and radiation therapy students from work
ready programs complete approximately 1900 hours of clinical placement during
their educational preparation.(80) This contrasts notably with other health
professions, as evidenced by the Australian accreditation requirement for nursing
of 800 hours(81) and 1000 hours for podiatry(82), psychology(83) and occupational
therapy.(84)
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2.4 Transition to professional practice
New medical radiation science graduates may experience several transitions
simultaneously: a transition from university student to beginning professional, a
transition from student to employee, and a transition from relatively fewer
responsibilities to those of an accountable, independent professional. Additionally,
graduates assuming new employment positions may experience transition because
they are required to relocate to a new area. These life transitions may present
stressors for the new graduate.
It has been well reported in the literature that new health professional graduates
encounter challenges in assuming their professional roles. This has been particularly
well documented in the nursing literature, which has demonstrated, to a greater or
lesser degree, that new professionals experience a wide range of stressors, such as
feeling a lack of knowledge,(14-16) poor communication or conflict with colleagues(14)
and lack of time.(14, 16) Often, the literature depicts negative situations, although it
should be acknowledged that some positive stressors, such as being challenged to
undertake a new procedure or to solve a complex problem, may contribute
positively to advancing the professional and personal development of new
practitioners.

2.4.1 Defining transition to professional practice
Given the considerable volume of work dealing with transition to professional
practice, also known as transition to practice, it is curious that it remains
predominantly undefined in the literature. Generally, it is considered to be the
period during which a health professional progresses from being a brand new
graduate to being a proficient, independent practitioner. In the absence of a
denotative definition, I have followed Malouf and West’s(85) example and base my
working definition upon the common usage of the term: transition is considered as
a process in which an individual moves between two environments or states.(63, 64)
In the case of transition to professional practice, the two environments are the
university and the clinical environment, and the two states are student and
practising professional.
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Transition to professional practice has been widely described in the nursing
literature but infrequently in that of medical imaging or radiation therapy. The bulk
of the relevant nursing literature for the past three decades has originated from
North America. This evidence base indicates that new nursing graduates describe
their transition as comprised of elements of gaining experience of the profession,
gaining competence and experiencing newness.(45, 86-89) Experience of the
profession(22, 90) includes learning what it is to be a professional, and how to be a
member of a profession and of a professional community. Gaining competence(22,
23, 90, 91)

relates to technical and patient care aspects of the new graduate’s clinical

responsibilities. Experiencing newness(22, 23, 91, 92) includes experience of anxiety,
uncertainty, a desire to fit in, and the development of confidence and professional
resilience.
Although transition to professional practice in nursing has been very thoroughly
described in the literature, there exists considerable variation about key
characteristics such as duration, milestones, challenges, nature and outcomes. I
consider these aspects in the remainder of this chapter.

2.4.2 Duration of transition to professional practice
Overall, it seems that the nursing profession views transition to professional
practice as commencing on the first day of post-graduate employment, and a
considerable proportion of the literature related to transition to professional
practice focuses upon formal internship or orientation programs provided upon
initial employment, and for up to one year following graduation.(10, 12, 13, 17, 20, 44, 45, 51,
57, 86, 88, 89, 93-109)

This makes the question of duration of transition to professional

practice somewhat perplexing as the structure of the transition program is most
commonly pre-determined by the organisation or relevant regulatory body, rather
than being tailored and concluded dependent on the graduates’ individual needs
and performance. Much of the literature reports on specific internship,
registrarship, preceptorship or orientation programs which commonly run for up to
12 months.(7, 10, 12, 13, 17, 18, 45, 52, 86-89, 93-98, 101, 110-113)
The majority of the nursing transition to professional practice literature takes an
organisational, management or supervisory perspective, most commonly describing
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the program as a model for other organisations to adopt, reporting the cost-benefit
of the program of interest, or presenting some other justification for continuing or
extending the program. This results in a tendency within the literature to report
outcomes for the organisation or graduate satisfaction (7, 12, 17, 18, 52, 87, 88, 93, 95, 97, 98,
101, 111-114)

as justification for a particular program, rather than reporting the

objective evaluation of nursing transition experiences, learning interventions and
graduate development as a means of identifying the necessity for, and nature of,
the transition program.(17, 45, 90, 115) Few studies demonstrate how the graduate
feedback obtained has been interrogated, considering issues of response veracity
given the graduates’ relative lack of power, the validity and reliability of the
particular survey tool employed, or the actual correlation between graduates’
satisfaction with the program and improvement in transition experiences and
developmental outcomes. Graduates may like the program, but that does not
necessarily mean that it is a necessary, or the optimal, form of transitional support.
There is also a critical distinction between graduate development that occurs as a
natural result of time and experience during their initial postgraduate practice and
that which occurs because of the particular interventions incorporated within a
specific transition program: little of the literature seems to consider this distinction
or to compellingly demonstrate that the reported outcomes are attributable
directly to the transition program. None of the literature I identified employed a
control group within a single program context to explore what, if any, additional
development or improved outcomes occurred as the result of the program. Given
that many of the formal programs developed run for 12 months, it is unsurprising
that much of the literature suggests that nursing transition to professional practice
lasts for 12 months, and the lack of strong evaluation of progress and outcomes
makes it difficult to appreciate whether such a duration is, indeed, an accurate
reflection of transition as experienced by the graduates themselves.

2.4.3 Transition to professional practice programs and experiences
The basis for nursing transition programs is often indicated as the seminal research
of Kramer(19) in 1974. Over a period of eight years, Kramer(19) investigated the
experiences of young graduate nurses during their early nursing practice. The term
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‘reality shock’ was developed to describe the confronting and often negative
experience of transition to nursing practice, where new graduates commence work
believing that they have been well-prepared for the realities of practice, only to
discover that things are shockingly different. This shock results in a range of
emotions and behaviours, such as distress, disengagement, aggression, anxiety,
fatigue, cynicism or pain.(19) Other researchers have extended and further
developed Kramer’s work, suggesting that there is some validity to the notion that
new practitioners experience significant challenges upon their entry to professional
practice.(14, 44, 90, 110, 116-121) These experiences can be so negative that new
graduates leave the workplace or their profession, resulting in material losses to
employers and emotional and financial losses for the graduate.(4, 48, 52, 110, 122)
Effective support during transition to professional practice has been found to
increase employee satisfaction and to decrease new graduate attrition.(9, 12, 95, 123127)

In response to this workforce attrition, some nursing employers implemented
programs intended to support graduates through the transition period, arguably
positioning transition to professional practice as a problem to be managed rather
than as a normal element of one’s professional career.(128) There are few examples
in the literature of programs that have been robustly and methodically evaluated
for their effectiveness in improving the transition experiences of graduates and
minimising attrition. Some were evaluated for program satisfaction or opinion,(13, 46,
52, 57, 88, 98, 99, 105, 109, 111, 120, 129)

for self-reported perceptions about various attributes

of the job or self,(13, 20, 51, 52, 88, 99, 100, 102, 103, 107, 109, 130, 131) or against specific
competency or critical thinking measures,(20, 57, 99, 100, 104, 106, 108, 112, 132) but I could
identify none that compellingly demonstrated that the program improved
graduates experience of transition compared with what might have occurred as the
natural result of time and experience, controlling for individual variations in
proficiency. Similarly, some programs have been determined as successful by
comparing attrition rates or intention to leave before the implementation of the
program and after.(7, 9, 13, 52, 55, 57, 88, 98, 99, 107, 113, 133-135) None of the studies using such
a measure appears to have actively considered the role of broader organisational,
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economic or social factors in influencing these measures – in a period of high
demand and low unemployment, for example, professionals may feel more
confident to change jobs to something they perceive as better or more appealing,
and such attrition may have nothing to do with the culture or their experiences in
their former workplace.
Because so much of the available literature examines nursing transition to
professional practice within the context of a formal or informal program of some
type, it is difficult to determine the nature of graduate experiences of their
transition to professional practice as opposed to graduate experiences of the
program. Terms such as ‘intern program’, ‘preceptorship’, ‘orientation program’,
‘mentorships’ and ‘induction programs’ are used inconsistently, further
complicating appreciation of the nature of graduate transition experiences. In
essence, it is difficult to know if one is comparing apples with apples. My study
does not aim to examine the merits of particular program types or their variants.
Nevertheless, as the majority of literature about transition to professional practice
refers to graduates who have undertaken one or more of these transition
strategies, it is important to appreciate that transition programs vary considerably.
In some cases, graduates may be directly supervised or precepted in their practice
by a more experienced colleague.(13, 20, 44, 52, 53, 57, 99, 103, 104, 106, 112, 113, 136) In other
situations, or as time progresses, or for certain activities, experienced others may
monitor, mentor or guide new graduates more indirectly.(18, 20, 53, 54, 101, 111, 113, 133, 136,
137)

The aim of transition programs may be to develop or confirm the graduate’s

capability or competence,(14, 51, 100, 106, 112, 136, 138) to provide more general support
and socialisation, (101, 107, 136, 137, 139, 140) or to maximise satisfaction and retention,(13,
14, 51, 57, 98, 107, 109, 133, 137)

. Orientation or induction programs may occur prior to, or in

conjunction with, other transition strategies and generally constitute a period of
days or weeks when the newly employed graduate engages in activities or tasks
that orient them to their new organisation, workplace or role.(55, 89, 138, 141)
In addition to differences in the nature of these transition strategies, within each
strategy type there is considerable variation between and within particular
organisations, complicating efforts at evaluation and comparison. Some programs
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include elements of didactic content, commonly delivered in the format of lectures
and classes.(9, 11, 13, 17, 18, 44, 52, 93, 98-100, 103, 109, 113, 136, 138, 142) Others incorporate no
formal content delivery. Some programs appear to focus on developing the more
technical elements of the graduates’ knowledge and skills,(14, 100, 136, 138) others on
broader attributes such as decision-making, leadership and critical thinking,(137, 143)
and still others focus on both.(57, 98, 104, 112, 113)
In some situations, graduates are partnered with a designated more experienced
colleague for a period of days, weeks or months. Depending on the program, the
intent of this partnership may be for supervision, monitoring and evaluation of
practice, or it may be for more general guidance and support, or for some
combination of these functions. The designated colleague is variously termed the
‘coach’,(144) ‘mentor’,(21, 22, 26, 43, 51, 52, 88, 90, 95, 106, 111, 115, 117, 121, 144-154) ‘preceptor’,(10, 1214, 21, 22, 26, 44-46, 52, 57, 88, 94, 95, 99, 102-104, 107, 108, 112, 114, 115, 120, 121, 145, 146, 148, 150, 152, 153, 155-157)

‘educator’,(10, 26, 46, 52, 88, 112, 145, 146) ‘supervisor’(22, 26, 27, 46, 97, 114, 144, 152, 158, 159) or
‘buddy’.(117, 151) There is little consistency in the literature as to how these terms are
used or how the roles are defined. In some programs, the colleague/graduate pairs
are determined by the organisation, in others the graduate may choose any
colleague or from a pre-determined pool of colleagues. Some programs involve
formal evaluation of performance across various dimensions of practice, others
involve no formal performance assessment.
In Australia, new medical radiation science graduates experience a range of
interventions to support their transition to professional practice. I could identify no
literature that examines or compares these interventions, and work ready medical
radiation science graduates are not required by either the AIR or the MRPBA to
complete a formal period of supervised practice.(66, 69) Based upon my own
observations, some medical radiation science graduates may complete a specialised
transition or generic orientation program developed by their employing
organisation, some may be provided with a mentor, and others may receive no
formal or direct transition support.
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2.4.4 Challenges during transition to professional practice
By virtue of their role in health care, health professionals encounter situations that
are sometimes confronting, upsetting or emotionally provocative. Such situations
may be obviously challenging, such as the care of accident victims presenting for
resuscitation, the care of aggressive people affected by drugs or alcohol, the care of
people in the end stages of life, or the care of people suffering severe burns. Other
situations may be less obviously challenging but nevertheless present potential for
distress to the health professional: providing care to a non-compliant person,
performing a treatment procedure on an anaesthetised child, or dealing with the
overwrought or aggressive families of patients. The effects of the emotional
workload of caring have been well documented, and include cynicism,(31-33)
burnout,(32-39) compassion fatigue,(38, 40, 160, 161) job dissatisfaction,(31, 37, 41) and
workplace and workforce attrition.(31, 37, 41) It could be hypothesised that new
professionals, while competent, enter the workforce with relatively fewer resources
to manage the stressors they encounter compared with their more experienced
colleagues who, by virtue of their experience and familiarity with the workplace,
are likely to possess a greater understanding of the resources available to support
them in managing the challenging situation directly and in dealing with its after
effects.
Additionally, the literature suggests that the period of transition to professional
practice is inherently highly stressful and challenging for the new professional.(14-30,
103, 162)

During the initial weeks and months of practice, new professionals must

negotiate a range of challenges as they establish their professional identity, come
to terms with the realities of practice, and adjust to their workplace and
professional culture. Coupled with the stressors that are associated with caring as a
profession, new graduates may be particularly susceptible to negative aspects of
practice. Several studies suggest that the poor experiences and stress that these
graduates encounter upon commencing practice directly contribute to the high
rates of dissatisfaction and workplace and professional attrition among new
graduates in the nursing profession. (19, 88, 98, 133)
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2.5 Gaps in our understanding
Transition to practice in the health professions has been described extensively in
some disciplines, such as nursing, while little, if any, published evidence exists for
others. The latter is true of medical imaging and radiation therapy. Some of the
insights from the literature may readily be assumed to apply in medical radiation
science, particularly those that seem almost self-evident – for example, that
graduates benefit from a supportive, welcoming team culture(14, 18, 102, 136, 163, 164) –
however, it is important to remember that the context, work tasks, team dynamic
and other aspects of the professional role, culture and community are distinctly
different in the medical radiation sciences than those of other health professions.
Little in the literature explores the broader experiences of graduates during their
transition to professional practice, capturing graduate voices and their
perspectives. While transition programs may address organisational needs and,
perhaps, the assumed learning and support needs of the graduate, the lived
experience of graduates during transition, the development and support needs they
identify as important, and the means by which graduates develop the professional
resilience necessary to adapt to the challenges they experience during their initial
postgraduate practice are little explored in any health profession besides nursing.
Models for transition to professional practice tend to focus on diagrammatic
representations of particular transition programs and the prescribed activities in
which graduates engage.(96, 110, 113, 136) While some indicate that input or feedback
has been sought from graduates in developing the programs and, presumably,
these models, there is overwhelmingly a sense of organisation-centredness. I have
been unable to identify a graduate-centred model for understanding transition to
professional practice from the perspective of those experiencing it.
The sparse healthcare literature and the lack of discipline-specific literature
highlight that there is very limited understanding of the experiences of transition to
professional practice from the graduates’ own perspectives. There is a lack of
consideration of how medical radiation science graduates manage the transition
process, how they develop the professional resilience to adapt to the challenges
they face during this critical period when they possess their lowest degree of
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capability, and what factors assist their ability to thrive as new professionals during
the transition period. It is for this reason that an exploration of the nature and
characteristics of medical radiation science transition to professional practice is
warranted.

2.6 Chapter summary
Health workforce retention and attrition is of increasing concern in many parts of
the world as we confront the coincidence of a growing and ageing population and
workforce, and demands for higher acuity, more complex care. Transition to
professional practice is a challenging period for new nursing graduates, and poor
transition experiences can lead to attrition from the workforce. Transition to
professional practice is poorly described from the perspective of the graduates
themselves, and is largely undescribed in any sense for medical radiation science
professionals. New professionals experiencing their transition to professional
practice are likely to possess their lowest capacity to respond to challenges in the
workplace because of their relative inexperience and relative lack of awareness of
support and resources, rendering them particularly vulnerable.
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Chapter 3 – Background and review
of the literature: Understanding
resilience
3.1 Chapter introduction
In the previous chapter, I described the medical radiation science professions and
considered the context and nature of their transition to professional practice. The
challenges of transition to professional practice have been extensively described in
the nursing literature, but with very limited consideration as to how graduates
manage those challenges and, ultimately, persist through their initial practice
experiences.
In this chapter, I consider how resilience has been demonstrated as a critical
process by which people respond adaptively to challenges and manage workplace
adversity. To illustrate how notions of resilience may inform understanding of the
strategies that new medical radiation science graduates employ to manage the
challenges they face during transition to professional practice, I outline the history
and development of resilience research and its application in the caring professions.
Finally, I summarise gaps in the existing literature that support the justification for
my study.

3.2 Resilience and adversity
Considerable research has been conducted exploring how people react to
challenges, how they manage them and how they deal with the effects that their
reactions cause them. One of the concepts that has been explored as a moderator
of environmental stressors is resilience.
In examining how people respond to challenges and adverse events, some
researchers noticed that different individuals often responded very differently to
the same stressor.(165-169) Negative life events, such as experiencing trauma or
abuse, can result in psychopathologies for some individuals, while others emerge
apparently unscathed.(166) In some cases, individuals emerge from adversity with
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new or strengthened skills, knowledge or personal characteristics.(170) People who
experience stressful life transitions and who use their personal strengths to develop
and function better than before are considered resilient.(169, 171) This outcome
represents the paradox of resilience – “that the worst of times can also bring out
our best".(168)
The concept of resilience was proposed to explain this difference in response
between different people.(167) Broadly, early theories suggested that an individual
manifesting resilience may encounter some initial disruption from an adverse
encounter, but that they will use strategies to adapt to the situation and gain
opportunities to develop as a result.(172) Normal human existence involves
encountering and negotiating challenges with some degree of resilience.(173) The
capacity of individual people to employ adaptive strategies varies widely, and a
person’s capacity for resilience varies throughout his or her life and with the
specific context.(169, 171, 174-176)
While much of the research in resilience has been associated with psychology and
psychopathology in child development and trauma, it is perhaps unsurprising that
more recent explorations have considered resilience as an explanation or factor in
understanding the workplace, and how employees experience and manage
adversity within it. Workplace adversity may be considered as any “negative,
stressful, traumatic, or difficult situation or episode of hardship that is encountered
in the occupational setting”.(177) This perspective of adversity readily encapsulates
the everyday challenges and problems that a person might encounter at work, not
just disasters and emergencies.(167, 178) It is difficult to imagine a workplace where
no such adversity exists. While strategies to minimise the likelihood of adverse
situations are important, it has been suggested that fostering people’s resilience
may moderate the effect of workplace stressors and improve, among other things,
workforce retention(179-181) and recruitment.(179) It is this relationship that justifies
the consideration of resilience in the context of medical radiation science transition
to professional practice.
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3.2.1 History and development of resilience research
Resilience research focuses on the positive adaptive processes that people employ
in the face of adversity.(182, 183) This area of research emerged from the fields of
psychopathology and child development during the 1950s.(172, 184) Broadly,
resilience research aims to answer the question of why different people
demonstrate different responses to the same adversity.(168) The initial focus of
resilience research was predominantly on managing risk and risk factors for
maladaptation or illness, and it has only been since the mid-1980s that the focus
has moved to considering positive health rather than problems.(172, 185)
Resilience inquiry has developed and progressed in a range of disciplinary contexts
including psychology and psychopathology,(166, 167, 169, 172, 186-194) physics,(186)
philosophy,(186) psychoneuroimmunology,(186) Eastern medicine,(186)
neuroscience,(186) social work,(188, 193) education,(175, 181, 182, 195) and nursing.(32, 170, 178,
180, 196-201)
190, 194)

Resilience was first very extensively studied in children(166, 167, 184, 187, 189,

and, later, in adults - particularly adult survivors of trauma, disasters and

illness - and communities.(167, 184) More recently, research contexts have extended
to include the workplace. (32, 170, 175, 178, 180-182, 184, 195-201)

3.2.2 Phases of resilience research
Resilience research appears to have occurred in three key phases. Firstly, resilience
was conceptualised as some combination of individual traits or characteristics that
protect a person from harm. Later, research focused on resilience as a process or
combination of processes through which individuals respond adaptively to
adversity. More recently, some studies have explored resilience as the energy that
motivates an individual to grow through adversity.

3.2.2.1 First phase of resilience research
The first phase of resilience research focused on identifying and exploring the
qualities possessed by people who displayed resilience and that were absent or
diminished in others.(169, 186) The qualities identified included developmental assets
and factors that protected resilient people from the adverse effects of stressors.
Such qualities can be likened to a set of internal and external attributes or traits
that help people to adapt to adversity.(186, 197) These qualities are sometimes
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perceived as protective factors that modify or ameliorate a person’s response to a
risk that is likely to lead to a negative outcome.(165)
Very large numbers of traits and attributes have been suggested as being
associated with resilience.(186) It is difficult to assume a critical perspective in
considering any or all of the characteristics associated with resilience in the
literature expressly because of its contextual nature: what may be identified as a
vital attribute in one context may be unreported or insignificant in another.
Nevertheless, it is useful to appreciate the range and diversity of characteristics
that have been identified as associated with resilience.
Personal characteristics that, depending on context, may support resilience include
factors that have been categorised by Polk(198) as dispositional, relational,
situational and philosophical. There is considerable overlap between and within
these categories and Polk’s(198) lists are far from exhaustive. It should be
acknowledged that they depend primarily on studies involving children and
adolescents. The categorisations are, however, useful for appreciating that there is
a wide range of factors that may support a person’s resilience. Resilience research
has identified dozens of individual characteristics, so the examples that I provide
here are simply indicative. Dispositional characteristics include physical and
psychosocial attributes such as personal competence,(198) sense of self,(190, 202)
physical health or constitution,(185) intelligence,(165, 166) self-esteem,(165, 166, 202, 203)
self-efficacy,(165, 166, 175, 182, 204) autonomy,(190) and temperament.(165, 166) Relational
attributes represent the characteristics of roles and relationships that influence
resilience(198) including positive relationships with other emotionally accessible
people, (182, 188, 202, 205) effective communication skills,(205) presence of role
models,(206) job competence or expertise,(182, 190, 204) interests and hobbies,(190) social
competence,(39, 182, 202) peer relationships,(205) and social ease.(185) Situational factors
characterise the person’s approach to situations(198) and include attributes such as
problem-solving skills,(165, 166, 168, 182) realism,(178) action-orientation,(165, 166, 175)
responsibility,(190) determination or perseverance,(202) sense of control,(204) and
flexibility or adaptability.(165, 166, 168, 178, 190, 202) Philosophical characteristics are those
that flow from one’s personal beliefs(198) and include assets such as reflectivity,(178,
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190)

a mission or sense of purpose,(168, 175, 188) faith or hope,(178, 190, 204) optimism,(39,

168, 178, 184)

belief in what one is doing, and a balanced perspective of life.(202, 205)

Genetic differences were found to influence some variation in resilience in some
individuals, but were unlikely to account for all the variation seen empirically.(165)
A key criticism of conceptualising resilience as a quality or trait, however, is that
despite decades of investigation, no universal quality, process or outcome has been
identified that could be consistently considered as resilience.(207) Further, even
though a person may possess a particular quality associated with resilience, that
person may not demonstrate resilience in all situations.(208) Nevertheless, the
identification of resilient traits prompts consideration of how such characteristics
could be nurtured to promote resilient behaviour.(186)

3.2.2.2 Second phase of resilience research
The second phase of resilience research moved away from conceptualising
resilience as embodied in a set of qualities or characteristics to viewing resilience as
the process (or processes) through which a person is able to access these internal
and external attributes.(175, 186, 197) Resilience varies with time and context, therefore
it may be illogical to consider it as a fixed trait or characteristic of a person.(166, 176,
185)

Further, individual traits and environmental factors can be assets or liabilities

depending on the situation, so it is more helpful to consider resilience processes
rather than specific attributes or characteristics.(166, 169, 176)
The notion of resilience as a process is not necessarily dismissing the role of traits
or attributes, rather it implies that these characteristics promote and support
adaptive response processes.(189) Protective factors – the specific healthy skills and
abilities that a person possesses or can access(202) - can underpin, facilitate or be
enacted or accessed in the strategies(189) employed by people in response to
challenging situations. The process of resilience has been described as dynamic(169,
175, 197)

because the presence of risk does not necessarily mean that a person will

succumb, and protective factors may vary with context and other factors, so the
balance between the two may readily change.(169)
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The strategies that embody resilience processes are wide-ranging and depend upon
the context. Help-seeking, problem-solving, caring for oneself, normalising,
distancing and avoidance are examples of strategies whereby individuals respond
to, manage and recover from the adversity that they encounter. It is important to
avoid normative judgements of whether the processes employed are ‘positive’ or
‘negative’, and to simply recognise that the processes employed by particular
individuals assist their adaptation to adversity in some way that is relevant for
them.

3.2.2.3 Third phase of resilience research
The third wave of resilience research is relatively recent – or, arguably, quite
ancient. The focus of enquiry is on seeking to understand resilience as the innate
force, spirit or energy that drives a person to develop and grow through adversity,
rather than succumbing.(186, 197, 209) There seems to be some resonance between
this conception of resilience and the philosophy of some religious, spiritual or lifeenrichment movements, and the philosophical positions of a range of
disciplines.(186) This third wave of resilience research is very much an emergent
field, however Richardson(186) summarised the associated conceptualisation of
resilience as the “force within everyone that drives them to seek self-actualization,
altruism, wisdom, and harmony with a spiritual source of strength. This force is
resilience, and it has a variety of names depending upon the discipline”(186), such as
energy, chi or spirit.
Another more recently emerging aspect of resilience research is the exploration of
resilience as a characteristic of the individual’s broader social group, whether that is
their community, their culture or their environment.(181, 184, 191, 192, 203) This
conceptualisation suggests that individual resilience may be enhanced within an
appropriately supportive social context and, perhaps, that the group’s collective
adaptability in the face of adversity may be fostered when individual group
members have capacity for resilience. Jordan(192) uses a relational-cultural view that
all psychological growth occurs within relationships, suggesting that resilience is not
resident in the individual but in the capacity for connection.
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3.2.3 Theoretical conceptualisations of resilience
Numerous models and depictions of resilience exist, commonly developed for use
in, or to explain some aspect of, psychological or behavioural therapy. Their
applicability to workplaces and workplace adversity is unclear, and I have been
unable to identify compelling evidence confirming their generalisability to a context
such as medical radiation science practice. I have, therefore, limited consideration
of theoretical conceptualisations to three that are cited in the small body of
literature related to resilience among caring professionals – Richardson et al.’s(172)
resiliency model, Jordan’s(210) relational-cultural theory, and Grotberg’s(194)
resilience framework.

3.2.3.1 Richardson et al.’s resiliency model
One of the most commonly cited models of resilience is that of Richardson et
al.,(172) who conceptualised resilience as a process of disruption and reintegration as
depicted in Figure 3.1
When a person encounters some life event, challenge or situation, the interaction
between that event and the factors that protect the person from risk will determine
whether disruption occurs. Protective factors vary enormously and depend upon
the context but might include, for example, a sense of self-confidence, physical
fitness, or strong self-esteem. Disruptions may be perceived as disorganisation,
where the ‘pieces’ of a person’s life become fragmented: in extreme cases, the
organisation of a person’s life might seem to completely fracture. Disruption can
lead to positive or negative outcomes, and even positively anticipated events can
lead to disruption. For example, the birth of a child or commencing a new job may
be expected and anticipated with excitement and pleasure, yet either is likely to be
disruptive. Disruption results in primary emotions, and common emotions in the
face of negatively perceived disruptions include hurt, loss, fear, perplexity,
confusion, bewilderment and doubt.(172) This presents an opportunity for other
people to listen, sympathise and offer support.
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Stressors, Life events,
Challenges

Resilient
reintegration

Interaction

Biopsychospiritual
protective
factors
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Homeostatic
reintegration

Disruption
Maladaptive
reintegration

Disorganisation
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Dysfunctional
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Figure 3.1: Richardson et al.’s(172) resiliency model - Adapted from ‘The Resiliency Model without Facilitating’
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As time passes, the individual starts to consider what they will do to adapt or move
on from the disruption. They employ coping strategies, and reintegration from the
disorganised state commences. Generally, people desire homeostasis – equilibrium
- where the pieces of their lives fit together and their worldview remains intact.
Richardson et al. (172) identified four reintegrative outcomes. Dysfunctional
reintegration requires professional psychological intervention, and is represented
by outcomes such as withdrawal into psychopathic syndromes. Maladaptive
reintegration, or reintegration with loss, occurs when a person’s life is sufficiently
disrupted that they reintegrate their worldview at a level of function lower than
homeostasis – for example, they may have a reduced self-esteem or lower
expectations. Homeostatic reintegration occurs when the individual returns to the
same level of functioning as before their interaction with the event, without
experiencing growth: in effect, the individual ‘bounces back’ from adversity.
Resilient reintegration occurs where the individual emerges from adversity with a
higher level of functioning than before and equipped with new skills or a better
self-understanding. Upon subsequent encounters with adversity, the resilient
individual is better equipped to negotiate the new challenge.
While there have been some criticisms that this model is inappropriately linear and
overly simplistic in that it considers particular adverse events in isolation,(186) the
structure of the model depicted in Figure 3.1 provides a useful starting
conceptualisation of how a person might resiliently engage with adversity.

3.2.3.2 Jordan’s relational theory
A relational conceptualisation of resilience strongly reflects the one common
finding in much of the research relating to resilience – that resilience is
characterised by strong supportive relationships.(203, 206) Jordan (210, 211) applied
relational-cultural theory to conceptualise resilience as the capacity for connection
rather than as something that resides within the individual.
In this relational theory of resilience, isolation is considered the primary cause of
human psychological pain and suffering, and connections with others that foster
personal growth are the source of resilience.(192, 210, 211) Resilience resides in our
capacity to move in times of adversity towards connections characterised by mutual
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empathy and mutual empowerment, which encourage and motivate us to act. In
this conceptualisation of resilience, capacity to adapt is less an individual
characteristic possessed by only some people, to a something that everyone can
access through supportive connections with others.(203, 210, 211) When confronted
with adversity, people may move towards isolation and dysfunctional patterns of
behaviour, or towards relationships that provide support and encouragement.
Importantly, Jordan(210) emphasises mutuality in these connections, suggesting that
receiving the benefits of supportive relationships is just as important as giving and
contributing to others. Further, these connections may not always be actual
relationships, but rather a personal sense of relatedness and mutuality with others.
To clarify this somewhat perplexing notion, Jordan(210) cites the example of an
individual – say, a hiker - feeling a sense of connection and relationship with nature
even though the experience occurs in solitude. It is important to note that primary
application of Jordan’s(210) theory of relational resilience has been in psychotherapy,
as the underpinning framework for therapeutic interventions, rather than as an
explanatory model for researched phenomena.
Further developing Jordan’s(210) theory, Walsh(168, 206) elaborated the key processes
that underpin relational resilience, grouping them as those that relate to belief
systems, organisational patterns, and communication and problem-solving. I have
summarised these processes in Figure 3.2. While such categorisations are
subjective, the identification of relational resilience processes provides a useful
point of comparison for the current study. In a relational conceptualisation,
resilience is fostered when a life event is perceived as a shared challenge that is
reframed as manageable by the collective of the individual and their supportive
others. These key relationships promote confidence and encourage determination
and perseverance. Processes such as flexibility, openness, respect and resourceseeking support these connections and relationships. Relational resilience is
fostered in these key connections through open, clear communication processes,
emotional expression and collaborative problem-solving.
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Shared belief
systems

• Making meaning of adversity e.g. normalise or
contextualise adversity, sense of coherence, causal
or explanatory attributions
• Positive outlook e.g. hope, optimism, courage,
encouragement, perseverance
• Transcendence and spirituality e.g. values, meaning,
faith, learning, growth from adversity

Organisational
processes

• Flexibility e.g. open to change, leadership, stability,
equal partnerships
• Connectedness e.g. mutual support, respect,
collaboration, connection seeking
• Social and economic resources e.g. mobilising
networks, building security, balance

Communication
& problemsolving

• Clarity e.g. truth seeking, clear messages,
consistency
• Open emotional expression e.g. mutual empathy,
sharing, responsibility for own feelings, humour
• Collaborative problem-solving e.g. brain-storming,
shared decision-making, goal-focus, proactivity

Figure 3.2: Relational resilience - Adapted from ‘Key Processes in Family Resilience’(168)

3.2.3.3 Grotberg’s resilience framework
The International Resilience Project aimed to identify and promote strategies that
foster resilience among children living within individual communities.(194) Data were
gathered from almost 600 children in 30 countries and Grotberg(194) articulated a
resultant theory of the sources of resilience for children, which I have adapted in
Figure 3.3.
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I have
• trusted people
around me
• limits so I know
when to stop
• positive role
models
• people who want
me to learn to be
independent
• people who will
help me

I am

I can

• a likeable, lovable
person
• glad to show
concern and
kindness for others
• respectful
• willing to be
responsible
• optimistic/hopeful

• share my fears or
concerns with
others
• solve problems
• exercise selfcontrol
• decide when to act
• find help

Figure 3.3: Grotberg’s resilience framework(194)(adapted)

Rather than focusing on individual factors or processes, Grotberg’s(194) framework
considers the dynamic ways in which these factors or processes interact to foster
resilient adaptation to adversity. The framework considers the three main sources
of resilience as I-have, I-am, and I-can. The I-have dimension relates to the external
support and resources that promote resilience. The sources of resilience that I-am
relate to individual internal strengths and assets, such as feelings, attitudes and
beliefs. I-can sources are social, interpersonal and inter-relating skills.
By exploring what people actually do to promote resilience, teaching strategies
were identified that aimed to promote the development of resilience capacity in
children. There is little evidence of empirical testing of these strategies.
Nevertheless, Grotberg’s(194) framework serves to inform my study by illuminating
the value of looking beyond the individual to the broader community and
implications for organisations, education and policy.

3.3 Limitations of resilience research
Resilience research is not without limitations or criticisms. In exploring an
individual’s response to adversity and the outcomes of that response, researchers
make a normative judgement about what are desirable or positive outcomes, and
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what are maladaptive or negative outcomes.(191, 202, 212) Such judgements negate the
meaning and value that individuals might personally attribute to the outcomes.
The focus of resilience research has been Western, with little validation of findings
cross-culturally,(191) so it is unclear how relevant or reflective the findings may be
for individuals from more diverse backgrounds. This may be of particular concern
for those applying resilience research findings in the therapeutic or clinical setting.
Glantz and Sloboda(207) argued that the rationale for exploring resilience may be
flawed. Resilient outcomes may not be particularly rare and remarkable, as most
outcomes of engagement with adversity are not substantially harmful for most
people, and are probably the result of the interaction of both positive and negative
influences.
While resilience theories and models may assist in better understanding some of
the underpinning processes that occur when a person encounters adversity, there is
a tendency towards linearity and considering stressors in isolation.(186) In reality,
individuals may experience a number of life challenges simultaneously(168, 186) and
their process of adapting is highly variable.(213) Similarly, people vary not just in their
capacity for resilience but in other ways, including their predisposal for risk: it may
be that some of those individuals who are considered resilient may, in fact, have
never been vulnerable to risk in the particular situation or may possess some other
characteristic or factor that protects them.(212)

3.3.1 Defining resilience
At the foundation of criticisms of resilience research is that the concept itself
remains unclear. Despite decades of research and the application of resilience
concepts and models in practice, it is difficult to identify a denotative definition of
resilience.(207) Definitions of resilience have been described as unclear,(198)
approached from differing perspectives,(167, 198, 207, 214) difficult,(194) elusive,(177)
multiple,(195, 207, 215, 216) and contradictory.(216) In common usage, resilience is the
ability of an object to return to, or spring back into shape after a disturbance(63, 64)
or the capacity to recover quickly from difficulties.(63) Such definitions imply a
return to the previous state or recovery of equilibrium following some form of
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disruption. Notably absent from these definitions is any sense of personal growth,
improvement, strengthening or development emerging from the experience,
contradicting the conceptualisation of resilience posited, for example, by
Richardson et al.(172)
Numerous authors have defined psychological resilience in terms that reflect this
common usage of resilience. Commonly, resilience is defined broadly as a dynamic
process where people withstand, persevere through, cope with, adapt to and/or
bounce back from adversity and continue with their lives.(8, 39, 168, 171, 175, 177, 180, 190,
191, 194, 196, 200-202, 217)

Carver(218) employs a similar definition, specifically excluding

situations where individuals adopt a higher level of functioning following adversity,
and he suggests such outcomes may be better considered as thriving rather than
resilience. Turner(188) echoes the notion of resilience as a process of bouncing back
and adds that, in resilient outcomes, individuals experience a sense of wellbeing.
Other authors have argued that resilience indicates an outcome where a person’s
encounter with adversity results in their functioning at a higher level than
before.(169, 170, 172, 191, 198, 219) Opinion about the nature of this higher functioning
varies and includes the development of additional coping and protective skills and
strengths,(172) or personal growth.(169, 170, 191, 198, 219)
Further confusing conceptualisation of resilience is the interchangeability of the
term ‘resilience’ with ‘thriving’. As I have mentioned, Carver(218) differentiates
between resilience and thriving based upon the degree of post-adversity
functioning, effectively placing thriving at a higher level than resilience. This
contradicts other authors who suggest that resilience involves surviving and thriving
after adversity.(219, 220) The key difference in opinion seems to be whether one
views a resilient outcome as a return to equilibrium following an encounter with
adversity, or whether one perceives that a resilient outcome implies personal
growth or development.
The substantial inconsistency and lack of agreement as to how resilience should be
defined potentially presents an issue for researchers who wish to explore resilience
and seek to understand their findings in relationship to the existing literature. For
the current study, I will assume a working definition of resilience that aligns with
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common usage of the term – that resilience is a dynamic process whereby people
cope with and recover promptly from encounters with adversity, and this process is
enhanced by a number of personal and environmental characteristics and assets.
Initially, this choice of definition may appear to lessen in some way the value of
resilience, however I have made this choice for four key reasons. Firstly, the
graduates who participated in my study had not necessarily read extensively about
resilience, so in responding to my questions about their encounters with workplace
adversity, they were likely to recognise resilience in a way that reflects the term’s
usage in everyday language. Secondly, the perspective that a resilient outcome is
where a person grows, develops or in some way functions at a level that is better
than before the adverse event inherently assumes that the person has recovered –
in fact, they have exceeded – their initial level of functioning. My working
definition does not preclude that a person may gain considerably and develop as
the result of encountering adversity,(168, 193, 194, 218) but it does not require it. Thirdly,
my working definition focuses on resilience as a process rather than as an outcome.
Not only does this concur with the view of much of the contemporary literature,(172,
175, 183, 186, 195, 197, 221)

it avoids imposing normative judgements about what should or

should not be considered a ‘better’ outcome or state by emphasising the process or
processes by which a person recovers to their previous state of wellbeing. Finally,
this definition acknowledges that the process of resilience is promoted and
supported by traits and characteristics of the individual and their environment.(175,
189, 197)

Some of these traits and characteristics may be learnable, accessible or able

to be provided by others in support, implying that an individual’s resilience can be
developed and bolstered throughout life.(39, 170, 197, 199, 219)
There is a lack of empirical instruments that reliably measure resilience,(207) which
may be due to the diversity of definitions and a reliance on predominantly
qualitative research approaches.(169) While I acknowledge this concern, my study is
qualitative so issues of absolute measurement lack relevance. Few studies take a
longitudinal perspective to explore resilience over time, context and throughout the
individual’s developmental pathway.(222) The scope of my study did not
accommodate full-scale longitudinal elements, however the employment of a twoPage 46 of 340

stage interview with the same participants in the data collection allowed some
illumination of changes over time and with development.

3.4 Applications of resilience research in the caring professions
Having considered the history, usefulness and limitations of resilience research, I
explore in this section the application of resilience research in the caring
professions.
Since the late 1990s, resilience has been considered as a feature of organisations
and workplaces(223). Since the early 2000s, studies of resilience among members of
the caring professions have occurred, most predominantly in primary and
secondary education(175, 181, 182, 195, 221, 224) and nursing.(39, 170, 178, 180, 196, 200, 201, 204, 219,
225)

Members of the caring professions experience the challenges of working in

often busy, unpredictable and under-resourced environments, the risks associated
with emotionally engaging work, and the potential for traumatisation from
distressing events in which they are observers or participants. Caring for others
necessitates self-sacrifice and giving, and while this altruistic behaviour can be
satisfying, it can also cause the caring professional to suffer.(184) Notions such as
vicarious traumatisation, secondary trauma and compassion fatigue have been
used to describe the effect on caring professionals of working with people who
have suffered illness, accident or violence. (226) Resilience is important for
professionals to cope, survive or thrive in the face of workplace adversity.(169, 175, 177,
184, 196, 227)

Researchers have described the need for student professionals and new

graduates to be supported in developing the skills and behaviours that foster
resilience so that they are equipped with the assets and strengths necessary for the
challenging workplace.(181, 184)
In considering relevant literature relating to the caring professions, it is necessary to
remind oneself that resilience varies with time and context.(169, 171, 174-176) It could
be argued, then, that no previous work can, or should, be applied in any other
situation or with any other participant group. While such a position may be strictly
true, it is not particularly helpful. In providing an overview of the outcomes of
relevant studies exploring resilience in the caring professions, I aim not to
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generalise their findings or imply that my study is either similar or dissimilar.
Rather, this previous work (summarised in Table 3.1) collectively serves as a useful
point of comparison, contrast and reflection for the current study.
While the volume of literature relating to resilience is extensive and extends across
several decades, relatively little directly examines resilience and adaptive response
among the caring professions. To investigate the existing literature, I conducted
database searches of CINAHL, OvidSP, Proquest, Medline, Sociological Abstracts,
PsychInfo and ScienceDirect using the terms ‘resilience’, ‘resiliency’ and ‘graduate’.
Collectively, these searches returned 123 results. I read each article completely and
excluded them based upon four criteria: (1) duplicate works, (2) studies that did not
relate to the caring professions, (3) review articles rather than original research,
and (4) articles that did not substantially focus on resilience, adaptive response,
workplace stress or coping with adversity. This exclusion process resulted in 18
articles for consideration.
As demonstrated in Table 3.1, this small volume of related literature is diverse in
terms of professional group and context and little unites this literature in terms of
methodological approach. Common elements associated with resilience in the
caring professions include professional competence, efficacy, understanding self,
active coping, emotional management, self-care, support and relationships.
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Table 3.1: Summary of published resilience research in the caring professions

Author

Publication
year
2004

Professional
group
Teachers

Beginning
professionals?
No

Study origin

Study approach

Adelaide, South
Australia
United States
of America
Melbourne,
Australia

Qualitative, analysed
thematically
Qualitative,
descriptive
Phenomenology

2004

Teachers

Unknown

Edward(190)

2005

Unknown

Gillespie et al. (196)

2007

Crisis care
mental
health
clinicians
Operating
room nurses
Teachers

Unknown

Australia

Unknown

England, United
Kingdom

Acute care
nurses

Yes

Family
physicians
Nurses &
midwives

No

2009

Teachers

Yes

Cameron &
Brownie (39)
Castro et al. (221)

2010

Aged care
nurses
Teachers

No

Hodges et al. (201)

2010

Acute care
nurses

Yes

Beddoe et al. (215)

2011

No

Kearns & McArdle

2011

Kornhaber &
Wilson (180)

2011

Social
workers
Social
workers
Burns unit
nurses

South-eastern
United States
of America
Ontario,
Canada
United
Kingdom &
New Zealand
South Australia,
Australia
Queensland,
Australia
United States
of America
South-eastern
United States
of America
New Zealand

Cross-sectional
survey, quantitative
Mixed methods
(interviews,
document analysis)
Qualitative, hybrid,
fieldwork observation

2008

Jensen et al. (205)

2008

Glass (178)

2009

Le Cornu(181)

Mansfield et al (195)

2012

Teachers

Yes

Mealer et al.

2012

No

Mealer et al. (225)

2012

Intensive
care unit
nurses
Intensive
care unit
nurses

Howard &
Johnson(182)
Patterson et al. (224)

Gu & Day

(175)

Hodges et al.

2007
(200)

(193)

(219)

2010

Unknown

Yes

Yes
No

No
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United
Kingdom
New South
Wales,
Australia
Western
Australia,
Australia
United States
of America
United States
of America

Qualitative, open
inquiry
Ethnography
Unclear
Phenomenology
Qualitative,
interpretive
Straussian grounded
theory
Qualitative, analysed
thematically
Narrative enquiry
Phenomenology
Qualitative, analysed
thematically
Quantitative, survey
Qualitative,
interpretive

3.4.1 Competence and efficacy
Resilient professionals possess a sense of self-efficacy to respond, rather than react,
to the challenges they face, grounded in the belief that they are sufficiently
competent to perform the actions necessary to resolve the situation. In this way,
possessing a sense of competence influences resilience.(182, 196) Knowing that their
knowledge, skills and experience will allow them to manage their work and its
challenges provides nurses with the confidence and certainty to act and to
persevere.(39) For new nursing graduates, the first months of practice involves
developing their sense of competence, which then equips them to progress through
challenges and to handle the situations that they encountered.(200)
Empowered by their sense of efficacy to fulfil their roles effectively and to manage
the challenges they encounter,(181, 182, 221) caring professionals use their knowledge
and skills to resolve the situation, further fostering their resilience.(224) Self-efficacy
has been identified as strongly influencing resilience among both experienced and
novice health professionals.(193, 196)

3.4.2 Understanding self

Possessing insight, self-awareness,(181, 200, 201, 205, 228) introspection and reflection(39,
178, 181, 193, 195, 199-201, 215)

are related concepts that have been frequently associated

with resilience. Perhaps the capacity to critically examine one’s situation, to
consider alternative courses of action, and to determine a plan for the future, help
to support a person’s sense of confidence to manage adversity.
Resilience in health professionals is underpinned by their sense of self,(190) or the
knowledge and awareness one has about oneself, one’s motivations and
underpinning philosophies about life. Understanding one’s own personal values,
moral compass or set of beliefs, and relying upon them to guide decision making is
characteristic of resilient caring professionals.(200, 219, 224) By grounding their actions
in personal values that reflect their professional obligations, it may be that caring
professionals are more able to reconcile their feelings about the adversity they
encounter, gaining confidence and peace of mind. Personal insight allows caring
professionals to consider and address their own performance and to reconcile the
personal and values conflicts they experience.(190, 200) This relies upon
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reflectivity,(200) which has been identified as one of the main sources of resilience
for new social workers.(193)
It could be speculated that a misalignment between the personal values of a caring
professional and the values of the employing organisation or the profession could,
in itself, represent a source of workplace adversity. New graduates, in particular,
may experience challenges when their own values and those of the organisation or
their colleagues do not align,(200) and this was one element of reality shock
identified by Kramer.(19) Logically, it seems that the ability to reconcile those value
discrepancies might be important for resilient adaptation among new graduates.(8,
200)

3.4.3 Active coping
Managing adverse situations requires actions that frequently rely upon accessing
support or resources. Active coping strategies support caring professionals to
access the resources and support necessary to manage the situations they
encounter, fostering their sense of control.(180, 196) Examples of active coping
strategies include help-seeking, asking questions, and problem-solving – by
definition, any strategy whereby the individual takes active steps to resolve or
remove the stressor.(229) In the early stages of employment, new caring
professionals actively seek help from others(221) and ask questions(200), allowing
them to obtain the resources and support they need. This, in turn, contributes to
their capacity to resolve the challenges they encounter – in this way, active coping
through help-seeking and questioning fosters resilience. Such strategies are
problem-focused and contribute to planned actions or behaviours in confronting
adversity, and have been associated with resilience in nurses.(196, 219, 225)
The capacity to act to take control and to solve problems are important resilience
strategies(224) that facilitate the resolution of adverse situations. Having a sense of
control that they possess the capacity to act and to manage the situations they
encounter influences resilience in nurses.(196) This may be because they feel
confident that they can influence the outcome, and certainty that their actions will
lead to some kind of resolution of the adverse situation. Novice teachers gain a
sense of confidence to take control and act, which contributes to their resilience, by
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using problem-solving to take charge and resolve the challenging situations they
face.(221) Similarly, recognising areas for professional development and, importantly,
enacting strategies to obtain the necessary development(224) helps caring
professionals to develop their sense of capacity to respond to adversity. In this way,
commitment to professional development may support resilient response to
adversity.

3.4.4 Managing emotions
Resilient caring professionals manage their emotions and view the future positively,
fostering a sense of purpose. Managing emotions involves a degree of emotional
strength or toughness.(180) Having courage and being adept at facing fear
differentiate resilient caring professionals from others.(219)
Faith,(39, 171) hope(170, 178, 196, 215, 230) and optimism(171, 178, 184, 193, 215, 218, 225, 231) support
resilience. Faith, hope and optimism all reflect a sense that the future is positive
and that things will turn out to be okay. Resilient caring professionals tend to be
more optimistic, hopeful, and are able to reframe their experiences positively.(225)
Possessing hope positively influences resilience in nurses(196), and optimism has
been associated with lower levels of stress disorders. (219) While hope and optimism
are considered critical to resilience, it is important to remain realistic, reflecting a
notion that Kearns and McArdle(193) term ‘managed optimism’. In essence, for
positive expectations of the future to be useful in fostering effective resilience over
time, those expectations need to be realistically achievable.

3.4.5 Caring for the carer
Self-care and looking after oneself are important for caring professionals to respond
resiliently,(190) presumably because one must have sufficient capacity – including
physical and emotional resources – to manage emerging situations. Resilience is
enhanced when personal wellbeing is maintained through strategies such as rest(39)
and exercise.(39, 219) The presence of self-care behaviours distinguishes resilient
nurses from those experiencing a range of stress disorders.(225)
In taking care of themselves, people enact rejuvenation strategies that allow them
to refresh and re-establish their emotional and physical resources, contributing to
their wellbeing. It might be speculated that the specific strategies employed will
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vary between individuals, however activities such as physical exercise, yoga,
listening to music or creative hobbies might all be examples of things that people
do in an effort to relax. Rejuvenation supports resilience by assisting people to build
the resources needed to enact their roles and by restoring their energy. (221) Having
a way to remove themselves from stressful workplaces, to escape and to de-stress
are important for caring professionals to restore equilibrium and to maintain their
ability to persevere.(180) This may explain why a balance between work and leisure
has been reported to enhance resilience (39, 168, 175, 205, 215, 217, 221, 225)

3.4.6 Support and relationships

If we accept Jordan’s(210) relational-cultural theory of resilience, it seems likely that
support and relationships may influence caring professionals’ resilience because of
the social group in which they work. Support could be provided by colleagues,
peers, managers or others(39, 165, 181, 190, 202, 205, 213, 215, 218, 221, 228, 230, 232), and could
include emotional sharing, caring, and opportunities for discussion, validation and
debrief.(39) The workplace culture and the nature and strengths of relationships
between colleagues has the potential, therefore, to influence resilience. Having a
supportive network is one of the attributes that differentiates resilient nurses from
those experiencing stress disorders.(219, 225)
Support from the work team provides a level of protection from the stress of
workplace adversity(190) and, in conjunction with broader social support, enhances
caring professionals’ capacity to be resilient.(39, 193) Resilience is influenced by
collegiality between work colleagues and the support they provide to each
other.(175, 182) As Jordan(210) indicated, growth-fostering connections between
colleagues offer mutual support and further develop sharing relationships within
the team.(181, 203)
As workplace culture influences resilience, leaders and role models may also be
important because of their influence on that culture. In shaping and setting the
workplace culture, leaders have the capacity to provide (or not) a strong support
group for caring professionals,(182) to role model resilient behaviours,(233) and to
create a working environment that embraces learning and safety. Having access to
positive, resilient role models positively influences resilience in caring
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professionals.(193, 219, 225) While these resilient role models are work colleagues, it
could be speculated (based on Grotberg’s(194) work) that resilient individuals among
one’s broader social group might also influence one’s own resilience – modelling
behaviours that foster resilience, such as help-seeking, rejuvenation, problemsolving and so on, is not exclusive to the people in the workplace.

3.5 Gaps in our understanding
While concepts of resilience have been extensively explored – and debated – as key
to understanding how people manage the challenges they face in life, there has
been a more limited exploration of the role of resilience in managing workplace
adversity. A small volume of literature considers the role of resilience in the context
of caring professions. A small portion of this literature considers specifically the
experiences of resilience among new graduates during their transition to
professional practice. Little of this literature considers an Australian context. I could
identify no published literature that examines resilience among new medical
radiation science graduates. For this reason, an exploration of resilience in medical
imaging and radiation therapy transition to professional practice is warranted.

3.6 Chapter summary
Resilience is an important concept to understand how people respond to the
challenges they encounter in life. Adaptive responses to workplace adversity may
allow people to persist and persevere, and remain – even grow - in roles where
they encounter adverse challenges. The particularly challenging nature of
transition to professional practice necessitates that new graduates employ
resilience strategies to survive the adversity they encounter. How this occurs in the
medical radiation science professions has not been previously explored.
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Chapter 4 – Research methodology
4.1 Chapter introduction
In the previous chapters, I have outlined the background to, and justification for,
exploring how new medical radiation science professionals adaptively manage their
experiences of workplace adversity. Currently, there is a distinct lack of published
work that details the experiences of medical radiation science professionals from
their own perspectives.
In this chapter, I position my study within the qualitative research domain and
explain my rationale for adopting a Charmazian(1) grounded theory approach. After
exploring the general methods for data collection and analysis employed in
Charmazian(1) grounded theory, I outline the specific data collection and analysis
approach I used in my study. In doing so, I provide insights into my personal
research experiences and use an exemplar from my analysis to illustrate the
reflective and iterative process I employed. Finally, I examine critical research
quality considerations.

4.2 Situating the research
The focus of this study was to investigate medical radiation science professionals’
experiences of challenge and workplace adversity during their transition to
professional practice, and to explain the process by which they employ strategies to
move positively through the challenges encountered, from the perspective of the
graduates’ own viewpoints. Graduates experience their transition to professional
practice and encounter workplace adversity within a social environment. While
they may complete individual work-related tasks in isolation, the greater majority
of new graduates’ experiences occur within a complex environment of social
interactions with their patients, their colleagues, their work teams (which may be
disciplinary, multidisciplinary, interdisciplinary, transdisciplinary, or some or all of
these), their disciplinary hierarchy, their organisational hierarchy and their broader
professional community.
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The focus of my study, therefore, reflects my ontological perspective that reality is
not fixed and is constructed by individuals, and my epistemological view that
individuals construct knowledge through the meanings they interpret from their
own experiences within a social environment. Knowledge is, in my view, subjective.
With these perspectives, it is perhaps unsurprising that the philosophy for my study
is constructivism. The main tenet of constructivism is that each person constructs
his or her own reality through his or her own experiences and interactions, meaning
that many realities exist. People create, recreate and continually change their world
through their continual experiences, and their interpretation and reinterpretation
of those experiences.(234, 235)

4.3 Methodological selection
One of the main areas I perceive as lacking in the existing research related to
transition to professional practice and experiences of workplace adversity is the
virtual absence of the graduates’ voices. As I have described previously, much of
the existing literature takes an organisational perspective. In undertaking this study,
I was eager to capture the graduates’ own perspectives of their experiences.
Qualitative methodologies emphasise, among other elements, a commitment to
the truth or reality of the participant’s viewpoint (236, 237) rather than pursuing an
absolute, universal truth. A qualitative methodology was, therefore, appropriate
for this study.
In determining a methodology that would most effectively reflect both my research
perspectives and my desire to consider my participants’ realities, I considered those
methodologies commonly cited in the existing literature related to transition to
professional practice or new graduate resilience. However, few authors in the
existing literature had been clear about their research methodology – nevertheless,
it appeared that phenomenology(22, 24, 28, 29, 39, 141, 144, 163, 164, 180, 238-241) and grounded
theory(16, 21, 85, 242) methodologies were among those more commonly employed.
Both methodologies were appealing to me because they incorporate in-depth
interviews as the core data collection method, and I felt that interacting directly
with my research participants and demonstrating my respect for them through my
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physical presence and engagement with their perspectives was important to me as
the researcher.
Phenomenology and grounded theory differ in the way that they treat the
researcher’s perspective and in the ultimate purpose of the research. In
phenomenology, researchers use techniques such as bracketing to acknowledge
their own assumptions and opinions, and use participant confirmation of the
researcher’s analyses as mechanisms to ensure that the interpretations reflect the
participants’ original meanings.(243, 244) Grounded theory acknowledges that the
researcher is an integral part of the research and is an active participant in the
construction of meaning.(1, 245) Researchers using grounded theory methods use
memo writing to reflect upon their own assumptions and opinions, and use
constant comparisons between existing and new data to deliberately test their
emerging analyses with previous and subsequent participants. (1, 234, 236, 245-247)
Phenomenology is purely descriptive and does not seek commonalities, and the
researcher takes pains not to generalise.(235, 237, 244) Grounded theory is richly
descriptive and aims to use the gathered data to derive a theory to explain a
particular social phenomenon. (234-237, 246, 247)
As either a phenomenological or a grounded theory approach appeared to be
suitable to support my research focus, my rationale for choosing between the two
ultimately reflected my own preference and what I perceived as my own limitations
as a novice researcher. Firstly, I struggled with the notion of bracketing as an
approach to ensure objectivity when social research, by its very nature, is exploring
subjectivity. I was also concerned about attesting that I was truly reflecting my
participants interpretations based purely on their confirmation of my written
analyses. How could I be sure that their agreement was genuine, and not the result
of some perceived power differential, or simply the desire to move my request for
confirmation from their list of tasks for that day? I was unable to find any resources
outlining solutions that effectively quelled my anxiety. Secondly, I was concerned
that my inexperience with the nuances of the phenomenological approach might
lead me to make generalisations from my data inappropriately: I had been
confounded and frustrated by the number of phenomenological studies that I had
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read that declared it inappropriate to make generalisations and then, apparently,
proceeded to do so.(22, 24, 39, 163, 164, 239-241) This seemed, to me, unsuitable application
of the phenomenological approach. I found that others had raised similar or other
questions about phenomenological methodology.(248-251) Additionally, I had a strong
desire to produce something specific from my research, such as a theoretical model
or framework, that could readily be applied and explored further to advance the
evidence base in my profession. For those reasons, I opted to pursue grounded
theory as the methodology for my study.

4.3.1 Overview of grounded theory
Grounded theory, based predominantly upon the discipline of sociology, was
developed in the early and mid-1960s and was first described in 1967 by Glaser and
Strauss. (1, 234-237, 245-247) Grounded theory is a type of qualitative research that aims
to generate or discover a theory, directly from the gathered data, that underpins a
social process or interaction, to derive an explanation for a phenomenon.(234-237, 246,
247)

It is acknowledged as useful when little is known about the topic and where a

process is embedded within the phenomenon of interest,(245) rendering grounded
theory appropriate in the current study. Researchers using a grounded theory
approach explore the psychosocial processes that occur within their area of
interest, ultimately developing a theory that is firmly grounded in the participants’
data to explain these processes.(1, 235-237, 247) Importantly, grounded theory study
explicitly does not begin with a theory to be tested or any preconceived idea about
the theory that will be discovered,(237, 247) as it is the participants’ revelations that
ultimately lead to generation of the theory underpinning the process.(236, 237, 246)
Grounded theory has been used in health-related research, particularly in nursing
research, since the late 1960s.(237)

4.3.1.1 Characteristics of grounded theory
It is difficult to identify a definitive explanation of grounded theory. Following the
initial development of grounded theory, Glaser and Strauss adopted different
positions regarding methodological approach, leading to some controversy as to
precisely what grounded theory is.(234, 252) Despite the differences between
Glaserian and Straussian approaches to grounded theory, there are important
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common features and terms, which I have summarised in the remainder of this
section.
Theoretical sampling

Grounded theory researchers simultaneously collect and analyse data,(1, 245-247)
promoting reflection on the ideas emerging directly from the data and allowing for
theoretical sampling. Theoretical sampling as the process of data collection is an
important tool of grounded theory,(234, 236, 245) and is defined as “the process of
identifying and pursuing clues that arise during analysis in a grounded theory
study”.(245) The researcher collects data and immediately commences analysis,
searching for ideas to decide what data to collect next, in order to further explore
and develop the theory that is emerging.(1, 234, 236, 245-247) In this way, grounded
theory is iterative, as there is a constant relationship and interplay between data
collection and data analysis. Theoretical sampling enables the researcher to collect
data that will maximise the opportunity to fully develop the concepts identified and
their interrelationships.(236)
Theoretical saturation

Theoretical saturation is an important notion in grounded theory and applies in two
different stages of grounded theory research.(234) Firstly, theoretical saturation
occurs during data collection when the researcher reaches a point where new data
no longer emerges that might illuminate the particular concept being
considered.(234, 236, 237) During data analysis, theoretical saturation occurs when the
researcher identifies that there is no further gain in reviewing the data to see how
well they fit with the concepts or categories that have emerged(234, 245) as the
categories are fully developed in terms of their properties and dimensions.(236)
Codes, categories and concepts

Grounded theory researchers construct analytic codes and categories directly from
the data and not based on a preconceived hypothesis.(1, 245-247) Coding is an active
strategy that enables researchers to identify key themes, patterns, ideas, actions,
characteristics, experiences and concepts in the data, providing a basis to extract
meaning.(245, 252) It involves breaking up the data into segments, attaching labels
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called ‘codes’ to them, and grouping the codes according to the concepts
represented.(1, 237, 253)
The specific approach to coding differs with the approach to grounded theory, but
all grounded theory approaches involve multiple phases of coding – an initial,
intermediate and final stage - that progressively become more abstract, thereby
advancing theory development.(1, 245-247) The fragmentation inherent in coding has
been criticised as potentially resulting in the loss of context and narrative flow of
the data,(254) however it should be recognised that grounded theory coding involves
more than simply attaching a label to a fragment of data.(236) Researchers reflect
upon each code, its meaning and its interrelationship with other codes, and this
frequently occurs through, and in, written records called memos.
Concepts, produced through open coding, are the labels given to discrete
phenomena,(234) and they integrate groups of codes.(245) A category is a concept that
has been developed and elaborated so it is considered as representing a real-world
phenomenon.(234) In this way, categories represent a higher level of abstraction
than concepts(234) or codes. A category may become a core category around which
other categories are organised or arranged.(234)
Properties are the attributes, characteristics or aspects of a category.(234, 245)
Dimensions are the range of variance demonstrated by the property.(245) As a very
simplistic example, a category of ‘cooking the dinner’ may have properties of ‘time’,
‘energy’ and ‘diners’. In dimensionalising ‘diners’, it may emerge that participants
sometimes cook for themselves and sometimes for many guests, that they are
influenced in making this decision by their financial resources, and that their
perceptions about their guests influences elements such as menu selection.
Constant comparison and memos

Constant comparison is the process in grounded theory of maintaining a close
connection between the data and the conceptualisation.(234, 236) This involves close
and repetitive review of the data and codes, writing memos about the categories,
and continuously seeking the similarities and differences between emerging codes
and categories.(234, 236, 245) Memos are the records and notes that grounded theory
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researchers write themselves or, where collaborative research occurs, to others in
the research group. They can take any form that is preferable or useful to the
researcher,(1, 245) and are often informal.(237) Memos might incorporate reminders or
emerging explanations about the meanings of codes, concepts or categories(234) and
their properties and dimensions,(1, 246, 247) or they may record the advancement of
codes to categories, or categories to theory.(1) They serve as a basis for
reflection(234, 236, 245) about the research process, the data, emerging concepts and
categories, the literature or other elements of the research. Memos help the
researcher to keep track of their research,(234) to think about and question the
data,(236, 253) to make comparisons and establish relationships,(1, 236, 237, 246, 247, 253)
and to crystallise their ideas.(234, 237, 253)
Theory development

A grounded theory approach should, ultimately, end in a theory, an abstract
theoretical explanation of the process or phenomenon being studied.(1) A theory
relates a set of concepts to each other through logical connections.(245) A
substantive theory is a theory for a certain empirical instance or substantive
area.(234) Most grounded theories are substantive theories.(245) A formal theory is
developed to a higher conceptual level, encompassing a number of substantive
areas.(245)

4.3.2 Divergence of grounded theory
Following the initial development and publication of grounded theory, Glaser and
Strauss adopted methodologically distinct perspectives.(234, 252, 255-257) Glaserian
grounded theory is sometimes referred to as orthodox or classic grounded theory,
as Glaser remained true to the tenets of the methodology he described with Strauss
in 1967, notwithstanding that he continued to develop and advance his approach.
Glaserian grounded theory insists researchers approach their data collection and
analysis with naiveté, specifying no research questions,(237) relying on researcher’s
notes rather than audio recordings of the interviews,(245) and emphasising that the
literature review is conducted after the data collection and analysis. Straussian
grounded theory, by contrast, requires that researchers gain insight into their data
through review of existing literature in the area(237) and leans toward technical
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procedures for, particularly, data analysis rather than emphasising constant
comparison.(1)
The merits of the Glaserian and Straussian positions have been extensively debated
in the literature and each approach has been further developed and amended by
subsequent researchers.(1, 234-237) This has led to criticism of method-slurring,(252)
particularly of Glaserian grounded theory, which tends to be less structured.
Moreover, grounded theory has been used inconsistently in the literature,(234, 245)
making it sometimes challenging to appreciate the true extent to which the cited
approach has, indeed, been implemented within the particular investigation, and
leading to hybridised and adapted versions of grounded theory that may be
confusing for less experienced researchers.
At the broadest level, Glaserian grounded theory has been criticised as too
unstructured and unrealistic, as it is founded upon the idea that the researcher
engages in data collection without prior deliberate review of the literature.(234)
Institutional or academic researchers generally must justify the resourcing or ethical
basis of their intended study through an evidence-based proposal of some sort, a
position that does not align with the Glaserian grounded theory approach. It is
rarely accepted that neutral observation can realistically occur and, in fact, it may
be considered desirable for a researcher to be aware of the existing theories and
work in their field to enable them to focus their own research and to build upon the
work of others.(234) As a further criticism, the reliance in the Glaserian approach on
researcher’s notes rather than recordings of the participants’ own words risks a
one-sided, incomplete view that reflects the researcher’s perspective rather than
that of the participant.(245)
The Straussian approach, on the other hand, has been criticised as overly structured
and too prescriptive in its coding processes.(235, 254) Straussian grounded theory has
changed over the years and there has been constant addition of analytic
devices,(234) so appreciating ‘the’ Straussian approach is difficult. While it has been
argued by Glaser that Straussian devices and procedures force the data into a
predetermined framework, thereby contradicting the philosophy of grounded
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theory,(1, 254) it should be acknowledged that the procedures outlined by Strauss and
his colleague, Corbin, provide useful scaffolding for less experienced researchers
and students.(1, 236)

4.3.3 Limitations of grounded theory
The arguments for and against any particular perspective notwithstanding,
grounded theory approaches present practical difficulties. Transcribing interviews is
a time-consuming process(253) and this may limit the researcher’s ability to
genuinely employ a constant interplay of data collection, coding, analysis and
conceptualisation.(234, 245) The researcher may have other unavoidable
commitments that preclude their ability to focus solely on their research, limiting
their capacity to immediately commence transcription and data analysis, or to focus
solely on these activities without interruption. Where a researcher must enter the
field for data collection, practical realities – not least of all limited research funding
– may mean the researcher must conduct a series of interviews with participants
without the capacity to transcribe, code, and fully reflect on each before embarking
on the next.
It is doubtful whether researchers always use a grounded theory approach to
actually develop a theory.(234) While grounded theory provides a rigorous approach
to data collection and analysis, when reviewing some research publications it can
be difficult to identify the theory that is being proposed by the researcher.(234)
Additionally, grounded theory is criticised because most of the theories that are
developed are substantive theories rather than formal theories that have been
demonstrated as applying to broader phenomena albeit that they may, indeed,
apply.(234)
The very philosophy of grounded theory is confusing. In their original writing, Glaser
and Strauss were not clear about their philosophical perspective(234, 245) and they
neglected to fully explain their perspective of the researcher’s role in creating
meaning and knowledge.(234) Subsequently, it was suggested that grounded theory
originated as an apparently objectivist approach, where the aim is to identify reality
as something external to the social actors within it.(1, 234) The validity of this criticism
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is unclear, as in later work Strauss indicated that his perspective of grounded theory
has always recognised that the researcher is the instrument for development of
meaning and, ultimately, theory.(247) These differing philosophical perspectives and
approaches confound the clarity of grounded theory. Nevertheless, it is important
to remember that grounded theory – whatever the approach - provides a rigorous
method for data collection, analysis and conceptualisation, and represents possibly
the most influential strategy for conducting qualitative data analysis.(234, 245)
Criticism of grounded theory as apparently positivist resulted, in time, in the
development of Charmazian(1) grounded theory. In 1995, Charmaz described her
approach(245) that, while closely aligned with the foundations of Glaserian and
Straussian grounded theory, takes a strongly practical approach, emphasises action
and embraces a constructivist view.(1, 245) This perspective acknowledges that
people construct reality and meanings by acting within that reality,(234) so the
researcher is inherently part of the reality and those meanings. In this way,
Charmazian(1) grounded theory remains true to the core principles of grounded
theory while recognising that the researcher cannot realistically approach data
collection with no prior knowledge of the subject, and that the researcher is an
active participant in constructing meaning and knowledge. Data and theories are
not discovered: they are constructed through the researcher’s experiences and
interactions with people, perspectives and research practices.(1)
I have adopted a Charmazian(1) approach to grounded theory in my study, primarily
because of its clear acknowledgement of the researcher’s role in creating meaning,
and its dual focus on flexibility and rigour. In the following section, I outline the
general approach to Charmazian(1) grounded theory.

4.3.4 Approach to Charmazian grounded theory

The Charmazian(1) grounded theory approach commences with data collection
through any of several grounded theory strategies, but most commonly through
individual in-depth interviews. These interviews are as unstructured as possible to
allow participants to reveal their descriptions without risk of being swayed by the
researcher’s needs or agenda.(1, 236, 246, 247, 254) The researcher is likely to write
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memos about each interview, analogous to field notes, but which may also
incorporate personal reflections. Each interview is transcribed, during which more
memos may be created as ideas emerge, and the researcher immediately embarks
on analysing the transcribed data.(1, 245)

4.3.4.1 Initial coding

Data analysis commences with initial coding. Charmaz(1) describes a number of
initial coding approaches and indicates that line-by-line coding is the first step in
coding for many grounded theory researchers as it works well for very detailed data
about empirical processes. As the name suggests, line-by-line coding involves
reading each individual line of the transcribed interview and then assigning a code
or codes to it. Charmaz recommends the use of gerunds(1) as code labels as a
mechanism to guide the researcher’s focus to the underpinning social processes
rather than simple description.
Line-by-line coding prompts close study of the data and its nuances.(1, 245) The
generation of large numbers of codes during line-by-line coding is to be
expected.(234) The researcher must question what the codes have in common that
enable them to be combined into higher order and more abstract codes. The
researcher may create memos about the codes they identify, and subsequent rereadings of the transcriptions may be accompanied by preparation of new memos
or the further development of existing memos. This allows for questions raised by
the data to be defined and considered, and for critical thinking about the emerging
concepts to be facilitated and noted.(1)

4.3.4.2 Focused coding
The memos developed during the initial data collection and analysis support
analytical thinking through which the researcher elevates some codes to tentative
categories. Further data are collected and analysis continues, progressing to
focused coding, the intermediate phase of coding.(1) In focused coding, the
researcher uses the most significant or frequent initial codes to sift through large
amounts of data and to decide which initial codes are most useful analytically to
categorise the data.(1) Groups of codes are gathered into tentative categories that
may explain some aspect of the phenomenon.(245) This is not necessarily a linear
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process, and as the tentative analytical categories emerge, it may require the
researcher to return to the transcripts or to collect new data to develop and clarify
them. It is important during focused coding that the researcher continuously
reflects and is willing to return to the data, the participants and to extend initial
coding if necessary to minimise the risk of missing important concepts that may
only emerge after prolonged reflective engagement with the data.(245)

4.3.4.3 Theoretical coding
With the support of memos, the researcher refines the tentative categories,
interrogating and linking them together. Categories have properties and dimensions
that must be identified, developed and explained in order to provide breadth and
depth to the emerging concepts.(245) The researcher uses theoretical sampling to
gather further data that tests whether the categories should be adopted as
theoretical concepts, the term that Charmaz adopts to represent what is called a
core category in other grounded theory methods.(1, 245)
Theoretical codes are developed that indicate the relationships between the
categories identified in focused coding and progresses the research direction from
analytic to theoretical.(1) Theoretical memos develop the theoretical codes into a
depiction of a theory. Theoretical saturation is achieved when further analysis of
the data provides no new illumination of the theoretical codes. At this point, the
researcher can trace connections from the theoretical codes through all the
properties and dimensions.(245) It is important to note that the testing of the
developing grounded theory is quite distinct from the empirical testing that might
occur following development of a substantive theory or theoretical model.
Grounded theory does not need to be empirically tested to be considered valid.(236,
237)

Finally, the research and resultant theory is reported. The written transcripts and
memos collectively represent a substantial volume of text. This text is highly
descriptive in design, reflecting the descriptive nature of qualitative research.
Similarly, the reporting of findings from grounded theory studies relies heavily upon
the descriptive tradition of qualitative research, presenting research reports that
employ rich, detailed, descriptive language.
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4.4 Research methodology – this study

In the following sections, I outline how I applied a Charmazian(1) grounded theory
approach in my study. I detail how I prepared to undertake data collection and
analysis, and how these occurred in practice. For the sake of clarity, I have
considered data collection and data analysis largely separately here, but I remain
mindful that the two are intrinsically linked in grounded theory and, in fact,
occurred largely concurrently.

4.4.1 Study preparation
Ethical approval for my study was obtained under Curtin University's process for
research with low risk (Approval Number RD-29-12, see Appendix 1). This process
complied with the National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research
(Chapter 5.1.7 and Chapters 5.1.18-5.1.21).(258)
Prior to commencing analysis of my study data, I completed an introductory
training workshop in nVivo 9 research software from QSR International, and I
undertook some self-directed practice using the sample data set that is included in
the software package. This provided a basic understanding of the software and
allowed me to establish how I would manage the electronic files that would be
generated throughout data collection and analysis.
Due to my previous employment, I have been fortunate to gain considerable
training and experience in interviewing for the purposes of employment and for
critical incident investigation. I was concerned that the nature of unstructured
qualitative research interviews could be quite different, and I wished to equip
myself with the necessary skills and knowledge to demonstrate respect for my
participants and their time. After reading extensively on the subject, I undertook
two practice interviews with a former colleague with several decades of experience
in human resources management and organisational behaviour. She provided me
with invaluable, structured feedback about the content of the questions I posed
and my communication approach. The second of the interviews was video-recorded
and I used this for additional personal reflection.
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4.4.2 Data collection
4.4.2.1 Research population
The target population were medical imaging and radiation therapy graduates within
their first 12 months of postgraduation professional practice. The relevant
programs in Western Australia, Victoria and South Australia prepare approximately
150 medical imaging graduates and 40 radiation therapy graduates each year.

4.4.2.2 Recruitment to the study
Data collection occurred between July 2012 and April 2013, allowing for
consideration of graduates from different graduating cohorts. When recruitment
commenced, there was no single register or database of medical imaging and
radiation therapy students or new graduates. As there was no simple way to
contact all new graduates, a more complex strategy was necessary involving
distribution of invitations to participate through a number of different avenues.
Final year medical imaging and radiation therapy students received, via their
university, an email invitation to participate in the study. An email invitation to
participate was distributed by the AIR to newly accredited graduates. Employer
contacts in Victoria, Western Australia and South Australia were sent an email
invitation with a request for it to be forwarded to any new graduates at their
workplace. Additionally, I extended a verbal invitation during presentations at
relevant professional events.
While this recruitment strategy was not optimal because I relied heavily on
intermediaries to contact students and graduates, there was little that could be
done in the absence of a centralised register or database. The recent establishment
of the MRPBA’s mandatory register of students and practising professionals will
benefit future research recruitment efforts.

4.4.2.3 Selection of participants and sample
The sample was self-selected. Respondents were considered as eligible for the
study if they were graduates of the specified programs, were currently employed as
professional practitioners, and were willing to provide informed consent to
participate.
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In keeping with a grounded theory approach, recruitment continued until
theoretical saturation was obtained and no new data emerged that further
developed the categories identified during data analysis. The literature emphasises
that theoretical saturation is the necessary end-point for grounded theory studies
rather than a particular sample size, however, this commonly occurs with a sample
size of 6-20 participants.(235, 259-262) I determined that I had achieved theoretical
saturation for this study after 30 interviews representing 21 people.
In many cases, data analysis commenced immediately following the first interview.
This enabled me to analyse and reflect upon each interview immediately, so that
insights from each interview informed those that followed. The concurrence of
data collection and data analysis allowed me to explore, confirm or challenge the
apparently emerging codes and categories with subsequent participants.
Theoretical saturation was achieved over time by exploring these apparent insights
with successive people until it became apparent during data analysis that, for the
particular code or category, no new information was emerging. Despite the
impression I had gained from my preparation for grounded theory research that
theoretical saturation would be obvious when it occurred, I found that often I could
only make this determination after lengthy reflection and repeated review of the
data.

4.4.2.4 Demographic characteristics of the sample
Table 4.1 introduces the people who participated in my study. All participants were
allocated a pseudonym to protect their anonymity, and these pseudonyms are used
throughout this thesis. These 21 people were all medical radiation science
professionals who were, at our first interview discussion, within their first 12
months of practice. There were 13 medical imaging and nine radiation therapy
professionals. Seventeen of the participants were female.
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Table 4.1: Summary of participants’ demographic information

Participant
pseudonym

Gender

Discipline

Age
(years)

Alice
Betty
Carla
Dorothy
Emma
Fred
Gail
Hugh
Isobel
Jane
Kylie
Lucy
Matilda
Nancy
Oliver
Phil
Remy

Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Male
Male
Female

Radiation therapy
Radiation therapy
Radiation therapy
Medical imaging
Medical imaging
Medical imaging
Medical imaging
Radiation therapy
Medical imaging
Medical imaging
Medical imaging
Radiation therapy
Medical Imaging
Radiation therapy
Radiation therapy
Medical imaging
Medical imaging

Susan
Trudy
Violet

Female
Female
Female

Medical imaging
Medical imaging
Medical imaging

23
23
22

Wilma

Female

Radiation therapy

22

24
24
23
24
24
22
23
25
28
23
24
24
22
25
32
22
22

Alma mater

Monash University
Monash University
Monash University
Curtin University
Curtin University
Curtin University
Curtin University
Monash University
Curtin University
Curtin University
Monash University
Monash University
Curtin University
Monash University
Monash University
Curtin University
University of South
Australia
Curtin University
Curtin University
University of South
Australia
University of South
Australia

Months of postgraduate
experience (interview 1)

Employment
sector

Public
Public
Public
Private
Private
Public
Public
Public
Private
Private
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Private
Private

Employment
location

Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Rural or regional
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan

Number of
interviews

7
9
3

Public
Public
Private

Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Rural or regional

2
2
1

1

Public

Metropolitan

1

4
1
3
6
4
7
6
2
6
7
<1
3
7
2
<1
2
3
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1
1
2
2
1
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
2
1
1

4.4.2.5 Interview process
People participating in my study took part in one or two in-depth interviews of 45125 minutes duration. I used a standard qualitative approach to the interviews. In
keeping with grounded theory methods, the interviews were unstructured.(1, 234, 236,
245, 246)

I recorded brief written prompts based on the emerging ideas from the

ongoing data analysis, and I used these prompts to pose questions or guide the
direction of the conversation.
My feelings about taking notes during the interviews were mixed: while I appreciate
that some researchers may require or value noting non-verbal cues or impressions,
I was concerned that note-taking might distract me from the discussion or cause my
participants to feel wary about what I might be writing, or to feel that they were
somehow being evaluated. On that basis, I chose to rely on the audio-recordings
and limited my note-taking during interviews to noting ideas or questions that I
wished to return to later in the conversation. Immediately after each interview, I
audio-recorded my observations, impressions, initial reflections and thoughts
resulting from the discussion as a supplement to my written field notes.(253) I used
these recordings subsequently as points of reflection in preparing memos, which
also included a deliberate reflection upon the way I had approached the interview.
As might be anticipated, some people had actively reflected on the research topic
included in the information sheet provided to all prospective participants, and they
required little prompting throughout the interview. The participant group
incorporated a range of different personalities, and interviews with those who were
more extroverted or expansive were commonly considerably longer than those
with more reserved people. As I was reluctant to miss unexpected insights, I did not
place a time limit on the interviews, however some participants were constrained
by other commitments. In such cases, I used a countdown timer to ensure that the
interviewee could relax during our discussion. All participants granted me
permission to follow up with them by telephone or email should clarification or
additional questions arise during the data analysis. While this was only very
occasionally necessary, the people concerned were universally generous in
responding promptly.
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Initially, it was planned that all participants would complete two interviews,
separated by a time-frame of three months to allow for identification of changes in
participants’ perceptions of their experiences. It eventuated that some participants
were unable or unwilling to complete the second interview, or were unable to
complete it within the preferred three-month period due to their recreational
leave, workplace roster or personal commitments. Twenty-two people completed
the first interview and, of these, 10 completed the second interview. The
intervening period ranged from 92 to 201 days, with an average interval of 135
days. I discuss the sequencing and timing of interviews further in the following
section dealing with data analysis, again reflecting that data collection and analysis
were intimately and intrinsically related.
In order to facilitate a relaxed and candid discussion, each person was invited to
nominate the venue for the interview. All participants opted either for a private
space at their place of employment or a private space in a location such as the local
library. The interviews were audio-recorded, with two incidents of recording
equipment malfunction resulting in the exclusion from the study of one participant
and of the second interview for another, resulting in a final sample of 21 people and
30 interviews (21 first interviews and nine second interviews). The overall
timeframe of data collection spanned just over 10 months.
I personally transcribed each interview recording. This involved significant time
commitment, a disadvantage that was considerably outweighed by the benefit of
gaining intimacy and familiarity with my participants’ narratives.

4.4.2.6 Ethical considerations
Invitations to prospective participants included an information sheet summarising
the study. This information sheet (Appendix 2) provided relevant information of
the study background, design, details of their expected commitment, ethical
considerations including my commitment to confidentiality, and contact
information. Additionally, participants were provided with advice that the study
represented part of my Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) studies and that elements of the
research, including findings, would be submitted as a thesis for examination and
that I may submit aspects of the study for professional publication or presentation.
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At the commencement of each interview, I reviewed this information with the
prospective participant, responded to any questions and obtained their informed
consent verbally and in writing (Appendix 3). Participants were advised that their
participation was voluntary and that they might withdraw from the study at any
time without explanation. At the conclusion of each interview, I reiterated this
point to ensure that the participant understood that he or she was free to withdraw
from the study if, upon later reflection, he or she felt inclined to do so. No
participants opted to withdraw from the study.
Some identifying details for participants and prospective participants were
collected to facilitate contact. This information was stored securely and separately
from all other materials and information associated with the study. Participants
were allocated a pseudonym to be used in the transcripts of the audio-recordings
and during data analysis and reporting. Names of organisations or other individuals
mentioned in the course of the interview discussions were either omitted in the
transcripts or allocated their own pseudonym if I felt it was relevant to the
narrative. Occasionally, participants mentioned a fact about themselves or their
workplaces that could have led to their identification. In such cases, I omitted the
word or phrase from the transcript without loss of meaning.
In the process of discussion about past experiences, participants re-examined
aspects of incidents or memories that might have been discomforting. I believed it
unlikely that the theme of this study would provoke anything other than transitory
emotions of this type, and this was affirmed through the ethics approval review
process. As a precaution, participants were provided with contact information for
LifeLine Australia and beyondblue, facilitating free, immediate access to counselling
should such support prove necessary. I observed each person carefully during the
interview, seeking cues to confirm their wellbeing and verbally confirming that they
wished to proceed with the discussion when sensitive subjects arose. I contacted
each participant in the days immediately following each interview to acknowledge
their participation and to confirm that no distress had been experienced. No
participant reported any negative emotions resulting from the interview.
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4.4.2.7 Data management
nVivo 10 research software from QSR International was used to support the
transcription, coding and categorisation of data and the recording of researcher
memos. While learning to use the software effectively took some time, using a
computer assisted approach was the only realistic option to manage the large
volume of data – by the conclusion of data collection and analysis, I had
accumulated almost 10,000 lines in interview transcripts, had adopted 343 codes,
and created almost 250 memos.
Audio-recordings, transcripts and research notes will be held for seven years
following completion of the study, in keeping with Section 14.6.5 of the Western
Australia University Sector Disposal Authority.(263) These materials have been
placed in secure storage in the Discipline of Medical Imaging Science, Curtin
University, and are accessible only by the chief supervisor and researcher.

4.4.3 Data analysis
4.4.3.1 Overview of the analytical process
Data collection and analysis occurred concurrently. This allowed me to employ
theoretical sampling as a strategy to explore, investigate and develop the
categories and concepts emerging from the data. In the initial preparation I
completed at the commencement of my study, I had read extensively about
theoretical sampling and its role as a core principle of grounded theory research. In
theoretical sampling, the researcher actively seeks opportunities to include
participants who confirm the emerging ideas, or who contradict them, focusing the
discussion at subsequent interviews on exploring, expanding upon and challenging
the notions that emerge from those previous. The aim is to clarify the researcher’s
understanding of the code or category, to confirm its validity or reject it, to expand
upon it, or in some other way to progress the researcher’s knowledge about the
concept.
Despite reading widely about grounded theory methods, upon commencing the
data collection phase, I maintained a misapprehension that theoretical sampling
would require me to not only focus subsequent interviews in a particular manner,
but to also deliberately target a particular type of participant. Immediately
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following the first interview, I recognised that I would not have the luxury of being
able to choose successive participants to suit my research needs. The people
participating in my study were self-selecting and I was dependent upon their
goodwill, scheduling our meetings to suit their requirements rather than what I
perceived as the needs of my study. Further, I intended to include people from
other locations in Australia, necessitating travel which, practically, had to be limited
to specific timeframes. I realised during the coding of this first interview that my
initial interpretation of theoretical sampling had been too literal. In employing
theoretical sampling for my study, I accepted any person who met the inclusion
criteria for the study in the order that they were willing to meet with me, without
regard for their particular characteristics or demographics. Theoretical sampling
occurred through my direction of each successive interview rather than through my
selection of a particular participant. This was an unexpected notion for me, as I had
anticipated – incorrectly, as it happened – that theoretical sampling would hinge
upon the selection of the participant rather than the direction of the discussion.

4.4.3.2 Timing and sequencing
With this understanding of theoretical sampling in mind, the overall schedule of
interviews was dependent upon each participant’s availability. The summary at
Table 4.2 details the timing of each interview. There were six broad phases of data
collection and analysis, and I will discuss each phase further in due course.
There were three breaks or gaps in the timing of the interviews, occurring
predominantly by chance rather than design. As my data collection commenced in
July 2012 and most graduates had commenced employment in the preceding
December or January, I had exhausted the list of initial volunteers by the end of
August 2012. Serendipitously, this occurred when my skills in transcribing and using
the data analysis software and my understanding of grounded theory research
processes and thinking were most limited and most rapidly developing. This first
gap enabled me to practice and develop my coding techniques, to become
comfortable with my approach to memo writing, and to engage in deliberate and
repeated reflection on the data and emerging concepts. This allowed me to prepare
for the second wave of data collection, an intensive month-long period that
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commenced with my first follow-up interviews, immediately followed by a field visit
to Melbourne, Victoria.
Time was a practical, if frustrating, constraint for this visit, during which I conducted
interviews with seven people during two days. In each case, the participant was a
working professional whose employers had generously allowed me an hour or so of
their working time. This visit emphasised to me that, despite the best intentions
and plans, researchers must negotiate a range of challenges and obstacles that are
not necessarily acknowledged in the methodological literature. In the real world, or
my real world at the time, I simply had to make the best of the circumstances that
presented themselves. During the field visit, I used the time when I was not
involved in meeting with graduate participants to replay their transcripts and write
memos, aiming to stimulate reflection and to identify ideas and clues to follow up
at my next interview.
This period was followed by a somewhat quieter phase of data collection and
analysis, where I completed four second interviews over three months that
coincided with Christmas, New Year, and the hiatus between students completing
their courses of study and commencing their first employment. This final break
allowed me to catch up on the transcribing and coding, to engage in deep review
and reflection upon the data and my analysis so far, and to prepare for the final
wave of data collection.
While I have indicated that data analysis occurred in six primary phases, in fact I
found that the process was both fluid and cyclical and that I would frequently move
back and forth between initial coding, focused coding and theoretical coding as the
analysis progressed and as I explored each particular code or category. The purpose
of providing the visual representation in Table 4.2, then, is to provide a general idea
of the chronological progress of my analysis.
In the following sections, I provide an overview of the analytical process I followed
and some of the key experiences I encountered. At the conclusion of these sections,
I have provided an exemplar of the development of one of the categories I adopted.
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Table 4.2: Chronological summary of data collection and analysis

Participant
pseudonym
Oliver
Fred
Matilda
Susan
Emma
Gail
Dorothy
Isobel
Jane
Trudy

Interview
type
First
First
First
First
First
First
First
First
First
First

Interview date

Matilda
Dorothy
Gail
Betty

Second
Second
Second
First

Carla

First

Hugh

First

Alice

First

Kylie

First

Lucy

First

Nancy

First

Oliver

Second

Susan

Second

Fred

Second

Trudy
Phil
Jane
Carla
Remy
Violet
Wilma

Second
First
Second
Second
First
First
First

7th November 2012
7th November 2012
9th November 2012
13th November
2012
13th November
2012
13th November
2012
14th November
2012
14th November
2012
14th November
2012
14th November
2012
20th November
2012
26th November
2012
20th December
2012
21st February 2013
2nd March 2013
13th March 2013
2nd April 2013
3rd April 2013
22nd April 2013
22nd April 2013

9th July 2012
10th July 2012
16th July 2012
23rd July 2012
24th July 2012
27th July 2012
3rd August 2012
5th August 2012
24th August 2012
24th August 2012

Phase of data collection,
analysis and reflection
Phase 1
Initial interviews,
learning to code
Phase 2
Initial interviews,
coding and
analysis
Phase 3

Phase 4

Initial coding,
analysis and
raising codes to
tentative
categories
Focused coding
and analysis

Phase 5

Focused coding
and analysis, and
refining
conceptual
categories

Phase 6

Theoretical
sampling, coding
and analysis
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4.4.3.3 Initial coding
The first three phases of analysis involved the initial coding stage. I was undecided
whether to represent these three periods as a single phase in Table 4.2 as they are
so closely interrelated. Ultimately, I have opted to present them as three distinct
phases to more truly represent my experience of using grounded theory methods
for the first time.
Initial coding – first phase

The first phase represents my first two interviews with Oliver and Fred. These were
the first instances ever where I had transcribed my own interviews, coded real data,
used line-by-line coding, written memos or used nVivo 10 software. The analysis of
these two interviews represented a significant learning experience as I commenced
applying the techniques about which, to this point, I had only read.
I was initially frustrated by my slow pace in transcribing and riddled with doubt as
to whether I was conducting the initial coding correctly. In the process of
articulating my thoughts in a memo, I recognised that my ability to progress with
my study was dependent upon reconciling what I perceived as a misalignment
between my aspirations and my ability. I enacted a plan that involved re-reading
Charmaz’s methodological publications,(1, 252) watching a series of recorded
presentations about grounded theory, and seeking advice from two respected
colleagues with extensive research experience. These actions allowed me to
recognise that I was experiencing a crisis of confidence that is probably common in
novice researchers and PhD students. The path to mastery necessitated that I
started somewhere and, in all likelihood, I would make mistakes. By consistently
applying the grounded theory methods and by routinely checking my analytical
activities against the principles of research quality that I had adopted for this study,
I could be assured that I would develop adequate analytical skills and that I could
identify unintended deviations caused by lack of experience, and consequently
reconsider them.
The focus of these first interviews with Oliver and Fred, therefore, reflected both
the newness of my investigation and my own newness to grounded theory
research. In keeping with the grounded theory method, I had not prepared an
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interview guide. I had only two prepared prompts for these first interviews – “tell
me about your experience of transition to professional practice” and “tell me about
a confronting situation that occurred during your transition”. In transcribing these
interviews, I realised that I had allowed the discussion to labour in areas that
related to descriptive elements of the participants’ transition experiences rather
than concentrating on the primary research focus of resilience. After reflecting on
this in memos and, more broadly, after reflecting upon my interviewing technique, I
practiced more relevant and targeted questions with a trusted colleague. In
acknowledging the initial weakness in my approach, I was reassured that I had not
missed the opportunity to understand Oliver’s or Fred’s perspective as each had
committed to completing a second interview and I would, therefore, have the
chance to redirect my queries to them then.
My first attempts at line-by-line coding of Oliver’s and Fred’s transcripts were
instrumental in developing my approach. In fact, I completed line-by-line coding of
their transcripts three times in succession. After each coding attempt, I used
memoing to record my reflections about my developing ability and to identify
where I could improve. During this time, I repeatedly read and re-read sections of
Charmaz’s work,(1, 252, 255) practising line-by-line coding on the example transcripts
she provides and comparing my efforts with her expert exemplars – but remaining
mindful that no two researchers will code identically, particularly in a constructivist
paradigm where the researcher is central in creating meaning. While timeconsuming, these activities enabled me to engage in the remaining data collection
with the confidence that I could now analyse my data in an adequately effective
way to directly inform subsequent interviews and, more broadly, the developing
theory.
Initial coding – second phase

In the second phase of analysis, I completed first interviews with Matilda, Susan,
Emma and Gail, immediately transcribing and line-by-line coding each. Many initial
codes were emerging and, while I had anticipated this, I was surprised that so many
were apparently unrelated to my research topic or questions – for example, I had
identified codes relating to the graduates’ descriptions of supervising students, and
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while some were clearly related to their experience of workplace challenges (such
as ‘lacking confidence to supervise’), some seemed unrelated (such as
‘remembering what it was like to be a student’). Replaying each recording a number
of times was helpful in drawing my attention to the elements of their narratives
where the emotional intensity appeared to heighten. By memoing about these
moments, I was able to identify which initial codes were likely to be useful to
provide descriptive context to the graduates’ transition to professional practice,
which were related to their experiences of workplace adversity and resilience, and
which were codes that related to other topics beyond the scope of my study.
Continuing the former example, memoing allowed me to consider ‘remembering
what it was like to be a student’ further, and I recognised that this code
encompassed elements of empathising with the students’ position as a learner and
as being relatively powerless – undoubtedly interesting, although not immediately
within the scope of my study – but also included elements of being the supervisor,
including ‘doing the right thing’, ‘making an impression’, and ‘not knowing’, which
were codes that had already emerged in other interviews and that directly related
to my research questions.
Throughout, I constantly compared each code with others to identify how they
might be related. While memos were useful to record my progress and reflections
in this regard, I found the most useful technique to recognise or propose

Figure 4.1: Organising codes using sticky notes
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connections was to write each code on a separate sticky note and then to organise
and re-organise them on my kitchen table (Figure 4.1), verbalising my rationale as I
went. The notes I jotted while undertaking this process formed the basis of more
developed memos once I had reached a point of satisfaction with the arrangement
of the codes, notwithstanding that I often decided this arrangement was lacking
upon a subsequent cycle of comparison. In this way, my understanding and
conceptualisation of the emerging codes gradually developed.
Sometimes the process of constantly comparing the codes resulted in my splitting a
code into two (or more) codes. For example, in my earliest interviews, I had
identified ‘experiencing doubt’ as a code to reflect Oliver and Fred’s descriptions of
times they had doubted their own abilities or decisions, or when they felt that their
colleagues had doubted them. Comparing this code with the data I obtained from
Matilda and Susan, I realised that ‘experiencing doubt’ actually had an aspect that
related to the culture or atmosphere of the team, and I wondered how a culture of
doubt might influence graduates’ experiences of transition and resilience. This
process of reflection resulted in my splitting the code ‘experiencing doubt’ into
three initial codes – ‘doubting yourself’, ‘feeling doubted by others’, ‘doubting the
team’.
Occasionally I adjusted the code label to better differentiate the code from others,
or to better reflect my emerging understanding of the data. For example, I had
initially identified a code ‘feeling like a radiographer’ to reflect descriptions that the
graduates had provided of the change from being a student to being a working
professional. Over time, I recognised that graduates were consistently using the
term ‘real’ – feeling like a real radiographer, or feeling like a real part of the team –
and this suggested an element beyond simply being a working professional,
encompassing a sense of validation, credibility or belonging. To reflect this, I
adjusted the label for this code to ‘feeling like a real radiographer’, and this
prompted me to think differently as I coded subsequent data.
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As the coding progressed, I noted that some clusters of codes appeared to be
emerging. In response, I found that I regularly added several extra, related prompts
for subsequent interviews, or I amended and removed redundant prompts.
Initial coding, final phase

In the third and final phase of what I have broadly delineated as the initial coding
for my study, I used memoing to raise the clusters of codes to tentative categories. I
then used these tentative categories as prompts in first interviews with Gail,
Dorothy, Isobel, Jane and Trudy.
Having now completed 10 interviews, I had a strong appreciation of both the huge
diversity among, and the distinct similarity between, these 10 graduate
professionals. I had now gained considerable confidence and skill in ensuring the
interviews focused on the prompts that had emerged from prior initial coding. I had
identified a number of tentative categories and pursued these clues in subsequent
interviews.
As might be anticipated, some of the tentative categories appeared to be confirmed
by the participants and I was able to commence fleshing out the possible properties
and dimensions of these categories. For example, a tentative category of ‘relaxing
and rejuvenating’ was readily confirmed by these participants, and these interviews
provided support to the tentative properties I had identified of ‘reflecting’, ‘talking
about things’, and ‘relaxation activities’.
In other cases, my tentative categories or properties were rejected or appeared to
be heading nowhere. I found it challenging to judge what to do in such cases and,
upon reflection, I probably ‘hung on’ to inappropriate codes and categories for too
long, although it is doubtful this was to the detriment of the study. In particular, I
found it difficult to cease pursuing a code or tentative category where I had gleaned
from the evidence base that the aspect had been recognised as of relevance to
transition, adversity or resilience experiences. This situation, perhaps, exemplifies
the rationale for Glaser’s(254) requirement that the researcher should not examine
the published literature until after data collection.
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Memoing and reflection assisted me to reconcile such differences and to reframe
the code or category in a way that better reflected what my data were telling me,
rather than what others had found. Further, as the coding process in Charmazian
grounded theory(1, 252, 255) encourages the researcher to return again and again to
the data and earlier coding analysis, I felt reassured that I would detect any
incidences of an idea re-emerging in data collected later. As an example of my
experience: following my interview with Oliver and my reading of the literature, I
felt sure that ‘practising religion’ would be relevant property for ‘relaxing and
rejuvenating’, but subsequent interviews had provided no confirmation. Reflection
caused me to reconsider ‘practising religion’ and reframe how I thought about it.
Rather than restricting faith to formal religious practice, I considered faith as the
idea of a higher purpose and meaning to life, where the outlook for the future is
positive, and I was able to identify aspects from other interviews that confirmed
this broader notion.

4.4.3.4 Focused coding
Initial coding was followed by two phases of focused coding. As I have noted
previously, in reality the distinction between initial and focused coding, or between
the two phases of focused coding, was not so absolute.
Focused coding – first phase

The first phase of focused coding involved the first of the second interviews with
members of my participant group, specifically with Matilda, Dorothy and Gail. I had
anticipated the second interviews with enthusiasm as an opportunity to further
clarify some of my impressions from the first meeting. More importantly, the
second interview presented me with the chance to check that I had interpreted
their meanings about various aspects effectively, and to test my tentative
categories with each of the participants.
This phase of focused coding also incorporated the period of my field visit to
Melbourne, Victoria. This was an intensive period of data collection where I could
not employ my now comfortably established habit of focusing on one participant
and their data set at a time, transcribing, repeatedly playing the recording, line-byline coding, memoing and constant comparison. This process had served well to
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enable me to absorb myself in the data, to observe it, reflect upon it and pose
explanations. During the field visit, I completed seven first interviews in a little over
36 hours, precluding my ability to adopt my usual initial approach. Instead, I made
the pragmatic decision to focus on repeatedly replaying the recordings (which could
be done easily between interviews and while waiting for transport), identifying
examples of existing codes and categories that were reinforced or negated by the
latest participants, and listening for ideas that I had not noted in previous
interviews. I was surprised to find that, without the ability to immediately start
narrowing my focus to one recording and one transcript, I naturally thought more
broadly about ideas and connections, and focused on integrating the ideas that
temporarily seemed overwhelming rather than dissecting and distinguishing them. I
had recently been reading on-line articles and blogs relating to qualitative coding
methods and, though they were not focused exclusively on grounded theory coding
methods, I tried using and adapting some of the diagramming techniques
described. This enabled me to consider my categories in different ways and from
different perspectives. Not every diagram or map I created was obviously effective
– some were simply interesting distractions – however the act of repeatedly
sketching and seeking patterns among my categories was a useful mechanism to
reflect upon and question my ideas. From this point, sketching (either literally or
using sticky notes) became an integral method for me to sort, arrange, trial and
constantly compare codes and categories.
Focused coding – final phase

The final phase of focused coding involved second interviews with Oliver, Susan,
Fred and Trudy, which occurred sporadically over a three month period. This
proved serendipitous as I was able to catch up on transcribing and coding the data
from my interviews in Victoria, and to dedicate time to reflect on the now
substantial volume of data, expanding on the properties and dimensions of the
developed categories. Having the four second interviews interspersed through this
period enabled me to address specific questions to my participants, to clarify and
confirm (or not) the categories with each person, and to identify how their feelings
or thoughts about the concepts had changed over time. The second interviews at
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this point were considerably shorter in duration than the respective first interview. I
attribute this partly to having an established relationship with each participant
allowing us to rapidly re-establish rapport, and partly to the focus that results from
focused coding: in essence, we explored many fewer topics, although frequently in
much greater depth.

4.4.3.5 Theoretical coding
The final phase of analysis incorporated the final wave of data collection, involving
first interviews with Phil, Remy, Violet and Wilma, and second interviews with Jane
and Carla. My interview prompts in this phase were very specific and related to the
categories, dimensions and properties that were, by now, clear and mostly defined.
Notwithstanding this, I remained conscious that any of these people might have an
insight or experience that could introduce a new perspective or overturn an existing
idea. This proved to be the case in the interviews with Phil, Jane and Carla: each of
them, in a different way, added elements that expanded my perspective about a
category or presented an unexpected negative or confounding case that required
me to re-examine other data and to reflect on how my conceptualisation might
need to change. My final first-time interviews with Remy, Violet and Wilma
presented the opportunity to explore and test these ideas further to check their
validity. To ensure I did not make assumptions or unwarrantedly narrow the
discussion, I continued to use some of the core prompts that I had employed
throughout the initial and focused coding phases during these final three first
interviews.

4.4.4 Organising the data
While I have emphasised that data collection and data analysis occurred
concurrently, analysis did not cease upon the conclusion of the interviews. I
continued to use memos to detail and explore the categories, their properties and
dimensions, seeking to refine them and integrate them into a theory.
Writing the memos was inarguably useful, however I found it difficult to commit to
a single organising arrangement of the categories and concepts. I found that I could
write memos that seemingly drove my thinking in circles, and I struggled to arrange
the categories using this strategy. The physical act of writing is a linear process, and
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I found that memoing exclusively in traditional writing style meant I could not
always keep pace with my thoughts, and sometimes left me feeling that I was
writing for the reader rather than to facilitate my thinking and reflections upon the
data. I found it frustrating to use constant comparison exclusively through written
memoing as I had little to visualise and found this an inflexible approach that did
not allow ready response to dynamic thinking. Depending on the particular
perspective I assumed at any given time, I could arrange the categories in different
ways. While this prompted reflection on the data, it was also confounding and
made me question the quality of my data collection and analysis. By returning to
the research quality criteria I had determined for this study – which I report in the
final section of this chapter - and by reflecting and confirming that I had adequately
addressed each one, I was reassured. Nevertheless, my inability to decide upon the
‘correct’ interrelationship of categories and concepts into a theory was perplexing.
Coincidentally, I was watching a recorded presentation featuring Glaser(264) where
he spoke of the debate over whether or not his classic grounded theory emerged
from a positivist paradigm – in that moment, I recognised that my search for a
correct interrelationship was anomalous in a constructivist paradigm. The
researcher is a participant in creating meaning, and he or she interprets the data
based upon his or her own perspective. As Charmaz says, “The theory depends on
the researcher’s view; it does not and cannot stand outside of it. Granted, different
researchers may come up with similar ideas, although how they render them
theoretically may differ.”(1) Acknowledging this fostered in me the confidence to
organise my categories and concepts into an arrangement that seemed to me to
most thoroughly represent my perspective of the data. Provided that I used
constant comparison to ensure that every code, concept and category fitted
logically into my arrangement, and adhered to the research quality criteria I had
established, I could be assured of my arrangement’s suitability.
With this in mind, I again adopted the practical strategy that had worked for me in
the initial coding stages. I noted each category and concept on a sticky note, and
placed them in an arrangement on the wall of my study at home, then slowly
worked through each category and its properties, checking their fit within the
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arrangement and memoing informally as I went. If all the categories and properties
did not fit comfortably in an arrangement, I noted it and then rejected it for the
time being. This happened often – it was easy to make arrangements where most
of the categories and properties fitted neatly, but where I would have two or three
sticky notes remaining that I could not logically incorporate.
For example, at one stage it seemed that an arrangement around a single
organising category of resilience by ‘making it happen’ might be suitable. Most of
the categories and properties could be organised in this way, but I struggled with
making logical and meaningful connections to some of the concepts and properties
related to the initial impact of workplace adversity and to rejuvenation. It intrigued
me that, in organising the categories and properties, I could have forced the data
into this organising category, but I would have failed to fulfil the criterion for
research quality relating to resonance.
Ultimately, the organising category of resilience by ‘evolution’ was determined
through this process of constant comparison, trialling arrangements, checking how
each category, concept and property fitted, and reflecting on my developing ideas
in memos. This was the only arrangement I had identified where everything fitted,
and where the connections between them made intuitive sense. I checked how
each individual property, dimension and code fitted in the arrangement, to
reassure myself that I had missed nothing. Finally, I was able to generate a visual
representation of resilience by evolution that communicates the connections
between the categories. This model of resilience as evolution is presented and
explored in Chapters 5-8.
Having now detailed the general process I followed for data analysis, I present in
the following section an exemplar of the analytical process that occurred in
developing the category ‘beating inertia’. This exemplar considers one specific
category to provide an insight to the iterative and reflective approach I adopted,
and demonstrates how it was necessary to move continually between initial,
focused and theoretical coding.
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4.5 Exemplar of analytic process – Category ‘Beating inertia’
In considering how people responded resiliently to workplace adversity, I had
assumed that there would be activities or strategies in which they would engage to
relax and unwind. This assumption was based upon my personal experience, my
reading of the literature, and a nebulous certainty I felt that people must ‘do stuff’
to manage stress from their work to allow them to stay healthy and to persist in
that work.
In my first interview, Oliver volunteered that his studies had prepared him to
manage stress and raised his awareness of the risk of professional burnout. He
provided some examples of the strategies he had or would adopt – playing sport,
having a massage, and prayer and religious ritual – in order to persist in his work
and to stay engaged. At this stage, the concepts of persistence or moving forward
were nebulous, but it seemed important to note in a memo the idea that enacting
strategies for relaxation and rejuvenation helped to manage the effects of
workplace stress. I wondered whether enacting these strategies might also provide
a person with the sense of doing something, of being active rather than passive in
response to adversity, allowing them to feel a sense of control.
While it was far too early to start postulating tentative categories, the diagram in
my initial memo (Figure 4.2) proposed that ‘relaxing and rejuvenating’ somehow
supported resilience, and might have elements of ‘physical activities’ and ‘practising
religion’. Drawing on my own experience, I wondered whether ‘talking about
things’ might also be an element of rejuvenation, in the sense of venting or
relieving an emotional burden: I had been a little surprised that Oliver had not
mentioned this and wondered whether this was because talking about things was
not relevant to his own rejuvenation, or whether perhaps I was perceiving things
from my own perspective as a ‘sharer’. I noted these prompts for my subsequent
interview with Fred.
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Relaxing and
rejuvenating

Figure 4.2: Initial diagram for category ‘Relaxing and rejuvenating’ following one interview

As I was in the very earliest stages of data collection and analysis, I had no idea of
the significance or otherwise of this early concept. Being a novice user of grounded
theory methodology I was learning, through reflection and trial and error, how to
pursue the ideas and clues that emerged from each interview. In my second
interview, Fred, it seemed he perceived himself as quite hardy, and that he had
little need to specifically rejuvenate or find coping strategies – he simply did the job
he was paid to do, and got on with it. During the interview, this led us to discuss a
range of notions around responsibility, and I was distracted from pursuing my
intended prompts further. Reflecting on my approach to interviewing helped me to
identify strategies for my development. For example, I changed the way I wrote my
interview prompts, from lengthy sentences to short words or phrases that I could
quickly review with minimal distraction during the discussion. Part of the memo I
wrote immediately following transcription of the recording reflects my frustration
with my ineptitude:
I’ve been feeling very frustrated as I’ve been transcribing this part of the
interview. It’s so obvious now that I should have asked some of those
questions differently, and I didn’t even get to the bit about rejuvenation
because I got side-tracked when Fred mentioned about talking about
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technical aspects of the procedure rather than feelings. In the heat of the
interview, I don’t feel right about reading my notebook rather than looking
them in the eye and listening, so my prompts need to change format.
Transcription memo, Fred first interview
Armed with my new strategy, I spoke with Matilda, who presented me with an early
experience of variance and diversity. She very readily articulated that she felt quite
unemotional about her patients and her work, beyond her extreme interest in the
technical and procedural challenges she encountered. Matilda considered herself as
socially awkward and lacking in empathy for others, suggesting that this meant she
did not really feel she needed to cope with the stressors in her workplace – things
just did not really disrupt her emotionally. Despite her insistence that she did not
feel the need for, or particularly adopt, strategies to rejuvenate, Matilda
volunteered that she actively talked about things to blow off steam:
I just bitch about it to everyone else I can who is not related to it so there’s
no way anyone can find out. Get everyone’s opinion. Matilda, first interview
Matilda’s comments confirmed to me that ‘talking about things’ – in some way or
other – was a prompt worth pursuing.
Through subsequent interviews with Susan, Emma and Gail, my early
conceptualisation of ‘relaxing and rejuvenating’ was developing. These three
participants confirmed that physical activity was important, but each also identified
that other deliberate activities – such as hobbies and artistic or creative pursuits –
were important to how they relaxed or rejuvenated. In reflecting about this in a
memo, I acknowledged that my study was not intending necessarily to identify
particular or effective rejuvenation strategies, and that what my participants
seemed to be telling me was that most of them engaged deliberately in some
particular activities where one of their specific aims was to relax from the stress of
their work. I changed the label of this code from ‘physical activities’ to ‘relaxation
activities’.
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In my interview with Gail, she had spoken of her occasional feelings of uncertainty
at work and that she felt great trust for some of her colleagues and not for others.
This meant that she sometimes talked about things at work, and sometimes with
people at home. I realised that there might be variation in how graduates used
‘talking about things’ as rejuvenation, and I recalled that Fred had mentioned his
experiences of talking about procedural aspects of work with colleagues but never
about emotional aspects. I decided to tentatively split ‘talking about things’ into
two codes: ‘talking about things at work’ and ‘talking about things outside work’.
During my discussion with Susan, she identified that she used deliberate reflection
as a way to make sense of the adversity she faced at work, to consider her feelings
about it, and to identify how she could develop further. I found her comments
intriguing, as my own perception was that reflection is undervalued by medical
radiation science professionals and that deliberate reflective thinking is often
abandoned in postgraduate practice. I had completed a small research study of new
radiation therapy graduates in 2007(265) where I found that many had ceased the
active reflection in which they had engaged as students, and that some perceived
lack of support for reflection in their workplaces, so I was surprised that Susan felt
so strongly that reflection supported her rejuvenation. In pursuing this idea with
Emma and Gail, I discovered that they, too, actively reflected as a strategy to
rejuvenate from the emotions caused by workplace adversity.
As the result of the interviews to this point, my conceptualisation of ‘relaxing and
rejuvenating’ was developing and changing, and I adjusted my diagram accordingly
(Figure 4.3). It seemed that relaxation activities were important to graduates’
rejuvenation both for their direct contribution to physical and emotional wellbeing,
and because they allowed people to feel they were active participants in managing
stress. Talking about things contributed to rejuvenation, although I recognised that
I had not yet actively explored how this helped. There seemed to be a potential
distinction about the role or nature of talking about things with colleagues and with
people outside work. Reflection was emerging as a potentially important aspect of
rejuvenation albeit that, at this stage, I did not have a strong grasp on how new
graduates perceived its role. With no further confirmation of my initial code
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‘religion’, I was ready to abandon this property. Figure 4.3 represents my visual
conceptualisation of ‘relaxing and rejuvenating’ at this point, adapted from a memo
of the time.

Talking about
things
•At work
•Outside work

Relaxation
activities

Reflecting

•Contribution to
wellbeing
•Actively coping

Relaxing and
rejuvenating

Figure 4.3: Development of category ‘Relaxing and rejuvenating’ following six interviews

I used the subsequent interviews, with Dorothy, Isobel, Jane and Trudy, to test
what I now perceived as a category of ‘relaxing and rejuvenating’ with properties of
‘reflecting’, ‘talking about things’ and ‘relaxation activities’. Up until this point, I had
encountered participants who remained enthusiastic about their roles as medical
radiation science professionals and interested in their work. It was intriguing,
therefore, to encounter four participants in succession who had mixed feelings
about their roles, and some who struggled to see themselves as remaining in the
profession. As a result, they presented quite pragmatic perspectives about how
they managed challenges in their workplaces and had strong views about
rejuvenating and re-engaging with their work. The memo I wrote after completing
Trudy’s interview reflects how my ideas were broadening and developing:
I am taking care not to categorise Trudy, Jane, Dorothy as more negative
than the previous interviews, because I feel that casts a value judgement
that may not be warranted. They do seem to be more realistic, and I get the
sense from them that this is a job – sometimes a very interesting one – but
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that any other equally (or more) interesting job would do just as well. In the
same way, their descriptions of the things they do to recharge and relax
seem somehow to resonate more with me. I wonder why – perhaps because
I remember what that feels like? The important thing from my project’s
perspective is to use some prompts to explore both ‘negative’ and ‘positive’
approaches to rejuvenating, and to be alert to responses about things that
could contribute to rejuvenation rather than things the person actually has
done to recharge or rebalance. These last few interviews have presented the
first instances where someone has admitted to worrying instead of
reflecting in a positive/developmental way, admitted to being selective
about whom they talk to at work, admitted to being reluctant to talk with
colleagues because of concerns about the impression they’ll make, admitted
to using alcohol to relax…it makes me realise that so much of the literature
I’ve read feels intrinsically to be judging or condoning particular strategies.
Or is that just because I haven’t been alert to it? Initial memo, Dorothy first
interview
I was a little confounded after my interview with Jane, as she seemed to present
contradictory perspectives about her willingness to talk about things with her
colleagues – on one hand, she was reluctant to do so for fear of being perceived as
weak, and on the other she identified several instances where she had used
discussion with her colleagues as a strategy for managing adversity. I returned to
the previous interviews to seek clarity, and I realised that ‘talking about things’
served a number of purposes, both for different participants and in different
contexts. Colleagues were a useful resource for discussion when graduates wanted
to confirm their actions or identify new strategies, and this was commonly achieved
through problem-solving conversations about technical or procedural aspects of the
situation. This type of ‘talking with’, while certainly supporting development,
seemed to align more readily with reflecting for performance improvement than as
a specific strategy for rejuvenation.
At the same time, ‘talking with’ provided an opportunity to seek solace and
comfort, and was used to vent emotions or seek new perspectives. In these cases,
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the person to whom the graduate turned was commonly a friend or a family
member. I realised, too, that the properties I had identified for ‘talking about
things’ were not properly reflective of what my participants were saying. The
distinction was not so much between discussions ‘at work’ and ‘outside work’, but
between discussions with people where the relationship was regulated by some
defined professional boundary – colleagues – and those with whom the relationship
was loving, trusting and affirming (friends and family). Colleagues could certainly be
friends, but not always.
In my interview with Trudy, she spoke at length of her use of reflection to
rejuvenate. As someone with rapidly waning interest in her role, she had reflected
extensively about her rationale for remaining in her job, and her strategies for
engaging and re-engaging with her profession. Her comments prompted me to
consider further how reflection was used by graduates to rejuvenate. Trudy had
identified that reflecting helped her to manage the feelings and emotions prompted
by her work and the challenges she encountered as she was able to recognise
learning and the positive aspects of her experiences. In comparing this idea with
previous interviews, I recognised that my participants had identified two main ways
whereby reflection contributes to relaxation and rejuvenation. By facilitating
acknowledgement and analysis of feelings, reflection allowed graduates to identify
strategies for learning, and to deal with and move on from emotional moments,
acknowledging their positive feelings. Reflection also allowed graduates to identify
deficiencies in their work practices and to identify more effective approaches for
the future, leaving them better prepared for, and more willing to re-engage in, their
work tasks.
I now felt very comfortable with how this category had been developed. In the
interviews that followed, I remained alert to new ideas and continued to consider
the existing categories and properties in light of each new transcript, but there was
no substantial change to my conceptualisation of ‘relaxing and rejuvenation’
beyond an adjustment to the name of the category to ‘rejuvenation’. Relaxation
activities were one of the category’s properties, and a group of strategies through
which my participants rejuvenated themselves – while it may merely have been a
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case of semantics, it seemed to me that an adjustment to the label of the category
was warranted. My memo from this time demonstrates that I now conceptualised
‘rejuvenation’ as depicted in Figure 4.4.
Talking about
things
•Seeking comfort from
friends and family

Relaxation
activities

Reflecting
• Acknowledging good
feelings
•Learning from hard
times

•Making me feel better
•Doing something to
distract myself

Rejuvenating

Figure 4.4: Progression of category ‘Rejuvenating” following 24 interviews

During my interview with Phil – the sixth-last interview associated with my study he described his active Christianity, and that prayer and scripture study were
integral aspects of how he managed his feelings. This was a telling lesson for me in
the need for grounded theory researchers to remain open about the re-emergence
of rejected ideas: twenty-three intervening interviews had failed to confirm my
initial code, yet here it had presented itself again. In listening carefully to Phil’s
words, I realised another important thing, recorded in a memo at the time:
I am reminded of the importance of language and how the words we choose
can influence what we see and understand. I had long ago given up on
seeing anything new about ‘religion’, yet here I see it reappear in Phil’s
discussion of his Christianity. But what’s hit me is the language he used –
rather than religion or spirituality, he spoke of faith. In one sense, faith
could be a formal, organised religion, which is what I’ve been looking to
confirm. In another sense, though, I can consider faith more broadly, as the
belief that things have purpose and meaning, and that the future is
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ultimately positive. I remember reading something in one of the resilience
studies that was about optimism and positive expectations for the future – if
I reframe ‘religion’ as ‘faith’, I can think of examples in other interviews
where participants have talked about how they employ optimism and
positive future orientation to rejuvenate following adversity. Initial memo,
Phil first interview
Following this realisation, and exemplifying the importance of constant comparison,
I reviewed my existing data and confirmed that ‘faith’ was a notion expressed by
several participants. The data I had collected so far adequately supported this
property, and I included it as a discussion prompt for my remaining interviews.
As a final lesson that a grounded theory researcher should always remain open to
new interpretations of the data, several months after the conclusion of my data
collection and analysis, when I was working intensively on preparing the written
report of my findings, I identified a new perspective on this category. In re-reading
Wilma’s transcript while seeking a particular quotation, I was suddenly struck by a
comment she had made about rejuvenating by engaging with her friends and
family. While she valued talking with them, there were also other aspects of simply
being with them, spending time with them, and hearing about their lives and
perspectives. I realised that the property I had identified – ‘talking about things’ was too narrow. I reviewed all of the interview transcripts, this time seeking
confirmation of ‘engaging with loved ones’, and I was able to confirm this property
seemed to be valid. As my opportunity for further interviews had passed, I
attempted to contact my participants by telephone to seek their opinions. I was
successful in speaking with six, and all confirmed that ‘engaging with loved ones’
resonated with them as an aspect of rejuvenating, so I felt comfortable to introduce
this interpretation.
By the conclusion of my data collection and analysis, I had extensively developed
the category of ‘rejuvenating’ based upon my ongoing interpretation and
reinterpretation of the emerging ideas. I had also reflected on the category name,
considering once again whether the title ‘rejuvenating’ really encapsulated what I
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was hearing from my participants. While it was true that rejuvenation was an
important aspect and that graduates had spoken of refreshing themselves,
rebalancing and restoring themselves, there was also a sense that they employed
strategies that propelled them forward, helping them to re-engage and re-enthuse
themselves for the future. In a sense, they were healing themselves and energising
themselves for tomorrow, and taking steps to move themselves forward. On that
basis, I opted to rename the category ‘beating inertia’. In Figure 4.5, I present my
final diagrammatic conceptualisation of the category to illustrate its overall
development.

Engaging with
loved ones
•Seeking solace
•Getting a different
perspective

Faith
•Believing it will all be
okay
•Practising religion

Relaxing
•Taking care of myself
•Forgetting about work
•Having a drink

Reflecting and
recognising growth

Beating
inertia

Figure 4.5: Final representation of the category ‘Beating inertia’
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• Learning from the hard
times
•Feeling proud

4.6 Research quality
In the remainder of this chapter, I explore critical considerations for research
quality in Charmazian(1) grounded theory, and outline how I have applied these
principles in my study.

4.6.1 Principles of research quality in Charmazian grounded theory
It has been argued that concepts of validity, reliability and generalisability are
inappropriate or inadequate for qualitative research, (236, 259, 260, 266, 267) where
perception, experience and meaning are subjective and highly variable, and
therefore it can be expected that findings might not necessarily be reproducible in,
or applied to, other contexts and settings. Nevertheless, qualitative researchers
should demonstrate high quality and demanding standards in their approach to
data collection, analysis and reporting.
There is considerable discussion in the literature as to what these standards should
be and how they should be described. (236, 246, 259, 260, 266) Charmaz(1) recommends
four key criteria for grounded theory studies and, to ensure these were
comprehensive, I compared the criteria with those recommended by other
experienced grounded theorists and qualitative researchers in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3: Comparison of relevant qualitative research quality criteria

Charmaz

(1)

Credibility

Originality
Resonance

Usefulness

Analogous or similar criteria
Corbin & Strauss
Guba &
Yardley(269)
Lincoln(268)
Fit
Credibility
Sensitivity
Depth
Dependability
Commitment and
Sensitivity
Confirmability
rigour
Variation
Authenticity
Transparency and
Concepts
coherence
Logic
Evidence of memos
Applicability
Transferability
Impact and
Creativity
importance
Fit
Transferability
Sensitivity
Concepts
Confirmability
Transparency and
Contextualisation of
Authenticity
coherence
concepts
Depth
Variation
Logic
Sensitivity
Applicability
Transferability
Impact and
Creativity
Authenticity
importance
(236)

Upon review, it is apparent that these experts consider very similar concepts or
criteria, and it is predominantly the terminology and categorisation of these criteria
that differ. It appears that Charmaz’s(1) criteria suitably cover all the same areas
recommended by other authors. On that basis, I have adopted Charmaz’s(1) four
criteria of credibility, originality, resonance and usefulness as quality standards for
my study. Charmaz(1) suggests that researchers must consider several issues for
each criteria and, accordingly, in the following sections I have addressed these
issues to demonstrate how I have ensured the quality of my grounded theory
research. Considering these criteria and prompts through the complementary
perspectives of Corbin and Strauss,(236) Guba and Lincoln(268) and Yardley(269) is
useful to ensure thoroughness.

4.6.1.1 Credibility
To achieve credibility, the researcher must demonstrate intimate familiarity with
the data, the context and the topic, and apply rigorous data collection, analysis and
reporting approaches.(1)
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My study was contextualised in the Australian medical radiation science setting. All
of my participants were, at the time of my meeting with them, in the first year of
their employment in an Australian medical imaging or radiation oncology facility.
This ensured that participants in my study were currently experiencing, or had very
recently experienced, their transition to professional practice.
As I have worked within the Australian medical radiation science profession,
specifically radiation therapy, since 1986, I possess an existing intimate
understanding of the working context for medical radiation science professionals.
This was useful in allowing me to appreciate my participants’ experiences within
context. By including medical imaging and radiation therapy, I was able to consider
my assumptions and presumptions in a cross-disciplinary context, providing new
and deeper insights.
I ensured a suitable range of data by seeking diversity among my participants, who
included males and females from two professional disciplines. Some had not been
in paid work prior to their employment as a medical radiation science professional,
and some had extensive employment histories. Those with previous work
experience represented a diverse range of employment backgrounds, including
retail, hospitality, healthcare, ministry and administration. My study participants
were graduates of three different educational institutions in different Australian
states, representing five different educational programs, both undergraduate and
postgraduate. The graduates in my study were employed in a range of settings,
including public and private hospitals, large private practice groups, small private
providers, and metropolitan and rural sites. My participants represented diverse
cultural and social backgrounds.
I assumed a reflective stance during interviews with my study participants, and
included visual prompts on my notepad to remind myself of those areas I had
previously identified as deficient in my interview practice. Where participants
expressed particularly strong views about a topic, or where my previous data
analysis had identified a particular emerging theme or idea, I encouraged them to
consider an alternative perspective to better understand their views and the
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meaning they ascribed to their experiences. In reporting my findings I have, where
possible, incorporated the demonstrated range of perspectives to reflect variation
and diversity.
I used constant comparison as the basis of my data analysis and to support my use
of theoretical sampling to determine the direction of subsequent interviews. In
practice, this involved coding the transcribed interviews as immediately as
practicable, then reviewing every code (and, eventually, each category) and seeking
similarities and contrasts within the code, or with respect to other codes. I achieved
this review in two main ways. I used memos, often informally structured, to
articulate my ideas, to facilitate my reflection and to explore where my thoughts
were heading. I also used sketching as a visual way to explore ideas and to look for,
or discount, links between ideas and concepts.

4.6.1.2 Originality
To achieve originality, the researcher must demonstrate that the analysis is
insightful and fresh, and of significance or importance either socially or
theoretically.(1)
Transition to professional practice for medical radiation science professionals is
unexplored in the existing literature. Similarly, their experience of resilience is little
explored, and no specific consideration of resilience among new graduate medical
radiation science professionals is evident. As a result, my study presented new
insights in a predominantly unexplored topic.
In undertaking coding for data analysis, I used no coding template instead creating
codes only in response to the emergence of ideas in the transcripts. This ensured
that my data analysis reflected the participants’ original words rather than any preconceived expectation as to what they might say. Similarly, while I compared and
contrasted the emerging codes and categories with previously published literature,
I took care to ensure that I adopted different labels for my tentative categories in
an effort to preserve in my consciousness the uniqueness of my data and to
minimise the risk that I might inadvertently adopt other researchers’
interpretations as my own.
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Through my data analysis, I developed a description of transition to professional
practice for medical radiation science. I was not able to identify a similar alternative
description for comparison, suggesting that my study is unique. I developed a
conceptual rendering of the manifestation of resilience among medical radiation
science professionals and, although no similar alternative model could be
identified, I used models and research from other caring professions as a
counterpoint for comparison. The findings of my study are, therefore, novel.
I have used the findings as the basis of a number of recommendations for
educational institutions, employing organisations, professional bodies and future
research. In this way, my study poses significance for the education and
professional socialisation of medical radiation science graduates. These
recommendations are considered in the final section of this thesis.

4.6.1.3 Resonance
To achieve resonance, the researcher must demonstrate that the analysis portrays
the studied phenomena fully, and that it resonates and makes sense to the
participants or to people who share their experience.(1)
In analysing the data, I identified several hundred codes. Over time, upon reflection
and through further exploration through theoretical sampling in interviews, I was
able to develop and confirm categories that portrayed the manifestation of
resilience as experienced by the medical radiation science professionals in my
study, and to richly describe their experience of transition to professional practice.
Important strategies to explore these areas fully included constant comparison,
deliberately seeking variance or negative cases, and incorporating second
interviews with the same participants to consider how and what perspectives and
experiences changed over time.
As my data analysis progressed, I regularly shared one of my draft sketches or
diagrams with a participant at the conclusion of our interview. In this way, I aimed
to confirm and test my emerging ideas without influencing their responses in our
interview. These informal conversations were useful in ensuring that I was not
misinterpreting their broader meanings, to test my developing ideas, and to prompt
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my further reflection. I was often able to gain reassurance about ideas that had
emerged from the data, yet were only of relevance for a very small number of
participants. In such cases, it would have been easy to discount particular ideas,
and it was helpful to gain feedback from my participants that they, or people they
knew, had experienced such a situation or emotion.
In the absence of existing medical radiation science literature related to my
research area, I have relied upon discussion with my research supervisors,
colleagues, and professional acquaintances to confirm that the emerging ideas and
concepts make sense to them given their own particular experience and context.
This is not to say that they always agreed with the apparent perceptions of my
research participants – in fact, my colleagues who were experienced clinical
supervisors sometimes strongly argued against certain opinions – but virtually
always there was agreement that the emerging findings resonated with their own
understandings of what new graduates’ perspectives might be. These discussions
made useful contributions to my ongoing reflection on the data by encouraging me
to seek further confirmation and variety.

4.6.1.4 Usefulness
To achieve usefulness, the researcher must offer interpretations and
conceptualisations that people can use, and that contribute to future research and
the knowledge.(1)
Professionals who develop, manage and deliver medical radiation science
educational programs can use this work to develop strategies that support
beginning professionals in gaining the skills, knowledge, experience and attributes
necessary for resilient response to workplace adversity. Clinical medical radiation
science professionals can use my study findings and analysis to consider or
reconsider how they, and their organisation, support beginning professionals
before, during and after encounters with workplace adversity. Employers and
managers can use this work as evidence in their consideration of policies and
strategies for employee support, orientation and on-boarding, and development of
organisational culture. Professional bodies might consider my study to reflect upon
their role in the transition to practice and support of new professionals, to align
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their intentions and the services they offer with the actual, rather than perceived,
needs of new graduates.
The conceptualisation of resilience that I have developed and the description I
provide of transition to professional practice may be useful to researchers who wish
to consider their own study contexts by further developing this work or by
considering it as a point of comparison for their own work. The record of my
experience as a novice grounded theory researcher may be useful or affirming to
others in the same situation.

4.7 Chapter summary

In this chapter, I have positioned my study within a Charmazian(1) grounded theory
approach. I have provided details of the data collection and data analysis employed,
with reference to the general Charmazian(1) approach, my application of this plan,
and my personal experiences of the research process. Finally, I have identified how I
have applied relevant principles of quality during the research process.
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Chapter 5 – Substantive theory –
Resilience as evolution
5.1 Chapter introduction
In the previous chapter, I have outlined the background to, and justification for,
using a Charmazian(1) grounded theory approach to my study. I have described the
data collection and analysis process and how, in practice, I ensured research
quality.
This chapter provides an overview of the substantive theory derived from the data
collection and analysis processes. I discuss how the overarching process of
evolution explains how medical radiation science graduates experience resilience in
their encounters with workplace adversity. Chapters 6 and 7 explore the various
elements of the substantive theory in considerable detail and demonstrate how, in
keeping with a grounded theory, the theory I describe has emerged directly from
the participants’ data.

5.2 Overview of the substantive theory
Graduates manifest resilience to workplace adversity through an overarching
process of evolution, underpinned by the key processes of energising, maintaining
momentum, achieving equilibrium, and beating inertia. The relationship between
these key processes is depicted in Figure 5.1. Following the initial feelings that are
precipitated by a particular adverse event or challenge (the impact) – which occurs
in the context of medical radiation science transition to professional practice people make provisional adjustments, pulling themselves together and acting in the
moment. As the situation unfolds and initial – sometimes instinctual – reactions
pass, graduates maintain their momentum to push through the event, persevere
and get the job done. Throughout and, often, immediately after the event,
graduates act to achieve and maintain their equilibrium, managing their emotions
and employing protective behaviours. Beyond this, graduates focus on strategies,
beliefs and values that allow them to beat inertia by regaining personal balance and
moving on. The personal and professional growth that occurs as a result of each
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encounter with adversity sometimes equips them with new or enhanced
capabilities that can moderate the impact of subsequent challenges, and inform
their subsequent actions and responses.
While the model suggests an overall serial relationship between the key processes
as a single incident or event unfolds, people employ strategies as needed and as the
resources or capacity for the strategies become accessible to them. While I consider
the strategies used by the participants in my study at each distinct stage of
evolution as resilience, the delimitations between any of the phases I have
described are explanatory rather than definitive, and fluid rather than static.
Further, the model acknowledges that adverse events and challenges do not occur
in isolation, and while the overarching process of evolution is represented as a
single cycle, there are likely to be concurrent and overlapping challenges at any
given moment. All elements of the process are affected by the personal and
environmental conditions prevailing before, during and after the encounter with
adversity.

Figure 5.1: Resilience as evolution
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5.2.1 Resilience as evolution
In grounded theory, data analysis is used to theorise an organising process that
explains the categories and codes identified. In this way, grounded theory is used to
develop an overarching process that explains a particular social phenomenon.(246)
The overarching process by which graduates in my study experienced resilience in
the face of workplace adversity was the process of evolution.
The term ‘evolution’ has multiple definitions, and several are pertinent in
understanding resilience as evolution. In common usage, evolution is a gradual
development over time,(63, 64) and to a more complex form,(64) as in ‘the evolution of
computing technology’. Participants in my study commonly identified their own
growth, development and deepened understandings as independent professionals:
I had my three month meeting with [my manager] to see how I was going,
and it was crazy to sit back and look at how far I'd come from when I'd just
started. It was amazing, some of the patients I was tackling, had you given
me a patient like that when I first started, I would have run away and cried.
And now I can do it and get pretty good pictures. Trudy, first interview
As their experience grew, including their experience of adversity, my participants
sensed themselves growing and evolving. Similarly, where I was able to share a
second interview discussion, I was struck on each occasion by how obviously each
person had matured and grown and, in particular, by the graduates’ increased
confidence:
I feel much more confident than the last time we spoke. I think I seem more
confident to you. I have my doubts, of course, everyone has their doubts at
specific times. In the first week I was very anxious and reminded myself not
to make any mistakes, but after that everything was absolutely fine. I
started feeling confident, making my own decisions, be able to justify
everything that I’m doing. Oliver, second interview
I must say, I feel like a right old hand on this linac. I know all the ins and outs
of absolutely everything, I’m definitely the expert. It’s definitely increased
my confidence because all the new staff that come here – and everyone has
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been new staff besides me – ask me how we do this, or what’s happened
with that. The machine I’m on has a lot of specialised techniques, the TBEs,
the TBIs, that sort of thing. So all the qualified staff that come here are,
“Carla, show me what to do”, so in that sense it’s been really good. Great for
my confidence. Carla, second interview
Over time, with repeated exposure to different forms of workplace adversity,
graduates grow and develop, sometimes changing and improving the ways in which
they respond. In other words, they evolve.

5.2.1.1 Evolution – movement and action

Evolution is a pattern of movements or a series of manoeuvers,(63, 64) as in ‘the birds
performed aerial evolutions as they moved across the sky’. This usage is somewhat
similar to the military usage of the term to represent an exercise performed
according to a defined plan or procedure.(64) In my study, graduates frequently
described their actions and action-orientation, and how attention to enacting
organisational protocols, plans and guidelines allowed them to meet expectations
of patients and colleagues in their organisations, and to manage the challenging
and problematic situations they confronted. This involved compliance to ensure
quality, as well as deliberate, critically justified non-compliance where adaptations
were necessary:
…you feel more empowered, you see a request form and you can judge for
yourself what views to take rather than just looking at the protocols before,
because you…just know more about what is going to be useful to them
when they’re looking at the x-ray, and balancing up their condition with
what you’re not prepared to put them through...rather than, this is the
protocol, you have to make sure that you get these pictures. Susan, first
interview
Moreover, in high pressure moments requiring immediate action, my participants
often described how they managed their initial feelings by focusing on performing
their roles according to their training and the local protocols, playing their part in
the attending health care team:
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…particularly in a team environment, you have to be able to work together
because there's stressful situations where you've got to know what each
other's thinking, know your role, get on, do the job together. At the end of
the day, we're exposing a patient to radiation, you don't want to get that
wrong. Trudy, first interview
In energising, graduates reminded themselves of their personal professional role –
analogous to their movements – in fulfilling the team’s goal, and then enacted
these roles as part of maintaining momentum. Reflecting upon their actions – their
part in the team’s manoeuvres – helped my participants to beat inertia. Evolution in
the sense of movement and action is, therefore, a useful organising process for
resilience.

5.2.1.2 Evolution – throwing off

In chemistry, the term evolution means to give off or throw off.(63, 64) The graduates
in my study described their pervading need to prove their status as new
professionals, acting and enacting their own decisions, and throwing off their
previous role of student and staking their independence:
When I started working independently...there wasn't just one moment, but
when I started making decisions and just being like anyone else in the room,
not an extra, and when we were short-staffed I was actually relied upon,
that was really nice. Carla, first interview
This evolution was as much about proving something to themselves as to others:
So it’s proving to myself that I can do my job competently and professionally
and to the highest quality possible. It’s fun, it’s a challenge. Emma, first
interview
In energising, graduates threw off their fears and concerns about the adverse
situation and gained control of their emotions. In maintaining momentum, my
participants threw off their previous sense of dependence to make and enact
decisions to solve problems and move forward. Strategies to release, vent and
relieve themselves of the feelings and stress caused by adverse situations allowed
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graduates to achieve equilibrium and beat inertia. Evolution in the sense of giving
or throwing off is, therefore, a useful organising process for resilience.

5.2.1.3 Evolution – survival of the fittest
Darwin and Wallace independently developed the theory of evolution by means of
natural selection based upon their observations of the natural world and, in
common usage, it is sometimes termed ‘survival of the fittest’.(270) A key
assumption of my study is that the graduates who participated were able to persist
and adapt to ‘survive’ their transition to professional practice and to manage the
workplace adversity that they so richly described. A number of people alluded to
the notion that students or graduates without the necessary characteristics,
abilities or behaviours would simply not make it through the transition to
professional practice:
It was the little, snappy, answering back, and I'm thinking, "This kid can take
okay x-rays, but he's never going to get a job because he can't get along with
anyone". They're more likely to employ someone that they get along with
who doesn't take as good pictures than somebody that has a terrible
attitude. That's more what's going to get you a job than your skill because
you can always perfect your skills and get better, but the attitude makes a
huge difference. Trudy, first interview
They’re not passionate about their studies or what they’ve become, what
they’re qualified to do…The other thing is, people who don’t succeed,
perhaps they like to be told what to do, or perhaps they don’t, which is just
as difficult. It’s a paradox – being told what to do isn’t enough in
radiography, but sometimes you have to accept being told what to do….But
the only reason I can think of…is because they can’t be bothered, or they
can’t be bothered taking the initiative to show that they’re able to take on
more responsibility, or they don’t want more responsibility Emma, first
interview
While this is clearly speculation, this perspective must be acknowledged as valid as
it represents a common aspect of the worldviews of the participants in my study,
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subsequently informing their actions and thoughts: it is their experience and voice
that matters, as it is from this frame of reference that they create meaning and
understanding upon which they base their actions. Whether it is objectively true
that only the ‘fittest’ graduates successfully complete their transition to
professional practice is a moot point. This conceptualisation of evolution involving
survival of the fittest adds an interesting perspective in explaining resilience.

5.3 Chapter summary
In this brief chapter, I have introduced the substantive theory derived from the data
collected and analysed in my study. I have provided a theoretical model based on
evolution as the organising process to explain how new medical radiation science
professionals experience resilience in the face of workplace adversity. The
substantive theory is explored in detail in Chapters 6 and 7.
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Chapter 6 – Exploring resilience as
evolution: Part 1
6.1 Chapter introduction
In the previous chapter, I presented a theoretical model for explaining resilience
among new medical radiation science graduates, using evolution as an explanatory
process.
This and the following chapter collectively examine in detail each aspect of the
substantive theory. This theory has been derived directly from my participants’’
data, in accordance with Charmazian(1) grounded theory. The final coding concept
diagram that was developed is presented in Figure 6.1. This diagram is complex,
comprehensive and detailed, and it is for that reason that I have separated the
following detailed exploration into two chapters (Chapters 6 and 7) to assist in
clarity.
In this chapter, Part 1, I consider the transition to professional practice context
within which graduates experience workplace adversity. As this context has not
been previously described in the literature, I use core findings from my participants’
data to provide a rich description of transition to professional practice for medical
radiation science professionals, including transitional milestones and timeframes.
The important experiences of transition to professional practice are explored using
categories derived from the graduates’ own words. These experiences include
staking their independence, performing with confidence, finding their place, and
feeling.
In the subsequent chapter, Part 2, I explore the nature of workplace adversity
experienced by my participants, and the impact it had upon them. I examine in turn
how new medical radiation science professionals experienced energising,
maintaining momentum, achieving equilibrium, and beating inertia. Finally, to
conclude the detailed examination of my substantive theory, I consider the
personal and environmental conditions that influence resilience.
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Figure 6.1: Coding concept diagram –Resilience as evolution
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6.2 The context of resilience as evolution

Figure 6.2: Resilience as evolution - Context

While the primary focus of my study was to examine the graduates’ experience of
adversity in their first workplaces during their transition to professional practice,
there is a lack of published literature that confirms the context for, and nature of,
that transition period. To understand medical radiation science graduates’
experiences of workplace adversity, it is important to appreciate their work context,
particularly given that they are experiencing transition to professional practice
which may, itself, be inherently challenging. Rather than representing a divergence
from the primary research focus, consideration of the context in which graduates
manifest resilience serves to inform our understanding, and represents a key
element of the substantive theory of resilience as evolution, as depicted in Figure
6.2. In the remainder of this section, I consider the key aspects of medical radiation
science transition to professional practice.
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6.2.1 Depicting medical radiation science transition to professional practice
Overall, the period of transition to professional practice is predominantly linear for
medical radiation science graduates, reflecting the progressive idea of development
and evolution. Over time, graduates develop in what they perceive as a largely
linear progression through the period of transition, experiencing resilience in
overlapping evolutions. For my participants, transition to professional practice
involved a gradual evolution from being a student to feeling like a ’real’ medical
imaging or radiation therapy professional. This period aligned with a stage of
simultaneously believing in one’s competence to practice effectively, while
remaining uncertain about one’s confidence to do so. Some medical radiation
science graduates experienced an intermediate phase during which they considered
themselves as ‘new grads’ or as being something nebulous that was not quite the
same as a ‘real’ medical radiation science professional, yet was still considered by
my participants as functionally independent. These graduates did not feel that ‘real’
professionals would feel uncertain, and that their own genuine independence did
not occur until such feelings passed.
Figure 6.3 summarises the progression from student to independent professional
that was described by participants in my study.
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Commence studies

First clinical placement experience

STUDENT

Commence seeking postgraduate
employment

Final clinical placement experience

Start postgraduate employment

Complete orientation or probation
period

Appear on the general staff roster

Figure 6.3: Depicting medical
science transition to professional practice
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Complete studies
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TRANSITION TO PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE

Start of final year of studies

6.2.1.1 Transition milestones
The people who participated in my study demonstrated substantial variation in how
they perceived the progress of their transition to professional practice, albeit that
they universally described a largely linear pathway. There was a range of milestones
that occurred during their transition to professional practice, and each was
significant for participants in symbolising some aspect of their progress toward
independence.
The value that participants ascribed to the milestones they identified varied, and
did not necessarily align with what might be commonly thought of as the significant
or important events. Some milestones were seemingly minor but nonetheless
significant to the individual, such as finally discarding their student uniform. Many
participants had a mental checklist of the milestones that were of personal value to
them, and to which they looked forward to achieving as a sign that they had finally
‘arrived’.
Commonly identified milestones included commencing their final year of studies,
completing their studies, and appearing on the general staff roster at work. Some,
such as commencing postgraduate employment, were universal:
I guess it’s when I started to stop feeling entirely like a student and started
to feel like I was on the way to being a radiographer…really on the way. For
me, I think that really hit home when I started working and became fully
accountable for my own work. I think it might be different for other people,
but being fully accountable was the point for me. I think I had to feel
accountable before I could really feel like I made the leap from student to
qualified.

Matilda, second interview

Like the new nurse practitioners in Duke’s(22) study, new medical radiation science
professionals felt that obtaining registration and other credentials was an
important transitional milestone, even when delays or bureaucracy made the
process frustrating. Other milestones, such as attending their graduation ceremony,
were identified by only a few graduates. Graduation was identified as a significant
milestone that demarcates nursing transition to professional practice, (145) however
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this contrasts with the perspectives of many of my participants. Predominantly,
medical radiation science graduates seemed disinterested or ambivalent about
their graduation. This may be because most participants in my study considered
that their transition to professional practice commenced many months before
graduation and so, by the time the ceremony occurred, it was no longer afforded
great significance. In many cases, formal graduation occurred up to six months
following completion of their studies – upon completion, medical radiation
professionals were able to gain registration and commence working, whereas
formal graduation did not really affect them in a material way. While the reason for
ambivalence about graduation was not a focus of my study, my personal reflection
– as someone who has not attended any of my university graduation ceremonies –
is that the personally meaningful milestone was reaching my goal of completing my
studies with a specific level of performance, not the external acknowledgement of a
ceremony held many months later.
Graduates indicated that critical events, often unique to their own experience,
triggered in them some level of acknowledgement about their progress and
represented personal milestones. Frequently, although not always, these events
were challenges that engendered fear or anxiety, for example, making an error,
being abused by a patient, working alone for the first time in a particular location,
or experiencing bullying from a colleague:
When I was the theatre staff, that was one of the massive [milestones]
because that was my biggest fear. Being in theatre on my own, because I
hated theatre. So once I started doing that completely on my own, then I
was happy. Dorothy, first interview
Perhaps these critical events triggered introspection and thinking that encouraged
participants to reflect on their personal and professional development. The notion
that experiences of critical events can prompt recognition of development or
progression is not unusual, and critical incident techniques have been previously
used to explore Australian graduate health professionals perceptions.(271) I will
further explore the experience of workplace adversity among my participants in the
following chapter.
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Sometimes the critical events graduates identified as being symbolic in some way of
their progress were neutral or positive, for example, working a night shift for the
first time, having a new colleague join the team, or being complimented by a
colleague:
We’re not the new people anymore, we get new people all the time who
might have done radiography for a while…you feel new, then new people
come and that feeling passes. When the new people came, I could think,
“Okay, I know a bit more than you”, even if it wasn’t radiography and was a
bit more about the place. Matilda, second interview
Findings from Halfer’s(113) study of new nurses in Chicago identified similar critical
events relating to ‘becoming real’, such as obtaining licensure as a registered nurse
and selecting a first employer. Unlike participants in my study, selecting areas of
practice specialisation was seen as a milestone by Halfer’s participants. It may be
that medical radiation science professionals perceive specialisation differently,
perhaps as something that occurs after a lengthier period of postgraduate
experience. Such a notion aligns with the view of specialisation defined by the AIR
as being progression beyond the scope of practice for entry-level medical radiation
science professionals.(73) Closer examination of specialisation was beyond the scope
of my study, although the graduates’ perspectives of specialisation and their career
progression emerges again later in this chapter.
While the graduates’ identification of critical events differed, this does not diminish
the importance of any of these milestones to the particular person’s perception of
their transition to professional practice. The order of the common milestones for
each individual also varied somewhat, for example, some graduates indicated that
they started seeking postgraduate employment earlier or later than others. For the
most part, however, the participants in my study described a very similar sequence
of events or milestones during their transition to professional practice, as depicted
in Figure 6.3.
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6.2.1.2 Commencement of transition to professional practice
Transition to professional practice commenced, for most participants, at some
stage in their final year of education, and well before the start of their postgraduate
employment. For many, the commencement coincided with the start of their final
year of studies, the start of their final period of clinical placement as a student or
the point in their final year where they started seeking postgraduate employment.
It seems that these points prompted my participants to acknowledge that their life
as a student was drawing to an end and that things were, in a sense, now serious:
I think the start of the [final] year. You've only got that year to consolidate
so much knowledge and skills, and you start recognising that change then. A
bit over halfway through that year, you start thinking "Wow, I've only got a
few months to go, and I've got to be like these guys", so you step it up a
notch. Carla, first interview
In the case of those who recognised their transition to professional practice as
commencing at the time when they started considering postgraduate employment,
the trigger was commonly when they were reflecting on how they could address
selection criteria for employment applications. The process of actively reflecting
upon their accumulated knowledge and capabilities caused these people to
acknowledge how far they had come and question whether they were, indeed,
suitably prepared to commence professional practice:
I think my transition started when we had this lady talk to us at uni, telling
us we should be writing our selection criteria before the job applications
had even come out. I think it started then, because you had to start thinking
about answering the selection criteria, and what you had done that made
you good enough for a job and start preparing for interviews. That's when
your transition starts because you're no longer really thinking about being a
student and what assignment have I got to do next. You're actually thinking,
"Well, if I don't do this properly, I'm not going to have a job". So I think it
starts then, because it makes you realise, one, that it's sad that it's coming
to an end but, two, it's exciting because it's the next chapter. Trudy, first
interview
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Isobel was the only person who believed that her transition to professional practice
had commenced when she first began her studies to become a medical radiation
science professional. A very small number of participants felt that transition
commenced for them when they started their postgraduate employment as a
medical radiation science professional:
I guess it’s when I started to stop feeling entirely like a student and started
to feel like I was on the way to being a radiographer…really on the way. For
me, I think that really hit home when I started working and became fully
accountable for my own work.

Matilda, second interview

Broadly, then, for most medical radiation science professionals, their sense of
transitioning to professional practice commenced during their studies, commonly
about four to 12 months prior to the completion of their studies. This is
unsurprising given that Australian medical radiation science programmes
incorporate substantial periods of clinical placement from the earliest stages,(75-77,
272-276)

allowing students to be immersed for extended periods in their practice and

their professional community. While Hoffart et al.’s(110) proposed model for nursing
transition that commences during education concurs to some extent, the dominant
theme in the literature is contradictory - that transition to professional practice
commences upon graduation or certification and the commencement of
postgraduate employment. Herein lies the difficulty with the evidence relating to
transition to professional practice: the literature is dominated by studies
contextualised in specific employment-based transition programs. As a result, it
appears commonly presumed or assumed that transition commenced at the point
when the program commenced, rather than at the point when the new professional
perceived their own changing state. For the purposes of my study, the published
literature has not proven especially useful in considering the starting point of
transition to professional practice for medical radiation science professionals. The
findings of my study differ considerably from published studies relating to formal
graduate transition programs, which may be expected as my participants were not
enrolled in such programs.
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6.2.1.3 Completing transition to professional practice
There was variation in how participants in my study perceived the end of their
transition to professional practice, however most identified a point within the first
few weeks or months of their postgraduate employment. Most commonly,
graduates identified that they felt their transition to professional practice
concluded at the point when they first appeared in an allocated staff position on
the general workplace roster:
…you count as a number, whereas as students we're supernumerary so it
doesn't matter whether we're here or not, but when you're counted as a
number, you're officially a staff member. Nancy, first interview
This point was commonly described in terms of being recognised by the
organisation as a ‘real person’ or as a ‘real number’. At face value, this sort of term
seems somewhat cold, but my participants universally considered this a very
positive moment when their managers and colleagues acknowledged that they
were equally productive and useful in the workplace as any other of their
colleagues:
Yes, it’s a really good feeling because you know that you’re valued just as
much as any other team member, and that they’re sure that you’re
responsible enough to be placed anywhere and deal with any situation...but
yeah, you’re part of the team, just like everyone else. Susan, first interview
Frequently, participants indicated that being recognised on the roster coincided
with their successful fulfilment of an organisational orientation or probation period,
so this stage symbolised an obstacle to ongoing employment that they had
successfully negotiated:
So at that time, I think, I kind of relaxed after the performance review. And I
think there's also a sign in the back of your head, at three months if they
don't like me they can still get rid of me, it's part of your contract…after that
stage they can’t get rid of you, but at least then you had a feel that they
were happy with what you were doing, they weren't getting angry, they
didn't have any major criticisms. Jane, first interview
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The conclusion of their employment probation served to reinforce the graduates’
own feelings of capability, affirm their sense of growth and evolution, as well as
providing a sense of certainty, job security and acceptance.

6.2.1.4 Duration of transition to professional practice
Depending on the start and end points that the particular graduate considered
relevant to their experience, the duration of transition to professional practice
varied enormously among my participant group. Isobel believed that her transition
to professional practice commenced at the start of her course of study and ceased
at what, for her, was a critical event: she was left alone to manage an entire work
area workload as there was no other radiographer present with the necessary skills.
This occurred just three days into her employment, and Isobel indicated that from
this point she felt completely independent and equal – even superior to – her
colleagues. Isobel’s depiction represents a transition period of approximately four
and a half years.
At the other end of the scale, Betty felt that her transition to professional practice
commenced at the start of employment and lasted for just a week or two until she
had re-familiarised with their workplaces:
It was a bit of a wakeup call but a good wakeup call in that now I'm a better
RT after those two weeks. It was a bit stressful, and it was probably…really
the first couple of weeks was that transition period. Betty, first interview
Such a range is confounding and suggests that the commencement, conclusion and
duration of transition to professional practice are highly subjective. If one accepts
that people learn and develop in different ways, it is not a disconcerting notion that
transition to professional practice – an intense period of learning and development
– will be experienced differently by different people, however this raises questions
about the suitability of fixed-term transition programs. For my participants, the
most commonly cited start- and end-points were, respectively, the commencement
of the final student clinical placement, and appearing on the general workplace
roster, indicating that a transition period of six months in total is representative for
many participants. This represents a substantially shorter period than that
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commonly described in the literature, however comparison is difficult because the
literature largely reflects the predetermined duration of organisational transition
programs rather than graduates’ own perceptions.(7, 10, 17, 45, 87-89, 93, 96, 98, 110)
A very small number of my participants indicated that they did not believe that
their transition to professional practice had concluded, and they were uncertain
when they would cease to feel this way:
It’s difficult to answer, because I still feel like I’m learning. I think an
important part of radiography is that you’re never complacent and that you
think you know how to do everything. There’s always a new way to do
something, there’s always a better way, a safer way, there’s always a
different way to do it…I wouldn’t say I’m a fully-fledged radiographer yet,
I’m just still getting training for a few things, but I’m becoming more
confident in my skills, and on my way. Emma, first interview
While Emma is a medical imaging professional, it was predominantly radiation
therapists who felt this way, and their perception most likely reflects common
rostering practices in this discipline. Unlike the medical imaging context where new
employees very commonly are rostered to a range of different work units in rapid
succession, presumably for familiarisation or to confirm that they can work
effectively in any rostered position, new radiation therapist employees – new
graduates and more experienced professionals who are newly employed frequently commence in a new workplace with a lengthy period rostered to the
treatment delivery units. This initial period is perhaps intended to allow them to
become familiar with local protocols and equipment before they find themselves in
pre-treatment areas, which are anecdotally considered as more complex and
demanding of local knowledge. Most of the radiation therapists who participated in
my study had either not yet commenced, or had very recently commenced, a
rostered period in pre-treatment, and these participants tended to make a clear
distinction between their ‘transition to treatment practice’ and their ‘transition to
planning practice’:
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No, not yet. I think my transition in treatment is over, but I go up to planning
so it'll be like starting over again. And then, when you come back there'll be
another responsibility and something else that you take on. Each time you
build into more of an RT. I'm nervous about going to planning, but I'm
looking forward to it. It's like those feelings that I had back when I started,
but a bit less I suppose. Betty, first interview
Such a phased or cyclic transition to professional practice is undescribed in the
existing literature, so this may reflect the particular nature of the radiation therapy
discipline. It is interesting, however, to note that this apparent expectation for a
secondary transition is similar to the experiences described in the literature for
graduates who undertake rotations through different wards or work areas during
their transition programs. Broadly, these studies(24, 27, 85, 94, 155, 162, 242, 277, 278) suggest
that, often, graduates are initially keen to complete multiple rotations during their
initial practice experience, yet after their first rotation they are reluctant to move
on to a new area where they will experience again feelings of newness, the anxiety
of fitting in, lack of familiarity, and feeling different – all of the same emotions and
anxieties that they experienced upon commencing their employment, albeit that
their growing capabilities might support them in adjusting more quickly. My study
supports the idea that, in addition to practice competence, feelings of familiarity
and fitting in are important for medical radiation science graduates to have a sense
of belonging in their workplace and the specific work area. Further examination of
phased or secondary transition in the medical radiation sciences, and radiation
therapy specifically, represents an opportunity for future research.

6.2.1.5 Intermediate states
Much of the literature addresses transition to professional practice as a period
where graduates are supervised, monitored or guided in some way toward
independent practice, suggesting an intermediate state of ‘new graduate
professional’ that is distinct from ‘independent professional’. It is challenging to
conceptualise transition to professional practice for medical radiation science
professionals in a similar way. They are legally considered as independent
practitioners – the regulatory framework does not cater for an intermediate state
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for registered professionals who are considered work ready yet, somehow, not
independent. The findings from my study indicate that, irrespective of how their
independence is recognised in a legal sense, graduates perceive an intermediate
period where their personal sense of independence varies.
A student or independent practitioner?

The demarcation for perceiving oneself as a student was very clear for my
participants - when they assumed legal responsibility as registered practitioners,
they viewed themselves as medical radiation science professionals rather than as
students:
…when I started working full-time because you are working
independently…you haven't got that person who is, at the end of the day,
supervising so it's their responsibility when you're a student. They can't just
come in and take control, you have to because it's your responsibility. Gail,
first interview
I think it might be different for other people, but being fully accountable
was the point for me. I think I had to feel accountable before I could really
feel like I made the leap from student to qualified. There were lots of times
in fourth year that I was doing stuff and I was really happy with it, but I still
had to get it checked by other people. And back then, even if I wanted to do
an examination in a particular way, if the other person wanted to do it their
way, that’s what happened because it was under their name and they were
accountable for it, so no matter how good I was or how close to being
independent, I wasn’t actually fully accountable. Whereas when I graduated,
I was, and it didn’t take long to feel responsible and accountable, which was
good. Matilda, second interview
Nevertheless, some participants felt that their role as a final year student had not
precluded them from being an independent professional. These participants
commonly added a caveat that they were entirely independent as a student except
for the legal requirement that there must be a final check on their work from a
qualified professional:
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Other than the pay packet, it's just a piece of paper. Just a piece of paper. I
felt competent and confident enough to be a qualified…The only real
difference is that you're able to sign off on things. Other than that, you're
practising the same, the knowledge and skills are the same. Carla, first
interview
While appreciating that such a perception is valid because it is these graduates’
own truth, it is difficult to accept that a professional could be truly independent in a
supervised practice situation, where their professional decisions are not, in fact,
final and nor are they legally accountable for those decisions. This suggests that the
very definition of independence varies, perhaps between individuals and with
context, supporting the idea that what characterises independence in a legal,
regulatory sense may be quite distinct from the graduates’ personal sense of
independence in practice.
Somewhere in between

For most of the graduates in my study, independence was symbolised both by the
milestones that indicated the conclusion of their transition to professional practice
and by a general feeling of confidence in their competence and practice:
I feel competent. I feel I could step into any situation and, with the
background knowledge that I have, apply it…I feel independent. I feel like a
real RT. I think that I pull my own weight. On the machine, people can come
to me if they have questions or problems. Betty, first interview
While several people attested to feeling generally independent in their practice,
some participants described themselves as in an intermediate state somewhere
between being a student and having achieved independence:
Not completely confident, and not completely competent. In terms of
confidence, there's still a little bit to go because I have high expectations for
myself, to do a bit better than I do. They're probably related. Dorothy, first
interview
For the most part, graduates possessed confidence in their capabilities, but some
felt that there was an ill-defined something that prevented them from completely
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acknowledging themselves as independent professionals. Some explained this as
being a state limited by their perception of themselves as beginning professionals
who were not at the same level of proficiency as their more experienced
colleagues:
…speed seems important because you’re a bit slower and you’re trying to
improve and be more like the experienced radiographers. Gail, second
interview
Graduates expressed a sense of frustration at their relative inefficiency, which has
been noted as a common aspect of new graduate transition for nurses.(44, 103) It was
not unusual for the participants in my study who expressed these views to
acknowledge that, while it was illogical to think a new graduate could possibly have
the same degree of proficiency as someone who had been working for many years,
they nevertheless felt that their lack of experience in some way contributed to a
state of ‘not quite being’ independent:
Day-to-day, things happen when I feel more or less like a real radiographer. I
tend to feel less like it when things get very busy and I need to let my
colleagues who have more experience take over for that exam because
they're a lot faster. So if I can get to their level, I'll feel better. But, being
realistic - there's a huge difference between my two months of experience
and my colleague's thirty-eight years, so I have to remind myself to keep my
expectations realistic. Phil, first interview
In some cases, graduates who described experiencing an intermediate state during
their transition to professional practice perceived a factor outside their control as
precluding them from feeling truly independent. These people frequently
anticipated that specific points or events would mark the commencement of their
feelings of independence, for example reaching their probation review milestone,
being added to the general staff roster, or gaining their first independent
experience in planning (for radiation therapists) or on-call (for medical imaging
professionals):
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On-call is the next thing. I haven't done any on-call yet…and I think once I
start doing on-call then I'll be like, "Yep, I'm ready. I'm a fully-fledged
radiographer now". Because I'm not doing those things, I'm a bit...well, I
don't feel like I am, because I'm not part of it yet. Dorothy, first interview
In many cases, graduates who were employed on casual or short-term contracts
rather than as permanent staff indicated that this lack of permanency precluded
their feeling independent as they felt they were constantly being observed or
evaluated: I will further explore participants’ perceptions about job security in due
course.

6.2.1.6 Section summary
Medical radiation science professionals experience transition to professional
practice as a largely linear process lasting, for most, for about six months,
commencing during their final year of studies. Graduates denote the evolution of
their transition to professional practice with a number of milestones – some, such
as commencing postgraduate employment are universal while others are unique to
individuals. The graduates’ sense of independence is strong, albeit variable, and
‘independence’ may be perceived differently as transition to professional practice
evolves.
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6.3 Experiences of transition to professional practice
The experiences of transition to professional practice described by graduates in my
study were identified around four categories: staking my independence, performing
with confidence, finding my place, and feeling. These categories and their
properties are depicted in Figure 6.4 and are explored further in the remainder of
this chapter.
•
•

Independence,
competence & knowledge
Independence & seeking
help

Staking my
independence
Starting work
Changing feelings

•
•

Feeling

Transition
to
professional
practice

Performing
with
confidence

•

•
•
•
•

Fitting in
Adjusting to responsibility
Becoming real
Finding my place in the
profession

Finding my
place

•
•

Confidence in patient
care and practice
Confidence in
performance
Confidence in job security

Figure 6.4: Categories and properties associated with experiences of transition to professional practice
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6.3.1 Staking my independence

•
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Staking my
independence

Feeling

Transition
to
professional
practice

Independence,
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Independence and seeking
help

Performing
with confidence

Finding my
place

Figure 6.5: Category - Staking my independence

Medical radiation science graduates have a strong need to stake their
independence. My participants considered themselves as independent
professionals, reflecting their legal status as fully registered practitioners and their
belief that others in the workplace expected them to work independently, and they
acted to demonstrate this independence to others. In this respect, my study echoes
Morley’s(158) notion that new professionals experience early expectations for
autonomy. My participants took their legal and ethical responsibilities very
seriously. Their perceptions of themselves as independent professionals related
closely to this sense of responsibility and accountability:
So you know that, when you make a decision, you’ll be responsible for it.
You have to be confident in your knowledge and skills to make a call. Violet,
first interview
So I think it was overwhelming, but I think it's just getting used to being
autonomous really…the buck stops with you. Jane, first interview
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Feeling independent was often most acutely recognised by the medical imaging
graduates at times when they were working in sole practice situations:
So you have to make the choice: who do I do first, and what do I do? What
do I do for this patient, should I move them over onto the bed? There's
usually someone else there saying, "No, don't do that, do this". You don't
have a voice, whereas when I'm independent and on my own, I have a voice
and I have a choice. Dorothy, first interview
At such times, the graduate had to rely solely upon themselves, which could be
simultaneously daunting and empowering. Conversely, achieving a sense of
independence seemed more difficult in circumstances when there were several
radiographers present in the work unit:
There’s only a couple of rooms but there’s gazillions of radiographers, so I
feel at times – and I know other radiographers have expressed this as well –
that they are always a little bit on edge because there’s so many more
people around, watching what you’re doing and you’re not left to....you
don’t feel like you have your independence. Susan, first interview
Such feelings were not reflected by the radiation therapist participants, possibly
because the nature of their work predominantly necessitates working as a team of
at least two, where each professional continuously confers and confirms with his or
her work partner. Carla noted the apparent conflict between being a fully
independent and accountable radiation therapist working within a team:
I suppose it's a bit of a contradiction in terms, but that's what we do. In our
daily jobs…We work with each other. That's especially good in situations
that are a bit challenging. Even if you're making a decision on your own, you
might get the opinion of others as well. You still decide for yourself, but you
consider what they say. Carla, first interview
At times, the apparent tension between practising independently and being a
member of a team with an established hierarchy was frustrating to graduates,
particularly when they were required to defer to more experienced colleagues.
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Nevertheless, my participants seemed to accept that this was simply an aspect of
their professional workplace. The need for, and the challenges in achieving, a
balance between truly independent practice and support from experienced others
has been noted previously among Australian medical graduates,(242) and it has been
suggested that graduates should be allocated responsibility in stages in the earliest
period of their transition to professional practice. Many of my participants
recognised that the structure of their educational program, particularly the staged
introduction of clinical elements to coincide with theoretical learning and the
support provided by universities to clinical supervisors, encouraged them to
progressively assume responsibility within the security of overall supervision.
In my study, graduates described two properties associated with staking their
independence, as depicted in Figure 6.5. These properties reflect the associations
and connections between their independence, competence and knowledge, and
the balance between independence and seeking help. Each of these properties and
its dimensions are now examined further.

Independence, competence &
knowledge

6.3.1.1 Independence, competence and knowledge

Feeling competent
Independence &
competence
Not knowing

Figure 6.6: Property of Staking My Independence – ‘Independence, competence and knowledge’

Medical radiation science graduates associate independence, competence and
knowledge closely, and the dimensions of this property are depicted in Figure 6.6.
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For my participants, staking their independence involved demonstrating - and being
acknowledged by others as demonstrating – their competence to fulfil the role of a
commencing medical imaging or radiation therapy professional:
…so it is nice when people comment, “Oh yes!” and you’ve got your name
on it, and they can see that you do nice work, and you are competent,
you’re able to deal with the more difficult cases well. Susan, first interview
Being acknowledged by others for, among other things, the skills and knowledge
brought to one’s practice has been identified as an aspect of nurses’ experience of
respect in the workplace. (238) Having one’s competence belittled or dismissed, or
being treated like a student rather than a practising professional, are examples of
workplace incivility experienced by nursing graduates.(155, 279, 280)
Feeling competent

Medical radiation science graduates possess a strong sense of their own
competence. While some of the existing literature suggests new graduates lack a
sense of competence,(16, 23, 118) my participants felt competent to perform the roles
expected of them. The graduates’ personal definitions of competence were not
explored in this study, but most seemed to embrace some notion of being able to
effectively perform the procedures necessary for the routine case mix in their
workplace:
I think, competence and confidence, you've got this batch of knowledge and
skills, and it's just a matter of sussing out the new environment or the new
situation. It's not about not being competent or not being confident, it's just
not being quite familiar in a new situation, but you get over that pretty
quickly. Definitely familiarity. Once you've seen something once or twice,
yep, totally competent and confident. Carla, first interview
Despite a strong perception about their core practice knowledge, some graduates
felt that their confidence in their knowledge and, therefore, their confidence in
applying it in practice, wavered in some situations, particularly when confronted by
a procedure or incident with which they had had no previous experience. This dip in
confidence sometimes led to moments of self-doubt:
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You start off relatively competent for most things, maybe not things like
skulls because you barely ever see them. But for those things, I may be
competent to do them if I wasn't second-guessing myself the whole time,
but being unconfident to do them. Jane, first interview
At such times, graduates might question their ability to practice, although this
appeared to be predominantly feelings in the moment, and this has been similarly
reported among new nursing and midwifery professionals. (200, 281) Upon later
reflection, including during our interview discussions, those who expressed such
concerns took a more balanced perspective that acknowledged that even the most
experienced professional was likely to encounter unfamiliar situations that
challenged their knowledge:
It might be, probably, a little bit more than if anyone new to [this centre]
who'd never seen [this centre's] TBI technique before had to do it, maybe
there's a tiny bit of also being a new grad, but not much of that. Probably
you'd feel pretty much the same if we went downstairs and had to do a TBI,
maybe a bit anxious. Carla, first interview
I definitely have all the knowledge and skills I need to tackle most of what
we see here. There’s always the odd thing, but that happens everywhere
and sometimes even the experienced people aren’t sure what to do. Violet,
first interview
Some graduates recognised that while their professional group shares common
core competency, there were areas or situations where experience, exposure or
opportunity might mean that a particular colleague possessed competence that
was not universally shared. My participants were enthusiastic about learning from
such individuals and acquiring that aspect of competence themselves, reflecting
previous findings that professional colleagues are an important learning resource
for new graduates.(18, 25, 89, 113, 282, 283) Some of my participants acknowledged that
there were aspects where they, too, were in possession of ‘special’ competence,
which enhanced their sense of capability and independent identity:
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It was a really interesting time, a bit of role reversal. I’d been out of my
comfort zone before, and now they were the ones out of their comfort
zone. It was exactly the same equipment that I’d used [at the start of grad
year], so I’d had six months of experience practising on it, seeing how niggly
and fiddly it was. So I think they were out of their comfort zone. It’s made
the relationship feel equal now. Jane, second interview
Possessing ‘special’ competence, and teaching other colleagues about it, was a very
valued way for graduates to stake their independence.
Independence and confidence

Among medical radiation science graduates, independence is closely associated
with confidence. While participants in my study were keen that their independence
be acknowledged and respected by others, their own feelings of independence
varied with the situation:
My feelings of independence could change from day-to-day, depending on
where I am and what shift I do. I do morning shifts, some mornings, and I'll
be on my own…and for that morning period I'm pretty much independent,
so I'm like, "Okay, get into my little independent mode". Then I come back
and everyone's there, so...when everyone's there, you kind of slack off a
little bit, or I feel like I'm a student still because when I was a student I was
pretty much doing the same things that I'm doing now. The only difference
is, I don't get them to check my pictures. Dorothy, first interview
While such a finding is, perhaps, somewhat self-evident, much of the very small
volume of literature that considers feelings of independence during transition to
professional practice tends to report in broad terms. Graduates are generally
described as commencing employment with a low sense of independence or
capacity, and complete the transition program or the research study with increased
feelings of independence.(90, 200, 284, 285) Few studies have specifically identified that
graduates experience regular variation in their sense of independence or
capability,(28) as was reported by participants in my study.
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My participants’ sense of independence was often expressed in close relationship
with their feelings about their knowledge:
So you know that, when you make a decision, you’ll be responsible for it.
You have to be confident in your knowledge and skills to make a call. Violet,
first interview
Knowing or feeling confident about knowledge has been previously related to new
graduates’ sense of independence and capability. (141, 281) The graduates in these
studies, like my participants, felt confident that they possessed the knowledge
necessary to perform their roles, which differs from findings among some other
graduate professionals,(15, 25, 44, 93, 94, 284) where lack of confidence was a dominant
theme.
Not knowing

Medical radiation science graduates are realistic about their level of professional
knowledge. Universally, participants were comfortable that their knowledge
allowed them to perform safely and effectively while acknowledging that they did
not, and would never, know it all:
You don't have to know everything all the time, you don't have to have all
the answers. It's always good to be, "Okay, what did I do wrong there?" to
be able to know how to critique yourself. Kylie, first interview
This contrasts with other studies(15, 162) that have found that ‘not knowing’ was
perceived as a weakness and a source of anxiety, rather than as an occasional and
natural expectation among new professionals. The distinction may reflect
something about the way medical radiation science professionals are educated to
seek ongoing development: the requirement for students to develop the capacity
for reflective practice and lifelong learning has applied for many years in
Australia.(73) Most of the graduates in my study felt that their transition to
professional practice experiences had included significant learning opportunities,
which they welcomed. In developing an expectation as students that they will
always be learning and growing professionally – constantly evolving, in other words
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- perhaps medical radiation science graduates feel it only natural that there will be
times that they do not have all the answers.
In addition to an expectation that they will always be developing professionally,
many of my participants expressed a strong desire to continue building and
advancing their knowledge throughout their careers as medical radiation science
professionals:
I do think that radiation therapy is getting new technologies and new
methods from time to time, so I don’t think at the moment that I will get to
that stage where I don’t have anything new to do, anything new to learn,
something to keep me interested. For me, there needs to be some challenge
in my work to keep me interested and wanting to do it. Oliver, second
interview
I think an important part of radiography is that you’re never complacent and
that you think you know how to do everything. There’s always a new way to
do something, there’s always a better way, a safer way, there’s always a
different way to do it. Emma, first interview
This commitment to, and desire for, ongoing professional learning among new
graduate professionals has been commonly described previously.(14, 22, 28, 29, 239, 286,
287)

In the context of the Australian medical radiation sciences, the requirement for

continuing professional development has been embedded in professional practice,
accreditation and educational standards for many years,(73) so it is unsurprising that
graduates seem so strongly committed.
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Independence & seeking help

6.3.1.2 Independence and seeking help

Asking questions

Being told what to
do

Figure 6.7: Property of Staking My Independence – ‘Independence and seeking help’

For medical radiation science graduates, a strong sense of independence does not
preclude taking opportunities to seek help. In fact, knowing when to seek
assistance is perceived as a professional strength. As depicted in Figure 6.7, this
property incorporated dimensions of ‘asking questions’ and ‘being told what to do’.
Asking questions

Medical radiation science graduates ask questions as a primary help-seeking
strategy. My participants experienced no conflict in practising independently while
still considering advice and opinions from others. Many graduates felt that being
prepared to ask questions was a positive and important element of being an
independent professional:
Asking questions is something that people don't often do, but all along the
way it's better to ask questions sooner rather than later. If you come across
something you don't understand, better to ask questions then than to get
weeks down the track and find out you've been doing it wrong. If you ask,
you're going to get that trust earlier. They're not expecting us to know
everything - we're a Grade 1, a base grade, so we're entitled to ask
questions. If you ask questions, they know that you're not just going along
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with things and you're actually understanding what you're doing. Betty, first
interview
This positive view of questioning is supported by Bartolone(239) in her study of new
nursing graduates. She proposed that asking questions reflects one aspect of new
graduates striving for excellence. While further investigation was beyond the scope
of my study, it is interesting that my participants perceived willingness to ask
questions as a clear strength that was valued by others in their workplace, yet some
research has found that employers are ambivalent about the value of questioning
attitudes in new graduates.(277) It may be that questioning as a means of helpseeking is perceived more positively as a strategy for development and growth,
while questioning the prevailing practice is perceived as criticism.
Being told what to do

Perhaps unsurprisingly, medical radiation science graduates do not like being told
what to do. Seeking advice from colleagues was perceived as quite distinct from
receiving unsolicited advice or instructions from others. For most of the graduates
in my study, being told what to do was perceived negatively and, at times, as veiled
criticism:
When some people try to modify how I work…I don’t mind suggesting new
ways or better ways, but some people actually want you to work in this way
and not in another way. That would make me very uncomfy. Oliver, first
interview
Being told what to do, or how to practice, made some graduates feel as though
they were being treated as a student again and, echoing previous findings among
new nurses,(238) that their status as an independent professional was disrespected:
I get a little bit cranky. I feel belittled, a bit, like I'm a student again, and I'm
like, "Okay, well I'm not going to do it then, you do it". Dorothy, first
interview
Importantly, many of my participants based their decisions in new situations on
thinking through the options and reflecting on their previous experience and
existing knowledge. When a colleague pre-empted this process with unsolicited
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advice, the graduate lost the opportunity to learn and exercise their own
judgement. Few believed that being told what to do by colleagues was maliciously
intended, and my participants predominantly excused such behaviour as misguided
attempts at helpfulness or that their colleagues were bored and were seeking
distraction:
I don't know why, I think it's just that work environment, everyone tries to
help each other but sometimes it's like stepping on each other's toes…It
doesn't happen all the time, but on some occasions. I don't think there's any
malicious intent, it's a very helpful environment…I think it's more the fact
that they're like, "Oh, maybe Dorothy needs some help", so they'll come and
help me. Dorothy, first interview
The source of the unsolicited advice was important to how my participants felt
about its impact on their feelings of independence. When the source was a
colleague they particularly trusted or admired, graduates perceived this as positive
learning and support:
I’m aware that I’ve still got a lot more to learn so if it was a senior
radiographer or my boss....of course, they’ve got so much more knowledge
than me, so I’m going to take on board anything that they say. Susan, first
interview
When the source was a colleague that the graduate considered as less expert and
more equal in status to themselves, the unsolicited advice was more likely to be
perceived negatively. Susan was emphatic that unsolicited advice from people who
were not her professional colleagues was patently unacceptable when she related
an incident where a radiography assistant attempted to tell her how to perform a
chest x-ray:
I just was so frustrated and angry and I just....yeah, that really annoyed me,
because it’s one thing for another qualified person to tell you because
you’re both adding knowledge, but this person who doesn’t even know
what it means to be a radiographer, telling me that he’s had so much
experience doing portable chests....annoying. Susan, first interview
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Medical radiation science graduates are not averse or embarrassed to seek help,
but being told what to do can be disempowering or insulting.

6.3.1.3 Section summary
Medical radiation science graduates have a strong need to stake their
independence, which is closely associated with their strong sense of competence
and realistic perception of their professional knowledge. Their sense of confidence
underpins their independence and competence. While graduates keenly anticipate
that their independence should be acknowledged and respected by others, their
own feelings of independence vary in different situations. Despite their pervading
sense of independence, medical radiation science graduates are proactive about
seeking the help they require, perceiving such willingness as a professional
strength.

6.3.2 Performing with confidence

Staking my
independence

Feeling

Transition
to
professional
practice

Performing
with
confidence

•
Finding my
place

•
•

Confidence in patient
care and practice
Confidence in
performance
Confidence in job security

Figure 6.8: Category - Performing with confidence

During their transition to professional practice, medical radiation science graduates
experience performing with confidence. This appears to be a multi-faceted
experience involving the graduate establishing their own – and others’ – confidence
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in their capability to do the job, and striving to make a contribution to the
workplace and to improve.
While firmly of the view that they possessed the knowledge, skills and competence
to practice independently, concerns about performance were common among my
participants. Predominantly, though, these concerns related to the graduates’
confidence in their performance rather than their actual ability:
Thinking about that now, if you take those two elements of confidence and
competence...clearly I was competent because I got a good image. I wasn't
confident I was going to get that image. And that was despite that I knew
what I was doing, had enough skills to do it, I had the skills to think through
how I was going to do it and that I'd seen it done before. Why didn't I think I
could do it? Trudy, first interview
In my study, graduates described three properties associated with performing with
confidence, depicted in Figure 6.8, and incorporating their confidence in patient
care and practice, their confidence in their performance, and their confidence in
their job security. Each of these properties and its dimensions are now examined
further.

Confidence in patient care &
practice

6.3.2.1 Confidence in patient care and practice

Confidence &
competence
Practising in your
own way

Figure 6.9: Property of Performing with Confidence– ‘Confidence in patient care and practice’
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Confidence and competence are often closely associated for medical radiation
science graduates and, as depicted in Figure 6.9, confidence in patient care and
practice incorporate dimensions relating to competence and to practising in one’s
own way. Although my participants broadly felt a strong sense of confidence in
their practice, their feelings of confidence varied considerably:
Now, today, I've just moved to another machine and I haven't worked with
this man before. It isn't that I don't trust him and he doesn't trust me, it's
just that unknown. My confidence is a little bit down today because I don't
have that familiarity. I'm more comfortable working with people that I
know. It's interesting that your confidence can change day to day, or even
because of something that you haven't seen before or just stuff that you're
a bit hesitant about. I think my confidence would drop a bit then. Betty, first
interview
Such feelings do not appear unusual, and may even be expected among beginning
practitioners.(288)
Confidence and competence

Medical radiation science graduates feel that confidence in their competence is
critical to their sense of their capacity to practice. It has been previously suggested
that a relationship or coincidence exists between confidence and competence,(285,
289, 290)

but the nature of that relationship is poorly understood, not least of all

because of a lack of consensus about the meanings of the two terms.(285) Many of
my participants felt that their confidence underpinned their competence, and that
a variation in their sense of confidence could affect their ability to practice
effectively:
So I think there's definitely a connection between competence and
confidence. Even a few days ago, I worked and I did not feel competent at
all. I was having a really bad day with chest x-rays, I kept chopping off my
bases. I'm competent to take x-rays, just on that particular day I did not feel
confident at all, I don't know where my head was at. Jane, first interview
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Their sense of confidence in their ability to practice effectively incorporated the
belief that they possessed adequate skills and knowledge to perform their roles –
even if, at times, recalling that knowledge was a struggle:
I guess the stuff I’m not using now stays in the bank for down the track, but
things that I’m not using every day or regularly, it’s hard to keep it fresh and
not forget it. Dorothy, second interview
Reflecting findings from other studies,(44, 284) my participants’ sense of confidence
also involved their belief that they could effectively interact with, and respond to,
their patients:
Once you are an RT, the patient has total confidence in you that you know
the answers to their questions. Even when you don’t know, you have to
keep the patient’s confidence and make it sound that their question needs
more expertise, not that you don’t know the answer. If the patient loses
confidence in you, they will not comply with your instructions and it will
make them feel like they are not getting the best treatment and attention.
Oliver, second interview
Emerging incidents and circumstances in their workplace or personal lives readily
influenced my participants’ sense of confidence and, therefore, their sense of
competence also varied over time.
Practising in your own way

For medical radiation science graduates, performing with confidence involves
practising in their own way. Particularly for medical imaging participants in my
study, there seemed to be a strong sense of the importance of establishing one’s
own approach to practice, and respecting that of others:
When I’m assisting, I always ask them what sequence they’re going to do
their views in, if it’s a shopping list or whether they’d prefer to do
something against the upright bucky or slide them or....I always leave them
to make that choice because they’re in control and I’m just there to help
them, and they obviously know what they’re doing, they’ve found a
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technique that works for them and so why should I disrupt that? Susan, first
interview
Throughout their studies and, predominantly, during their transition to professional
practice, graduates established for themselves how they preferred to approach
particular practice procedures or elements of patient care, albeit that this could
sometimes be challenging:
It's hard because as a student you're bombarded with so many different
ways of doing the same thing, and some people are quite set in their ways,
so as a student you might think you've kind of got your groove, and then
someone says, "No, do it this way"…you've still got to be open-minded to
that kind of thing. Trudy, first interview
My participants employed their theoretical knowledge, trial and error, mirroring
more experienced colleagues, and reflection to establish the approach that best
suited them or the particular situation. On face value, this seems to raise a question
as to why it is not simply a case of following a best practice approach. As was
frequently pointed out by the participants in my study, there are sometimes equally
worthwhile alternative approaches, or mitigating factors (related to equipment, the
patient, or the professional’s physical attributes) that might require them to adapt
best practice to suit the situation:
Yesterday I was trying to get a supine chest and he was in so much pain, and
I just couldn’t get it. He was kind of hunched over, he couldn’t sit up and he
just kept slumping to the side. So it had to be supine so I laid him down. I
just had to give him more time because he was in so much pain, and I finally
got him into a position that he could stay in, I got the picture and I was like,
“Right, that’s it, that’s all I can do”. I couldn’t do any more. It was a little bit
rotated still, but it was the best that I could get. I could have tried one more
time to get him a little less rotated, but what I had was acceptable. They
could see what was going on and it was causing him so much distress, so I
had to let him go back being comfortable because he was just in so much
pain. Gail, second interview
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The situation Gail described highlights the multidimensionality of confidence in
patient care and practice: to manage the situation, she demonstrated confidence in
her ability to adapt her practice to suit her patient’s needs, and in her authority to
enact her clinical judgement.

Confidence in performance

6.3.2.2 Confidence in performance

Evaluating your
own performance
Improving
performance
Making a
contribution
Performance
feedback

Figure 6.10: Property of Performing with Confidence– ‘Confidence in performance’

Medical radiation science graduates possess a strong desire to perform well and to
progress. This is motivated, variously, by altruism (to perform well for their
patients), by personal satisfaction (to feel proud of a job well done), and by
pragmatism that future employment depends upon their continuing performance.
Confidence in performance, as depicted in Figure 6.10, involves aspects of selfevaluation, performance improvement, contribution and performance feedback.
My participants’ confidence in their own performance varied for a range of reasons,
and feedback was perceived as critical to improvement.
Evaluating your own performance

Graduates self-evaluate, with a view to regulating and improving their own
performance. In considering and evaluating their own performance, several of my
participants indicated that they compared themselves with others – and this built
(or not) their confidence in their performance. Where the graduate worked with
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others with whom they had studied, they commonly indicated that they compared
themselves with these peers. Mostly, this was perceived as positive comparison and
even healthy competition:
You compare yourself with them, definitely. I don’t know if others do, but I
do. I compare myself to them, so I look at them and think, “They know such
and such, I should know it too”. If I don’t, I try to find out or get a bit more
experience in whatever it is. I think it’s mostly healthy, and it’s reflecting.
Gail, second interview
Sometimes, when the graduate had doubts about how they had handled a
particular situation or had received negative feedback from a colleague, he or she
would seek the advice of peers as one aspect of his or her reflection on
performance:
I then went to my peers and said, “Well, what do you think?” and they said
they wouldn’t have known either, and the answer that [a supervisor] gave
me, I just couldn’t see how what she was saying made any difference to the
outcome. So on one hand I was reassured that it wasn’t just me that didn’t
know, that I wasn’t just stupid. Matilda, second interview
While I was unable to identify examples within the literature where graduates in
transition actively compared themselves with their peers as one aspect of building
professional confidence, participants in my study echoed existing evidence(5, 22, 291)
that the ability to share concerns and frustrations with trusted people of a similar
level of capability and knowledge was identified as a valuable asset during
transition to professional practice:
The other radiographers here who graduated with me, those relationships
have been really quite important. We support each other really well. Being
able to talk to them, they’re going through pretty much exactly the same
thing as me, it’s really easy to relate to each other. Gail, second interview
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Jane was the only person who identified examples where comparison or
competition with her peers was experienced negatively, and these situations
complicated her social relationships and friendships with those peers:
Working with one of my best friends changed the relationship, very much
so. It changed a lot. For worse at work, but socially you get over it, it’s
normal when you're outside of work, but at work there's definitely...not
really conflict but there's competition. Jane, first interview
My participants also compared their performance with their more experienced
colleagues. Sometimes graduates simultaneously held competing views about their
performance in this respect. While they acknowledged it was illogical to expect to
have an equivalent level of skills, knowledge, efficiency and capability as more
experienced colleagues, participants in my study expressed frustration that they
were not yet at such a level, echoing findings from other research.(15, 28, 44)
Occasionally, this led the graduates to judge their own performance unreasonably
harshly:
I just didn’t know what to do, I was like, “I just don’t know what I’m
supposed to be doing right now”. So I had to ask the supervisor…I just
looked like an idiot. I just felt stupid. It was like I was a student again, like I
didn’t know what I was doing. Susan, first interview
My study demonstrates that medical radiation science graduates actively evaluate
their own performance during transition to professional practice and, for the most
part, this is enhanced when they can compare themselves with other professionals
with similar levels of experience. In comparing themselves with more experienced
colleagues, new graduates experience frustration and motivation.
Improving performance

Medical radiation science graduates possess a strong desire to improve their
practice performance. As has commonly been identified among new graduates,(15,
22, 28, 44, 284)

my participants who felt themselves to be at an earlier stage of their

transition to professional practice tended to feel that their efficiency was lacking:
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Day-to-day, things happen when I feel more or less like a real radiographer. I
tend to feel less like it when things get very busy and I need to let my
colleagues who have more experience take over for that exam because
they're a lot faster. So if I can get to their level, I'll feel better. Phil, first
interview
Those in later stages seemed more focused on extending, advancing and
challenging themselves. Occasionally, the areas of performance improvement had
been identified in feedback the graduate had received but, more commonly, they
were nominated by the graduates themselves as the result of their personal
reflections:
It's always good to be, "Okay, what did I do wrong there?" to be able to
know how to critique yourself. You're still learning, so don't beat yourself up
about everything. At the start, I did that, so I had to be, "Right. What did I do
badly today? How am I going to fix it next time?" At the start I was really
doing it consciously, I was really quite good at doing it, I'd make notes and
go back and study things. Kylie, first interview
Making a contribution

Medical radiation science graduates are eager to make a contribution to the team
and the workplace. My study reflects others that have identified that making a
contribution or feeling that one can make a difference is important for new
graduates to feel valued, confident, and that feel they belong or feel satisfied in
their jobs.(14, 139, 200, 287) Commonly among my participants, the desire to contribute
was motivated by altruism and the belief that contributing was simply the right
thing to do as an employee or as a professional:
You need to take responsibility for yourself, pull your own weight, make
sure you follow through on things. Betty, first interview
Sometimes the motivation was more competitive or self-interested. Some
graduates believed that making a contribution made them valuable and productive
in the workplace, thereby better positioning them for continuing employment,
promotion or opportunities:
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The world of radiography is very small. If I did something here that didn't
impress, everybody knows about it and everybody talks about it, and then if
I go to go somewhere else, everybody else would know about it. And then,
there goes my career, pretty much, because [this city] is tiny and
radiography is tiny, and everybody knows everybody so if you have a poor
attitude, a poor work ethic, everybody's going to know about it. It didn't
take me long to realise that, actually, because there was a particular staff
member here whose contract was not renewed. This person didn't come
to...she was always sick, didn't like to do a lot of work, didn't get her
contract renewed. And I'm on a contract, I don't want that to happen to me.
Trudy, first interview
That new, enthusiastic professionals should demonstrate acute interest in getting
ahead in their careers is probably to be expected. The interests of the patient, the
workplace and the individual need not, necessarily, be perceived as mutually
exclusive.
Performance feedback

Medical radiation science graduates place great value on feedback during their
transition to professional practice, primarily as a means of confirming and
progressing their development, but also as confirmation of their acceptance by the
team. For most of my participants, the only formal evaluation of their work
occurred at a point – commonly after six to 12 weeks of employment – that
coincided with the conclusion of their probationary period. At this stage, the
graduates received a formal evaluation of their performance, and feedback about
their perceived strengths and weaknesses. Some graduates also actively sought
feedback from trusted colleagues as a method of confirming their own selfassessment and to assist them to identify learning needs and opportunities:
Feedback definitely helps. I got a lot of feedback from people, like seniors on
the day, they’d say....and you’d go up and ask them as well because not all
the time, they wouldn’t actually “you know, you need to improve” or
something....I did approach some of them a few times just to see how I was
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going and stuff, and I got some feedback which was good. Fred, first
interview
My participants felt strongly that receiving feedback from colleagues – even
negative feedback – was an important aspect of their transition as it allowed them
to confirm or reconsider their own self-evaluation, thereby contributing to their
confidence in their performance. It is well-established that feedback assists new
graduates in making a successful transition to professional practice.(17, 23, 30, 89, 114, 140,
155, 292-294)

It is intriguing that for many graduates in my study, even poorly delivered

or negative feedback was considered to be more useful than no feedback at all, a
notion I have previously only identified in one study of graduate nurses in
Norway,(92) who seemed to perceive that it was better to hear something from
others about one’s performance than to hear nothing. My participants indicated
that, in general, the medical radiation science community is poor at providing
effective and regular feedback to beginning professionals. This notion presents a
potentially rich area for future investigation.

Confidence in job security

6.3.2.3 Confidence in job security

Lacking confidence
in job security

Figure 6.11: Property of Performing with Confidence – ‘Confidence in job security’

Job security is associated with medical radiation science graduates’ sense of
confidence. As depicted in Figure 6.11, this property primarily related to anxiety
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about continuing employment. My participants perceived a relationship between
their job security and a sense of constantly being judged, and this diminished their
sense of confidence. Those who were employed on short-term contracts or as
casual staff commonly indicated that they felt insecure in their positions and, as a
result, felt as if they were continuously being evaluated:
Because we don't have permanent contracts, I definitely feel like I'm
constantly being evaluated. Sometimes it affects my behaviour with some
people. With some people I'm more intimidated than others, so it definitely
does affect my behaviour and how confident I am in what I'm doing…I'm still
just on a contract, so there's a potential I won't have a job at the end, so I do
feel under pressure to perform. I do feel like we haven't stopped being
students in that we are still being judged, everyone's always judging you.
Alice, first interview
That their ongoing employment was tenuous caused many graduates to feel that
they could not truly be themselves, that they did not fully fit into the work group,
and that they were constantly conscious of their performance:
Not having a permanent contract is definitely very stressful, and it makes us
different. There's less stability, and there's uncertainty…I absolutely still
think I'm being evaluated, one hundred percent, all the time. I'm very
conscious of my behaviour, at the end of the day, you want to make sure
that you're making a good impression and everyone's liking you because you
want a job. In that regard you do still feel like a student, in that social
aspect, because you still feel like you're being judged and evaluated. I
definitely feel like that. All the time. All the time, regardless of who I'm
working with. Nancy, first interview
It is difficult to make a comparison of these notions with the existing literature
relating to transition to professional practice. Firstly, much of the literature during
the past two decades reflects a period when staffing shortages were acute(6, 10, 13, 17,
23, 24, 41, 44, 46, 49, 53, 55, 88, 94-96, 98-100, 102, 103, 117, 118, 121, 124, 141, 148, 150, 153, 159, 164, 282, 293, 295-307)

- new graduates were unlikely to experience such difficulty finding employment or
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changing jobs as might occur in times of fewer vacancies. It will be interesting to
see how the themes in the literature change as a result of the funding and
budgetary cuts to educational and healthcare institutions that have flowed from
more recent global economic issues. Secondly, the existing literature frequently
reports about graduates in specific transition programs where evaluation is a
formalised element or an explicit expectation(17, 41, 46, 88, 96, 100, 101, 124) – the situation
and context for participants in my study is quite different. Nevertheless, it is
unsurprising that medical radiation science graduates who feel that their
employment is tenuous might feel the need to continually demonstrate their worth
to the team and their value as an employee. My participants indicated that this
situation was personally draining for them, and it is little wonder that their
confidence was diminished.

6.3.2.4 Section summary
Medical radiation science graduates experience performing with confidence, with
elements related to their capability to perform their task responsibilities, make a
contribution to the workplace and to improve. Graduates’ confidence in their
patient care and practice is associated with their sense of competence and capacity
to practice in their own way. A strong desire to perform well and to progress can
have various motivations, and graduates’ sense of confidence about their
performance also varies for a range of reasons. Feedback is critical to performance
improvement. Job insecurity diminishes medical radiation science graduates’ sense
of confidence.
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6.3.3 Finding my place

Staking my
independence

Feeling

Transition
to
professional
practice

Finding my
place

Performing
with confidence

•
•
•
•

Fitting in
Adjusting to responsibility
Becoming real
Finding my place in the
profession

Figure 6.12: Category - Finding my place

During their transition to professional practice, graduates experience finding their
place. This involves considerable adjustment as they fit in to their workplace, team
and profession, and experience the differences between being a student and being
a new graduate.
In my study, graduates described four properties, depicted in Figure 6.12,
associated with finding their place – fitting in to the workplace and team, adjusting
to the responsibility associated with their independent roles, becoming a ‘real’
professional, and finding their place in the broader profession. Each of these
properties and its dimensions are now examined further.
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Fitting in

6.3.3.1 Fitting in

Fitting in is my
responsibility

Fitting back in

Figure 6.13: Property of Finding my Place– ‘Fitting in’

Fitting into the team and to their professional community is important to medical
radiation science graduates. My participants described adjustments that were
necessary as they fitted in during their transition to professional practice, and this
property is depicted in Figure 6.13. Universally, graduates felt that fitting in to the
workplace and the social structure of the work team was absolutely critical to a
positive transition experience, to enjoying work and, more broadly, to their ongoing
success as a practising professional, reflecting findings from other studies that
graduates feel a strong desire or need to fit in(10, 85, 200, 277, 284, 308):
To fit in as an independent radiotherapist is the most important issue for
anyone because it will help building your confidence, knowing that there are
people that you can communicate with, socialise with and, later on, it will be
these people that you take support from. So, yeah, fitting in as a
radiotherapist is really important for everyone especially in the beginning.
Oliver, first interview

It's so important to fit in because it makes the workplace so much more
enjoyable to get along with all the people. Half the fun is who you work
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with. Doing the work is one part, but being with people that you can relax
and joke around with is really important as well. I'd say that fitting in socially
is really important. Remy, first interview
While most graduates in my study felt that fitting in, for them, had been
straightforward, there was a belief that other peers had not fared so well. Having
previous familiarity with the workplace or organisation through placement
opportunities as a student was advantageous to fitting in.
Fitting in is my responsibility

Medical radiation science graduates, as new members of the team, believe that
fitting in is their responsibility. While supportive colleagues and a supportive
organisational culture were considered important to facilitate fitting in, my
participants believed that it is, ultimately, the new employee’s responsibility to
make the accommodations necessary to fit in to a new workplace, reflecting
findings from nursing studies(238, 287):
Everyone has different personalities, so you have to adapt and remember to
consider other people. It's not just about you. You don't want to piss people
off straight away. Be aware of how people are. You have to find your place,
everyone else in the team doesn't have to change to suit you. Remy, first
interview
Some graduates indicated that fitting in required adjusting one’s behaviour or
curtailing one’s outspokenness to better accommodate the expectations of the
workplace, echoing notions about learning the workplace or professional culture
that have been reported among other graduates.(15, 30, 238) While this did not
necessarily mean that my participants felt that they could not be true to
themselves, it required them to sometimes moderate their behaviour in
consideration of others or to avoid sanctions from the group:
You'll be fine if you don't rub anyone up the wrong way. It's important that
you are who you are, but you're conscious of the people around you too.
You need to make sure you don't go too far. Betty, first interview
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While none of the participants in my study indicated that they had experienced
difficulties fitting in during their transition to professional practice, several
identified situations that had occurred while they were early-stage students, or that
had occurred to acquaintances, where fitting in had proven problematic:
You've really got to put yourself out there and not just....you know, some
people go out to [other sites] and just sit there and read their book, and
don't make an effort to talk to any of the people around. I just think that's
the wrong way to go about it because, obviously, you're not going to fit in if
you're an outsider like that. Dorothy, first interview
Graduates generally believed that such difficulties resulted when individuals
refused to be considerate of the expectations of the organisation or their
colleagues, or to make an effort to fit in. While participants in my study believed
that people might have trouble fitting in when the workplace culture was intolerant
of new people or students, there seemed to be a general sense that such
workplaces represented the minority of situations. Intolerant and unwelcoming
cultures have been identified as problematic environments that complicate new
graduate socialisation,(15, 24, 118, 155, 309) particularly for new nurses, but it is not clear
from the literature how prevalent such environments might be. Some medical
radiation science workplaces are alleged, anecdotally, to be unsupportive of
learners and beginning practitioners, but this is unreported in the literature and
unspecified by my participants.
Fitting back in

Returning as a graduate and employee to a workplace visited as a student facilitates
fitting in, making it easier. Most graduates felt that they had easily fitted in and
found their place in the work team and professional group. They frequently
perceived this was easier for them where they commenced employment in
locations at which they had completed clinical placement as a student. As a result,
they felt familiar with the environment, procedures, protocols and expectations,
and graduates perceived that this made fitting in as an employee much simpler:
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I think if I hadn’t been on prac here already, and hadn’t known the people
around me...I think for someone coming in new, you would have had much
more factors to consider, like fitting in, getting to know the people around
you, getting used to the environment and getting used to the equipment.
But because I’d already had quite a few weeks in my fourth year, I was a bit
more comfortable and that wasn’t too worrying, so I was able then to spend
more time thinking about what was in the best interests of my patient,
whether my pictures were good enough. Gail, first interview
Because the participants in my study had not experienced the alternative situation commencing their first employment in a location they had not encountered
previously – it is difficult to know whether the relative advantage is perceived or
genuine. It is conceivable that fitting in might be easier when one enters a
workplace with no history, or with a ‘clean slate’ where one’s former errors or
inadequacies are unknown. Without suitable negative cases, this view is simply
speculative.

Adjusting to responsibility

6.3.3.2 Adjusting to responsibility

Differentiating between being a
student and a graduate

Putting others first

Figure 6.14: Property of Finding my Place – ‘Adjusting to responsibility’
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Transition to professional practice is a period of considerable adjustment and
change. Graduates in my study frequently spoke of the adjustments they had made
during this period in order to find a place where they felt comfortable and
confident in their practice. Key adjustments, depicted in Figure 6.14, included
making the leap from student to graduate in accepting their full professional
responsibilities and genuinely putting others before themselves.
Differentiating between being a student and a graduate

Transition to professional practice requires medical radiation science professionals
to adjust to the differences between being a student and being a practising
professional. The differences were wide-ranging. Graduates spoke of adjusting from
having relative autonomy over their time and schedules, where the workplace did
not depend upon their attendance, to being required to attend work according to a
roster:
When you're a student, you're kind of like an extra pair of hands, but when
you're a radiographer, you're rostered there, they need you, you have a
responsibility to share the workload. You have to be there, contributing. If
you're not there, it’s going to mess people around. Remy, first interview

It’s not specific to radiography, but the transition from uni to fulltime
work…I think everyone who goes through that, you do get some points
where you think, “I wish I was still at uni. I wish I had all that free time”.
You’re in the grown up world and that’s it. Gail, second interview
Participants in my study spoke of adjusting from having little responsibility for
others to being solely responsible for the patients within their care, and from
having little legal accountability to being personally liable for their professional
actions:
I had to take full responsibility for all of it, everything that happened in the
room, the pictures that I took and everything to do with that exam....and
that was really daunting because, as a student, you’re always the involved
radiographer so you never take responsibility, but ultimately....I don’t
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know....you care about, or you played some part in the examination but, at
the end of the day, you can just go home and leave, it’s not going to ever
come back to haunt you. Susan, first interview
As has been described for other professions,(27, 28, 92, 144, 242) the graduates in my
study seemed acutely aware of this transfer of responsibility. For most, a strong
sense of awareness did not seem to represent a burden, rather the normal
expectation for a qualified professional. None described this responsibility as a
shock or as unanticipated, unlike some examples in the literature,(17, 24) and my
participants perceived that their studies had prepared them to expect to be
responsible and accountable.
Putting others first

During transition to professional practice, medical radiation science graduates
adjust to putting the needs of their patients first. Just as Tryssenaar and Perkins(28)
identified in their study of new occupational therapy and physiotherapy graduates,
participants in my study considered that their transition to professional practice
involved an adjustment or move from predominantly considering only their own
needs to maintaining primacy of their patients’ needs while simultaneously
considering those of themselves and their colleagues:
To get that the patient is the most important person in the process requires
time. I have seen people dealing with the other RTs as if they are the most
important person, but it is not true. Oliver, second interview
The adjustments that graduates made to accommodate these differences were
mostly perceived by them as positive experiences that they believed contributed to
their growth and development as a person and as a professional. Occasionally,
some people expressed reluctance or hesitation to make the adjustments
necessary, usually because it required effort to move out of a state they found
comfortable: nevertheless, these graduates did make the adjustments as they
believed they had little choice if they wished to fulfil their responsibilities and their
employer’s expectations:
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I'd been to both centres on prac. At [first employer site] all the people who
had supervised me while I was a student there were now my friends so I still
went to them to be babied because if you're not sure, go up because they're
there. In [second employer site] there was no one there who'd baby me….it
does get very busy, and… you're just expected to go off and do it. Jane, first
interview
Learning to put others’ needs first, and accepting it, may reflect the graduates’
developing sense of altruism.

Becoming real

6.3.3.3 Becoming real

Proving myself
Belonging
Gaining respect

Figure 6.15: Property of Finding my Place – ‘Becoming real’

Medical radiation science transition to professional practice involves becoming real.
In finding their place, medical radiation science graduates in my study not only
fitted into their workplace and the social structure, they also sought to establish
themselves as a legitimate team member, member of the profession and employee,
echoing findings from other professional contexts.(15, 16, 115, 193, 284, 310) As depicted in
Figure 6.15, this included aspects of belonging, gaining respect, and proving
themselves – to self or others – most commonly in the sense of proving their
practice competence or feeling like a ‘real’ radiographer or radiation therapist:
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You will work with doctors and other persons on different times, so you
have to prove yourself for everyone not a special group of persons. Another
thing, it is not only the radiotherapists, you have to prove yourself for the
nurses or the [doctors]…I think I need to prove more to myself that I’m
confident enough, that I have enough knowledge to be a fully qualified
radiotherapist. Oliver, first interview
Proving myself

Medical radiation science graduates have a strong desire to prove themselves. For
my participants, this involved a need to demonstrate to themselves, their
colleagues, their managers and their patients that they were capable professionals
who could be trusted. Surprisingly little in the literature highlights that new
graduates feel a distinct need or expectation to prove themselves, although
perhaps this is considered implicit in notions such as graduates’ desire to excel or to
fulfil their roles.
Also little considered in the literature is the idea of proving oneself for affirmation
and recognition by others, or to feel validated, which was important to my
participants. Like Craig et al.’s(114) nursing graduates, the participants in my study
felt the need to prove themselves to gain acceptance by others in the team:
I still definitely feel like I have a point to prove… I’m conscious of the
impression that I make. If I’m comfortable with the person that I’m with, it
doesn’t really change my behaviour, but if I’m not then I really think about
how I do things so that I make the right impression on them, prove that I’m
doing a good job. Matilda, second interview
Many of those who felt insecure in their employment emphasised the importance
of proving themselves as worthwhile employees:
I do have to make sure that I keep taking those steps to show that I’m worth
keeping. Emma, first interview
This idea is not clearly considered within the existing literature and, as I have
mentioned previously, this may be because the predominant situation during the
past two decades or more has been one of staff shortages rather than job
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shortages. While a desire to prove one’s worth as an employee may have positive
results, such as improved job performance, it could be speculated that new
graduates could experience additional stress and anxiety as a consequence.
Belonging

Medical radiation science graduates feel the need to belong as a real member of
their team and their professional community. Other studies have suggested that
becoming real involves a process of growth and embedding or weaving oneself into
the community.(144, 239) Participants in my study felt that they truly belonged when
they were perceived in the workplace as the same as any other radiographer or
radiation therapist, including being recognised as capable of working in any
rostered capacity and of not requiring special support:
I was just another staff member, so I could cover lunches or whatever, they
didn't need to treat me differently. They just treated me as a radiographer.
Kylie, first interview
A thing that helped that progression was working interprofessionally with
different professionals, for instance, working with everyone in theatre.
Nurses, doctors and that kind of thing, so when you're working well as part
of that team, that's a good feeling. That felt like an independent thing. I
guess they see you as the radiographer, not as the new grad. Gail, first
interview
It is intriguing that participants in my study were able to simultaneously hold the
desire to stake their independence, make an impression and find their own way,
and the desire to be perceived as the same as everyone else. This apparent
contradiction did not cause my participants any anxiety or tension.
Gaining respect

Medical radiation science graduates are conscious of paying appropriate
professional respect to their colleagues and patients: further, they desire it for
themselves. Many graduates felt that gaining the respect of colleagues and patients
was important for a positive transition experience, to feel accepted and to feel like
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a legitimate and valued member of the work team, reflecting previous findings(22,
101, 103, 284, 294)

:

Well, any new person who comes into the department....everyone's already
used to each other in that department and you are coming in new, and so I
guess that would play on people's minds. Just belonging, just becoming one
of their colleagues, and being respected by them. I guess they should
respect you all the time, but you still want to, yourself, feel like you're part
of the community, part of the environment that's already established before
you get there. So it's that feeling that you belong, that you're an accepted,
respected member of the group. Gail, first interview
While most graduates indicated that they felt respect for others simply by virtue of
that person’s role as a colleague or patient, there appeared to be a sense that the
graduate himself or herself had to earn respect from others:
I wouldn't expect to have as much respect from them, and I'd expect them
to be shown more respect than me because they've probably earned it.
Betty, first interview
In a sense, this perspective is contradictory – as a professional, graduates expect to
deal respectfully with others, simply as an element of appropriate professional
behaviour. Confoundingly, they do not necessarily expect that colleagues should
have to also meet this basic expectation in their own regard.
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Finding my place in my
profession

6.3.3.4 Finding my place in the profession

Relating to regulatory
authorities
Connecting with my
professional body

Figure 6.16: Property of Finding my Place – ‘Finding my place in my profession’

Medical radiation science graduates are ambivalent about their place in their
profession beyond their own workplaces. The elements of this broader profession
are depicted in Figure 6.16, and include aspects related to regulatory authorities
and the professional body. The participants in my study expressed a somewhat
limited desire to actively engage, at least in the short term, with the broader
medical radiation science profession, except in the sense of extending their
network in the local professional community. While it is not accurate to suggest
that my study demonstrated that medical radiation science graduates are
disengaged from the broader profession, nor did my participants demonstrate
particular engagement. Some felt that there was little personal gain for them at
their current career stage, perceiving professional authorities and associations as
something that might become relevant for them at some later point.
Relating to regulatory authorities

Medical radiation science graduates feel little connection to the regulatory
authorities and see no role in their transition to professional practice beyond
credentialing for practice. With the exception of its regulatory function in providing
practitioner registration, graduates expressed no appreciation of how the MRPBA
influenced their practice or their transition to professional practice:
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They didn't really have anything to do with my transition, apart from, "I
need a licence, I need to apply for a licence and my registration"…apart from
that, it's not really relevant. Gail, first interview
As the MRPBA was only very recently established at the time of the participant
interviews, perhaps it is understandable that graduates struggled to appreciate the
regulator’s function or influence on their transition to professional practice.
Connecting with my professional body

Medical radiation science graduates feel little engagement with, and some cynicism
about, the peak professional association, and discounted the AIR’s relevance to
their transition to professional practice. The AIR was perceived by only Emma and
Gail as playing a direct role in their current professional life through its function as
the peak professional body, although their understanding of this role was unclear.
Other graduates questioned the AIR’s relevance, felt cynical about its functions, or
viewed it largely as simply a provider of continuing professional development
activities:
I think it’s different in nursing or some of the other health professions, but
in radiography there’s no organisation or no one that gives you real advice
about career paths or learning or guidance on how to get where you want.
There’s places like the AIR, but you only get part of the story, and some of it
isn’t what happens in the real world, and often it’s just to sell you on them
or what they’ve got to sell you. Trudy, second interview
I see in the AIR, conferences that they’re doing, but it’s all a bunch of things
that you don’t really want to see. There’s one or two things that you’re
actually interested in and it annoys me: you’re paying hundreds of dollars to
go and see all these other things that aren’t of interest or that aren’t related
to what you’re doing, or maybe there’s an indirect relation, and you wonder
if there’s any point. Dorothy, second interview
A small number of graduates indicated a desire to become more engaged with the
AIR at some point in the future. There was very little sense that the participants in
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my study perceived that the peak professional body influenced or directly affected
their immediate professional community:
The AIR is very beneficial for those who want to keep updated with what’s
going on, what’s happening elsewhere, but no, I can’t say that they’ve had
any impact at all in that transitional period. It’s just something I’ve never
really thought about, honestly. I can’t say I missed their presence, but I
don’t know what they could bring to that transitional period to help or aid in
the adjustment, our adjustment. Emma, first interview
I have not been able to identify themes in the literature with which it would be
appropriate to compare these findings. While it is outside the scope of my study,
my participants’ perspectives suggest that there is a clear difference between ‘the
profession’ as defined by membership of the peak professional association, and ‘the
profession’ that is defined by one’s identifying oneself with a community of
practitioners.

6.3.3.5 Section summary
During their transition to professional practice, medical radiation science graduates
experience considerable adjustment as they fit in to their workplace, team and
profession, and experience the differences between being a student and being a
new graduate. Fitting in to the workplace and the social structure of the work team
is critical to a positive transition experience and, as new members of the team,
graduates believe that fitting in is their responsibility. Returning as a graduate and
employee to a workplace previously visited as a student makes fitting in easier as
they adjust to their full professional responsibilities and learn to put others before
themselves. In finding their place, medical radiation science graduates seek to
establish themselves as legitimate members of the team and the profession, and
this involves gaining a sense of belonging, gaining respect, and proving themselves.
They are ambivalent about their place in their broader profession.
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6.3.4 Feeling
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Figure 6.17: Category - Feeling

Medical radiation science transition to professional practice involves experiencing
feelings about starting work, about starting in a professional career, about the
future, and about the things that occur in their workplaces.
In my study, graduates described two properties, depicted in Figure 6.17, that were
associated with feelings in transition to professional practice – the feelings they
experience about starting work, and how their feelings about themselves, their
profession and their patients change over time. Each of these properties and its
dimensions are now examined further.
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Starting work

6.3.4.1 Starting work

Feelings about being an
employee
Feelings about independent
practice

Figure 6.18: Property of Feeling– ‘Starting work’

Starting work involves feelings about being an employee and embarking on one’s
professional practice career as a radiographer or radiation therapist, as depicted in
Figure 6.18. For most of my participants, their first employment as a medical
radiation professional represented their first full-time employment of any type. For
a small number, it was their first paid employment ever.
Feelings about being an employee

Transition to professional medical radiation science practice involves learning to be
an employee. My participants experienced a range of feelings about becoming an
employee, including feeling accountable to others and a sense of maturing, evolving
or attaining adulthood:
I think that was a good thing as well, you feel like you’re finally a real
person, to be valued in society because you’re a proper working person and
doing your bit. Susan, first interview
Graduates who had previously worked in some capacity frequently indicated that
previous work experience had prepared them for the realities of being an
employee:
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…so I guess [I] had a head start on knowledge about the workplace. Being an
employee means being punctual, making sure that you’re doing the job
properly, being trustworthy and responsible. Again, it’s a sense of
responsibility on your end...someone has hired you to do a job and you may
have a supervisor to delegate tasks, but it is your job to do those tasks. So
understanding what the job requirements are, making sure you receive
adequate training to do those jobs. And also, its money matters as well,
that’s very important...knowing how to save. Emma, first interview
Further, many felt that the nature of their previous employment had assisted them
in some way with managing their transition to professional practice. Participants in
my study had a diverse range of employment backgrounds, but most had previous
work experience in the retail, hospitality or health care sectors. They expressed a
strong feeling that these previous experiences had prepared them well with
knowledge and skills in communication, interpersonal relationships, time
management, customer service, teamwork and conflict resolution:
Well, people aren't always especially nice to people in hospitality. You learn
to deal with the public in all its variety. You just learn to deal with people, to
deal with it. You learn to adjust, whether it's to customers or to patients.
Carla, first interview
Well, we had times in the job I worked in where we were without a manager
and were left to do things on our own, so I did have to think for myself and
by myself…having had a bit of experience making important decisions on my
own helped. I'd done it a few times before. Also, working in a team. Team of
people, you've got to get along with them, you still have someone senior to
you that you have to answer to. The structure of the work environment was
quite similar, so having been in a similar sort of environment helped me to
transition as well. Trudy, first interview
Interestingly, and aligning with a previous exploration of Australian nursing
graduates,(311) participants in my study identified that their previous employment
had equipped them with very similar skills and aptitudes, irrespective of the
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employment type or industry. Moreover, almost all of these participants felt that
their own previous employment was more advantageous than that of others, and
could justify how they were better equipped for medical radiation science practice
than others by virtue of these previous experiences. Common or generic
capabilities such as time management, organisation skills and teamwork, may
support transition to professional practice, and perhaps these are developed
through a range of diverse employment experiences.
Feelings about starting independent practice

Starting independent practice is both daunting and exciting for medical radiation
science graduates. My participants experienced these mixed feelings about starting
in their professional careers:
I’m happy that I’m starting a new career but, at the same time, intimidated.
It’s a little bit scary for me to start a new career. Oliver, first interview
Generally, medical radiation science graduates were excited to be finally
commencing their careers after so many years of study, feelings that are common
among new graduates.(25, 28, 162, 241, 287) My participants indicated that when they
first started work in their professional roles, they felt determined to do a good job
and anticipated with excitement opportunities for learning and career
advancement:
Scary but also exhilarating, and that's very much my personality. I don't
want to sit in the background and just cruise through, I prefer to get in there
and be involved. I have ambitions to climb the ladder, like everybody does,
so it was a great opportunity for me. Betty, first interview
In the early stages of their transition to professional practice, most felt passionate
about their work and looked forward to the practical benefits of professional
employment, such as a regular salary:
I like radiography, for the people we meet and the people we work with,
and I was excited to start working full-time, to start earning some proper
money. Emma, first interview
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Participants also experienced some negative feelings about commencing
professional practice. Most indicated a degree of anxiety that was short-lived and
quickly resolved, reflecting Maxwell et al.’s(287) findings from their study of new
community nurses. Echoing themes in the literature,(16, 17, 23, 26, 29, 30, 86, 111, 119, 162, 287,
312)

many of the graduates in my study were daunted or intimidated by the scale of

their professional responsibilities to their patients, and they felt stressed, lost,
nervous or fearful about making independent decisions:
At first it was nerve wracking, you sort of guess...well, not guess, you trust
your own skills to make sure, from what you’ve learnt....and now I’m very
comfortable towards that, but before it was a bit nerve wracking, yeah. Just
all that responsibility. Fred, first interview
So I think it was overwhelming, but I think it's just getting used to being
autonomous really, that's the hardest thing. The buck stops with you. Jane,
first interview
While in most cases these feelings were transitory, they could readily re-emerge
when the graduates encountered unfamiliar situations.

Changing feelings

6.3.4.2 Changing feelings

Falling in or out of
love with the job

Figure 6.19: Property of Feeling – ‘Changing feelings’
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Medical radiation science graduates’ feelings about their work and roles change
during their transition to professional practice. Many participants in my study
indicated that their feelings about their career choice changed considerably, for
better and for worse (Figure 6.19). In all cases, feelings of fear, nervousness and
intimidation about their responsibilities and their ability to fulfil them had largely
resolved rapidly after commencing employment:
In the first week I was very anxious and reminded myself not to make any
mistakes, but after that everything was absolutely fine. Oliver, second
interview
Falling in or out of love with the job

Early practice experiences can confirm medical radiation science graduates’ love or
disdain for their professional roles. Many graduates expressed a continuing,
genuine sense of passion for their professional role:
I've loved it from the first placement I had. I love it because of the variety
that we see, talking to patients, dealing with technical problems, having to
think, I just like it all. I like the daily duties and mix of it. Carla, first interview

Some of the participants in my study had identified a professional area in which
they wished to specialise, and several had commenced studies that would enable
them to progress towards their goal. Two participants had left their profession
within the first six months of their employment: Emma was undertaking further
studies in a different health care field and Jane pursued a research opportunity.
Both indicated that they were not averse to practising as medical radiation
professionals at some stage in the future should their circumstances change:
I didn’t do research because I don’t like radiography, I did it because I found
I was very good at doing research. I got a [scholarship], I’m already broke,
so why not be broke for a few more years? It doesn’t matter to me if I don’t
have a big income. It just happened that, at that moment, there was a topic
that I was interested in and was willing to do, so it all just fell into place. It
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wasn’t as though I was abandoning x-rays and going to do this other thing.
Jane, second interview
It is important to recognise that Emma and Jane’s departure from medical radiation
science practice reflected their personal desire to progress in different ways, rather
than an aversion to, or disengagement from, radiography. This was not universally
the case: while many participants remained quite engaged and passionate about
their professional work as they progressed through their transition to professional
practice, a considerable number indicated feelings of disengagement and
disillusionment with the mundane and repetitive nature of professional practice,
lacking in direction or goals, and were unenthusiastic about their work:
I don’t really see myself in radiography long-term, not really. I don’t look
ahead, say, ten years and think I’ll be doing radiography. It’s the
repetitiveness of the work, I don’t think I could handle it for that amount of
time. Dorothy, second interview
Some graduates indicated these feelings of disengagement and disillusionment
commenced during their studies or within weeks of commencing their first
employment:
My fourth year at uni broke a lot of my wide-eyed spirit about radiography,
broke my passion, and I knew then that I couldn’t do just radiography for a
career. The environment is fine, it’s just the job. Susan, second interview
As a member of the profession my participants had so recently entered, I was
struck with sadness and concern that they had so quickly become disenchanted and
disappointed. A small number of previous studies in other disciplines have
identified this early disillusionment with the reality of practice,(24, 117, 200) citing a
range of causes including oppressive and hostile workplace culture, inadequate
educational preparation, poor workplace orientation, repetitive or mundane work,
or practice environments that are inconsistent with the graduates’ professional
values. It is noteworthy that inappropriate selection to educational programs was
not mentioned – while my study could not investigate this issue, it is conceivable
that the use of academic performance as the only entry criteria for professional
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education programs provides limited, if any, assurance that students (and,
eventually, graduates) are well-matched to the career.
For the graduates in my study, these feelings of disillusionment and disengagement
led some graduates to question their future as a practising professional, although
most expressed their intention to remain in the profession at least in the short
term, and several felt strongly that medical radiation science was the right career
choice for them for the foreseeable future. For some, their ongoing interest related
directly to their enthusiasm for the work and duties while, for others, it related
more to their work conditions and how these fit with their lifestyle:
Radiography is a great, portable profession, and that was my attraction to it.
You can travel with it. Why not use it, then, if I can travel with it? Dorothy,
second interview
It does mix it up a little bit, though, and I don’t mind that. If you do a week
of midnights, you’ve got the week to catch up with people for lunch and that
sort of thing. Fred, first interview
Arguably, for the purposes of my study, it does not matter what it is that motivates
or enthuses individual graduates to remain engaged –and employed – in the
profession, as long as something does. It seems unrealistic that all practitioners
would be consumed with passion for their work: it is very likely that some simply
find medical radiation science practice to be a reasonably satisfactory job, with
satisfactory conditions, and that is sufficient for them to remain engaged and
employed. The specific motivations of Australian medical radiation science
professionals and their intent to remain in the profession are largely unexplored in
the existing literature, and represent a potentially intriguing area for future
research.

6.3.4.3 Section summary
During transition to professional practice, medical radiation science graduates
experience feelings about starting work, their professional career and the future.
Commencing independent practice is daunting and exciting for new graduates, but
associated feelings of anxiety are transient and quickly resolved. Their feelings
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about their work and roles change over time. While many graduates remain
passionate about their work as they progress through their transition to
professional practice, some experience disengagement and disillusionment.

6.3.5 Chapter summary
In this chapter, I have considered the transition to professional practice context
within which graduates experience workplace adversity and provided a detailed
description grounded in my participants’ data. This description includes the nature,
features and experience of medical radiation science transition to professional
practice. I have further explored these experiences to develop a rich understanding
of the context in which new graduates experience resilience. In the following
chapter, I examine the remaining elements in my theoretical model of resilience as
evolution.
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Chapter 7 – Exploring resilience as
evolution: Part 2
7.1 Chapter introduction
This and the previous chapter collectively examine in detail each aspect of the
substantive theory of resilience as evolution. In the previous chapter, Part 1, I
considered the transition to professional practice context within which graduates
experience workplace adversity and provided a rich description of transition
derived from my participants’ data. In this chapter, Part 2, I explore the nature of
workplace adversity experienced by participants in my study, considering the
significant diversity of challenges and confronting events that new graduates
encounter, and the resultant impact of these critical incidents. I then examine in
turn the remaining aspects of my theory of resilience as evolution, including how
new medical radiation science professionals experience energising, maintaining
momentum, achieving equilibrium, and beating inertia. Finally, I consider the
personal and environmental conditions that influence resilience.

7.2 The nature of workplace adversity
To fully appreciate the impact of workplace adversity and how medical radiation
science professionals respond adaptively to the challenges they face during their
transition to professional practice, it is important to have an appreciation of the
nature of the adverse events experienced by new graduates. I have been unable to
identify within the published literature any previous exploration of this topic. As a
prelude to considering the impact of workplace adversity, I explore, in these next
sections, the nature and range of workplace adversity identified by participants in
my study.
When specifically asked to identify the challenges or adversity that they had
encountered during their transition, my participants described a wide range of
incidents that are summarised thematically in Figure 7.1. Most were related to
situations or incidents that involved patients, although a small number of events
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were identified involving work colleagues or related more generally to new
employment.
Workplace adversity - patients
•Caring among the shocking, the saddening and the chaotic
•Adapting standard practice
•Reliving adversity
•Involvement in accidents and errors
•Confronting mortality
Workplace adversity - colleagues
•Encountering incivility and incompetence
•Managing students in the workplace
Workplace adversity - starting out
•Finding employment
•Fitting in

Figure 7.1: Medical radiation science graduates’ experiences of workplace adversity

Many of the challenging situations involved potentially distressing or negative
events to which the graduate was required to respond, however it must be
acknowledged that even positively or neutrally perceived events may represent
workplace challenges requiring some type of management or adaptation:
The way that the staffing worked meant that we had a very inexperienced
team. On occasions I was the most experienced person. I was really shocked
by that…and it was actually quite stressful. It was quite rewarding at the
same time that they trusted me and were like "You'll talk us through it and
you'll be okay". So it was good but quite scary at the same time. Betty, first
interview
It is difficult to conceive of a scale or measure for the impact or severity of any
particular challenging event. It is likely that the degree to which a situation
contributes to workplace adversity depends upon a range of factors within the
context and the individuals.(171, 175, 181, 196, 222) For that reason, during the interviews I
avoided prompting when I asked the graduates to describe the challenging
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situations they encountered during their transition to professional practice,
allowing each individual to determine what the situation meant for them. This
ensured that I did not impose my judgement or preconceptions. In addition to the
responses graduates provided when specifically asked to identify workplace
challenges, participants revealed many other examples during the course of the
interview discussion and in response to other topics of conversation. While these
descriptions were incidental, it is important that they are not dismissed: the nature
of the interview for many graduates was reflective, and it is unsurprising that other
ideas may have occurred to them as they explored their memories and articulated
their thoughts.
Each of the core areas of workplace adversity is examined further in the following
sections.

7.2.1 Workplace adversity: patients
Workplace adversity - patients
•Caring among the shocking, the saddening and the chaotic
•Adapting standard practice
•Reliving adversity
•Involvement in accidents and errors
•Confronting mortality

Figure 7.2: Medical radiation science graduates’ experiences of workplace adversity relating to patients

Medical radiation science graduates experience adversity because of their patients
and their circumstances. Participants in my study detailed a considerable range and
diversity of adverse events that related to the patients in their care and their
practice, summarised in Figure 7.2. These situations included the difficulties of
providing care in an often confronting, troubling or chaotic environment, and the
challenges and conflicts of adapting standard practice to manage emerging
situations. Graduates identified workplace adversity as including situations when
they relived, often unexpectedly, previous challenging situations, when they were
associated in some way with accidents or errors that affected people in their care,
and when they confronted their own or other people’s mortality. Each of these
types of adversity is explored in the following sections.
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7.2.1.1 Caring among the shocking, the saddening and the chaotic

Confronted
by patients'
pain
Caring
when the
stakes are
high

Challenged
by noncompliance

Caring among
the shocking,
the saddening
and the
chaotic
Caring for
violent or
aggressive
patients

Caring for
children

Caring
when it is
personal

Figure 7.3: Experiences of caring among the shocking, the saddening and the chaotic

In caring and practising among the shocking, saddening and chaotic, medical
radiation science graduates experience challenges and conflicts in managing the
procedural or technical aspects of their work in an environment that can be
unpredictable and emotionally confronting. As summarised in Figure 7.3, my
participants were challenged by caring for patients suffering pain, managing patient
non-compliance, caring for children, practising in situations where things felt
personal, dealing with violent and aggressive patients, and caring in high-stakes
situations.
A number of graduates identified situations where they experienced challenge
because of encountering patients with distressing medical conditions, injuries or
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illnesses. These events were often initially shocking or startling, and the distress
was sometimes only recognised later:
There was a patient who had a code blue here. That was frightening. At the
time, I was in a bit of shock and I just did what everyone told me…But then it
sort of hit me afterwards, what a shock it was. It was startling initially, but
you do what you have to do to help the situation and help the patient, and
you don't really think about the emotional side so much at the time, until
later it hits you. Alice, first interview
Sometimes the distress was caused because the situation was chaotic and
unpredictable, such as caring for someone with dementia. That new medical
radiation science professionals, should experience challenge and shock at the
unfamiliar – especially when the unfamiliar is also unanticipated or chaotic – is not
unexpected, and is similar to experiences of other new caring professionals.(14, 15, 92,
199)

Confronted by patients’ pain

Medical radiation science graduates experience workplace adversity caused by
witnessing their patients’ pain. Participants in my study were particularly
challenged when the procedure required the patient to maintain a position or
endure a procedure that exacerbated their pain. The graduates felt guilty that, in
performing the procedure necessary, they inflicted discomfort on others – even
when, rationally, they recognised that such guilt was unfounded and illogical. My
participants were challenged, exhausted and upset by these situations, and
frustrated by the conflicting emotions they experienced, echoing themes identified
previously by Kornhaber and Wilson(180) in their exploration of resilience among
burns unit nurses. These authors described the distress, emotional exhaustion and
pain caused to nurses who witness the suffering of their patients, and the challenge
of performing painful debridement procedures on the people in their care as a form
of burns treatment. While this example is, perhaps, more extreme than those most
of my participants would have routinely encountered in practice, it is clear that
caring professionals experience emotional hurt and values conflict when they must
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engage in medical procedures that are beneficial but painful for the people in their
care.
More generally, my participants were distressed, discomforted and confronted by
situations where they witnessed a patient’s pain and suffering. They expressed their
sense of guilt at being unable to do anything to relieve it, and their conflict in
making clinical judgements:
Yeah, that’s really always a factor, because if they’re screaming and crying
out, you’re always hesitant to move them or to position them the way that
you want, so that’s always definitely a factor. But then, especially with old
people, sometimes they don’t know what they’re doing, just thrashing
around and you need them to hold still. Fred, first interview
Last week, I just got totally flustered, it was a really difficult patient and I
didn’t ...I was trying to manage getting the pictures they needed and not
causing any more damage to the patient’s condition. Susan, first interview
Being highly-educated and compassionate health professionals did not necessarily
preclude my participants from being confronted by exposure to suffering, blood,
gore and trauma. Graduates sometimes experienced shock and distress at seeing
traumatic injuries such as haemorrhages or accidental amputations, or
encountering patients with severe disfigurement as a result of previous injuries or
surgery:
So I suppose just the shock of seeing something as confronting as that
when....but when a patient’s bleeding out and there’s blood all over the
floor, you’ve still got to work around that. Fred, first interview
Last week, there was a lady who tried to pull out her own eyes. That was...I
don't know how to describe it…but it's really scary. The idea is mindboggling. Kylie, first interview
This shock and distress was true, also, when graduates encountered patients with
severe burns. Many months after the incident, Jane remained emotionally fragile
about caring for a teenager with severe burns and continued to experience intense
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conflict between feeling dismay for his situation and physical revulsion at the smell
of his burnt flesh:
He was in bed shaking because his body was in shock, and his parents were
by the bed absolutely bawling their eyes out because he was going to have
massive scarring. He’d ripped off his nipples and everything. They were
looking at massive reconstructive surgery and the whole works. At 17, and I
was only 19 at that stage. My age, life-changing event…Oh, the smell….I
walked out of the room in the middle of it because I couldn’t cope. It was
sensory overload as well. Jane, second interview
Clearly, graduate medical radiation science professionals retain their humanity and
are, sometimes, affected by the emotions prompted by witnessing their patients’
circumstances. Empathy, sympathy and compassion, as well as horror, distress and
shock, contribute to the emotional burden on new graduates.
Challenged by non-compliance

Medical radiation science graduates are challenged when they encounter noncompliant patients, such as people with particular mental illnesses or medical
conditions, or those affected by drugs or alcohol. These situations are dissimilar to
those where a patient simply declines the recommended medical service or
treatment – a small number of graduates spoke of such situations and appeared to
experience little conflict in respecting their patient’s wishes. In fact, my participants
demonstrated strong commitment to their patients’ right to self-determination.
The situations where the participants in my study felt confronted involved patients
who accepted, even insisted upon, the medical service or treatment yet actively or
passively refused to comply with aspects of the procedure necessary to allow that
service or treatment to be delivered:
In [the emergency department] on Saturday nights, you’re always getting
people through who are drunk and aggressive, who won't do what you need
them to do to get the images. You want to care for them, or provide care for
them more correctly, but they’re yelling at you and being aggressive. Fred,
second interview
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Such situations were upsetting, often leaving the graduates feeling personally
attacked. Some graduates described their frustration that such non-compliance
wasted time and resources, and sometimes resulted in work that the professional
considered to be something less than the best possible, contributing to
dissatisfaction and feelings of discomfort. These perspectives resemble to some
extent those reported by Thompson(313) in her narrative study of American new
primary care physicians, who described the challenges of learning to accept that
they simply could not please every patient.
Participants in my study differentiated between patients who were non-compliant
through their own actions, such as someone affected by alcohol, and those who
were non-compliant involuntarily because of the result of a mental illness, pain or
medical condition. While these latter situations were often upsetting and perceived
as adverse, graduates expressed empathy for such patients, whereas those in the
former group were perceived as wasting time and resources that could be better
allocated to other people:
I may not like it but I totally understand that when you’re sick, stuff like that
can be really annoying. But those situations are completely different to
where someone is so drunk, and to me they’re just wasting space in the
hospital that should be for someone who genuinely needs it, so I won’t put
up with crap from them. I say to them, “I’m just here to help you, I’m just
trying to help you”. Sometimes people are fine, but in the small amount of
cases where they’re horrible, I don’t feel anything when I send them back
out to wait if they’re abusive. I’m more than happy to try again when
they’ve sobered up or calmed down or whatever, had an attitude
adjustment. Trudy, second interview
While responding in this way reduced the risk of personal harm or abuse, it added
to the emotional burden experienced by my participants: not only did the
graduates experience the frustration and upset of the incident itself, they often also
felt guilty and regretful in retrospect that, perhaps, they had acted with impatience,
frustration or lack of empathy.
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Caring for children

Paediatric patients usually represent only a small proportion of the workload of
most medical radiation professionals,(314, 315) yet caring for children represents a
substantial source of stress and dread for many graduates. Caring for children
involved situations that graduates experienced as emotionally heightened and
somehow inherently stressful, even when the actual event was unproblematic,
experiences which have been documented for other health professionals.(23)
Of particular concern to medical radiation science professionals are issues
associated with radiation dose. Children are more vulnerable to the risks of
biological damage due to radiation and they have a longer potential lifespan than
adults to suffer the manifestation of that damage.(316) Graduates felt increased
stress about procedures involving children because of the potential for lifelong
radiation-induced injury, as well as more general pressure because of the child’s
vulnerability. This meant that my participants felt acutely the responsibility for their
decisions, and the effectiveness and efficiency of their practice:
I think paediatrics was a bit overwhelming. I think it is more the fact that
someone so young is suffering. Not suffering physically, necessarily, but in
general. They’ve got this disease so they’re suffering in some way. That’s
what’s confronted me the most. Hugh, first interview
Working with kids, I guess that was one of the things that I didn’t expect –
you do hurry a bit more, you really rush out of the maze and you’re a bit
more conscious of how long they’ve been on the bed because they’re so
distressed. You don’t want to have that psychological impact on the kids.
Betty, first interview
The challenge of communicating effectively with a patient experiencing pain, fear or
anxiety was heightened in situations involving paediatric patients. Sometimes,
graduates experienced difficulties communicating effectively with the child to
obtain his or her compliance to facilitate the procedure:
She was crying, really upset and wanted cuddles from dad, so working that
out, dealing with that….you have to get them up, you have to do the
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treatment, and just finding ways to help her was really difficult to deal with,
knowing that she was just so young. Not easy. Betty, first interview
Betty found that her own lack of life experience interacting with children
challenged her when she encountered children in her professional context:
Working in paediatrics, especially the first couple of weeks. I'm not a mum,
so I'm not experienced in just things like taking kids jumpers off, It was
challenging even just figuring out how you get an arm out here and there,
just silly things like that. Betty, first interview
For some graduates, the emotional impact of working with children was so
pronounced that they had deliberately chosen employment in centres without
paediatric patients in their case mix.
Caring when it is personal

Workplace adversity arises when medical radiation science graduates encounter
care situations with personal implications. Sometimes things about the patient or
their circumstances resonated personally with my participants, for example, they
might care for a patient of a similar age to themselves or to someone they loved, or
the illness or injury with which the patient presented resembled something from
the graduate’s own past. Situations where the graduate felt a personal connection
were particularly confronting:
I'll never forget when I was on midnight, we had a patient come in who'd
been in a car accident and she was quite a similar age to me. I'll never forget
it because the circumstances of the accident were just horrible and we
treated her friend who was part of the situation, and she didn't know what
was going on. The patient ended up dying and it was just...I remember going
up to ICU because they were putting a CVC in to try and preserve her
organs. It was quite confronting…I have seen quite a few big resus cases, but
nothing quite as traumatic, that hit home as much as that one. Gail, first
interview
Medical radiation science graduates could readily identify with these patients or
situations, and recognised that, through luck or circumstances, they could find
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themselves or their loved ones in the same situation as their patient. As a result,
they felt upset and empathic, relieved and sometimes guilty at feeling this relief. A
small number of my participants identified times when the person who presented
for care was an existing friend, resulting in heightened distress for the graduate and
raising discomfort about their willingness or ability to provide appropriate
professional care:
The most emotional thing I've had to experience is treating someone, one of
my mum's friends, and that was really hard. Really hard. My mum knew she
was coming in, and she really wanted me to treat her. It felt nice that she
really wanted me to be in the room with her, to support her. It was a bit
tough though. It was emotional on lots of different levels. Carla, first
interview
It is not unexpected that the graduates in my study might feel particularly
uncomfortable about caring for someone with whom they had a pre-existing
relationship. Doing so causes each to assume a role beyond the usual boundaries of
their relationship, and it is conceivable that this is even more challenging when the
graduate feels some reluctance about this new role.
Caring for violent or aggressive patients

Encountering patients who are rude, violent, angry or aggressive presents
considerable challenges to medical radiation science graduates. These situations
occurred regularly for many medical radiation science professionals, and caused a
range of emotions, from stress and anxiety to cynicism and anger. Confronting
aggression from those for whom one cares has been identified elsewhere as a
source of workplace adversity, (182, 317) and my participants were required to make
quick but considered judgements about their personal safety and the potential risk
of harm in refusing treatment to the patient, all while feeling under threat from the
individual that they were attempting to assist. Many of my participants indicated
that their organisation embraced a zero tolerance approach to violent or aggressive
behaviour towards employees, and the graduates were aware that they could enact
that policy at any point and simply refuse to provide services:
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The only way I’ll treat them differently is if they’re abusive towards me. I
won’t give them the time of day. I’ve encountered that a few times, but I’ll
refuse to perform the examination. In the beginning I was a little bit more
naïve and I would try to be nice to them, but I just won’t tolerate it now. I
don’t need to be in that situation. I realised when I’d been in the same
situation several times, and being nice just wasn’t working, I wasn’t getting
anywhere with them. You just have to be strong sometimes. Trudy, second
interview
Some graduates indicated that they had taken this action, usually in situations
where the patient was affected by drugs or alcohol, and that they would do so
again. Nevertheless, they did not make such refusals lightly, and were critically
aware that refusing to provide a service had the potential to impact on the patient’s
medical outcomes. Such situations represent potential for inner conflict – in a
sense, managing the primary source of workplace adversity becomes a source of
adversity itself.
Interestingly, despite the potential for physical harm, medical radiation science
graduates indicated that encountering aggressive or violent patients was, in some
ways, more straightforward than caring for people who were rude, angry or unkind:
He's just a very, very difficult patient, to the point where he's just so angry
we just don't say anything when we go inside the room other than little
things that we need him to do...I'm not sure why that's stressful...it is
though…It's more frustrating, I think. I understand his circumstances, but
there's no need to be rude. It's hard, it can be hard. Sometimes we have
patients that we don't really like. And it's not nice to deal with it, too. He's
compliant, he's just so.....really rude. Carla, first interview
Zero tolerance policies support the graduates in making a decision to protect
themselves from physical harm, but do little to assist in protecting them from
emotional abuse or distress. While my participants were not prepared to place
themselves at risk of physical harm, they were often prepared to accept
considerable discourtesy and personal offence if doing so facilitated the patient’s
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progress toward receiving the treatment or care they required. In doing so, medical
radiation science graduates ultimately removed the immediate source of adversity,
but were often left feeling unsatisfied, irritated and upset by the compromises they
made.
Caring when the stakes are high

Medical radiation science graduates encounter workplace challenges when they
work in high pressure or high stakes situations. While this could include situations
such as those involving the care of elderly people and children described earlier, it
also incorporates work environments such as the emergency or trauma
department, resuscitation unit, and the operating theatre. Graduates who worked
in these environments encountered patients with high acuity conditions requiring
them to act quickly and accurately, and to fulfil their role in the team:
My parents always say, "How do you do that? How can you do that?" I don't
know. I guess the adrenaline at the time, there's quite a lot of adrenaline
when you're in the resus, everyone's moving around you and you're part of
the team, moving around trying to help the patient. Gail, first interview
It would seem natural that, as new professionals with limited confidence and
efficiency by virtue of their limited practice experience, new medical radiation
science graduates might feel the pressure and stress of these situations more
acutely.(160) Their patients were sometimes in a state that was distressing for the
graduate to witness, such as newly transported from an accident scene or with
open surgical incisions, contributing to the emotional burden and stressors in the
situation:
I remember a lady I saw who was in a car crash. It was pretty bad, and they
had to do a thoracotomy. They had to open up her chest, and the guy was
pumping her heart. You could see her heart out of her body. I'd never seen
anything like that before, and I had to take a step back. Remy, first interview
While the medical radiation procedure may be relatively routine, the professional
frequently needs to work around a range of other medical procedures that are
occurring simultaneously. This busy physical environment sometimes exacerbated
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the difficulties my participants encountered, as it was more difficult to concentrate
and make decisions in hot, crowded, noisy situations:
In ED, it can get really, really hot with people running around, so sometimes
you just have to stop, take a few breathers and start again because you get
physically overwhelmed. So it’s physically and mentally exhausting. Gail,
second interview
Although Gail is speaking here of caring in a particularly stressful environment, her
comments highlight that workplace challenges and adversity can result in a range of
responses, including elements of physical, intellectual and emotional fatigue and
tiredness.(37, 58, 89, 180, 205, 318, 319) Participants in my study frequently spoke of feeling
exhausted after challenging incidents.

7.2.1.2 Adapting standard practice
In the course of their practice, medical radiation science graduates care for patients
whose circumstances require additional adaptations to standard practice and,
sometimes, this can be a source of workplace adversity. Adaptations may be
necessary because the patient is very frail or in pain, has some physical incapacity
or co-morbidities, or due to some other circumstances that make it more difficult
for the patient to comply with, or for the professional to achieve, what is necessary
for the procedure. My participants found that these situations could be challenging.
This type of challenge was not necessarily unwelcome or perceived negatively –
indeed, some graduates suggested that it was this type of more complex, nonroutine procedure that helped to keep them engaged and satisfied in their day to
day work:
It's lovely when you have a difficult patient and you get a textbook image, it
makes you feel good. It's really good job satisfaction in that sense. Trudy,
first interview
But if the patient can’t move their leg for whatever reason, I’m happy to
give it a go with my angles and try to figure that out. I actually like that stuff
because it makes you think. Gail, second interview
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In particular, graduates identified that caring for elderly people and children often
required that they adapt their usual approach to practice. Caring for frail or fearful
older people sometimes necessitated technical adaptations that my participants
felt were sub-optimal, or required them to work at a slower pace or differently to
accommodate the patient’s physical limitations:
…you’ve got to consider a lot of factors, you’ve got to take into account the
patient: sometimes they’re old, with dementia, or in a lot of pain, and
they’re just kicking out, they can’t control it so you try to find a way to make
it work. Fred, second interview
While these compromises were necessary and logical, my participants often felt
dissatisfied or disappointed about the outcome. Other studies have identified the
distress and anxiety that can be caused for new professionals when the situation is
such that they cannot undertake their practice in the way or at the level they
believe to be appropriate, or where the standard of care clashes with their own
expectations or values.(10, 15) Kramer(19) identified this misalignment as one element
of reality shock among new graduate nurses. Graduates in my study considered
that their experiences during their studies had prepared them well for the reality of
such situations, although they remained dissatisfied about settling for a lesser
standard of work than their usual.

7.2.1.3 Reliving adversity
Medical radiation science graduates relive the adverse situations they encounter.
Sometimes this supports reconciliation of their feelings, at other times it can cause
a recurrence or heightening of hurtful feelings.
My participants relived adversity in their own reflections and in conversations with
others. Mostly, this type of reliving was manageable, even helpful, because
graduates had a degree of control over if, and when, such reliving occurs. In some
cases, my participants experienced adversity in the primary event, and then relived
or re-experienced the event when they encountered a media report of the case.
Participants indicated that their workplace challenges included seeing or hearing
accounts in the media of the circumstances of their patient’s accident or injury, or
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reading the death notices in the newspaper. These reports sometimes caused them
to relive the distressing events that they had witnessed in caring for the patient,
and often they heard these reports during their non-work, personal time. In that
sense, then, it meant that events that would normally have been ‘left’ at work were
recalled and relived:
A lot of the cases that come through are widely televised and in the media
for days and days after, and I think that the more you know about that,
especially when you hear half of it from the ambulance officers, about
what’s happened....yeah, it’s a lot more difficult to deal with and at the
beginning, it was quite difficult...but you just have to distance yourself and
other people have said, “Just leave it here. Leave it at work. Don’t read too
much about the case afterwards. Just take them as a patient instead of as
a...” Otherwise, I wouldn’t know what I’d do. Susan, first interview
Media reports sometimes incorporated information about their patient that served
to deepen the graduates’ distress by providing a backstory that compromised their
ability to be objective and clinical in their perspective, or to call on their usual
sources of support:
I found it much harder at [other hospital] where you saw the critically
injured patients come through, some of them were your age, watching them
and then hearing their stories on the news. If someone was bashed you'd
hear the appeal from their mum on the news, and that's really traumatic. I
think there are levels where you can't talk about it, and in those cases I can't
even talk to my mum about it because she would also be hearing it on the
news, so their name's been in the media. So you just don't talk about it.
That's a lot to carry around, I guess. Jane, first interview
While the reliving of adversity through debriefing has been advocated as beneficial
to healing and as promoting reflection,(320) the type of reliving through media
reporting that participants in my study described seems to be quite different.
Perhaps this is partly because the timing of hearing or reading the media report is
not within the graduates’ control and they may not have sympathetic and
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supportive others present who have the same privileged access to professionally
confidential information. More simply, it may be that hearing or reading the media
report occurs at a time when the person is in a non-work context – their personal
time - and so they feel surprised and intruded upon.

7.2.1.4 Involvement in workplace accidents and errors
Involvement and the fear of involvement in workplace accidents and errors
represents a source of workplace adversity for medical radiation science graduates.
Several of my participants had been present when a patient collapsed or was
accidentally injured during the medical radiation procedure. Graduates found such
situations very challenging and often expressed feelings of guilt, even when there
was nothing that they could have done to prevent the incident from occurring.
Notwithstanding that the injuries were not serious, these situations were upsetting
for my participants:
It was a minor thing, although I didn't like that a patient in my care got hurt.
At the time, I was scared. Remy, first interview
Even when the event could not have been predicted and where the fault was
entirely that of the patient, graduates indicated that they felt responsible and
dismayed that such an incident occurred under their watch:
…just because you're alone in the department, it happened on your sole
watch….Every time after that, every patient that's maybe fractured
something, I've been panicking, "How do you feel?". When they stand up in
the waiting room, "How do you feel? Do you need a wheelchair?" It was that
traumatic, it's the one thing you start to remember. It made me more
cautious…If it had been any more serious, I'm not sure how things would
have gone. I think it was about my ability to control what was going on, it's
completely....they can tell you about it in lectures but it's not the same for a
medical emergency in your own presence…. And it wasn't a very bad
situation, it could have been much worse and I think it is the whole running
through the worst scenario that gets me. While I say it wasn't a very bad
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situation, while I was living it, it was terrible. I wanted to quit. Jane, first
interview
Errors, like accidents, were a source of dread for graduates even though, like the
new graduate teachers in a recent Australian study,(195) the participants in my study
acknowledged that errors were a stressful but normal part of professional practice:
I feel very safe here and I feel that this environment will allow me to make
mistakes without harming my patients. Everyone is very accurate, but we
also have to consider that we are all human beings. Human beings make
mistakes. With that idea in mind, you watch yourself and others carefully,
not to be unkind, but to look out for each other and the patient, to prevent
these mistakes. Oliver, second interview
Most participants were anxious about making even relatively minor errors, and
while espousing understanding and empathy for others, they were sometimes
much harsher judges of their own practice:
I’d like to think that everyone makes mistakes and that as long as you fix
them and learn from them, that’s okay, but I actually really dwell on it quite
a bit. I guess that motivates me to do things differently next time, really
because I want to avoid making a mistake again and having that awful
feeling about it. Take a bit more care, triple check things. Sometimes even
then it happens and you think, “How didn’t I see that?” Violet, first interview
While almost all the graduates dreaded making or being involved in an error of
significance to their patient, there were only two people who had actually
experienced such an error. Fortunately, both were very minor, but the anxiety
experienced by those involved – directly and indirectly - was, nonetheless,
substantial:
We all make them. Touch wood, I haven’t made any errors that were
significant. You feel physically sick about the minor ones, so I hope I never
make one that is considered an actual error. I’ve had feelings of sickness
when I thought I’ve done the wrong thing. And I feel awful even when I’m
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not even involved, it’s been an error on my machine. They probably weren’t
that big, but to me they were pretty big, things that I would have gone
home and just felt sick about. Carla, first interview
It seems natural that medical radiation science graduates would take the risk of
error seriously, particularly given that there is no antidote or remedy for
unnecessary irradiation, and radiation damage may take decades to manifest.(316)
Participants in my study dreaded being involved in an error. While they expressed
understanding and empathy for others who made mistakes, graduates had a strong
sense of intolerance for their own errors, which they perceived as reflecting upon
their competence and professionalism.

7.2.1.5 Confronting mortality
Medical radiation science graduates experience challenging work situations where
they are required to confront death or mortality, an aspect of new graduate
practice that is little discussed in the literature.(92, 103, 142) For my participants, these
incidents related to their patient dying during or after the medical radiation
procedure, or encountering patients who were in the very final stages of life:
I had another girl come in, she was only a couple of years older than me.
She’d just had her large bowel taken out and we were doing a small bowel
study on her. She has type 1 diabetes but didn’t get diagnosed until later
and she’s got all these tears. She might die soon because she can’t keep
anything in, no food is staying in. So it was a bit emotional, a bit draining.
Dorothy, second interview
Caring for patients with cancer, particularly younger patients, was sometimes
distressing for my participants, especially where they were aware of the patient’s
poor prognosis:
I think when it's an older patient, it's not so bad because you know that
they've lived such a long life, their time has come. But when someone...I've
had cancer patients come in who were my age and that's just horrible. You
see them and it's like, "Gosh!” Dorothy, first interview
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My participants had considerable empathy for the patients with cancer in their
care, and several medical imaging graduates indicated that they found these
situations very upsetting. The radiation therapists in my study were somewhat less
confronted – although apparently no less moved emotionally - by such situations
than the medical imaging professionals. Perhaps this is unsurprising given that
virtually all of the radiation therapists’ work involves caring for people with cancer,
so it is their regular day-to-day expectation that some of their patients will be in the
end-stages of life. Radiation therapists did, however, articulate their sadness at
witnessing the progressive deterioration of some particular patient’s condition
throughout the course of treatment, or how their knowledge of a particular
patient’s poor prognosis could be upsetting:
Well, that could be every patient, every day. There's plenty that you have to
cope with. We deal with patients who are in pain, who are very ill, who are
in the last stages of their life, all the time…It can be hard to see… even just
randomly while we're on the treatment units, you'll have the treatment
sheet, and if you haven't met the patient and they're only a couple of years
older than you you'll be, "Oh, you're kidding". Automatically, there's an
understanding that it's so sad. Nancy, first interview
Similar distress resulting from understanding the reality of the patient’s condition,
and the likely outcome, has been reported among new medical professionals(310)
and highlights the tension between empathic care and protecting oneself
emotionally.

7.2.1.6 Section summary
Medical radiation science graduates experience considerable workplace adversity
as the result of their encounters with their patients or in fulfilling their practice
responsibilities. They experience challenges in managing the procedural aspects of
their work in an environment that can be chaotic, high pressure and emotionally
confronting. Witnessing their patients’ pain, particularly when it is exacerbated by
the medical radiation procedure, can be distressing. Encounters with noncompliant, rude or violent patients can leave new graduates feeling stressed,
threatened and guilty. Caring for children is commonly a source of anxiety for new
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graduates, who find such situations emotionally charged and, frequently, upsetting.
Reliving workplace adversity, such us hearing media reports about their patients
can cause a recurrence or heightening of the graduates’ distress. Involvement and
the fear of involvement in workplace accidents and errors represents a source of
stress and dread for medical radiation science graduates. They can be distressed
when confronted by mortality, such as encountering patients who are in the final
stages of life.

7.2.2 Workplace adversity: colleagues
Workplace adversity - colleagues
•Encountering incivility and incompetence
•Managing students in the workplace

Figure 7.4: Medical radiation science graduates’ experiences of workplace adversity relating to colleagues

While the diversity of workplace challenges directly relating to interactions and
incidents with colleagues was less than that relating to patients, my participants
identified many situations where they were confronted, frustrated, hurt or upset by
fellow employees. The primary sources of workplace adversity relating to
colleagues involved incivility and incompetence, and the supervision and
management of students.

7.2.2.1 Encountering incivility and incompetence
Medical radiation science graduates experience workplace adversity when their
colleagues are rude or uncivil. These situations were experienced as harsh because
my participants aimed to treat their colleagues with due professional regard and
respect, and were disappointed, perplexed and annoyed when this was not
reciprocated. Graduates felt strongly that incivility between colleagues was simply
unprofessional. Given that many of these same participants indicated that their
colleagues could be a source of support and strength during challenging times, it is
an intriguing notion that, simultaneously, they may also represent a source of
adversity. It may be that reconciling these conflicting perspectives could, itself, be
an adverse experience for new professionals.
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Most of my participants described their own experiences of incivility from their
colleagues as minor or transient stressors, although most indicated that they had
witnessed or heard of other graduates involved in situations with more serious
consequences:
It’s not been bad, not for me anyway. I think for other people, though, it
might have been pretty bad. There was another girl [at this organisation],
and she didn’t make it through her six months of probation. She didn’t get it
extended, she actually got fired. I think she felt she got nit-picked and
people were a bit colder to her, especially in some of the practices she went
to. I heard about it and I think that it would have been a difficult time for
her, and I think that would put me off being a radiographer, to be honest.
Dorothy, second interview
Inevitably, it was not possible to fully investigate such reports and it is likely that
there are elements of the situations of which my participants were unaware.
Nevertheless, the effect that these stories of incivility and bullying – even if they
were just urban legends – had upon the graduates was profound, shaping their
views of their own workplaces and the culture of the medical radiation science
profession. It is concerning that caring professionals may be less inclined to extend
care and compassion to the more vulnerable among their own colleagues. Further
exploration of the role of workplace incivility and horizontal violence in attrition
from the medical radiation science workforce would be intriguing.
Several graduates worked with rude or unpleasant colleagues, or experienced
incidents when colleagues were critical of others. They perceived these situations
as more challenging than encountering rude or unpleasant patients for two main
reasons. Firstly, patients come and go, and the medical radiation professional
spends a relatively short time with each, whereas work colleagues might be present
all day, every day:
Don't piss anyone off. You've got to work with these people, maybe every
day for years. You've got to get along with them. You've got to get along
with them if you want to stay working here. Trudy, first interview
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Secondly, responding to aggression and abuse from patients was perceived as less
complex than having to consider the political, hierarchical, social, cultural and
industrial factors that might be associated with responding to a fellow employee’s
behaviour or actions:
Well, I don't like confrontation, so I let her - if it was an innocent thing, I just
let her run with it. It's not my place to say "no" to her on every little thing. In
a way, she's more experienced than me so I feel like there's a hierarchy, and
you're still the bottom of the food chain. These were smaller things. Betty,
first interview
New graduates are in a more vulnerable position,(280) with less knowledge of the
resources available to them and what services and support are at their disposal to
manage workplace incivility. They have less established relationships and know less
of the way power is held and used in their workplaces. Simultaneously, many are
experiencing job insecurity and possess fewer marketable skills, so they may
perceive that they are less able to stand up for themselves to protect themselves
from horizontal violence.
Some graduates described challenging incidents where they had worked with
colleagues that they perceived as incompetent or lazy. This is an intriguing notion
that I could not identify in the transition literature – much has been written of the
perceived incompetence and laziness of new graduate professionals,(106, 117, 120, 146,
155, 313, 321)

but the challenges they experience when working with colleagues whom

the graduate perceives as incapable do not appear to have been widely examined.
Atyeo(59) identified that working with incompetent or lazy colleagues was a source
of stress for Australian radiation therapists - although his study did not specifically
examine the perspectives of new graduates, my participants’ views support his
findings. Graduates in my study described the internal conflict they experienced in
deciding whether to remain silent about their concerns regarding such colleagues
rather than accepting the potentially negative consequences of doing something:
She has ten years of experience but no initiative and won’t pull her weight
when she comes to work, and you can’t afford to do that when you’re on
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evening shift and there’s a lack of staff. It’s hard to get on with everyone
when you have all this pent up frustration because they’re not doing the
work and you can’t really say anything. You don’t want to create conflict,
and you don’t want her to be “oh, I’m being bullied”. But then you also feel
like you’ve got to say something because otherwise it will just boil over one
day… Susan, second interview
The new regulatory environment in which medical radiation science professionals
practice potentially adds to the challenging nature of these situations. As registered
professionals, graduates are now required to report situations where professional
colleagues are unfit to practice, including by virtue of incompetence, described as
“placing the public at risk of harm because of practice that constitutes a significant
departure from accepted professional standards”.(322) This places medical radiation
professionals, particularly vulnerable new graduates, in the tenuous position of
judging a colleagues’ competence and possibly exposing themselves to a variety of
negative consequences for the act of reporting.
Some participants experienced challenges in the workplace when interacting with
colleagues who refused to allow them to practice independently, interfering with or
overriding their professional decisions or treating them like a student, all examples
of workplace harassment and incivility(280, 323):
When some people try to modify how I work. I don’t mind suggesting new
ways or better ways, but some people actually want you to work in this way
and not in another way. Oliver, first interview
…she spoke to me in a really condescending manner when I asked a
question...that was really difficult because it just put me all the way back to
when I was a student again, and it made the rest of the nights dealing with
her quite difficult. I avoided her, I just didn’t want anything to do with
her...Susan, first interview
These behaviours from colleagues left my participants feeling disrespected and
demeaned, echoing findings among other graduate caring professionals.(155, 280, 323,
324)
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7.2.2.2 Managing students in the workplace
Medical radiation science professionals supervise student practitioners in the
clinical practice environment, sometimes leading to difficult challenges for new
graduates. Most of the participants in my study had been responsible for
supervising student professionals during their transition to practice and, while some
found this stimulating and enjoyable, a considerable proportion were challenged
and burdened by it:
It's good. I like it. I think it helps consolidate your own ability…When you're
teaching them things, you kind of realise what you have learnt and that you
can pass that on. Trudy, first interview
An emotional burden. You want them to do well, you want to create a good
environment for them, you understand what it was like to be a student.
Emma, first interview
...and I just can’t deal with the pressure that that places on me, having to
not only look after my work, but taking full responsibility for them as well.
It’s really quite....I was just not coping at all. It was really, really stressful,
and I didn’t know how to handle them. Susan, first interview
The capacity to supervise and mentor students in clinical practice has been a
required outcome from medical radiation science professional-entry
programmes(72, 73) for many years. Like other health professionals,(87, 137, 154, 283) it
may not be unusual for medical radiation science professionals to sometimes find
the supervision of beginning professionals to be challenging, adding to an already
substantial workload and, potentially, distracting from core responsibilities and
patient care. It is understandable that new graduates might experience supervision
of students as particularly challenging while they are also managing and
experiencing their own transition to professional practice.
Most of the graduates in my study had completed some brief instruction or learning
during their studies that related to peer-teaching or mentoring, but none felt that
this had been particularly helpful or meaningful – in fact, many were dismissive
about what they perceived as tokenistic learning. None of my participants felt that
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they had been adequately prepared with skills and knowledge in clinical supervision
and teaching:
You do this peer tutoring in the labs in the start of third year…you don't get
taught how to teach for those sessions. We had a small talk in one of our
lectures about what was to happen, and we were given the rundown sheet,
a list of questions to ask, a list of projections to go through, what exposures
would you use and this, that and the other, but apart from that there was
nothing. Nothing about how to teach, how to give feedback, conflict
resolution, nothing like that. And it's really traumatic to be a new graduate
trying to deal with students without that. Jane, first interview
No one teaches you how to supervise. No one. At the beginning when I was
trying to decide how to deal with students, I tried to think back to my
supervisors that I looked up to when I was training. But they have their own
methods, and when you try to put that into practice, it’s easy to just get lost.
Susan, second interview
Most of my participants tended to adopt the supervision approaches used by the
supervisors that they had personally found effective. While this was successful to a
greater or lesser extent, many of the graduates in my study experienced anxiety
and uncertainty about being ill-equipped and unskilled to supervise.
My participants were aware of, and readily accepted, their legal responsibility for
the actions of students under their supervision, but often remained wary:
…even fourth years, I know that they're competent at doing it but it's my
name going on the pictures so if they do something wrong, when a
radiologist or senior is looking through the pictures and they go, "Oh, this
isn't good enough", they don't blame the student, they blame you. Trudy,
first interview
It is understandable that new graduates who were working hard to prove their
independence, to create a positive impression, and to secure ongoing employment,
might feel hesitation or concern that the actions of students could reflect upon
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them. Some participants felt that the students were judging and evaluating their
performance or questioning their credibility:
I think it’s just that they knew that I was only six months out and maybe
saying, “Wow, you should know what you’re doing and why don’t you know
what you’re doing, you’ve been working for so long already. I hope I’m not
like you when I graduate”. Just like, “You shouldn’t be qualified”, things like
that. Susan, first interview
Medical radiation science graduates felt this particularly acutely when they knew
the student from their own time at university. Interestingly, all participants who
expressed this view also indicated that, while a student themselves, they had not
perceived the new graduates that they worked with in such a harsh or judgemental
way – in fact, they had respected and admired them. The graduates’ perception of
how students perceive them may, therefore, be inaccurate and symptomatic of
their own fragile sense of confidence.
While medical science graduates strongly desire feedback for their own
development, participants found it difficult to provide critical feedback to students,
and while they corrected students’ errors as part of their overall responsibility for
patient care and safety, some found it difficult to manage the emotional impact this
sometimes had on the students:
Sometimes it's a bit nerve wracking, because I'm like, "It's not quite right"
or, "It's not good because of this, this or this". Then you look into the
student's face and it's like, "Oh, man!" It's a bit hard being the bearer of bad
news and helping them to fix their pictures or whatever. Dorothy, first
interview
Graduates felt guilty and stressed at being perceived as unkind or mean-spirited in
providing what they believed was feedback that contributed to the students’
development.

7.2.2.3 Section summary
Colleagues represent a significant source of workplace adversity for medical
radiation science graduates and, while the range of challenges may be less diverse
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than those associated with patients, the impact can be substantial. Unlike patients
who come and go relatively quickly, graduates are required to encounter their
colleagues day after day. Managing sources of stress associated with colleagues’
behaviours - such as rudeness, incivility, laziness or incompetence - can be more
challenging because of the social, political, hierarchical, industrial and cultural
complexities involved. Medical radiation science graduates commonly find it
challenging to supervise learners during their own transition to professional
practice. While success in doing so is satisfying and confidence boosting, graduates
feel inadequately prepared for supervision.

7.2.3 Workplace adversity: starting out
Workplace adversity - starting out
•Finding employment
•Fitting in

Figure 7.5: Medical radiation science graduates’ experiences of workplace adversity relating to starting out

Some of the challenges that participants in my study experienced during their
transition to professional practice related to starting out in a new career. Graduates
identified that finding employment and fitting in to the workplace and profession
were sources of adversity related to starting out. These experiences were
compounded by their coincidental timing with managing the workload of final year
studies, lengthy clinical placements, high stakes competency assessments, finding
employment and other life responsibilities:
But I can still remember how stressful it was…How stressful fourth year was,
being on prac with all these people who are just like, “Oh, you can’t even do
it as well as I can, you’re no good”… The [final year research] project was so
stressful, it was just crazy…it really was a horrible year. And then, yeah, I
mean, you’re stuck in a place for thirteen weeks, I don’t know. And
everybody does judge you to evaluate you. Matilda, first interview
This stressor was only temporarily relieved in some instances as many new
graduates pursued further studies almost immediately, or were appointed on short
term contracts so continued to seek employment.
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7.2.3.1 Finding employment
Medical radiation science graduates experience significant stress and anxiety in
finding employment. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the process of applying for jobs was
challenging, competitive and stressful for many participants, echoing previous
findings for beginning health professionals.(22, 28, 325) My participants described being
fearful that they would not be selected, and this was made more acute for those
who were unsuccessful in their early applications:
I didn't know I had a job during that period, I think for a good month and a
bit we were up in the air and we hadn't heard anything about jobs at all. It
was awful. It was just that waiting period until they released the job ad, then
that will they give me an interview, maybe they won't, so there was that
pressure. Then waiting for your interview, doing your interview, so it felt like
long, drawn-out waiting period where it was so unknown, where you would
be. We were interviewing for other places, but we all really wanted here.
We didn't want to have to travel interstate and change our life completely.
It was a hard time, that period. I wouldn't wish that on anyone really. Betty,
first interview
Although all the graduates in my study were employed at the time of the
interviews, most were employed on short-term or temporary contracts. Like the
Australian graduate nurses in Parker et al.’s study,(30) feelings of job insecurity and
uncertainty were common among my participants, and the process of applying for
positions continued for most of the graduates in my study:
I don't have a [permanent] job yet, which is thoroughly disappointing. I think
I was expecting a job because I was here at this site for three months and at
the other [current organisation] site for three months, and I kind of got the
opinion that I was one of the favourites for the job, but then I just didn't get
anything. Kylie, first interview
Not having a permanent contract is definitely very stressful, and it makes us
different. There's less stability, and there's uncertainty. But I've now got
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three months, so if I don't have a job, there's a little bit of relief because I've
got a little bit of qualified experience. Nancy, first interview
A number of graduates had quickly identified during their transition that the
medical radiation profession was not, as it turned out, the career for them, or they
found the work repetitive and boring, or struggled to see where their career
pathway might be. Career and professional plateau and monotonous work were
three of the top five reasons identified for leaving the Australian nuclear medicine
profession,(58) although it should be noted that the associated study was not
restricted to recent graduates. For the participants in my study, the realisation that
they felt unsuited for a longer term career in medical radiation science was
sometimes a challenging situation because of the significant time and financial
investment they had made to their professional educational preparation, and some
were conflicted about pursuing something else at the cost of this investment:
…it’s difficult, because by the end of fourth year you know exactly what
you’re getting yourself into, so to have completed your four years of study
and to have resented it the entire time or seen it as it was not what you
want to do is a huge, huge problem. Emma, first interview
While a number of the participants in my study indicated that they gained great
satisfaction from their work as medical radiation science professionals, it is
concerning that, at such a very early stage of their careers, so many felt insecure in
their current jobs, uncertain about their employment security in the career more
generally, or had experienced some degree of disengagement and disinterest.
There appears to be potential for workforce attrition in the future, yet none of my
participants had engaged in specific activities or interventions from their workplace
or profession that attempted to address their concerns or to support them to
resolve their feelings.

7.2.3.2 Fitting in
Beginning medical radiation science professionals experience anxiety from fitting in.
Challenges associated with fitting in to the culture of the profession, the workplace
or the team were frequently identified by my participants. Fitting in was considered
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challenging in any situation, but graduates in my study felt this was much more
difficult when cliques existed or where there were colleagues who were
unwelcoming of new staff:
To integrate socially with all the cliques and groups of the qualified staff
members is a lot harder to do. We sit and have lunch together, the three
new grads here, because you're not in [with] some other group. Nancy, first
interview
In some respects this finding appears obvious, and it is supported by previous
nursing studies(24, 118): unwelcoming culture or behaviour presents difficulty for the
new team member in trying to fit in. Susan and Jane, female medical imaging
professionals, felt that they had experienced more difficulty fitting in or accessing
opportunity than their male colleagues as they perceived that their workplace
culture was inequitable:
But it is a boys’ club and I know that one particular supervisor will overlook
and not come down as harshly on the boys club as he would with other
female people, and that frustrates me. If you compare a male student who
gets on really well with them, and a female student who is brilliant, he will
make more opportunities for the guy, regardless. Susan, second interview
There appears to be no published evidence that explores this aspect of the medical
radiation science workplace culture. As a female dominated profession,(65, 326, 327) it
seems counterintuitive that ‘boys club’ might be the prevailing culture:
nevertheless, my own experience of the profession suggests that there may be
validity to Susan and Jane’s perspectives. Further exploration falls beyond my study,
although it may prove intriguing.
Many graduates had experienced at least one relocation to a new organisation or
site during their transition to professional practice, and some had experienced
several – Dorothy was employed as a relief staff member and was routinely
rostered through eight or more different sites. While it was acknowledged that
there might be some value in being exposed to different approaches and
environments, for the most part graduates felt that changing location – even once –
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presented challenges in fitting in, being new, understanding the culture and being
valued as a contributing, independent team member:
…because I just moved here [from other site], I'm considered here as a new
person now. I've really had two times of being new and adjusting, I really
have. They do things slightly different as well, so I've had to adjust to that.
It's the same protocols and everything, but the way they do things is slightly
different. Carla, first interview

It's very tiring, going from one place to another each week. It gets a bit
much sometimes, you just get run down a bit. Not being a part of the
permanent team, sometimes that's tricky too. You come and you feel like
you're just a guest, you're not there all the time, so you miss out on that
whole being part of a group. Dorothy, first interview
This finding aligns with those previously identified in other health professions.(24, 27,
30, 85, 94, 112, 158, 242, 277)

While, initially, graduates may perceive some value in gaining

broader experience in rotating to different locations throughout their transition to
professional practice, their feelings change when they experience the stress of
fitting in all over again, and the undermining of their confidence and sense of
competence, with each new rotation to a new location, new team and new culture.

7.2.3.3 Section summary
Starting out in their careers, while exciting, represents a source of adversity for
medical radiation science graduates, particularly as these feelings coincide with
managing the workload of final year studies, lengthy clinical placements,
competency assessments, finding employment and other life responsibilities.
Graduates are anxious to fit in to the culture of the profession, the workplace or the
team, and this can be substantially more challenging when they encounter
workplace cliques or where they struggle to gain a sense of belonging because of
their temporary employment.
Graduates in my study described a wide range of experiences of workplace
adversity relating to patients, to colleagues and to starting out in their new careers.
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This appreciation of the nature and diversity of workplace adversity supports
understanding of how new medical radiation science professionals experience
resilience to workplace adversity as a process of evolution. This process is
considered further in the remainder of this chapter.

7.3 The impact of workplace adversity

Figure 7.6: Resilience as evolution - Impact

With an appreciation of the nature and diversity of workplace adversity, it is
possible to consider how medical radiation science graduates manifest resilient
responses. As the initial stage of resilience as evolution (Figure 7.6), graduates
experience the impact of adversity.
Upon encountering or confronting an adverse event or situation, medical radiation
science graduates experience a range of feelings and effects. In many cases, their
initial feelings include shock, upset, horror or surprise.
My participants identified incidents where they encountered situations that they
had not anticipated or those which they had not expected would be challenging:
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She was told to get changed and...the change room is very close to the x-ray
console room. So she was told to get changed, and she actually opened the
curtain and exposed herself, and I was walking past. I really didn't like that
at all. She was also yelling and swearing...it was unexpected for me and very
confronting. Phil, first interview
It is to be expected, therefore, that many of the graduates in my study spoke of
being shocked, stunned or surprised upon encountering a particular challenging
event:
Just a sort of shock, really, it’s not something you see every day, but
obviously in a hospital it happens more often than anywhere else. So I
suppose just the shock of seeing something as confronting as that. Fred, first
interview
Participants spoke of being traumatised, upset, saddened and confronted in the
initial moments when they encountered challenging situations:
I felt a bit sad about it, got a bit teary eyes and stuff. Dorothy, first interview
…and then I was looking at her and then looking to the side where I just
expected the Help button to be. And it wasn't there and I was like, "Shit!
What am I going to do?"…So I was just sitting there, watching this patient
and thinking "Help, somebody!" Jane, first interview
Some graduates indicated that, when an event suddenly unfolded before them,
they momentarily froze or felt hesitant to step in and act, echoing experiences
previously described by new nurses(200):
I'd never seen anything like that before, and I had to take a step back. It was
a shock... Remy, first interview
In some situations, my participants felt anxious about their ability to cope or
described being overwhelmed:
I think paediatrics was a bit overwhelming. I think it is more the fact that
someone so young is suffering. Hugh, first interview
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Oh, the smell….I walked out of the room in the middle of it because I
couldn’t cope. It was sensory overload as well. It was day two at the
hospital, so hospital smell anyway is quite different especially in the ICU
wards because it is so sterile and so clean. Jane, second interview
While in many situations, the impact of workplace adversity involved transient
emotions, for some graduates, the initial impact of encountering particular
challenges has been significant. In relating their stories, often many months after
the event, some people were clearly still moved emotionally by what they had
witnessed. Some indicated that the particular event was something that they would
always remember, and a number had difficulty in articulating some of their initial
emotional responses even though significant time had passed.
Following the initial impact of workplace adversity, graduates typically moved into a
stage where they pulled themselves together and got on with the job at hand. This
energising phase of resilience as evolution is explored in the following section.
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7.4 Energising

Figure 7.7: Resilience as evolution - Energising

Following the initial impact of encountering a workplace challenge, medical
radiation science graduates employ strategies to energise themselves to engage in
action (Figure 7.7). This stage might be thought of as one where the individual pulls
themselves together after the initial shock or disruption, resembling the progress
from disorganisation to reintegration identified in Richardson et al.’s resiliency
model.(172) At this point, my participants had recovered themselves sufficiently to
recall and recognise that they had a professional role that must be enacted. By
controlling their emotions and focusing on action, graduates were able to motivate
and empower themselves to act. Processes that helped my participants to energise
included normalising, desensitising and seeking help from others. These properties
(Figure 7.8) are considered further in the remainder of this section.
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Figure 7.8: Properties of the category ‘Energising’

Pulling yourself together

7.4.1 Pulling yourself together

Conscious calming
Taking time

Figure 7.9: Property of Energising – ‘Pulling yourself together’

In energising themselves to act after the impact of workplace adversity, graduates
pull themselves together by deliberately calming themselves, physically and
emotionally (Figure 7.9). This was perceived by my participants as consciously
calming themselves as a means of focusing their thoughts and energy on the tasks
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ahead. This might involve deliberately thinking to themselves to calm down or to
relax, or it might be a simple physical strategy such as taking some deep breaths:
At first…it is stressful, but then you calm yourself down and just do one
thing at a time. Gail, first interview
Graduates emphasised that it was often important at this point to pause and think
about how to tackle the challenge before them. Sometimes this involved remaining
active in ways that were more practised or automatic, completing tasks that
required little thought, providing mental space and time to clear their minds of
distractions and to think through their plan of action. At other times, pulling
themselves together involved an actual pause in actions:
You have to stop for a moment and collect your thoughts. Remy, first
interview
We had a student just a few weeks ago who was good when she took the
time to stop and think, but often she would panic…I’d have to take her aside
and say, “Stop, think, take a moment. It’s alright. Take a moment, think
about what you’re going to do, and then go ahead and do it.” Emma, first
interview
While many participants spoke of the constancy and busy nature of their working
environments, several indicated that it was important to take the time needed to
think to determine the best course of action for the patient and to avoid errors. Gail
argued that she could only deal with one patient at a time, so there was little point
in rushing to save a few seconds if it meant a greater likelihood of making mistakes
that would require more time to correct than would have been saved:
If you try to rush through it, you often make mistakes and you have to
backtrack, fix whatever mistakes you’ve made and that takes longer. So it’s
better just to give it the time it needs and give the patient the time they
need, do things properly…I’ve realised this year that it’s less important to be
fast than it is to do things properly. You don’t really save time by rushing.
Gail, second interview
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When graduates pause (figuratively or literally) to pull themselves together after
the initial impact of adversity, they equip themselves with emotional resolve to
proceed. This conscious calming of oneself is, therefore, energising.

Recalling responsibility

7.4.2 Recalling responsibility

Doing what is right
Doing what I have
to

Figure 7.10: Property of Energising – ‘Recalling responsibility’

Energising after the impact of workplace adversity involves recalling responsibility
to do what is right as a professional and what they are employed to do (Figure
7.10). Medical radiation science graduates take their professional responsibilities
seriously, and this motivates them to act. After encountering the initial emotional
response to a challenging situation, my participants were able to spur themselves
into action by reminding themselves of their professional responsibilities, thereby
energising themselves to enact them. Graduates universally perceived that they
had a responsibility to their patients that maintained primacy, irrespective of their
own shock or upset:
It doesn't matter how serious it is, I can be "I've got a job to do". At the
same time, saying that doesn't mean that I don't feel anything. It does not
mean that at all. It's quite natural to feel something. But you can't let it
overrun your work. Hugh, first interview
My participants demonstrated acute awareness of their professional accountability
and responsibility, and a genuine commitment to patient-centred care. In
challenging situations involving patients, several of the graduates in my study
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indicated that one of their strategies for managing the incident was to consciously
remind themselves that they were there to do a job, that they were paid to fulfil
certain responsibilities, and that the role they played helped to progress the
patient’s care:
…you’re there to take their x-rays and get them through that chain where
they can get the treatment or help that they need. Remy, first interview
The motivation for these perspectives appears to be partly altruistic (this is what a
good professional would do), partly cultural (this is what my colleagues expect) and
partly legalistic (I might get sacked or deregistered if I do not). A sense of
responsibility enabled graduates in my study to focus on the needs of the patient
and the team as the challenging event unfolded, enabling them to act.
Accepting responsibility, whether for others, for some effort, or in a more general
sense, has been identified as a source of resilience in response to adversity.(188, 193)
People find it empowering to take responsibility,(172) albeit that there may be
associated obligations which could be perceived as burdensome. Medical radiation
science graduates in my study were both inspired and empowered by their
responsibilities.

Gaining control of emotions

7.4.3 Gaining control of emotions

Putting my feelings
to the side
Putting on my
game face

Figure 7.11: Property of Energising – ‘Gaining control of emotions’

To energise, graduates gain control of their emotions, putting their feelings aside
for the moment and assuming a controlled persona (Figure 7.11). Gaining control
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over their initial emotional responses to adversity is important to allow medical
radiation science graduates the freedom to act. As many of the examples of
workplace adversity described by my participants involved patient care situations, it
was common that they spoke of gaining control of their initial reactions and
emotions when they encountered something confronting, for the sake of their
patient. Exactly how this was achieved varied, and it was sometimes difficult for
the participants in my study to articulate their personal strategies. Many
participants spoke of consciously putting their own feelings to the side, achieving
this by focusing their attention on other thoughts or using deliberate thinking to
calm themselves. Some graduates spoke of adopting a specific persona or
deliberately masking their emotions in challenging situations:
There's been other stuff....gory or smelly stuff. You just put on a brave face,
a really brave face. Carla, first interview
This ‘face’ served primarily to conceal emotions from the patient and others. The
intention was not to be insincere or disingenuous, but to avoid frightening or
offending the patient, or risking that the patient might lose confidence in the
graduate’s capacity to provide care:
If the patient loses confidence in you, they will not comply with your
instructions and it will make them feel like they are not getting the best
treatment and attention. Oliver, second interview
Adopting a persona sometimes also served as a strategy to protect the graduate
from further emotional distress, in the sense that they assumed a role, rather like
an actor in a play. Deliberately adopting a calm and unperturbed persona allowed
some of the graduates in my study to manage how their emotions appeared to
others, providing them with a sense of control and of confidence that they could
manage the situation.
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Focusing on action

7.4.4 Focusing on action

Just doing what
needs to be done
Thinking clinically

Figure 7.12: Property of Energising –‘Focusing on action’

Energising involves focusing on action, where graduates narrow their attention to
the most immediate of their responsibilities as they strive to think objectively,
rather than emotionally, about the patient or the situation (Figure 7.12). By
focusing on action, or acting upon the most immediately necessary tasks, medical
radiation science graduates are able to summon the resolve and energy necessary
to fulfil their responsibilities in the face of adverse situations. Many of the
participants in my study identified that a key strategy for collecting themselves
after the initial impact of an event was to consciously put their emotional responses
temporarily to one side and to focus on the task at hand:
You can't completely detach because empathy makes you a better
practitioner, so you have to feel all that emotion but at the same time
you've got a job to do and you've got to do it as best as you can. So you've
got to try and put it all aside and really focus on what you need to be doing.
The doing part helps with that, you know you've taken this duty of care to
treat this patient as accurately as required, you've got a lot of other
pressures as well, and you've got to sort of oversee how you're feeling
emotionally. Hugh, first interview
In some ways, this strategy is the real essence of the energising stage of the
resilience process: when trouble struck, the graduates commonly tended to focus
on doing what was necessary to resolve the crisis in the moment, and to worry
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about the emotional fallout later. Graduates articulated this action-focus in
numerous ways. Some felt that focusing on their task responsibilities allowed them
to feel that they were contributing to the team goal or the patient’s care – a sense
of purpose and of doing something useful to fix the particular problem:
My job is to be able to do something practical and helpful for the patient,
being able to focus on what I can actually do to help the patient helps me to
manage the emotional part of it. Carla, second interview
Some graduates felt that focusing on action provided a distraction from emotionally
charged situations, allowing them to block out negative feelings by concentrating
on doing:
And I think my response to it is to just keep going. I need to distract myself
otherwise I'll think about it too much and I'll get upset. Dorothy, first
interview
Several graduates felt that focusing on their tasks was a way of not thinking about
anything, effectively blocking the immediate emotional aspects of the situation:
When things are really intense, I just concentrate on what I'm doing, don't
think of anything, block everything out. Susan, second interview
This notion is initially perplexing because, in fact, considerable thought is involved
in performing what are often complex, non-routine procedures. A clearer
interpretation is that task focus allows medical radiation science graduates to focus
their thoughts in a very particular way, which happens to be directed away from
thoughts about the patient or the situation that might be distressing or disturbing,
and towards fulfilling the immediately necessary procedures or tasks.
A focus on action has been identified as an important element of some people’s
resilient response to adversity.(171, 175, 194, 198, 230) In deliberately acting, an individual
may gain strength from believing that they have the capacity to influence the
situation, resonating with notions of self-efficacy, problem-solving and coping.(170,
194, 196, 230)

In explaining their deliberate focus on the task, some graduates in my

study indicated that concentrating on doing and acting enabled them to see the
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situation rationally rather than emotionally, perceiving the patient as a procedure
rather than as a person:
When things like that happen, I try not to think about the actual person, I
just think about what we’re doing. Not really think about them. I don’t know
them, so I focus on the job and what I’m here to do. I can help them best by
getting in there, getting the job done and getting them on their way. Violet,
first interview
Graduates rationalised this strategy as approaching the challenge objectively,
clinically or professionally rather than as dehumanising the patient in any way. That
the distinction between these perspectives is less than clear is, perhaps, a moot
point: the key notion is that by depersonalising the experience, participants in my
study were able to progress the immediate situation. Depersonalisation or
dehumanisation have been previously identified as strategies that health
professionals use to cope with challenging situations.(33, 310) There may be an
association between more general depersonalisation in practice and negative
effects of adversity such as emotional exhaustion and burnout,(35, 38) but little in the
literature considers depersonalisation as a specific, in-the-moment coping strategy
such as participants in my study described. My participants perceived that, in some
situations, depersonalisation positively supported them in managing the adversity
encountered, thereby contributing to their resilient adaptation – a finding that
aligns with those from Howard and Johnson’s (182) exploration of resilient Australian
teachers, who used depersonalisation to reconcile and reflect upon difficult
situations. Graduates in my study seemed to be both perfectly capable of, and
perfectly comfortable in, possessing the apparently contradictory perspectives of
sometimes rejecting the human or personal aspects of their practice, and of
genuinely embracing patient- and person-centred care. Their resilience during the
energising stage relied upon knowing when to adopt a task-focus to help them to
manage and adapt.
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Normalising and desensitising

7.4.5 Normalising and desensitising

Getting used to it
Practising your
practice

Figure 7.13: Property of Energising – ‘Normalising and desensitising’

Over time, repeated exposure to workplace adversity appears to enable medical
radiation science graduates to more readily energise in challenging situations as
they become used to adverse situations and they practice their responses (Figure
7.13). This may be partly because the unexpected becomes more familiar, and
partly because the graduates have the opportunity for reflection and growth
between exposures. My participants indicated that their ability to quickly energise
when confronting challenging situations involving patients was due, in part, to
normalising. Normalising adversity has been identified as a key resilience
process(168, 206) that allows people to make meaning of the challenges they face, to
gain perspective, and to understand and gain control of their reactions, and thereby
aid adaptation. All of the graduates in my study had engaged in considerable
periods of clinical placement during their professional education, providing
significant opportunity for them to practice their practice. In other words, this was
the opportunity to do things over and over again in different contexts and
environments, and to become used to things through repeated experience:
I think it's just being exposed to it more often. In that constant exposure, it
becomes normal, it's like normalising it. I've had lots of patients with broken
bones and they come in and they can't move, and you kind of just get used
to it. I don't like going to theatre and seeing people laying there like that.
That freaks me out a lot and I find it distressing at times…But the more and
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more I go through there, it's more normalised, you just find that's the way it
is there. Dorothy, first interview
In addition to building confidence and capability, graduates valued the opportunity
to repeatedly encounter a wide range of patients and their associated challenges
and situations. My participants frequently spoke of being confronted by a particular
event – for example, an unconscious patient prepared for surgery – but that the
sense of shock lessened upon subsequent encounters, often disappearing
altogether over time. Graduates attributed this lessening or deadening of the initial
impact to gaining practice and familiarity in managing the particular type of
situation – practising their practice – and to normalising some of the shocking
aspects:
It gets easier over time...desensitisation. Seeing it repeatedly, it's not as
confronting anymore, you're a bit more used to it. It's still sad, but you know
more, you know about the outcome and that eventually it'll be okay, you
just have to get through it. Betty, first interview
While normalising and desensitising might occur unconsciously as the result of
normal experience, some graduates had deliberately and strategically sought
repeated exposure to particular situations in order to build their ability to normalise
what they witnessed. Several participants in my study suggested that they could no
longer be surprised by what they see, because they so regularly witnessed
situations that might commonly be considered as anything but normal.
Being desensitised, I guess. I’ve seen it or similar things enough times, and
each time it gets a bit easier. It definitely gets easier each time. After you’ve
been to places like [major trauma hospitals] you’ve seen enough things that
you can’t get shocked. I feel like I’ve seen it all, from horrific injuries to
things stuck up passages that they should never have been stuck up. You
don’t get used to seeing it, but it’s not shocking anymore. Jane, second
interview
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Hugh was able to articulate the changes and differences he experienced between
the first and subsequent encounters with particularly confronting situations, using
his experience with a paediatric patient as an example:
Seeing him struggle and being forcefully put to sleep, that's what got to me.
But next time around, after taking it all in, I understood why he needs to be
put to sleep and why it would be more detrimental to him if he was awake,
and I know he's going to struggle because it's the body's natural reaction to
try and fight something like that, especially something that you don't know
what it is and you don't want it, your body just wants to fight it. So the
difference was that I started really looking at things logically and why they
were occurring and why it's okay for it to be occurring. That's what started
to change my mind about how I thought about things, and I just focused
more clinically on why this is important. Initially it was emotion driving it,
then it became more rational. It was also the first time that I was just
observing, so there was no need for me to think clinically, I wasn't thinking
clinically. Even though I was following steps in my mind, I wasn't doing
them. I wasn't occupied. All that was left to think about was looking at this
poor little kid struggling. Hugh, first interview
Hugh’s explanation resembles descriptions provided by Lamdin’s(310) medical
student study participants when they spoke of their experiences of dissecting
human cadavers in their anatomy studies. These students were able to overcome
their initial apprehension by adopting what they described as a clinical view,
considering the bodies as things rather than as people, and considering the
anatomy laboratory just like any other working environment. Reflection between
repeat exposures may also contribute. I echo Lamdin’s view that it is unimportant
whether the progress my graduates experienced from reacting with shock to being
unperturbed represents desensitisation or normalisation. The key point is that with
time and experience, medical radiation graduates are more at ease and less
disrupted by subsequent encounters with particular adverse situations.
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Seeking help

7.4.6 Seeking help

Asking for what
you need
Seeking
reassurance

Figure 7.14: Property of Energising –‘Seeking help’

Asking for help involves deliberately seeking resources and assurance (Figure 7.14),
and it represents a critical strategy for medical radiation science graduates to
energise and act. In doing so, they receive support and assistance for their actions
and, additionally, gain a sense of taking charge and being proactive. It was apparent
that my participants perceive no challenge to their independence and capability by
seeking the help of colleagues.
It has been suggested(16) that new graduates rely heavily on the help and advice of
others to fulfil their work responsibilities: this was not reflected in my study as my
participants expressed a strong sense of independent action and responsibility. To
suggest that their reliance on others was ‘heavy’ is unwarranted. All participants in
my study identified that seeking help was vital for them to manage some of the
challenges they faced in the workplace, particularly when they were preparing
themselves to act to resolve problems, reflecting findings from other resilience
studies.(194, 198, 201, 221) In this sense, help-seeking is a proactive strategy that
contributes to resilient response by facilitating the acquisition of the resources
necessary to resolve the challenging situation and eliminate the source of adversity.
While help-seeking was not always necessary, the participants in my study
perceived that asking questions when required was a professional strength, one to
be admired and encouraged:
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Asking lots of questions, I think, is key. That shows that you're willing to
learn. Carla, first interview
Sometimes the assistance they sought was material support, such as help to
physically move a patient or piece of equipment, or technical information about a
particular procedure. Mostly, though, graduates sought moral support as a strategy
to pull themselves together and act, echoing Howard and Johnson’s(182) finding that
resilient teachers in their study drew strength from turning to colleagues to share
experiences and to boost morale. Commonly, graduates in my study explained that
they would outline to a trusted colleague how they planned to tackle the situation,
less to seek advice as to be reassured by their colleague’s affirmation for their plan
of action or their ability to enact it:
Most of the time, even when I ask the right people, I have an idea of how
I’m going to do something and it’s really just to check and make sure that
I’ve thought of everything. In a lot of cases, I’m not really seeking an answer,
I’m seeking reassurance about what I already think. Dorothy, second
interview
The notion that graduates seek help as confirmation of their own reflective thinking
is intriguing. It might be a useful future investigation to examine how the structure
of the work team influences help-seeking and reflective thinking, and to establish
what – if any – relationship exists. My participants indicated that they consciously
posed questions to themselves in preparing for action, actively reflecting on their
existing knowledge and past experience to determine a course of action for the
current situation. Interestingly, very few participants identified this as reflective
thinking, which is recognised as fostering or underpinning resilient responses to
adversity.(39, 193, 199, 215, 324) The scope of my study precludes examination of the
subtle differences between reflection at different stages – reflection before
action,(328) reflection in action,(329) reflection after action,(329)reflection about
action(330) – except to acknowledge that, for participants in my study, reflective
thinking was useful at various points in supporting their resilient responses to
workplace adversity. During the energising phase, graduates employed reflective
thinking to plan for action, and used help-seeking to confirm and affirm their plans.
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7.4.7 Section summary
Following the initial impact of workplace adversity, graduates typically moved into a
stage where they pulled themselves together and got on with the job at hand. This
energising phase of resilience as evolution involved a number of processes
including recalling their responsibility, gaining control of their emotions, adopting
an action-focus, becoming used to challenging situations, and seeking help. In the
following section, I consider the next stage of resilience as evolution, where medical
radiation science graduates persevere and persist through adversity.

7.5 Maintaining momentum

Figure 7.15: Resilience as evolution – Maintaining momentum

After experiencing the initial impact of event and energising themselves to act,
medical radiation science graduates maintain momentum as they respond
resiliently to adversity (Figure 7.15). This stage might be thought of as one where
the graduate has pulled themselves together after the initial shock or disruption,
and now perseveres and sees through the immediate task or situation. In this
sense, momentum relates to both the progression of the procedure or interaction
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towards a conclusion, and to the graduate’s perseverance to complete the task at
hand:
I guess the main thing for me is to just get in there, get it done, then once
it’s done it’s over and I can forget about it. Violet, first interview
My participants indicated that their primary focus during this stage was on
persisting and pushing through the situation, doing what needed to be done to
counter the immediate challenge or fulfil their immediate responsibilities:
I just go in there and get the job done and pretty much get out. Dorothy,
second interview
As most of the challenges described by my participants involved situations involving
patient procedures, it is unsurprising that the resilience strategies they described to
maintain momentum mostly focused on action, on getting things done, and on
resolving the immediacies of the event by making decisions and solving problems.
This reflects, once again, the seriousness with which medical radiation science
graduates accept their professional obligations. Graduates employ distancing to
protect themselves from the emotional effects of the situation, facilitating
persistence and allowing them to act to progress the situation.
Like other caring professionals,(170, 190, 195, 196, 200) the graduates in my study
demonstrated a strong commitment and desire to persevere when things became
challenging. They had multiple motivations for this perseverance, including feeling a
sense of purpose about what they do, feeling a desire to help or do the right thing
by their patients, having faith that things would turn out positively, or gaining
satisfaction from helping others. The notion that resilient adaptation to challenges
is supported by a sense of purpose has been well-established by other studies,(39,
175, 182, 188, 190, 198, 200)

and believing that there is a higher purpose, bigger picture, or

broader goal seems to be a source of strength for medical radiation science
graduates during the immediacy of a challenging situation, and afterward.
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This category has properties depicted in Figure 7.16 and each is considered further
in the remainder of this section.

Solving
problems

Maintaining
momentum

Distancing

Making
decisions

Recalling
purpose
and realism

Figure 7.16: Properties of the category ‘Maintaining momentum’

Solving problems

7.5.1 Solving problems

Asking questions
Solving problems
for yourself

Figure 7.17: Property of Maintaining Momentum –‘Solving problems’

Solving problems removes the obstacles in medical radiation science graduates’
pathways to bringing adverse situations to a conclusion. Solving problems is an
important aspect of maintaining momentum as graduates work their way through
particular situations, asking questions and identifying their own solutions (Figure
7.17). In doing so, they rely upon their own knowledge and experience to identify
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solutions and to act to progress the immediate situation towards resolution, and
they actively seek the advice of trusted colleagues. My participants indicated a
willingness to ask questions of others in order to solve problems, predominantly to
resolve technical or procedural uncertainties:
Well, there's learning all the particular little processes or workflows or
whatever. I ask lots of questions when I'm not sure because I like to make
sure I'm doing it right the first time, so I ask before I go ahead, "Is this the
way you guys do it here?" If I'm ever confused, I'll just go, "Guys, what's
happening here?" I'm pretty comfortable with the team. Carla, first
interview
Most felt comfortable to seek advice from their colleagues to solve problems,
although a number of graduates were careful in choosing which colleagues they
would ask or, perhaps more tellingly, whom they would not ask:
…you learn to pick and choose. No matter what anyone says, not every
radiographer out there is good or maybe even good enough. If someone
good isn’t around, you do stress out if something comes up, but you just
have to do the best that you can. Dorothy, second interview
This suggests that, even as new practitioners, medical radiation science
professionals are savvy about recognising the sources of expertise around them, as
well as which colleagues are approachable. Even with limited experience, graduates
consider that they can differentiate between colleagues who can add value to their
practice and those who cannot.
Relying upon others to assist in solving problems, when the assistance was (or
should have been) unnecessary, was perceived as laziness or incompetence by my
participants. In their second interviews, Jane and Matilda identified that,
approximately six months after commencing employment, they had recognised that
they had adopted a somewhat passive approach to the challenges they
encountered, asking questions that were really unnecessary and creating a
perception among some of their colleagues that they were incapable or dependent:
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Whereas when stuff used to happen, I’d go to just one person, a senior
person, but then I was getting the feeling that I was a bit stupid for doing
that, and I should be able to figure it out for myself. So I decided that it was
time to start trying to do stuff for myself, figure it out for myself. Matilda,
second interview
Both graduates described themselves as confident in their ability and knowledge,
yet they continued to rely on others to solve problems. Jane explained that this was
partly because of habits she had developed as a student which she had continued in
her postgraduate practice:
So I think definitely for the first three months, you're still very much like a
student mentality. You've just spent another three months the year before
on prac, and it was with the same people for me for my job as for my prac,
so you're still looking up to the same people, "Is my outlet shoulder x-ray
okay? It doesn't look very good, I don't think I can get it better though. What
do you think?" Even though I knew it was perfectly fine, I just wanted to be
babied and have someone else say it. Jane, first interview
That both Jane and Matilda described herself as confident, yet clearly continued to
seek assurance and affirmation unnecessarily is perplexing. Perhaps these
participants continued to harbour insecurities and uncertainties that they were
unwilling to admit during my interviews with them, which is not unanticipated as I
was previously a stranger to both of these graduates. In each case, the graduate
realised the need to modify her behaviour after sensing that some colleagues held
her in low esteem. In each case, the graduate actively focused on changing these
perceptions by continually and deliberately reminding herself of her strong
knowledge, and choosing to solve problems without seeking unnecessary
assistance. In this way, Jane and Matilda persisted and progressed through the
challenging situations encountered by focusing on what each knew to be true - that
she was competent to solve the problem - in spite of wavering confidence in the
moment.
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Problem-solving supports resilient adaptation to adversity,(165, 182, 193, 194, 198, 221, 224)
perhaps because people gain strength and a sense of self-efficacy, agency or control
from being actively involved in determining and enacting a resolution (or partial
resolution) to the challenge encountered. More pragmatically, it may be that by
solving problems and progressing a resolution, the challenging situation lessens or
ceases, eliminating the source of stress.(230) In solving problems, medical radiation
science graduates also relied on other processes, such as reflection and helpseeking, exemplifying the non-linear and dynamic nature of the resilience processes
demonstrated by participants in my study.

Making decisions

7.5.2 Making decisions

Thinking quickly
Deciding for
yourself

Figure 7.18: Property of Maintaining Momentum –‘Making decisions’

In order to get things done and maintain the momentum in managing challenging
situations, medical radiation science graduates make decisions that require them to
think quickly and that reinforce their sense of independence in ‘owning’ the
decision (Figure 7.18). Often the decisions are simple to make, sometimes they are
extremely complex. In many of the adverse situations related by graduates in my
study, decisions needed to be made quickly, sometimes in environments where it
was difficult to concentrate and think clearly:
Previously, I could call on someone else to help me solve a problem or make
a decision, whereas now I have a lot of responsibility in that area. It feels
good in a way, but sometimes it can be stressful. If I’m not used to quickly
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thinking on my feet in this particular situation…I’m getting better at it with
more experience. Wilma, first interview
This could be both exhilarating and frightening for the graduate involved.
Frequently, it was only upon reflection after the event that the graduate was able
to recognise the height or intensity of these emotions, and participants commonly
indicated that they were exhausted and emotionally drained in the aftermath of
these situations. Tasks that involve high emotional demands have been
demonstrated to deplete health professional’s resources, leading to exhaustion.(331,
332)

Many of the participants in my study indicated that making decisions – and being
responsible for them – was a key aspect that differentiated their postgraduate
practice from that as a student:
As a student, you didn’t have to make that decision really, or you might say
what you’d do but ultimately the supervisor would decide whether to do
what you thought or do something else. Now it’s me who says yes or no.
Gail, second interview
Acknowledging their new legal responsibilities and employment obligations
empowered graduates to make decisions and reassured them of their competence
and capacity to do so. The opportunity to make decisions was valued by graduates:
while none indicated recklessness in decision-making, there was a sense that
making and enacting decisions in the face of uncertainty was an interesting,
satisfying, sometimes empowering aspect of their practice:
I find it very fulfilling that it's what I've been training for, and I finally get to
do it for real. And making the decisions as well, I like the autonomy. Phil,
first interview
I have previously noted that a culture and environment of collegial support is
important in supporting new graduates’ transition to professional practice in the
broader sense: collegiality has been identified as important in fostering resilience
processes in caring professionals.(39, 181) An environment of collegial support and
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understanding provided my participants with a sense of safety that facilitated their
confidence to make decisions, particularly in high pressure situations:
The main thing is the support that you get from your colleagues and your
supervisors. Your colleagues might say, “I would have done the exact same
thing”. They give you their opinion, even if it’s a bit different than yours, it
gives you something to think about, something to use when you make your
own decision. Fred, second interview
The role of support as a critical environmental condition that influences resilience
through evolution is further examined later in this chapter.

Recalling purpose and realism

7.5.3 Recalling purpose and realism

Making a
difference
Doing the best you
can
Doing the right
thing

Figure 7.19: Property of Maintaining Momentum –‘Recalling purpose and realism’

Medical radiation science graduates rely on their sense of purpose to persist
towards resolving challenging situations, relying upon their sense of making a
difference, doing a good job, and doing what is right (Figure 7.19). Possessing a
sense of purpose has been demonstrated as underpinning resilient responses.(39, 193,
225)

Feeling that there was a purpose for their work, that they were acting to fulfil

some goal that transcended their own personal needs or fears, allowed the
graduates in my study to persist and persevere. In particularly stressful situations,
graduates often maintained their momentum during the moment in encounters
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with workplace adversity by consciously recalling the specific purpose of the task or
procedure they were undertaking, their broader role in their patient’s care, or their
philosophical commitment to helping and caring for others. Graduates who
encountered non-compliant or unpleasant patients, and those who recounted
situations where the patient was experiencing considerable pain, distress or fear,
reminded themselves that their aim was to help the patient:
…you just learn to deal with it, you know that they're sick, you know that
you're there trying to do the best that you can for them. Trying to help
them. Jane, first interview
Recalling this purpose helped medical radiation graduates to manage the conflicting
emotions they experienced at these times. Some graduates were acutely aware
that, occasionally, the procedures associated with their practice caused discomfort
or anxiety to the people in their care. In turn, performing these procedures
sometimes caused graduates to feel uncomfortable, mean or guilty for breaching
what they perceived as their responsibility to protect and care for their patients, a
situation that has been previously identified as distressing for caring
professionals.(118, 180) Participants in my study were able to rationalise their feelings
about this by focusing on what they perceived as the greater good for their patient:
When I’m doing a procedure that’s going to cause the patient discomfort, I
find that quite difficult, because there’s only so many times you can say,
“It’s alright, we’ll be as quick as we can”. Sometimes you wonder what they
think. If someone was saying that to me over and over, I’d be, “Oh, I know
but it’s still hurting”…Just talking to them and seeing what you can do,
explaining that these x-rays will help the doctors to diagnose whatever’s
going on or to improve their situation, give them medication or whatever.
Gail, second interview
By focusing on the reason for their practice, and the greater good of the patient in
their care, graduates were able to persist when they felt emotionally torn. Similarly,
some participants spoke of situations where they had refused to continue caring for
patients who had behaved aggressively or abusively. Graduates were able to
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reconcile their internal conflict in these situations by recalling that, sometimes,
some people may simply not want the help they were trying to provide:
And she just didn’t want anything to do with me, so it’s really a case of
learning that you just can’t help everybody if they don’t want it. If they don’t
want the service, then it really is their choice. It’s their body, it’s up to
them…That’s all you really can do. You’re not going to be able to help every
single person who walks through those doors. Emma, first interview
Graduates were not blasé about these situations, and most had found that the
patients they could not help became a rich source for their reflections.
Doing things for their patients’ good went hand-in-hand with doing all that was
reasonably possible as motivation for graduates to persist when situations were
challenging. When their patients were particularly difficult, or their condition was
grave, my participants pushed through the situation by actively focusing on doing
all that could for their patient:
You did the best you can for the patient, you've done everything you could
be asked to do so, for me, you've got to make it a positive. Kylie, first
interview
This determination was tempered with recognition of their own scope of practice
and that of others in their workplace, suggesting that graduates’ resilience involves
being realistic yet positive. Previous studies have identified that realism and a
realistic world-view are important for supporting resilient responses to
adversity,(165, 170, 198) possibly because people who possess realistic expectations for
what they can legitimately achieve are more likely to feel successful and avoid
being overwhelmed by the scale of their task. While some graduates in my study
expressed sympathy or empathy at the poor prognoses for some of the patients in
their care, there was a sense of realism that they, personally, could only do what
was within the bounds of their roles:
I'm here to provide a service, I take their x-rays or whatever, and then I
guess that's my job done. It's not that I've stopped caring, but I know what
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my place is and ultimately I can't help in any other way. You have your job,
you do your job well, you do all you can do, but it's not your place to be
their friend or their emotional support. Remy, first interview
Such realism should not be mistaken for defeatism, and these graduates indicated
that they were committed to enacting their responsibilities to the best of their
ability. Their motivation seemed to be multi-faceted. Partly, the desire to ‘do all I
can’ appeared to be prompted by altruistic motives – put simply, because it was the
right thing to do:
But I keep in the front of my mind that the important one in this circle is the
patient. Not me, not my senior, not my colleagues – the patient. He or she
has to be treated right and properly. Oliver, second interview
There was also an aspect that doing all that they could for the patient was an
element of excellence in patient care that would make the right impression with
colleagues and, importantly, for ongoing employment and career advancement:
You still take it personally…you want to do the right thing. You want to try
and impress him because he’s a good boss. Susan, second interview
There could be a degree of self-interest involved - nevertheless, whatever the
motivating factors, a sense of purpose allows medical radiation science graduates
to continue acting to bring challenging situations to a conclusion.
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Distancing

7.5.4 Distancing

Keeping my
distance
Not taking it
personally

Figure 7.20: Property of Maintaining Momentum –‘Distancing’

With dimensions relating to keeping their distance and not taking things personally
(Figure 7.20), emotional distance allows medical radiation science graduates to
persist and fulfil their task responsibilities in the face of workplace adversity. In
addition to maintaining the task-focus that initially energised them to act, my
participants employed strategies to distance themselves in order to maintain
momentum, to keep going, and to move through challenging situations, aligning
with the emotional detachment that supports other health professionals to persist
in their care tasks.(180) Distancing oneself emotionally has been previously identified
as a strategy by which people cope with adversity.(166, 182, 217, 230) By predominantly
limiting their communication with the patient to general small talk and specific
instructions or requests, medical radiation science graduates felt that they could
effectively progress the procedure at hand and avoid being affected personally by
the situation:
Obviously I’m talking to them, and I want to treat them compassionately,
but I try not to really engage with them emotionally....because with other
patients I always try to ask them about their injury because I’m generally
curious, light-hearted banter about general things. I never ask personal
questions about their family or...just the weather or pertaining to their
injury or...I keep everything to do with what I need them to do, and that’s it.
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For my own sake as well as the patient’s.....because, obviously, I have a lot
to deal with as well. Susan, first interview
While none had specifically been told to do so, most of my participants had learned
through practice and experience to consciously limit their engagement with their
patients in order to distance themselves from stressful situations. Graduates
consciously reminded themselves to not take personally the things that were said
and done by patients in situations of high intensity. Doing so enabled them to
engage effectively in the task while distancing themselves from the negative
emotional effects:
…so you have to get on with it as quickly as you can and deal with the fact
that they’re not happy. You have to realise it’s not personal, they’re just in
so much pain or frightened or so much stuff is going on. It’s understandable.
Gail, second interview
Graduates also used this strategy when the examples of workplace adversity they
cited involved inappropriate behaviour from colleagues:
There were instances when I'd get brushed off…stuff like that, but I don't
take that to heart. I can't stress over how people react towards me.
Whether you like me or not, I can't control that. Hugh, first interview
That doesn't mean it’s right that they get angry and annoyed, get a bit
grumpy, because they shouldn't do that because it's not our fault that things
are going wrong. But the fact is, sometimes they do go wrong, and you have
to remember that they're in quite a high pressure situation...so sometimes
you just have to accept it and not take it personally. Gail, first interview
My participants showed a remarkable capacity to forgive the rudeness and
discourtesy of patients and colleagues when they appreciated the situation to be
highly stressful. Strategies that allowed them to achieve emotional distance
enabled them to persevere rather than to suffer personal offence.
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7.5.5 Section summary
Following the initial impact of workplace adversity and having pulled themselves
together, graduates typically moved into a stage where their focus was persisting
and persevering through the immediate task or situation. In this phase of resilience
as evolution, they maintained momentum through a number of processes including
problem-solving, making decisions, recalling a sense of purpose, being realistic and
distancing themselves emotionally. In the following section, I consider the next
stage of resilience as evolution, where medical radiation science graduates employ
strategies to rebalance and restore equilibrium.

7.6 Achieving equilibrium

Figure 7.21: Resilience as evolution – Achieving equilibrium

After experiencing the initial impact of an event, energising themselves to act, and
maintaining momentum to push through the immediate situation, medical
radiation science graduates experience a stage where they rebalance themselves
(Figure 7.21). This stage might be thought of as one where the graduate works to
regain emotional and physical equilibrium. When my participants recalled
encounters with workplace adversity in situations of emergency or high pressure,
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they often described a clear distinction between the ‘doing’ phase, where they
maintained momentum, and the period immediately after when the emotional and
physical fallout struck them:
So I was so focused on getting the job done that it probably wasn't until
afterwards that I went, "Hmmm, that wasn't nice". Betty, first interview
Where situations were less intense or urgent, graduates felt that there was less
distinction between doing and feeling as they had greater capacity to be aware of,
reflect upon and manage their feelings during the event. This is an example of the
point that I have previously emphasised: that manifesting resilience is a non-linear
process, and that medical radiation science graduates may move back and forth
between the phases as their experience of adversity unfolds. My participants
described achieving equilibrium during and, commonly, shortly after encountering
challenging situations:
I got the nurses, acted calmly, called the code, and then at the end, I was
okay right then. But then it sort of hit me afterwards, what a shock it was.
Alice, first interview
This phase of resilience in encountering workplace adversity predominantly
involved employing strategies, including humour, distancing, keeping perspective
and talking with others, whereby graduates restored themselves after the impact of
the physical and emotional stressors they encountered. This category has
properties depicted in Figure 7.22 and each is considered further in the remainder
of this section.
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Figure 7.22: Properties of the category ‘Achieving equilibrium’

Talking about things

7.6.1 Talking about things

Talking things
through
Talking about how
I feel
Helping me learn

Figure 7.23: Property of Achieving Equilibrium – ‘Talking about things’

To achieve equilibrium, graduates relied on talking about things as a strategy to
examine and reflect on events, feelings and learning (Figure 7.23). Talking about
one’s experiences may assist with reflection, understanding and reconciliation.(217,
230)

Medical radiation science graduates often talk about things with others as a way

of analysing and deconstructing their stressful experiences in order to make
meaning of and learn from them, and to regain peace of mind.
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My participants achieved equilibrium by talking about challenging situations with
their colleagues:
I’ve always talked about these issues, these confronting situations with
somebody, whether it’s with my colleagues...actually, most of the time, if
something does happen now, the first people I turn to are my work
colleagues. Whoever’s around, whoever, the senior technologist, everyone’s
senior to me right now so it doesn’t matter who. They’ve all got years of
experience. Emma, first interview
There were four types of discussions with colleagues that served differently to
preserve the graduates’ emotional wellbeing. These discussions revolved around
technical performance improvement, venting, comfort and reflection. Most
commonly, graduates spoke with colleagues to identify how they could have
approached the procedure differently or better:
And also, from a learning perspective, if it was particularly difficult to get the
images on that patient because of whatever condition they had, you talk
about what you could do for future reference, if you got another case like
that. Susan, first interview
In a sense, this was an extension of their task-focus, and allowed them to distract
themselves and to regain calm, and to seek positive learning from what might be an
otherwise negative situation. These discussions were perceived as safe. Graduates
used discussions of this kind to learn and develop, to settle themselves, and to
reconnect with others in a human sense, without having to risk exposing their
emotional selves.
Graduates used more superficial exchanges with colleagues to vent and discharge
some of the emotional intensity from the situation, a resilience strategy reported as
useful for other caring professionals.(111, 215, 221) For the graduates in my study, these
exchanges were not necessarily deep or profound, and might be as simple as saying
something like ‘Thank goodness that’s over’:
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We can't just say, "look, you rude...." You want to, some days. You might say
stuff to each other like, "That was awful". Carla, first interview
These discussions allowed graduates to ‘blow off steam’, relieve some emotional
pressure and calm themselves. After experiencing workplace adversity, graduates
valued opportunities to receive words of comfort and affirmation from colleagues,
and to hear of their similar experiences. Hearing a colleague speak of their own
experiences of adversity provided reassurance to my participants that they, too,
could get through the challenge at hand:
I turn to the staff members and say, "How did you deal with this?" and they
tell you their story. I think that helps because you realise you're not the only
one that it's happened to, it happens all the time. Kylie, first interview
Commonly, my participants viewed these types of discussions as opportunities to
remind themselves that others had found a way to prevail in similar circumstances,
helping them to gain or retain hope and a sense that all would turn out to be okay.
Some graduates indicated that, while they found this reassurance valuable, it would
be more helpful if colleagues shared the strategies that they had enacted to regain
equilibrium, so that the graduate could learn something immediately useful for
support:
They're like, "Well, I've been through this or that". But they don't really tell
you how they dealt with it or anything like that, it's more like "Oh, I've been
through that too. Move on". Dorothy, first interview
Medical radiation science professionals readily and willingly shared with my
participants their technical and procedural knowledge and advice, demonstrating
and teaching the skills necessary for practice, yet there was reluctance or difficulty
in similar sharing of the skills and strategies associated with coping and self-care.
While my participants appreciated the support for their care for patients, there was
a strong desire for advice that might help them to better care for themselves, albeit
that they acknowledged such discussions may be difficult or awkward.
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A small number of participants in my study shared deeper discussions with
colleagues, where they reflected on the emotional impact of the event, but this
tended to occur only with selected colleagues who were considered as trusted:
It depends on the case and how it affected me. If it affected me really badly,
I guess I would talk about it with certain people that I trust, and it’s useful
for other people to share their experiences, because everyone has a story
like that...and that helps if you see how they got through it, you can take
some of their advice. Susan, first interview
Several authors note that resilience is fostered when a person has access to one (or
some) supportive, trusted people.(193, 194, 203, 205, 213, 225) Grotberg,(194) in particular,
emphasised that trusted others underpin resilience by providing help, guidance and
support for people who are learning to respond adaptively. While this was true for
graduates in my study, the participants who had identified trusted others in their
workplace with whom they could reveal themselves emotionally were few - most
graduates indicated that they would be very unlikely to engage in deeper, more
reflective discussions, partly because this is not something that medical radiation
science professionals in their workplace would normally do and so they would feel
uncomfortable:
Sometimes I do talk to my colleagues, but not as often, because your
colleagues are kind of....everyone's kind of different, they kind of expect you
just to forget about it and move on...It's just not knowing how they dealt
with it or how they got over it, those are the sorts of questions that you
don't really ask a colleague because it's pushing on a bit too personal. You
don't want to pry into their life. I mean, I probably could ask those questions
and they'd be pretty honest with me, but you don't really want to ask them.
We just don't really do that in radiography, you avoid getting too deep with
people. Dorothy, first interview
In the absence of published literature specific to the medical radiation sciences, it is
intriguing to speculate about this apparent culture of reticence. Perhaps it is a
unique feature of the medical radiation sciences, perhaps it is simply a
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misperception of the graduates in my study who had not yet had time to develop
the deeper relationships that might support deeper sharing with their colleagues.
Reluctance on the graduates’ part to engage in discussions about their emotional
responses to challenging situations was also motivated partly by concerns that they
might be perceived as weak or incapable:
Depends what it was, I guess, maybe talk to someone first, or if I didn’t want
to do that, yeah, I’d probably go to [particular senior radiographer] or, I
don’t know, just talk to other people about it and see what they thought. It
depends on how bad the situation is, I don't want to create a perception
that I can't cope. Matilda, first interview
Given that most of the participants in my study had little certainty of continuing
employment, it is not surprising that they were hesitant to place themselves in an
even more vulnerable position.

Humour

7.6.2 Humour

Having a laugh
Feeling awkward

Figure 7.24: Property of Achieving Equilibrium – ‘Humour’

Resilient responses by medical radiation science graduates frequently involve
humour. These humorous responses are mostly uplifting, although occasionally
discomforting (Figure 7.24). The graduates in my study used humour as a strategy
to achieve equilibrium. Cameron and Brownie(39) confirmed that the use of humour
among aged care nurses helped to defuse the stress of adverse situations, and
aligned with other authors who have noted the role of humour as a strategy to
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promote wellbeing and foster resilience.(188, 190, 225) Participants in my study valued
the opportunity to have a laugh and share incidental fun exchanges with colleagues
and others in their workplaces. The humour was sometimes directly related to the
challenging incident:
…so you might come out of it and say, "Oh, this idiot" and someone will
make a joke and you smile and you'll all be alright. Even though if the
patient heard you, you'd be in a heap of trouble. It's kind of what you have
to do to get through your day, and because you can come out and say
something like that and your team doesn't go, "Oh my God! You're
horrible", that helps build you as well. Knowing you're not going to be
judged, getting it off your chest and moving on. Trudy, first interview
More commonly, graduates indicated that engaging in general, day-to-day,
harmless fun in their workplaces provided consolation, relief and distraction from
workplace adversity:
I think there’s a really great body of staff who work where I work, and
interacting with them and having a laugh with them gets me back on track,
because you....like, it’s still there but it makes it easier to distance yourself
from everything, get back to reality a little bit. Susan, first interview
In this way, humour allowed my participants to connect with their colleagues and to
regain their sense of wellbeing. Some graduates expressed their discomfort when
colleagues joked about or poked fun at patients. While several indicated that this
occurred in their workplaces and that they, too, had indulged in such behaviour,
they were clearly uncomfortable about it:
It's easy to make jokes about patients behind their backs, but I don't really
like that. I guess it relieves the stress. Unfortunately I've done that, I've been
guilty of that. Laughing at how large patients are and how difficult it'll make
the exam, and it is a de-stressor to talk about it like that. But I don't feel
comfortable with it. I think mostly it isn't mean, but I have been in a
situation where it was more than that. Phil, first interview
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Graduates appreciated that, usually, there was little malicious intent associated
with this type of humour. While discomforting and guilt-inducing, these incidents
served to relieve pressure through a form of venting and promoted the graduates’
sense of camaraderie with their colleagues.

Distancing

7.6.3 Distancing

Seeing the patient
for a short time
Leaving work
behind

Figure 7.25: Property of Achieving Equilibrium – ‘Distancing’

The distancing strategies that medical radiation science professionals employ to
maintain momentum are also useful to achieve equilibrium, allowing them to
defuse the emotional aspects of a difficult situation. Distance can be achieved
through separation in time and in physical disconnection (Figure 7.25). Graduates in
my study achieved distance by consciously limiting their emotional engagement
with their patients as a way to minimise disruption to their own wellbeing. My
participants described a clear and conscious balance between expressing
compassion and empathy for their patients, and limiting their emotional connection
with them. There was a strong sense that they were very willing to give to their
patients, but that they were protective of their personal, emotional selves. There is
an instinctive logic that one might more readily regain one’s sense of wellbeing if
less disruption is allowed to occur.
Graduates achieved distance from their patients by virtue of the way their workload
is designed. They encountered their patients for only a brief period of 10 to 20
minutes and so opportunities for engagement were limited:
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So I think it's easier for us to detach because we really only spend ten,
fifteen, twenty minutes with these people, and we've got something else to
concentrate on when we're in there. Apart from the general chit chat,
you're taking your pictures, you're critiquing your pictures. We don't really
have much to do with the before and after care, we just take the pictures.
So I think that helps us detach from the whole situation. Trudy, first
interview
While radiation therapy graduates may encounter their patients daily over several
weeks, each individual encounter is limited in duration: additionally, the radiation
therapist remains separated from their patient for considerable periods of each
daily procedure for radiation safety reasons.(333) Medical imaging graduates, they
rarely encountered their patients more than once or twice, so they tended not to
form close relationships with the people in their care, facilitating distancing:
Rarely do we see our patients more than once, and I think that protects us in
a way. You see them for a little while, and then you probably won’t see
them again…So in that respect, I think it does protect you from the
emotional side of it. I can just switch off when I get home and not worry
about it, whereas nurses and physios and RTs, people who have seen that
patient over and over again, it would be much harder for them. Gail, second
interview
This contrasts distinctly with the findings of Cameron and Brownie’s(39)
phenomenological study of aged care nurses in Queensland, where it was
determined that resilience was fostered through the long-term, meaningful
relationships that nursing professionals had with the people in their care. While,
initially, the two positions may seem contradictory, both may be perfectly valid
within their own context, and reflect the different nature of the practice activities
and working situations of the two professions. It may simply be that, without
sufficient time to establish profound caring relationships with their patients, or
even to encounter them except very briefly, medical radiation science professionals
are in some way protected from emotional stressors because they do not have the
opportunity to establish a personal, emotional connection with their patients.
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The nature of medical radiation science practice means that graduates could not
take their work home with them in a literal sense, providing some ability to achieve
physical distance:
That is one good thing about radiography - you go to work and then you can
come home and you don't have to think about it too much, which is very
unique for a professional. A lot of jobs, you carry work home, you take
things home, and a lot of people work at home or are thinking about things
at home. Gail, first interview
In Edward’s(190) study of crisis care mental health clinicians in Melbourne, she
highlighted that resilience was enhanced by a separation between work and other
aspects of a professional’s life. While the ability to achieve physical distance from
their work and emotional distance from their patients is not necessarily the result
of deliberate action on the part of the graduates in my study, it is noteworthy that
many viewed this distancing as an aspect of their work that provided protection
from the impact of workplace adversity, and that allowed them space to regain
their sense of emotional balance.

7.6.4 Maintaining perspective
For medical radiation science professionals, maintaining a sense of perspective is
important to achieving equilibrium. Gaining and maintaining perspective fosters
resilient response to adversity.(188, 194, 198, 202, 205) By consciously considering the
event and its outcomes, comparing other possible scenarios or situations, my
participants gained consolation from recognising that things could have been
worse:
I talked to my supervisor and he was, "Don't worry about it. I get this kind of
report every week". And everyone else told me their stories of what had
happened to them. It helps because it makes you feel like you're not the
only one. So you reflect on it and think about what actually happened and
how really unimportant it actually was. You're not incompetent making that
one small mistake. Everyone makes mistakes. Remy, first interview
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Gaining a sense of perspective was very important to some graduates in helping
them to manage their feelings of sadness for the patients in their care:
There's one particular patient that just breaks my heart, but it's just another
one of those things, this one in particular. I know that's going to happen,
things like that, but I try to think that, on the whole, we're doing a good
thing, most patients are fine. They're going to be okay, we're helping them,
and they're grateful. We'll have good interactions and it's mostly positive.
Alice, first interview
By reminding themselves that the good experiences largely outweighed the bad,
and that things frequently could be much worse, participants were able to regain
their equilibrium after encountering workplace adversity.

7.6.5 Section summary
Following the initial impact of workplace adversity and having pulled themselves
together and persisted through the immediate task or situation, graduates
managed the physical and emotional outcomes by employing strategies to restore
equilibrium. This phase involved strategies including talking about things, using
humour, distancing themselves and maintaining perspective. In the following
section, I consider the final stage of resilience as evolution, where medical radiation
science graduates employ strategies to beat inertia and to move on from their
encounters with adversity.
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7.7 Beating inertia

Figure 7.26: Resilience as evolution – Beating inertia

After experiencing the initial impact of an event, energising themselves to act,
maintaining momentum to push through the immediate situation, and rebalancing
themselves, medical radiation science graduates experience a final stage of
resilience as evolution where they employ strategies to move on from adversity
(Figure 7.26). This stage might be thought of as one where the graduate works to
beat inertia. Inertia is defined as the tendency to remain unchanged or the
disinclination to act.(63, 64)Following encounters with workplace adversity, and
commonly outside of the workplace, the graduates in my study beat inertia by
recollecting themselves physically, spiritually and emotionally, moving beyond the
challenges encountered, engaging with loved ones, and recognising what they had
learned. This category has properties depicted in Figure 7.27 and each is considered
further in the remainder of this section.
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Figure 7.27: Properties of the category ‘Beating inertia’

Relaxing

7.7.1 Relaxing
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Figure 7.28: Property of Beating Inertia – ‘Relaxing’

Medical radiation science graduates beat inertia by relaxing, involving dimensions
that include strategies that allow them to take care of themselves, forget about
work and unwind (Figure 7.28). It is almost intuitive that deliberate or conscious
relaxation plays a role in relieving stress and in making people feel better. Previous
studies(36, 39, 180, 190, 205, 219, 334) have indicated that relaxation, through physical
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activity or hobbies and intellectual interests, assists with managing workplace stress
or in fostering resilience. Medical radiation science graduates engaged in a wide
range of activities to relax and rejuvenate. Strategies to engage their physical
bodies included sports, exercise, hobbies such as dancing, and massage:
I go to the gym and I eat lots, that always makes me feel better. I’m a little
bit of an exercise junkie. It works for me for stress relief. Violet, first
interview
These physical activities served to relieve stress, promote physical health, and
provide a sense of caring for oneself. Undertaking activities such as further study,
watching television, listening to music and reading allowed graduates to engage
their minds in non-work related areas, to distract themselves and relax, and to
disrupt undesired worries about workplace events:
I might be thinking about something and how to fix it for the next day…I just
try to switch off. Sometimes I consciously make that decision, sometimes it's
just by relaxing, whether it's playing a bit of music or something, just trying
to relax. Hugh, first interview
It has been argued that having hobbies and interests outside work fosters resilience
and assists in managing adversity.(190, 198, 334) Pursuing personal interests, such as
creative hobbies and art, enabled the participants in my study to fulfil needs that
they perceived as unsatisfied by their work, allowing them to regain their resolve to
persevere:
It's more creative for me, I need something that I can think and do other
things that's more artistic than straight and narrow, like radiography where
you need to get your image perfect and this and that. I need something
where I can just be let loose and be silly…do creative things. I need
something creative. Dorothy, first interview
Some graduates identified that they relaxed by drinking alcohol, either in
moderation or with the aim of getting drunk:
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Hot shower, a glass of wine and a good book. If it's close to a weekend, I
normally go out with my friends and party like we did when we were at
university. It's not like I need a drink, it just helps me to unwind sometimes,
takes my stress down a notch. Jane, first interview
It would be simplistic and inappropriately judgemental to dismiss this strategy as
maladaptive because of the potential risk involved. None of the literature I
examined that was associated with resilient response to adversity considered the
use of alcohol or illicit substances, except for Weiner et al.’s (334) exploration of
physicians’ wellness practices, where simple statements relating to alcohol
avoidance are made. That the use of alcohol or illicit substances– in moderation or
excess – is barely mentioned in the contemporary literature is surprising given that
the most recently published National Drug Strategy Household Survey(335) reported
that 80.5% of Australians aged over 14 years had consumed alcohol at least once in
the year prior to the survey, 14.7% had used illicit substances during the same
period, and almost 40% consumed alcohol at least weekly. These results suggest
that, irrespective of the value judgement one places on alcohol consumption or the
use of illicit substances, the reality is that many Australians regularly consume
alcohol or drugs to some degree. It is unclear whether the lack of consideration in
the literature reflects a view that any alcohol or illicit substance use – as opposed to
abuse – is a maladaptive strategy. For example, in a recent study(336) of anxiety
disorders amongst Chinese medical doctors, alcohol consumption was positively
associated with the presence of stress and anxiety for female doctors, yet there was
no apparent distinction made between consumption of any alcohol and excessive
or unhealthy alcohol use. Similarly, I was not able to determine from my findings
whether use of alcohol or illicit substances was truly restricted to a small number of
people or whether other participants simply did not mention it or perceived a
stigma in admitting to such behaviour. For those participants in my study who
reported that using alcohol worked effectively for them as one strategy to manage
workplace adversity, it seemed the main purpose was to promote relaxation.
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Engaging with loved ones

7.7.2 Engaging with loved ones

Seeking solace
Getting a different
perspective

Figure 7.29: Property of Beating Inertia – ‘Engaging with loved ones’

Spending time with loved ones is important for medical radiation science graduates
to beat inertia following encounters with workplace adversity. Engaging with
trusted people involved seeking solace and comfort, and gaining new perspective
on adverse situations (Figure 7.29). Universally, the participants in my study
deliberately sought time to socialise and engage with the people they loved –
friends or family – as a critically important means of helping to regain balance and
wellbeing. This reflects a theme that occurs very commonly in the literature:
engaging and interacting with supportive and trusted others promotes wellbeing
and fosters resilience.(168, 182, 187, 194, 198, 201, 205, 206, 209) Talking about their work with
people who care about them provided my participants with a safe place to vent
their emotions:
You try not to take it home with you, but you do. Sometimes its patients,
sometimes its people at work. If you've had a bad day, you just need to get
it off your chest. It's a good thing because you get a different perspective.
You're talking to someone that doesn't have any other interest or they don't
know who you're talking about so you can say whatever you want. Alice,
first interview
Given the particularly vulnerable employment situation that many of my
participants were in, they placed great importance on having safe, supportive,
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trusted others with whom they could reveal themselves without risk of
compromising their prospects.
Often, the different perspectives these trusted people provided added to the
graduates’ understanding of the adversity they experienced:
I have a chat to my parents at home. I tell them what happened, how I felt,
ask their advice on, “Do you think I could have worded it differently?” My
Dad’s very good with his words. After that, once I’ve talked about it, I’ve
found a way to deal with it or acknowledge it, I’m usually alright. It’s just
having that outlet. Being able to discuss it turns it from something raw to
something where I can find some meaning from it. Emma, first interview
In this way, engaging with loved ones had the potential to prompt the graduates’
reflective thinking. For some graduates, the loved ones they sought were also
fellow medical radiation professionals – friends or partners who were also
colleagues or peers. In some cases, their social conversations revolved around
workplace events and, in others, ‘shop talk’ was explicitly banned. In either case,
the participants in my study found that socialising with friends who were also
professional colleagues was useful to beat inertia:
I guess that it's important to go and be social with people that you work
with away from work as well. We have drinks at [the local pub]. That
matters just so that you get to know people as not just colleagues but as
people, outside of the working environment. That helps when you do come
up with difficult cases because, if they're quite distressing, they're not just
your colleagues but they're your friends. Also, belonging to the environment
a bit more. Gail, first interview
Social relationships between work colleagues are recognised as important in
managing workplace adversity and in fostering resilience.(17, 39, 85, 217, 221, 337) More
generally, social relationships may foster resilience by supporting emotional selfmanagement (for example, by providing a safe place to vent or moral support) and
one’s sense of agency and self-efficacy (for example, by providing access to
knowledge, information, resources and opportunities).
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Reflecting and recognising
growth

7.7.3 Reflecting and recognising growth

Learning from the
hard times
Feeling proud

Figure 7.30: Property of Beating Inertia –‘Reflecting and recognising growth’

To beat inertia, medical radiation science graduates reflect and recognise their
growth from adversity, gaining a sense of personal evolution and pride (Figure
7.30). They recognise and acknowledge the professional and personal development
that emerges from their encounters with adversity, and this contributes to their
resilience by promoting positive emotions and motivating them to persist and to try
again. My participants felt that recognising the positive outcomes or learning that
resulted from encounters with workplace challenges was important in helping them
to manage the impact of these challenges:
You did the best you can for the patient, you've done everything you could
be asked to do so, for me, you've got to make it a positive. You don't dwell
on it, you don't take it home. You don't want to take it home with you. I
always just want to put it past me, it's an experience now and it happened,
and so if it happens again you know how to move on. I find it really helpful.
Kylie, first interview
Acknowledging that they felt proud about their performance, and recognising the
satisfaction of successfully resolving a difficult situation, fostered future-orientation
and the desire to persevere:
It’s easier said than done, because several times I’ve just been, “I don’t
know what I’m going to do”, and for a minute you think, “Oh my goodness, I
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just can’t do it”. But then you stop and think about it for a second and
realise that, of course, you can do it. There’s a way, there’s always a way.
And it feels really good when you’ve had a go and got it done, especially
when you get it perfect first time. Gail, second interview
Other authors have reported this experience of pride among resilient people,(199, 338)
manifested as a sense of achievement at having persisted through a challenging
situation. While, sometimes, this sense of achievement was initially experienced by
my participants as relief that the situation had ended, with time and distance the
graduates felt generally proud about the ways in which they had responded.
Many graduates in my study indicated that they used reflection to consider their
experiences, to identify learning and to determine actions for the future.
Reflectivity is recognised as a key capacity that underpins resilient response to
adversity.(39, 177, 178, 181, 184, 193, 195, 198-201, 215) Most of my participants felt they
reflected purely by thinking, some by talking with trusted others:
…then I start reflecting and think, "Well, how could I have done that better?
How could I have managed that certain patient better?" It mainly happens
when I'm on my way home, or after I've had a shower or something and I'm
thinking about the day. Dorothy, first interview
By consciously recognising how they had grown personally or professionally, the
graduates in my study felt empowered to engage more effectively with subsequent
challenges:
You learn from it and then next time you handle it differently or better or
whatever. Every time something happens, you learn and you grow from it.
Kylie, first interview
None of my participants were currently engaging in reflective writing, however two
indicated their intention to recommence using reflective journaling as they had
done as students. It is not uncommon for new medical radiation science graduates
to abandon, at least temporarily, the reflective writing habits they developed as
students.(265) For most of the graduates in my study, reflective writing was
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precluded by lack of time or the sense that engaging in such writing made them feel
like a student again.

Faith

7.7.4 Faith

Believing it will all
be okay
Practising religion

Figure 7.31: Property of Beating Inertia – ‘Faith’

Medical radiation science graduates rely upon their faith to beat inertia after
encounters with workplace adversity. In the context of this study, ‘faith’ represents
both the common usage of the term as a future-oriented, optimistic perspective,
that life has purpose, as well as the notion of religious belief (Figure 7.31). Many
participants expressed ideas about the former, most commonly by confirming their
fundamental optimism for themselves and for their patients: in general, they
believed that things would turn out to be okay.
Only two participants indicated that religious practice and formal spiritual ritual
played a part in their ability to respond resiliently to workplace adversity. Other
studies have reported the role of religion and spirituality as fostering resilience,(39,
200, 205, 224-226, 334)

yet comparatively few of my participants expressed that spiritual

practice was of importance to them. This could suggest that spiritual practice is, for
most, unimportant or it may be that some participants found the topic too personal
or sensitive to relate. For Oliver and Phil, actively practising their religious faith
allowed them to regain balance, maintain their optimism and move forward:
Another thing for me is religion, because it’s very good to help other people
in my religion...to help people during this time of disease or illness is very
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rewarded in my religion, so it gives me a purpose to do so even if I didn’t
want to...keep my relief about it. Oliver, first interview
Prayer and the rituals associated with their religion provided solace and
reassurance, and helped them to gain perspective and maintain a sense of purpose.
More generally, maintaining a positive view of the future encouraged medical
radiation science graduates to act to beat inertia after encountering workplace
adversity.

7.7.5 Section summary
Following the initial impact of workplace adversity, graduates pulled themselves
together and persisted through the immediate task or situation. They managed the
physical and emotional outcomes by employing strategies to restore equilibrium
and to beat inertia and move on from their encounters with adversity. The
processes and strategies they employed to move through each phase of resilience
as evolution were influences by a range of personal and environmental conditions
that I consider in the remainder of this chapter.
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7.8 Conditions that influence resilience as evolution
At every stage of evolution, medical radiation science professionals’ capacity for
resilience is influenced by a range of conditions (Figure 7.32). These include
elements intrinsic to the graduates themselves, or what might be termed personal
conditions, as well as environmental conditions in the workplace and their social
setting. Of these, my participants spoke most extensively of the role of the
environmental condition of support in influencing their potential to respond
resiliently to adversity.

Figure 7.32: Resilience as evolution – Personal and environmental conditions

7.8.1 Personal conditions
A range of personal conditions influence medical radiation science graduates’ ability
to be resilient in challenging situations. For participants in my study, the personal
characteristics underpinning resilient response included many of the characteristics
that are identified from the evidence base and summarised in Chapter 3. These
personal conditions influenced each stage of resilience as evolution in different
ways. In addition to numerous general personal attributes, participants in my study
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particularly identified confidence, sociability and reflectivity as important in
influencing their capacity to respond resiliently to adversity. Some identified that
these same characteristics were the basis of being more generally successful in
their roles and careers.
My participants felt that their capacity for resilience was influenced by their own
proactivity and action-orientation, reflecting that adaptive response is fostered
when people have the capacity to focus on action, or the sense that one can change
the situation through action.(175, 182, 194, 198, 221, 230) By being hardworking and
demonstrating initiative, graduates in my study felt inclined to readily energise, and
to be willing to act even when they sometimes felt a degree of uncertainty:
Give it a go. Get in and give everything a go. It doesn't matter how scared
you are, it doesn't matter if you can't do it. The only way you'll know it you
can get through it - and you always can - is to get going and give it a go. Step
up, don't step back. Trudy, first interview
Enthusiasm for action, balanced with a willingness to stop and think when
necessary, enabled medical radiation science graduates to resolve challenges and
to act adaptably:
It is quite difficult…you just have to try some other way of approaching it.
Stop and rethink, reassess the situation. Gail, second interview
For the participants in my study, their willingness to persevere influenced their
resilience, including when they energise and determine to enact their
responsibilities, when they make decisions and seek help to resolve problems,
when they reflect and rebalance themselves by seeking perspective and to keep
going, and at many other points in their encounters with adversity. Perseverance
and persistence underpin resilient response to adversity.(170, 195, 196, 201) By being
committed to seeing the situation through and succeeding - whether for altruistic
motives or to make an impression on others, or for both reasons – graduates in my
study approached the challenges they encountered with an attitude of engagement
and determination:
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The hardest part was actually just getting up, back out of bed and thinking,
"Oh gosh, here we go again." The last thing I wanted to do was go back in
there....but I had a job to do. No one else was going to do it. One bad
situation wasn't going to beat me. I didn't want to be the sook that couldn't
cope. Even if, at the time, I wasn't sure I was coping. Jane, first interview
Further, many participants felt that their desire to be challenged and to improve
themselves influenced their resilience, insofar as they deliberately sought situations
where they practised adaptability and further developed their capacity for
processes such as problem-solving and decision-making:
I've purposely tried to get my hands dirty with patients I'm not sure about,
things I'm a bit nervous about, where I've had to make decisions that are a
bit harder or that I'll have to think a bit more about. I want to get all those
first times behind me so I know, and everyone else knows, I'm capable of
doing this...and more. Carla, second interview
This, in turn, built their capacity to act resiliently in subsequent encounters with
workplace adversity. Other authors have reported that repeated exposure to
adversity, or deliberate controlled exposure, may foster resistance to stressors or
resilient responses in subsequent situations.(170, 176)
Confidence, sociability and reflectivity were perceived as important in fostering and
supporting every stage of resilience as evolution. I have previously considered
aspects of these personal conditions in the context of the various properties within
different stages of the evolution of resilience. In the following sections, I examine
and summarise each of these personal conditions individually.

7.8.1.1 Personal conditions - Confidence
Confidence supports medical radiation science graduates to respond resiliently to
adversity. In Edward’s(190) study of mental health care professionals, she
determined that resilience is the product of a range of factors including confidence
and clinical expertise. Polk(198) identified confidence as one of the psychosocial
attributes underpinning resilience. For medical radiation science graduates, having
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confidence and, particularly, having confidence in their competence, underpinned
their ability to manage adversity:
Especially working in Emergency, you have no idea what's going to come
through those doors and if you go in there freaking out, you're not going to
be able to take the pictures, then it's not going to work. So you have to go in
there with confidence even if you think that your skills are not quite there
yet. You have to have faith that you are competent, you have the piece of
paper that says so. Be confident even if you feel some doubt, because if
you're not confident that you can do it, you just won't cope with what gets
thrown at you. And it'll definitely get thrown at you - thrown hard, lots of
the time. Trudy, first interview
Confidence in their own competence to care effectively for the patient influenced
my participants’ degree of hesitation upon encountering a challenge, and their
willingness to energise and act:
I just didn’t want to make the injury worse pre-surgery….and I wanted to
just query whether it couldn’t wait two days after his surgery. I wasn't sure
what the best thing for the patient was, so I hesitated and wanted a minute
to think through all the options....it wasn't an emergency in that sense, so it
was okay to stop for a second and think it through, think about how I
wanted to approach it and adapt things to what I needed to do. But they
saw that pause as me not knowing what I'm doing, not that I was deciding
on the best way to do it. Susan, first interview
When their confidence faltered, medical radiation science graduates experienced
sudden uncertainty about their competence and, in their doubt, sometimes wanted
to hand management of the situation over to others. People who possess a sense of
confidence in themselves are able to persevere through challenging situations.(218)
With confidence in their own ability to see the task through, graduates in my study
could persist and maintain momentum, and were willing to ask questions to
facilitate their progress:
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Sometimes, though, you’re just not 100 percent confident in what you’re
going to do, so you just need a little, “yep, that’s fine” before you go in there
and do it. Not actually telling you what to do, just agreeing with what you
already thought you'd do. It's like a reminder to yourself that of course you
know what you're doing and that you'll get through it fine...sometimes it’s
just easier to believe it, and keep on believing it, if someone else says it too.
Dorothy, first interview
Asking questions and seeking help, for the most part, does not seem to reflect a
lack of confidence – indeed, it may be reflective that the graduate has sufficient
confidence in themselves that they feel comfortable to ask. Confidence in their own
self-worth allowed my participants to reflect after encounters with challenges, to
self-evaluate and to recognise and value what they had learned:
…and by the time I got home I was over it. You take a bit of time to reflect
on what happened, what was a disaster, but what you did well too. Remind
yourself that you are a good radiographer, that you're giving things your
best shot. Kind of refocus on what's good about yourself and how you do
your job, and the job itself too. Jane, second interview
Self-confidence helped my participants to consider the weaknesses and strengths in
their practice and performance in a balanced rather than a diminishing way. Some
graduates were influenced by their sense that others had confidence in them, and
being considered as worthwhile and trustworthy directly influenced each
graduate’s own feelings of confidence and self-trust:
It made me feel like they really trusted me and made me feel like they knew
that I’m good at what I do. Having that trust makes you feel really good.
Knowing they were confident that I could do the job well made me trust
myself that I could do it too. Wilma, first interview
Feeling valued, valuable and worthy of the trust placed in them was affirming and
motivated graduates to persevere. Early research(166, 198) in resilience identified that
a sense of self-worth underpins an individual’s resilience.
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7.8.1.2 Personal conditions - Sociability
Medical radiation science graduates believe that positive social characteristics
influence their ability to manage challenging situations. The ability to engage with
others, establish trust, and to fit in socially with others were seen by my
participants as important determinants of a graduates’ ability to obtain the help,
support and resources needed to resolve difficult issues. Friendliness and warmth
towards others underpinned their effective interpersonal and communication
capabilities, influencing the readiness with which they could engage with others,
establish rapport and build relationships:
...and if they're anxious or whatever, trying to talk them down, trying to
make them co-operate, trying to gain their co-operation really. Being
friendly and warm but firm, that helps to establish trust with your patient,
they know that they can have confidence in you and it’s more pleasant for
them....or as pleasant as it can be. Gail, first interview
In the early phases of resilience as evolution, the ability to connect with patients
and colleagues, and to communicate to identify and enact a resolution influenced
how the situation progressed and, sometimes, how much persistent effort and
energy was necessary. Denz-Penhey and Murdoch(209) attest that one’s
connectedness to the social environment influences personal resilience. It may be
that sociability, underpinned by specific social characteristics, affects social
connectedness. Their social characteristics influenced how the graduates in my
study approached patients or co-workers in challenging situations and their ability
to obtain compliance, in turn affecting the emotional intensity of the event and the
graduate’s sense of their own effective practice, contributing to their confidence
and self-belief:
I'm a friendly person, I think, and that helps when the patient is very
frightened or resistant to what I require them to do. I try to really feel
kindness towards my patients, even when they're a bit more difficult than
the usual. It helps me keep control of the situation, and I think it helps them
to feel confident that I truly care about them. Emma, first interview
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The participants in my study felt that their positive social characteristics contributed
in different ways to their interactions and relationships with colleagues. Where
these relationships were stronger, graduates felt more able to seek help and
assistance, to ask questions, and to debrief and reflect:
...you don’t have to be like close friends, but when you feel connected to
people that you are working with, it helps a lot when dealing with different
issues. It helps support your confidence, and your personal feeling about
asking about something, or asking someone to explain something to you or
help you in some work problems. Oliver, first interview
Where these positive social attributes were lacking, graduates experienced (or
witnessed) a greater sense of isolation, which reduced access to resources, advice
and support that would be useful for resolving challenging situations and promoting
resilient response.

7.8.1.3 Personal conditions - Reflectivity
Medical radiation science graduates believe that reflectivity is a personal condition
that influences their resilience. It is well-established that reflection fosters resilient
response to adversity.(39, 177, 178, 181, 184, 193, 195, 198-201, 215) For my participants,
reflective thinking supported resilience at every stage of the evolution process
following the impact of workplace adversity. In energising, medical radiation
science graduates actively questioned themselves, and reflected on their past
experiences and existing knowledge to formulate a plan of action for the current
situation:
Sometimes, when something really difficult comes up or something from
left field surprises me, I just have to stop and think about what I'm going to
do, what I've done before in situations that are similar, what I might be able
to do this time to help get through it. I get really focused on what I'm about
to do, what I am doing. Remy, first interview
They maintained momentum by thinking reflectively about their actions as the
situation unfolded, seeking opportunities to respond to the unanticipated:
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…you just do it mostly automatically while you're working, while you're
doing things. I'll be in the middle of doing something with a patient and
something will happen that changes everything, so you have to keep going
at the same time that you're busy reflecting, thinking about what you need
to change or do, what you learned at uni or what you've seen before. You
just do it automatically, every day. Kylie, first interview
Graduates achieved equilibrium by reflecting on the situation, discussing it with
trusted others to gain new perspectives, and considering their own performance:
It helped to just think through what had happened, to think about what I'd
done well and what I could have done differently, to think about how I'd
reacted and what I'll do if that ever happens again. I guess one of the good
things is that I know now that I'll handle it better if something like that
happens again, a patient has a code blue. Alice, first interview
To beat inertia and move on, the participants in my study reflected on their growth
and achievements, identifying new opportunities for development:
When something really tricky comes up or afterwards when I've got through
something and I'm not quite sure how I managed it, I think about it...reflect
on it, I guess, and that helps me to work out what things I need to learn
next. Nancy, first interview
Reflective thinking allowed my participants to plan, enact and progress their
resolutions to workplace challenges, to identify learning and future action, and to
adopt a more balanced view of self-assessment that promoted rather than
diminished their sense of confidence and efficacy. Graduates recognised that
reflectivity is inherent throughout the process of evolving resilience and influenced
their capacity to respond adaptively to workplace adversity.

7.8.2 Environmental conditions
In addition to the personal conditions that support resilience as evolution,
environmental conditions are also important in influencing how graduates manifest
adaptive responses to adversity. Positive workplace culture and staffing have an
impact on the strategies gradates employ, however the most influential
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environmental condition, by far, is support. I have previously considered aspects of
these environmental conditions in the context of the various properties within
different stages of the evolution of resilience. In the following sections, I examine
and summarise each of these environmental conditions individually.

7.8.2.1 Environmental conditions - Positive workplace culture
The workplace culture influenced my participants’ capacity to respond resiliently in
various ways, which are elaborated below. More broadly, a positive workplace
culture is considered to positively influence transition to professional practice, (90,
114, 155, 200, 292)

thereby contributing to new professionals’ experiences of workplace

adversity and resilience.
Leaders in the workplace, primarily those people in formal leadership positions,
were perceived by graduates in my study as having the greatest influence on the
culture:
The leadership of the team is important for anyone because this is the
person who can make the workflow very easy and comfy for everyone, and
these are the persons who can make the work environment very bad for
everyone. Oliver, first interview
Other studies have identified the important role of organisational leaders in
establishing workplace culture, setting expectations for interaction, modelling
practice, and ensuring an appropriate working environment exists to support new
graduate satisfaction, safety and engagement.(24, 121, 126, 233, 282, 339, 340) Where
leadership was weak, my participants felt uncertain about the support they would
receive to enact solutions to problems. Effective leaders were inspiring and
perceived as modelling the types of resilient behaviours that the graduates desired
for themselves, such as calmness, reflectivity, collaborative problem-solving, workleisure balance and optimism. There was a strong sense that medical radiation
science graduates wanted to perform well to prove themselves to and impress
these effective leaders.
Working in a fun, friendly, team-oriented workplace was important for graduates to
respond to workplace adversity with resilience:
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I think there’s a really great body of staff who work where I work, and
interacting with them and having a laugh with them gets me back on track.
Susan, first interview
Whether a pleasant workplace environment supports resilient response for medical
radiation science professionals, or that it simply does not diminish limited
emotional resources and wellbeing like an unpleasant environment might, is not
clear. It is apparent, however, that my participants felt more capable of manifesting
resilience in an atmosphere of friendly collegiality. Where graduates had
experienced an unpleasant cultural environment at work, they felt less inclined to
physically attend. They felt less trusted or trusting to seek challenges and
opportunities to learn, and experienced negative feelings about their colleagues:
You're kind of on your own. In a lot of those places you are on your own,
and that's it, you've just got to deal with it. They don't really help you in
some places, they're just like, "Nuh, you're here to do this, so off you go".
They ignore you, don't include you, they want you to do all the crap work
but at the same time they don't let you do the one or two interesting things
that come through. Just sit on their bums and watch you race around, ready
to have a go at you if you forget some tiny thing. Dorothy, first interview
When people were valued in their workplaces, graduates felt more confident:
When I first started, I'd never worked with the Charges that I work with
now, and it didn't take very long for me to feel comfortable around them, to
know that they trusted me and that I trusted them. I felt like they valued me
as a member of the team, so my confidence rose once we had that
relationship. Betty, first interview
It may be that self-worth and self-confidence are interrelated in some way. Many of
the participants in my study felt that a workplace culture that encouraged
employees to socialise with each other was encouraging relationships and
connections with the potential to offer support, validation, assistance and
resources during encounters with adversity:
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We have drinks at [the local pub]. That matters just so that you get to know
people as not just colleagues but as people, outside of the working
environment. That helps when you do come up with difficult cases because,
if they're quite distressing, they're not just your colleagues but they're your
friends. Also, belonging to the environment a bit more. Gail, first interview
This perspective is strongly reflective of Grotberg’s(194) relational model of
resilience, where nurturing and growth-focused connections between people serve
as the source of strength, resources and support for adaptive response to adversity.
Some graduates felt that a workplace where everyone worked hard encouraged
their resilience because they were motivated to act similarly, to be committed,
persistent, responsible and action-oriented:
Most people here, they work hard. I've seen people, when something really
hard comes up, I know they didn't want to have to deal with it. It'd be much
easier to just pretend you hadn't noticed, not deal with, leave it to someone
else. But other people do it, they step up, man up, work hard, so I'm
prepared to make the effort to, to work at the things I need to, to man up
because everybody else is prepared to do it as well. Hugh, first interview
In this sense, the culture of the workplace aligned with the strategies graduates
used to energise and maintain momentum. On the other hand, where graduates
experienced culture or behaviours in their workplace that were less aligned with
resilience strategies, they were not necessarily discouraged from behaving
adaptively. While expressing frustration about colleagues’ laziness, my participants
felt that they were motivated to differentiate themselves by being active, and that
it was much easier for them to make an impression by stepping up:
…you're trying to show that you're conscientious, that you get up and grab
every request form, even though you might have been worked to the bone
and done everything all day. Even when you're working somewhere where
it's okay to sit around, okay to keep the patients waiting. You still get up and
you do it, because they notice. Trudy, first interview
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A culture of mutual respect within the team, irrespective of profession, eliminates
unnecessary workplace stressors. Graduates could focus their energy and effort
more positively without the distractions and disruptions of managing workplace
cliques, incivility or bullying:
This person doesn't like that person, this person yelled at this person last
week so don't go up there for the next couple of days because there's
tension, and all that kind of thing. You want to remove yourself, I don't want
to be involved, I've got too many other things I have to think about and
concentrate on and I don't have time to be thinking about who said what or
who likes who or who's in or out. Kylie, first interview
In turn, participants who viewed that their workplaces encouraged mutual respect
were able to identify and access perhaps unexpected resources and support to
manage the challenges they encountered:
They respect you for what you can do, and you respect them because of
their job and how they do it. And it's funny, when you act respectfully, treat
people with respect, all those barriers come down and people start thinking
of ways to help you, things to help you learn or think of you first when an
opportunity comes up. Gail, first interview
It is not difficult to appreciate how an atmosphere where one can direct energy to
fulfilling one’s responsibilities, with access to the help and resources necessary,
might be conducive to success. Safety is an important feature of such a workplace
environment. This incorporates safety in the context of competence, patient safety
and safe practice, as well as in the sense of a healthy, secure working environment
that promotes the wellbeing of employees. Medical radiation science graduates
value a workplace culture of safety in supporting their capacity to be resilient.
Where my participants felt safe to make decisions, they felt empowered and
confident to act:
…it’s just about knowing that if you make a decision, you have to have a
justification for doing it, and be prepared to justify your decision to other
people. People will respect your right to make a decision as long as you can
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justify it. They might not agree with it, but the people here will mostly
support you for making it. I have to have a reason behind my decision and,
if I feel that that’s valid enough, I’m happy with my decision and I can go
ahead, move on. Matilda, second interview
This sense of empowerment supported graduates to energise and to maintain
momentum. At the same time, a workplace culture that focused on safe practice
supported graduates to take their responsibilities seriously and to base their actions
on responsible professional decisions and judgements, sometimes negotiating
differences of opinions with colleagues:
I have to be confident in my own decision, and if I’m ever talking to
someone about a decision that we’re going to make in the clinical setting, if
I’m uncomfortable with what they’re saying, I have to stand my ground and
say, “I don’t agree with that, I think we should do it this way”, and explain
why I feel that way, and then together we need to come to the best decision
for the patient. Wilma, first interview
Feeling safe to ask questions and to seek help when they needed it fostered my
participants’ confidence and their sense of efficacy, and was perceived as making a
positive impression on others:
They're not expecting us to know everything - we're a Grade 1, a base grade,
so we're entitled to ask questions. If you ask questions, they know that
you're not just going along with things and you're actually understanding
what you're doing. Betty, first interview
A workplace culture that embraced learning, encouraged questions, and made it
safe to make – and learn from – mistakes encouraged graduates to be reflective,(233)
to seek challenges and experiences, and to be innovative in solving problems:
I feel very safe here and I feel that this environment will allow me to make
mistakes without harming my patients. Everyone is very accurate, but we
also have to consider that we are all human beings. Human beings make
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mistakes. With that idea in mind, you watch yourself and others carefully.
Oliver, first interview
In empowering the graduates to seek the material and other resources necessary to
enact and progress resolutions and to reflect on learning, a safe workplace culture
supported their capacity to manifest resilience as evolution in response to the
impact of workplace adversity.
In summary, the findings from my study closely concur with broad themes in the
literature that a positive and supportive workplace culture is important for
successful transition to professional practice (90, 114, 155, 200, 292) and for fostering
resilience among employees.(193, 215)

7.8.2.2 Environmental conditions - Staffing
While my participants provided little insight into the influence on their resilience of
broader environmental conditions mentioned in the literature such as the physical
toll of shift-work, they were equivocal about how staff numbers affected them.
While staff shortages and excessive workloads are well-documented sources of
workplace stress,(15, 28, 30, 37, 58, 90, 118, 158, 221, 277, 307) it was not apparent that any of the
graduates in my study perceived themselves as overworked or their workplaces as
unjustifiably short-staffed, although most described their working environment as
busy.
Where they worked alone, sometimes my participants felt more empowered to
make decisions and solve problems, and more motivated to enact their professional
responsibilities:
That sense of responsibility for my work, making the choices…who do I do
first, and what do I do? What do I do for this patient, should I move them
over onto the bed?...I make my choices through that way, that's why I like
being on my own and independent. Dorothy, first interview
Once again, the importance of the graduate’s own sense of responsibility to their
workplace and to their patients was a central factor motivating their actions. With
only themselves to rely on to fulfil their duties, the successes and achievement
graduates experienced as a result of their own competent practice and problemPage 275 of 340

solving gave them a sense of pride and confidence. A recent study(341) suggested
that Western Australian magnetic resonance imaging professionals feel confident
and comfortable to work alone: it should be noted that this study did not explore
the perspective of new graduates and, as the focus of the study was predominantly
related to practice and personal safety, it should not be assumed that Dewland et
al.’s(341) notion of confidence and comfort to work safely in a lone situation is the
same conceptually as deriving confidence and empowerment from working
independently.
Conversely, working alone sometimes hindered the processes that support
resilience. Opportunities to seek help, ask questions and to talk to colleagues about
the challenges encountered were precluded, and this sometimes left graduates
feeling isolated and helpless:
There were two people in MRI and a receptionist. The receptionist could
hear the alarm but didn't know what it meant, the two people in MRI
couldn't hear the alarm at all….So I was just sitting there, watching this
patient and thinking "Help, somebody." Jane, first interview
Medical radiation science graduates valued the support for resilient response that
was offered by working in a team. When graduates worked in a pair or as a bigger
team, they were able to seek help from their co-workers, derive emotional support
and to engage in discussions that supported reflection, problem-solving and
decision-making:
I think RTs are lucky that we work in a team, even though we do have one
on one patient interaction. I think it's nice that we work in a team, we've
always got that extra support and you can always work it out together. I
think that's quite good. Other professions, of course, they can go away and
talk about it, but we're all there, one team. What we can do as one unit is
much better than what anyone could do by themselves. Carla, first interview
Working in a team enabled graduates to connect with others for help and moral
support, during and after encounters with workplace adversity. These connections,
as Grotberg(194, 203, 206) suggests, fostered their growth and resilience. Conversely,
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working with other colleagues sometimes enabled – or required - graduates to
assume a passive role that limited their sense of control in solving problems and
enacting decisions, or to devolve their professional responsibilities to others:
…whereas when the department's full of radiographers and other people
telling you what to do, I don't know, I feel like they've got more
responsibility than I do. I feel like a student again, it's kind of like being on
prac. Dorothy, first interview
These situations diminished my participants’ sense of confidence, particularly in
perpetuating the sense that they were something less than a ‘real’ radiographer or
radiation therapist. Where the graduate perceived themselves as participating in
rather than leading the situations in which they found themselves, following and
doing what they were told, they often experienced a diminished sense of efficacy
and control.
In summary, staffing numbers certainly influences medical radiation science
graduates’ capacity for, and experiences of, resilience, but in ways that are variable.

7.8.2.3 Environmental conditions - Support
Support is an environmental condition that has a critical influence on medical
radiation science graduates’ resilience. Sources of support include their
organisation, their colleagues (including peers and senior staff), and their broader
social network of friends and family.
Organisational support

The role of the organisation in providing support was perceived as important in
general terms but was little discussed by the graduates in my study. The
organisation played an overarching role in promoting - or not – leadership and a
workplace culture where graduates felt safe, happy and confident:
Yeah, I think that the Chief Radiotherapist has an important issue, maybe
not directly related to what you are doing in the unit, but how to make the
work environment as a whole an enjoyable experience for you. Oliver, first
interview
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The organisation’s policies provided material support, such as equipment and items
that graduates needed to perform their task responsibilities or to perform them
more easily or less stressfully, and support for graduates to make decisions or solve
problems with certainty, such as policies of zero-tolerance of aggressive behaviour:
Your supervisors as well, they’ll say, “Look, don’t worry about it. If the
patient really needs it, they can send them back when they’re
behaving”…And there really is a culture here that violence against staff
simply won’t be tolerated. Fred, second interview
Other studies have contended that organisational support and culture directly
influence employees’ resilience.(193, 196, 215, 217, 221) Graduates in my study recognised,
in general terms, how the organisation’s hierarchy, structure and systems
influenced or had the potential to influence aspects of workplace culture that might
directly affect their capacity for resilience, such as staffing numbers and
expectations of leaders. Nevertheless, my participants were ambivalent about the
specific role that organisational support had played for them in fostering their
resilience or influencing their transition to professional practice experiences.
Some of my participants felt that they worked in supportive organisations and some
did not. In either case, few graduates were able to articulate how organisational
support influenced their resilience beyond the availability of post-incident
counselling. Nevertheless, throughout the course of our interview discussions,
graduates repeatedly emphasised how leaders and workplace culture influenced
their confidence and their capacity to seek help, solve problems and act decisively.
It seems, perhaps, that the notion of organisational support for resilience was more
difficult for my participants to deconstruct or specify, although the effects of that
support are readily recognised.
Support from colleagues

The participants in my study felt that support from their colleagues influenced their
capacity for resilience, reflecting findings from previous studies.(39, 180, 182, 221, 224)
Colleagues provided access to physical and support resources during and after
challenging events, and shared the workload of tasks and activities either by
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directly assisting the graduate or by attending to other tasks that might otherwise
detract from the graduate’s ability to concentrate on resolving their workplace
challenges:
I'll have 60 patients in a day, or whatever. I'm expected to do most of those.
Sometimes another radiographer will come out and say, "Do you want some
help?", and I'll be like, "Yes, please!" Then they'll come out and give me a
hand or whatever. I get exhausted on those days. Dorothy, first interview
Colleagues provided a source of advice, moral support, reassurance, and answers to
questions, and engaged in discussions that assisted the graduate to make decisions
and solve problems:
Even if it's somebody who's the same level as me, if you've got someone
there to kind of talk you through it or they might have done something
similar, it makes a massive difference. They might know something
different, but it might just be moral support. Trudy, first interview
Connection and affirmation were often important aspects of these discussions that
supported graduates to energise, persist and reflect. For some graduates,
colleagues supported them by participating in debrief discussions that facilitated
emotional venting and reflection:
If it affected me really badly, I guess I would talk about it with certain people
that I trust, and it’s useful for other people to share their experiences,
because everyone has a story like that...and that helps if you see how they
got through it, you can take some of their advice. Yeah, take their advice.
And also, from a learning perspective, if it was particularly difficult to get the
images on that patient because of whatever condition they had, you talk
about what you could do for future reference, if you got another case like
that. Susan, first interview
Formal debrief sessions were perceived with mixed feelings. For many graduates,
these sessions provided less freedom, intimacy and security then when they
debriefed in smaller groups or alone with trusted people that they had chosen
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themselves. Some graduates were cynical about organisational debrief, perceiving
such processes as intending to protect the organisation legally rather than as
promoting the wellbeing of staff involved in adverse events.
Besides debrief discussions, colleagues support graduates’ resilience with feedback.
By providing constructive feedback, colleagues supported the participants in my
study to reflect upon their performance, identify learning needs and to recognise
growth:
Taking the time out to show me things or giving me the opportunity to ask
questions or even calling me up on things that I might not be doing right that's actually a big one. Constructive feedback, definitely. I think I learn the
most off constructive feedback. I don't want to disappoint, I try my best, so
if there's something that I'm not doing right, I like to be told so I don't do it
again. Hugh, first interview
This feedback was commonly related to technical performance and, mostly,
graduates were satisfied with this. Such feedback contributed to their
development, provided an opportunity to affirm their competence or performance,
and encouraged connection with supportive others.
Finally, colleagues contributed to supportive environmental conditions by playing
their part in maintaining a mutually respectful, happy and safe workplace culture:
And also just making little jokes and nicknames and different things like that,
making it a friendly place. And making you feel like you were involved in the
group and that you were valued. Sometimes there can be downtime and
just having a...being able to have a conversation, being included, just
knowing what everyone is talking about. Susan, first interview
Peers

Peers, specifically those colleagues who graduated from the same university
program at the same or similar time, represent a specific group of colleagues that
medical radiation science graduates recognise as especially important in providing
support. Peer relationships have been identified as important in supporting
transition to professional practice and in supporting resilience,(181, 201, 205, 215)
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although I note that it is sometimes difficult to judge whether particular authors are
referring to all colleagues as peers, or whether the authors have taken a more
narrow delineation as I have done. While providing the same types of support as
other colleagues, the participants in my study felt that their special, close
relationships with their peers allowed them to provide support in other ways too,
such as in feeling socially connected in the workplace:
We sit and have lunch together, the three new grads here, because you're
not in some other group. This little peer group is really valuable, really good
support, absolutely. Nancy, first interview
Medical radiation science graduates feel that their peers offer a unique depth of
understanding and empathy because of their similarity in experiences. Peers are
more able to support the graduates because they are going through the same
things themselves:
Now, it's having somebody there that you know, that you've grown up with
a bit, that just knows you for you and you're not trying to have to tell them
about yourself, where you live, all the background stuff. I'm lucky that my
friends work here too. They're in the same boat, the same experiences.
Betty, first interview
In most cases, my participants had peer relationships that dated from long before
they had met other colleagues, so the depth of those relationships, and the trust
within them, was very strong (comparatively, at least) and provided a safe place
where the graduate could be completely honest. Peers represented very particular
trusted others to whom the graduate could turn for emotional support,
consolation, understanding and reflective discussion:
Also just talking to the other new grads that I came with. See how they’re
coping and maybe vent a little bit about how stressed you are or how
they’re getting on… feel a lot closer to them now than I ever thought I would
be…It’s really useful and really good that there’s a lot of young staff, having
your friendship group as well as other people for support. Susan, second
interview
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My participants also used their observations and discussions with their peers to
self-evaluate and reflect on their own performance, allowing them to identify
learning needs and to put things into perspective:
The only thing really is that there’s no one my age or that graduated with
me. We were a really close group, and I miss that. Whenever I talk to them,
they tell me all these things they’ve done and stuffed up, and it makes me
feel better. I think, “Oh yeah, I did that too”. We stay in contact, that’s
important to me. Everyone else here has a lot more experience than me so
they don’t generally make the same kind of stuff ups that I do, so it’s good
to talk to people who are at the same place as me. They’re my mates and
everything, but it also gives me the chance to compare a bit and think, “Oh
yeah, I am doing okay”, because I can’t really compare my progress with
anyone else that I work with. Violet, first interview
Most of the graduates remained closely aligned with and bonded to the same group
of peers from their time at university. Participants in my study had not been
working for extended periods, so it was not possible to examine how their views of
their peer relationships or, indeed, how the group of peers with which they
identified had changed. As they gain experience, change jobs, mature and diversify,
perhaps their perceptions of their peer group and peer support will change too.
Support from friends and family

Graduates received support from the people in their broader social networks,
specifically their friends and family. Resilience is fostered where individuals
experience supportive relationships and a sense of connectedness with the people
that they care about,(182, 187, 194, 198, 203, 205, 209) and this was true of the medical
radiation science graduates in my study. Strong connections with their loved ones
were seen as crucial to resilience – when I asked about the factors that had
supported them to manage the challenges they had confronted during their
transition to professional practice, almost all my participants responded
immediately about the role that support from their family or friends had played.
The graduates in my study commonly identified that their loved ones provided
opportunities and a safe place for emotional release:
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You try not to take it home with you, but you do. Sometimes its patients,
sometimes its people at work. If you've had a bad day, you just need to get
it off your chest. It's a good thing because you get a different perspective.
You're talking to someone that doesn't have any other interest or they don't
know who you're talking about so you can say whatever you want. Alice,
first interview
My participants felt secure that they would not be judged for their feelings, that
they could express their emotions honestly, that they would be treated with
compassion and, importantly, that they would be assisted to gain perspective.
Friends and family listened and shared perspectives about the graduates’
experiences that contributed to their reflective thinking:
…as opposed to my parents who don’t really understand half the things that
I do, but they just...they listen, which is very important...their outside
perspective, perhaps more of a patient’s point of view as opposed to a
technologist’s point of view. Emma, first interview
These perspectives were particularly valued as graduates saw them as being nonjudgemental, but also removed from the context or politics of the workplace. In
some cases, family members were identified as role models, and my participants
strove to mimic qualities such as perseverance and determination:
In my culture, it’s important to be hardworking, reliable. My father has a
very strong work ethic. He works hard, he’s very determined. I try to be like
him…I’d like to be more like him in that way. Phil, first interview
Grotberg(194) identified that having supportive role models who demonstrate the
behaviour and characteristics that underpin resilient response serves to foster
those same elements in others and, potentially, within the community. Loved ones
supported the participants in my study by encouraging them, providing relief and
boosting their morale during challenging times:
Sometimes I might talk to my family members, my sister. I'm very close to
my sister. I'll talk to her about something and she's like, "Oh, that's really
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sad"…I just tell her about the situation. We just talk about it and that makes
me feel better. Carla, first interview
Activities with friends and family provided distraction and sanctuary to graduates as
they rebalanced and recharged:
…I bring it home to my partner. Talking to him about my day and how it’s
been. Having a nice weekend away from work, not having to think about
work or all the things to do with that. Taking your mind off the whole
situation, refreshing and resetting, and then starting again on Monday. I
switch off by spending time with family… find out how they’re going, what’s
going on in their lives, that helps, and so does taking myself away from
here...Putting some distance between yourself and work, geographical
distance, emotional distance, or even just time. Wilma, first interview

7.8.3 Section summary
From providing a non-judgemental ear to safe sanctuary and distraction, support
from loved ones is perceived by medical radiation science graduates as crucial to
their resilience. Universally, graduates in my study perceived that support was a
critical condition that influenced their experience of resilient adaptation to
workplace adversity. Sources of support included, to varying degrees, their
organisation, their colleagues and peers, and their family and friends.

7.9 Chapter summary
In this chapter, I have explored the nature of workplace adversity experienced by
participants in my study, and identified that graduates experienced challenges
relating to their patients, to their colleagues, and to embarking on their medical
radiation science careers. The impact of this adversity was sometimes profound,
and they were affected emotionally and physically in various ways. Using my
participants’ data to examine how new medical radiation science professionals
experience each aspect of resilience as evolution, I have identified a range of
strategies and processes that graduates employ to manifest resilience. In
energising, medical radiation science graduates pull themselves together, recall
their responsibilities and gain control of their emotions. This phase involves a focus
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on action, and graduates experience normalisation and desensitisation, and actively
seek help from others. To maintain momentum, medical radiation science
graduates solve problems and make decisions, employing strategies to distance
themselves and recalling their sense of purpose and realism. Graduates talk about
their experiences with others, use humour and distancing, and actively maintain
perspective to achieve equilibrium. To beat inertia, medical radiation science
graduates use relaxation strategies, engage with the people they love, reflect and
recognise their own growth, and rely upon their faith. Finally, in considering the
personal and environmental conditions that influence resilience, I have identified
the key roles that graduates perceive for conditions such as confidence, sociability,
reflectivity, workplace culture and support.
In the following chapter, I consider how this conceptualisation of resilience as
evolution compares with other theoretical depictions of resilience, and how my
study compares with other studies of resilience in the caring professions.
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Chapter 8 – Discussion
8.1 Chapter introduction
In the previous chapters, I have thoroughly described my theoretical model of
resilience among new medical radiation science professionals, using the findings
that emerge directly from my participants’ data to explore the key elements of my
substantive theory.
In this chapter, I consider the theory I have developed in light of the existing
literature. Firstly, I compare my substantive theory with other theories of resilience.
Finally, I present a comparison of my study with core findings from other studies of
resilience among caring professionals.

8.2 Comparison with other theories of resilience
In the following section, I consider my substantive theory of resilience as evolution
in comparison with the three theoretical depictions of resilience I described in
Chapter 3, specifically Richardson et al.’s(172) resiliency model, Jordan’s(210) relational
theory, and Grotberg’s(194) resilience framework.

8.2.1 Richardson et al.’s resiliency model

Richardson et al.’s(172) resiliency model was developed as an explanation of the
process of interaction between individuals and their environment that leads to
resilience in young people (described by the authors as ‘youth’), which aligns only
partially with the subjects of my study. Richardson et al. did not specifically focus on
a professional group as my study has done, so the applicability of their model in the
context of workplace adversity can only be speculative. My study extends these
authors’ model by providing a rich description and examples of people’s
experiences of disruption, disorganisation and reintegration. Participants in my
study demonstrated homeostatic reintegration in some cases but, for the most
part, they exemplified the resilient reintegration described by these authors. Like
Richardson et al., I determined that resilience for my participants was manifested as
a process of disruption and reintegration, which I have further explored as a
process of evolution.
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Protective factors played an important role in Richardson et al.’s(172) model, and the
protective factors relating to support were important aspects of resilience for my
participants. My participants experienced similar negative emotions to negatively
perceived disruptions as these authors described, although I have had the
opportunity to explore these emotions and experiences in more detail. As
Richardson et al.(172) found for their subjects, my participants often focused on
actions and took a future-oriented perspective in order to progress from
disorganisation to reintegration, although I was not able to clearly determine, due
to the reflective nature of my discussions with participants, whether this actionorientation was a conscious process involving the act of adopting a particular
mindset, or whether the process was more unconscious.
It was the aim of my study to explore resilience and adaptive response to workplace
adversity, not to specifically examine maladaptive response. While incidental
findings in this regard would not necessarily have been unwelcome, as it
eventuated I could not achieve any useful comparison with Richardson et al.’s(172)
notions of maladaptive or dysfunction reintegration because I was unable to
identify suitable participants whose experiences reflected these situations. This
may be because my participants self-selected, and perhaps individuals with more
painful or difficult experiences of workplace adversity were disinclined to volunteer
to participate, or it may be, as my participants suggested, that only those that adapt
resiliently ‘survive’ in the job: in any case, my study only allows me to speculate.
Richardson et al.’s(172) model has subsequently been criticised by Richardson(186)
himself as too linear to represent reality. My model represents the process of
resilience as evolution as more fluid and, while depicted broadly as cyclical, I have
considered the role of context and acknowledged the importance of concurrent
adversity. For my participants, adversity did not occur in isolation, and while they
could readily describe their experiences of working through a particular challenge,
they frequently identified other events and difficulties that affected their response
to it. My exploration, therefore, has more fully addressed the broader context of
encounters with adversity among a very specific professional group. Unlike
Richardson et al.,(172) I have deliberately considered the role and nature of support
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in fostering or enhancing resilience. Informed by these authors’ model, I have
explored the underpinning processes relevant to medical radiation science
graduates that are associated with the disruption, disorganisation and reintegration
that Richardson et al.(172) described.

8.2.2 Jordan’s relational theory

Reflecting the relational focus of Jordan’s(210) model of resilience, my model of
resilience incorporates relational aspects within the processes of the various stages
of evolution. Like Jordan,(210) I have considered the aspects of self and the
environment that encouraged and empowered my participants to act to adapt to
adversity. There is considerable similarity between the underpinning processes I
have identified and those that Walsh(168) derived based upon Jordan’s(210) work.
Most significantly, my model of resilience as evolution strongly acknowledges the
role of supportive relationships that foster personal growth and success, just as
Jordan(210) identified in her model of relational resilience.
Unlike Jordan’s(210) model of resilience, I have provided a theoretical depiction that
is detailed and specific to the context of medical radiation science transition to
professional practice – in other words, a representation that is situated in a
particular context rather than an abstraction. In this way, my study and the
resultant model of resilience provides a means to better understand the medical
radiation science professional workforce, and graduates in particular. Depending
upon the purpose for which one might wish to apply my model of resilience, this
could be perceived as either a strength or a weakness. As a member of the medical
radiation science profession, I predictably perceive this as a strength. My model
elaborates upon the processes Walsh(206) described, exploring the points and stages
in resilient adaptation where those processes are used or useful. While reflecting
Jordan’s(210) argument of resilience grounded in relatedness to others, my
participants often emphasised that their resilience occurred and was, sometimes,
fostered in situations where they were autonomous, independent and alone.
Perhaps, as Jordan(210) alludes, growth-fostering connections do not always have to
manifest as the immediate presence, or access to others in order to support
resilience or, perhaps, it was simply not apparent that such connections were a
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single-defining feature of resilience among my participants. In either case, my
model incorporates the spirit of Jordan’s(210) work – that relationships with
supportive others serve as an important means of fostering resilience, albeit that I
could not reasonably conclude a similar primary focus.

8.2.3 Grotberg’s resilience framework

My study strongly echoes many of the features of Grotberg’s(194) framework of
resilience, emphasising both the internal (personal) and external strengths and
assets that support the manifestation of resilience. Like Grotberg,(194) I have
identified some of the individual assets and attributes that serve as a source of
strength, and how other people and factors in the environment can reinforce or
complement these sources. I have considered these assets and sources of support
for the processes I have described within the various phases of resilience as
evolution, or as more general support.
Unlike Grotberg’s(194) framework, my theory presents a conceptualisation of
resilience that is contextualised within a specific professional context and for a
specific group of adults - respectively, medical radiation science and beginning
professionals experiencing transition to professional practice. I have identified an
overarching explanatory process (evolution) for resilience within this context, and
explored the underpinning processes by which new graduate medical radiation
science professionals adaptively respond to workplace adversity. In this way, my
study extends upon Grotberg’s(194) work in a comprehensive and specific manner,
and reconsiders its application in an adult context.

8.3 Comparison with other research in the caring professions
Having considered my substantive theory of resilience as evolution in comparison
with the other theoretical depictions of resilience, in the remainder of this chapter I
consider my study in comparison with other research about resilience in the caring
professions. The unique contribution that I have made through my study is to bring
together elements identified elsewhere and to explore them comprehensively in a
single, specific context.
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8.3.1 Workplace adversity and its impact
Medical radiation science graduates experience workplace adversity in many ways,
in the challenging situations they encounter that relate to patients, to colleagues
and to starting out in their new careers. An appreciation of the nature and diversity
of workplace adversity supports understanding of how new medical radiation
science professionals experience resilience as a process of evolution. As has been
previously reported for caring professionals(182), these encounters with adversity
can result in profound pain and suffering. Glass(178) reported that, for new nurses,
the prompt to trigger resilience was psychological emptiness. While it is true that,
in certain instances of adversity experienced by medical radiation science
graduates, there may be a feeling of substantially diminished inner balance that
prompts them to act in adaptive and restorative ways, resilience is commonly also
prompted by situations that have apparently minor negative emotional
consequences. Even when the impact is less severe, graduates employ strategies to
respond resiliently to manage the situations they encounter, to persist through to a
resolution, and to restore themselves afterward.

8.3.2 Energising
Following the initial impact of workplace adversity, graduates pull themselves
together and get on with the job at hand. This energising phase of resilience as
evolution involves a number of processes including recalling their responsibility,
gaining control of their emotions, adopting an action-focus, becoming used to
challenging situations, and seeking help. In recalling their responsibility, graduates
are reminded of the values and beliefs that underpin their practice and their lives,
such as doing the right thing or doing what has to be done. Being guided in
decision-making and actions by one’s values is characteristic of resilient caring
professionals.(219, 224)
Medical radiation science graduates gain control of their emotions using conscious
strategies that support resilience through active coping(196) and the management of
their initial reactions of stress and upset. Some strategies, such as deep breathing,
are simple to enact and for graduates to articulate. Others, such as adopting an
unperturbed persona in front of their patients, are surely more complex.
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Controlling their emotions fosters a sense of emotional hardiness and of being
more in control of the situation, and these have been found to support caring
professionals’ capacity for resilience.(180, 196)
Action-focused strategies that enable medical radiation science graduates to direct
their attention very specifically to the task at hand serve to eliminate or detach
from distracting feelings and thoughts. Detachment may allow caring professionals
to provide care in difficult situations while protecting themselves from excessive
emotional harm.(180) Graduates use a focus on action, therefore, to progress
adverse situations to a resolution and as a means to protect themselves from the
emotional aspects of the adversity they encounter. Aligned with this action-focus is
a sense of personal agency, that one possesses the necessary capacities to perform
the required procedure or task and to manage any issues that emerge. My study
supports that personal agency,(181, 182, 196, 200, 221) underpinned by a sense of one’s
competence(39, 182, 196, 200) is important in fostering resilience among caring
professionals.
Over time, and with repeated experience, medical radiation science graduates
become used to the adversity they encounter. Through processes of normalisation
and desensitisation, the impact of confronting situations is lessened and graduates
are able to anticipate and plan for adverse events, which may enable them to avoid
the event altogether or to moderate its effect. Normalisation and desensitisation
are known to foster resilience in caring professionals,(180, 310) and my study has
demonstrated that beginning professionals can learn to use these strategies to
manage adversity through incidental experience and deliberate, strategic
participation.
Seeking help allows medical radiation science graduates to obtain the resources
and information they need to plan and enact their resolutions to challenging
situations. Help-seeking also provides an opportunity for them to gain reassurance
and bolstered confidence as they prepare to act. Help-seeking fosters resilience in
caring professionals(193, 221) and supports a sense of personal agency and
efficacy.(221) The importance of the presence of, or access to, supportive others is
implicit in help-seeking – one cannot seek help if there is no one from whom to
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seek it. In fact, support and collegiality from others consistently recurs as the
pivotal environmental condition that underpins multiple resilience strategies
employed by medical radiation science professionals. The importance of support
and collegiality in fostering resilience amongst other caring professionals is an
almost ubiquitous theme in the literature.(39, 175, 181, 182, 190, 193, 210, 219, 225) For medical
radiation science graduates, the work team serves as a critical source of support in
stressful situations - they do not, however, perceive the team as specifically
functioning to protect them from stress, as has been found elsewhere.(190) In fact, in
some situations, my study indicates that the work team can represent a source of
workplace adversity.

8.3.3 Maintaining momentum
Having pulled themselves together, medical radiation science graduates focus on
persisting and persevering through the immediate task or situation. Persistence is
characteristic of resilient caring professionals.(200) In this phase of resilience as
evolution, they maintain momentum through a number of processes including
problem-solving, making decisions, recalling a sense of purpose, being realistic and
distancing themselves emotionally.
Solving problems involves seeking and enacting the graduates’ own solutions to
adverse situations. This sense of ownership of the problem, of identifying and
acting upon their own chosen solution allows medical radiation science graduates
to commit to and persist in solving challenges, and further reflects a sense of
commitment to personal and professional values.(219, 224) Effective problem-solving
is, therefore, underpinned by their sense of confidence, competence, efficacy and
agency, as has been demonstrated in other studies.(221) At the same time, following
each effective problem resolution, graduates gain confidence in their capacity to
solve problems in the future. My study confirms that problem-solving fosters
resilient response in caring professionals.(219, 221, 224) Ownership is important, too, in
medical radiation science graduates’ decision making. While seeking help and
asking questions is valued and accepted, graduates enact their professional
responsibilities and values by making –and owning – their decisions. In doing so,
they are able to progress adverse situations towards resolution and to persevere.
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The findings of my study support the notion that values-based decision making
fosters resilience in caring professionals.(224)
Recalling their sense of purpose and being realistic supports medical radiation
science graduates to persevere through adverse situations. This sense of purpose,
again, reflects their personal and professional values in their desire and satisfaction
at doing the best they can for their patients, that they are acting in their patient’s
best interests, and that they are acting to make a difference in each patient’s care.
Cameron and Brownie(39) found that a sense of making a difference in the lives of
patients fostered resilience among aged-care nurses, a notion that is certainly
similar but not quite the same. Medical radiation science graduates emphasised
their impact on their patients’ care, rather than on their lives. It may be that this
sense is less strongly developed because medical radiation science professionals do
not share the long-term, deep, more continuous relationships with the people in
their care that Cameron and Brownie’s participants enjoyed. These long-term
relationships were noted by the authors as fostering resilience, and it is intriguing
that my findings suggest that resilience among medical radiation science
professionals is enhanced because of the short-term, transient nature of the
patient-practitioner relationship. This appears a contradiction, and it may be that
resilience is fostered in different ways by different types of relationships between
caring professionals and the people for whom they care.
Medical radiation science graduates use emotional distancing to maintain focus on
the immediate tasks that will progress adverse situations towards resolution and, in
doing so, facilitate perseverance and, perhaps, emotional protection. Emotional
distancing of this type, specifically emotional detachment, has been previously
reported(180) as critical in the resilience of burns nurses, and assumes particular
relevance when the caring professional is required to perform tasks that cause their
patient pain, distress or discomfort.

8.3.4 Achieving equilibrium
With the immediacies of the adverse situation largely passed, medical radiation
science graduates manage the physical and emotional outcomes by employing
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strategies to restore equilibrium. These strategies include talking about things,
using humour, distancing themselves and maintaining perspective.
When medical radiation science graduates talk about things with trusted others,
they gain emotional relief and the opportunity to learn from their experiences of
adversity. Both of these aspects foster their resilience. In gaining emotional relief,
graduates are able to heal. By discussing what has happened, they are able to
reflect on their experiences, recognise what they have learned, and identify or
confirm actions for future encounters with adversity. The presence of resilient role
models(219, 225) and supportive others with whom one can share reflective
discussions fosters resilience. My findings indicate that such role models exist in
certain situations for medical radiation science graduates, but that the dominant
culture does not encourage – and may sometimes discourage – the type of
discussions and sharing that would allow new graduates to actively learn from more
experienced, resilient others.(193, 219, 225) While graduates can certainly actively
observe their colleagues, there is a need for greater explicit acknowledgement of
workplace adversity and its impact, so that new professionals can learn from the
experiences of their colleagues.
Humour allows medical radiation science graduates to rebalance the emotions
prompted by encounters with adversity, helping them to find the capacity to
persist, thereby fostering their resilience. Sharing a laugh with their colleagues
relieves the pressure of difficult situations and simply makes graduates feel better.
In Edward’s(190) study of resilience amongst mental health professionals, it was
similarly found that humour relieved anxiety and stress.
Just as distancing strategies support persistence during the early stages of an
adverse encounter, medical radiation science graduates are able to restore their
equilibrium, or restore it more readily, when they are able to achieve distance from
the source of adversity. Distancing occurs in the context of time, as medical
radiation science professionals encounter their patients only relatively briefly, so
deep emotional engagement is less likely to occur than it might for other caring
professionals who spend extended periods with particular people in their care.
Distance is also achieved in the context of physical space between the graduate and
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their work. Unlike people in some other occupations, medical radiation science
graduates cannot take their work with them when they depart each day, enabling
them to leave their work behind them, figuratively and literally. This type of
distancing has been reported by others(190, 221) as a self-preservation strategy that
fosters resilience amongst teaching and health professionals. Whether medical
radiation science graduates are able to leave their work behind simply because of
the nature of their job responsibilities, rather than through any deliberate proactive
strategy on their part, is a moot point – the fact is that physical separation occurs,
and this distance is recognised as fostering resilience.
In regaining their equilibrium, medical radiation science graduates employ
strategies to maintain or regain their perspective. As heightened emotions resolve,
graduates are able to think more rationally and less reactively, allowing them to
regain their sense of the big picture. Reflection underpins their ability to consider
this broader perspective.

8.3.5 Beating inertia
Following experiences of adversity, medical radiation science graduates manage the
physical and emotional outcomes by employing strategies to beat inertia and move
on from their encounters with adversity. These strategies include relaxing, engaging
with loved ones, reflecting, recognising growth and having faith.
To beat inertia, medical radiation science graduates employ a range of strategies to
relax and to overcome their sense of being overwhelmed by the effects of their
encounters with adversity. These strategies include activities that restore their
physical selves or promote health and those that engage their minds or creativity.
The types of activities in which medical radiation science graduates engage for the
specific purpose of relaxation are similar to that reported for other caring
professionals,(39, 190, 221, 225) including exercise, team sports, listening to music,
reading, yoga and spending time with friends. In engaging in relaxation activities,
graduates have the opportunity to achieve distance and perspective, to consciously
or unconsciously reflect, and to invest in caring for themselves. Graduates seek
work-leisure balance as part of caring for and protecting themselves from stress
and, as has been reported amongst other caring professionals,(175, 221) they believe
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that an imbalance reduces their capacity for resilience. The use of strategies that
might be construed as maladaptive nevertheless allows graduates to recover from
the emotional harm caused by adversity and to restore their willingness to persist,
thereby supporting their resilience.
Medical radiation science graduates seek solace and comfort from their loved ones,
helping them to heal from the hurtful emotions prompted by adversity. This helps
to restore and increase their capacity to persist, and to re-engage in their practice.
A sense of safety and security enables discussions with loved ones that help the
graduate to recover emotionally, gain reassurance, gather different perspectives,
reframe their experiences positively, and generate new ideas or confirm their
existing thoughts about how they can better manage encounters with adversity in
the future. In this way, graduates develop and grow through their reflections(190, 193,
198, 219, 225)

upon repeated experiences of managing challenging situations.

Graduates also employ reflection to beat inertia by recognising their growth and
acknowledging how much they have developed. Reflection inspires them to persist,
to try again, and to pursue new learning opportunities, fostering further resilient
responses in the future. Previous research has repeatedly demonstrated that
reflectivity fosters resilience.(190, 193, 219, 225) In addition to helping plan future action,
reflection allows graduates to identify new learning and to gain a sense of pride in
their achievements. Recognising the positive things that have emerged in spite of –
or because of – the hard times, particularly when those positive things are new or
improved personal or professional strengths, is highly motivating for medical
radiation science graduates. Howard and Johnson(182) also identified that a sense of
pride in one’s achievements is important to making meaning of and recovering
from adversity. My findings suggest this sense of pride also encourages medical
radiation science professionals to persist in their roles – to go back to work and do
it all again despite the risk of further adversity.
Medical radiation science graduates use faith to foster resilience. Their positive
expectations for the future, that everything will turn out to be okay, motivates
them to persist and to try again after encounters with adversity, thereby promoting
resilient adaptation. Faith, in the sense of optimism, hopefulness and positive
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expectations for the future, has been repeatedly demonstrated as characteristic of
resilient caring professionals.(178, 182, 190, 193, 196, 219, 225) Graduates temper this sense
of positivity with realism, understanding that there is a limit to their capacity to
influence outcomes, and such ‘managed optimism’(193) assists them to keep moving
forward. Some medical radiation science graduates are further motivated to
respond resiliently by their religious faith. Spiritual practices may serve to inspire,
motivate, comfort and support graduates at all stages of resilience as evolution.

8.4 Chapter summary
In this chapter, I have considered the theory I have developed in light of the existing
literature in two ways. Firstly, I compared my substantive theory with other
theories of resilience and, secondly, I compared my study with themes from other
studies of resilience among caring professionals.
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Chapter 9 Conclusion
9.1 Chapter introduction
In this final chapter, I draw upon all previous chapters to outline the significance
and implications of my study. I provide recommendations from my substantive
theory of resilience as evolution for educational institutions, employing
organisations and professional associations. Finally, I consider the limitations of my
study and opportunities for further research.

9.2 Significance and implications
I have presented a description of transition to professional practice for medical
radiation science professionals, a topic previously undescribed in the literature for
this group of caring professionals. Unlike many other explorations of transition to
professional practice, I have considered the perspective of the graduates
themselves, illuminating an aspect of transition experiences that has been underexamined in the existing literature. While there are some similarities to the
transition to professional practice experiences of other caring professionals, as I
examined in Chapter 6, the findings from my study indicate that medical radiation
science professionals experience their progression to independent practice in a
unique way. By appreciating the unique experiences of this group, it is possible to
better grasp their potential needs for resources, opportunities and support.
The experience of workplace adversity among new graduate health professionals
has not previously been well documented.(200, 201) Using the voices of my study
participants, I have considered a wide array of the challenges experienced by new
graduate medical radiation science professionals as they commence their
professional practice. While some of these challenges are arguably common to
other beginning caring professionals,(181, 193, 195, 200, 201, 221) my study has illuminated
the particular challenges and experiences of workplace adversity from the
perspective of the medical radiation sciences, and presented a comprehensive
exploration of the nature of adversity among this group. Identification and
appreciation of these challenges present the opportunity for interventions that
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prevent the adverse event from occurring, that moderate its impact, or that provide
for relevant post-hoc support or resources.
The processes by which medical radiation science professionals respond resiliently
to workplace adversity were previously unexplored. I have presented the unique
perspectives of Australian graduate professionals and considered how they
perceive their experiences of adaptive response to challenging situations in their
workplaces, using a process of evolution to explain how they manifest resilience.
The theoretical model of resilience I have developed reflects some aspects of
established theories, but is uniquely reflective of the experiences of medical
radiation science professionals by specifically considering workplace adversity in
the context of medical radiation science transition to professional practice. Further,
my study makes a unique contribution by drawing together and comprehensively
exploring a large range of elements identified in other research, presenting, for the
first time, a depiction of the experiences of resilience among medical radiation
science professionals during their transition to professional practice. By
understanding these experiences, the resilience processes, and the skills, attributes
and resources that underpin them, educational institutions, employing
organisations and professional bodies are better equipped to respond with
appropriate education, resources and support. More broadly, better understanding
of the impact of adversity and the way in which graduates manifest resilience
allows for better understanding and, ultimately, prediction and prevention of risk to
medical radiation science professionals.

9.3 Recommendations from substantive theory
9.3.1 Mind the gap
My study demonstrates that transition to professional practice and experience of
workplace adversity occurs during periods when the individual is a student and
following graduation when they are an employed professional. Transition to
professional practice straddles the educational and the employment domains, as
does the new medical radiation science professional’s need for support and
resources. Upon completion of their studies, new professionals disconnect, to a
greater or lesser degree, from their educational institution and must reconnect, or
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establish a new connection, with their employing organisation. If a new medical
radiation science professional does not commence employment straight away,
there may be a gap between the two when no support or advice is available. In any
event, the result is that new professionals experience additional change and
inconsistency, often at a point when they feel most vulnerable.
While it would be ideal for educational institutions and employing organisations to
work together in some way to avoid this disconnection,(21) such a recommendation
is unrealistic and somewhat glib. Staffing and financial resources at educational
institutions are under pressure,(342) and there is little capacity to implement
extended interventions to support students after they complete their studies.
Practically, too, students finish their final year studies at the conclusion of the
academic year, when many academic staff take their recreational leave and when
educational institutions often close for the Christmas season,(343-347) further limiting
the resources available to support a direct intervention. Employing organisations
often do not make their appointment of new graduates until toward the end of the
year, frequently after students have completed their studies. It is unlikely that
employers could or would fund an intervention to support final year students who
may not ultimately work for them. So while the notion of bridging interventions is
appealing at some levels, it is difficult to envisage how they could be funded and
operated as a universal support mechanism for all new professionals. Potentially,
government may fund a bridging intervention: in the current economic climate,(348)
however, this seems improbable.
Once employment selections have taken place, employing organisations could
provide outreach to their future employees. Provision of information in preparation
for formal orientation activities may assist new graduates to engage more actively
in the face-to-face components of their orientation programs, analogous to the use
of flipped-classroom, blended-learning model in tertiary education.(349-352) Practical
preliminary information such as advice about car-parking, public transport, work
hours or a map of the hospital or facility may relieve some of the small irritations
and concerns about attending work for the first time. A congratulatory telephone
call or email from the future manager provides a simple opportunity to make future
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employees feel welcomed and accepted. Invitations to participate in social activities
and professional development and educational sessions that occur prior to the new
graduate’s employment commencement may provide opportunities for connection
and reconnection with the workplace and the people within it. It should be
acknowledged, of course, that even seemingly simple strategies can sometimes
present difficulties. For example, there may be organisational confidentiality
policies that restrict the nature of information that can be shared prior to the
commencement date of an employee’s contract. Attendance at in-house
educational events may be limited because of concerns about non-employees
insurance coverage in the event of an accident or injury. Unfortunately, such issues
are a frustrating reality of the contemporary workplace.

9.3.2 Fostering resilience – Recommendations for education
9.3.2.1 Preparation for transition to professional practice
My study has demonstrated that transition to professional practice for medical
radiation science professionals commences well before completion of studies, most
commonly around the middle of the final year. While it is likely that most Australian
medical radiation science educational programs would attest to guiding students
toward independent practice, it is difficult to find evidence that transition to
professional practice is specifically considered by students in any depth, nor how
they are supported to recognise the skills and knowledge they will require to
manage their own transition, or how they are encouraged to plan for and develop
these areas. Ideally, students would be encouraged to consider their transition to
professional practice from the commencement of their studies. Deliberate
opportunities from the commencement of final year for reflection and preparation
for the realities of professional practice(22-24) and employment may provide useful
support to raise students’ awareness and increase their sense of confidence and
capacity to manage the upcoming changes.
Medical radiation science educational programs capably support the development
of a wide range of professional skills and capacities,(72) yet my findings suggest that
graduates feel inadequately prepared for the clinical supervision of learners in the
workplace, leading to adversity. It is impractical to suggest that new graduates –
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who, after all, are legally and professionally recognised as competent, independent
practitioners – should avoid or, in some way, be excluded from supervisory roles.
The simple reality of the contemporary workplace is that many new professionals
are required to perform supervisory functions, as evidenced by the participants in
my study. While there is onus on employing organisations to support all
professional employees in developing the skills necessary for the broader aspects of
their professional roles, educational institutions must take seriously their part in
ensuring that graduates are effectively prepared with the underpinning knowledge
for elements of their future professional practice such as clinical supervision and
teaching. This is likely to entail learning interventions and activities that extend
beyond one-off experiences of peer tutoring or coaching junior students.

9.3.2.2 Preparation for workplace adversity
The findings of my study clearly indicate that medical radiation science
professionals experience workplace adversity as students and as new graduates.
Because of extended clinical practicum experiences, many of the participants in my
study felt that they had encountered particular challenges and found ways to
manage them as students, thereby contributing to their sense of being prepared for
the realities of professional practice as a new graduate. Despite this, few were able
to identify specifically how their education had prepared them to manage the
adversity they encountered beyond technical considerations for the medical
radiation procedure or its adaptation. Those that identified a link between what
they had learned and practiced as part of their studies and their experiences of
adverse events focused on managing the effects of challenging situations, such as
general strategies for managing stress or group debrief sessions held upon the
students’ return to university.
Educational institutions have the opportunity to familiarise students with
workplace adversity(24, 353) and to articulate clearly to students not just how the
procedural complexity escalates as they progress through their clinical practicum
experiences, but also how the student is being progressively exposed to adverse
situations in the workplace, and how this exposure is being controlled to ensure
their safety. Students can be encouraged to reflect beyond the technical or
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procedural elements of their clinical experiences to specifically focus on their
experiences of workplace adversity(197) and how they might develop for the future.
Increasing students’ awareness and recognition of workplace adversity serves
several purposes. Students might also practice their responses and gain a degree of
familiarity with adversity through exposure to scenario-based learning or simulated
experiences in the controlled environment of the classroom,(89) where prompt
support and feedback is available. Firstly, they may be better prepared with more
realistic expectations for the realities of professional practice, and with ideas of
strategies to manage what they encounter. Secondly, having considered the
possibility of, or potential for, particular workplace challenges, students may be less
shocked should they eventually encounter such a situation, and may possess
knowledge or resources that they otherwise would not have considered. Thirdly,
recognition of workplace adversity as students may provide a foundation for their
greater openness as working professionals, potentially contributing to a workplace
and professional culture where discussion and support are more acceptable and
accessible.

9.3.2.3 Preparation for resilient response
In promoting students’ awareness of workplace adversity, educational programs
can support the development of students’ capacity to respond resiliently.(184, 197)
This might start with providing students with the opportunity to build selfawareness(215, 354) by examining their personal strengths in responding to challenges
and areas for development. Educational programs can provide scaffolding to
students’ reflective thinking,(355, 356) supporting them to identify strategies to
manage challenging situations and the emotional aftereffects, to consider the
resources and support that they might require, and to identify strategies to access
what they need. Education about coping and self care(16, 215) may already exist in
many medical radiation science programs,(75, 77, 272) however students need to be
supported to recognise the practical ways that they can implement relevant
strategies in their own practice and lives.(353) Importantly, students should be
encouraged not just to know about but to value their own wellbeing and the need
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to care for themselves, helping to lessen any sense that their profession’s culture
discourages emotional considerations as weakness.
My findings have demonstrated that capacities such as decision-making,(221)
effective communication,(8, 205, 281, 357) reflection,(178, 190, 354) critical thinking and
judgement(15, 184, 357) are important for new professionals to respond adaptively in
the face of workplace adversity. Such attributes are commonly identified as
expected learning for students or outcomes for graduates in medical radiation
science programs.(75-77, 273-276) While participants in my study expressed an overall
sense that their education had helped them to develop these capacities, none could
articulate specifically what it was that they learned or did for development.
Articulating, developing and evaluating such intangible capacities may be difficult
for educators, so perhaps it is not surprising that students and graduates, too, find
this challenging. Nevertheless, substantial work has now been completed that
considers not only how these capabilities can be developed and scaffolded during
educational programs, but also how effectively they have been learned.(358-360) If
medical radiation science students were provided with explicit understanding of
how these capacities were to be progressively developed during their studies, and
opportunities to consider how they might be applied in challenging situations, their
confidence in their capability to respond resiliently to adversity may be bolstered.
Educational institutions have the opportunity to foster in their students the
processes that underpin resilience by enacting teaching and learning strategies that
provide practice in and reflection upon those processes.(184) For example, adopting
learning activities where students must articulate their rationale in choosing
between rival solutions to a problem may allow for practice of critical thinking and
decision-making.

9.3.2.4 Debrief
Debrief following clinical placement experiences was reported as a common feature
by the participants in my study. While all were aware that they could contact
individual academic staff for support, generally the debrief experiences were group
discussion sessions held as face-to-face or on-line, asynchronous discussions. Often
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these debrief discussions were informal and brief, using a small portion of a
scheduled teaching session.
Most of my participants who spoke of their debrief experiences were ambivalent
about the usefulness of these sessions. Students may find it difficult to elaborate
emotional situations or personal concerns in a group setting,(361) particularly where
maintaining status with their peers concerns them. Academic staff, although
genuinely concerned, may not be adequately trained to appropriately counsel
students in non-technical areas.(362) Medical radiation science programs tend to
have smaller cohort sizes with fewer staff than other university programs, and
students may perceive risk in exposing their vulnerabilities or potential weaknesses
to staff who will subsequently assess their academic work or, perhaps, provide
employment references. Where clinical placements are scarce, as is the case in the
medical radiation sciences, students may feel cynical that genuine issues will be
addressed with clinical staff at the risk of losing placement positions.
Educational institutions should consider the effectiveness, sensitivity and intent of
the debrief opportunities provided to students and adopt strategies to ensure that
genuine opportunity exists to address students’ concerns and to assist them to
identify the meaning of their experiences, what they can learn from them and how
they might respond more resiliently in the future.(362) Academic staff facilitating
debrief discussions should possess the skills and knowledge(362) to respond to and
guide students appropriately, and to create an atmosphere of safety, confidentiality
and openness.

9.3.3 Fostering resilience – Recommendations for employing organisations
9.3.3.1 Mentoring and leadership
Employers can support new graduates and students to act resiliently by
encouraging mentoring relationships with colleagues who possess both clinical
expertise and the appropriate behaviours and aptitudes to act as an effective
mentor, and who model the behaviours that foster resilience. Within these
relationships, new graduates may establish the connections that support their
access to resources and further support,(194, 205) and that provide a source of help,
advice and encouragement. These might be formal relationships, but the findings
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from my study suggest that graduates gain more from being able to choose their
own mentors – sometimes choosing someone different in different situations.
Rather than providing rigid or prescriptive mentorship programs, organisations may
better support effective mentorship relationships by promoting a culture that
values collaboration, encourages questions, and provides leadership and
mentorship development to all staff. In supporting effective mentoring, the
organisational leadership must recognise, value and support the role, time and
work of those providing guidance to new graduates.(23, 141)
Employers may support resilience to workplace adversity by providing
organisational leaders, formal or informal, with education and development
opportunities that promote their own resilience and that encourage them to model
behaviours and attitudes that support resilient responses in others(16, 184, 309) and
foster a supportive learning environment.(331) A new graduate or less experienced
staff member may be encouraged to reflect or to discuss their concerns when their
leaders demonstrate reflection or where they demonstrate that humanness and
emotion are valued and perceived as professional strengths, rather than as frailties.

9.3.3.2 Workplace culture and programs
Employing organisations have a critical opportunity to support positive transition
experiences and to foster resilience by providing a nurturing workplace culture.(101,
148)

It is concerning that new professionals - often young people with little adult life

experience – perceive that talking about their fears and concerns, or seeking
emotional support are considered as unacceptable in their workplace, or that they
might appear stupid or weak. It is well-established that workplace cultures that
value people, mutual respect and learning also support safety for patients and for
staff.(228, 233, 296, 363-366) Simple strategies such as encouraging informal debriefing,(362)
emphasising multi-directional and constructive feedback,(23, 138, 294) promoting
discussion of professional issues(23) that extend beyond technical or procedural
considerations, encouraging questions,(184) or implementing no-blame, learningfocused procedures to address errors might provide organisational support to the
processes underpinning individual’s resilient responses. Encouraging practices that
foster a culture of collegial support and understanding provides a sense of safety
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for new graduates to make decisions and solve problems, and promotes growthfostering connections that are known to support resilience.(203, 206, 210, 211) Promoting
an environment that welcomes newcomers and supports them to gain a sense of
belonging may mediate the level of stress and anxiety experienced when new
professionals enter the workplace. This can be achieved with very simple, practical
strategies such as displaying a bulletin board in a non-public area with the photos
and names of all staff,(103) thereby helping newcomers to become familiar with their
work colleagues.
The wide range of examples of workplace adversity identified by participants in my
study suggest that workplace adversity is ubiquitous. It is surprising, then, that
employing organisations seem reluctant to address potential risks to staff beyond
institutional programs focused on bullying, physical violence and hazards. By
proactively acknowledging sources of workplace adversity, employers have the
opportunity to address inappropriate systemic or cultural situations, and to provide
education to staff about harm minimisation and prevention, coping(196) and self
care. Moreover, new or less experienced staff may develop an appreciation that
they are not alone in their various experiences of workplace adversity, and may
better understand how to access the resources and support they need to manage
these challenges resiliently.
As new employees, graduates need and desire to fit in and belong.(10, 85, 200, 277, 284,
308)

Welcoming cultures that embrace learners and learning may support them

through the anxiety of finding their place.(148) Encouraging and educating all
employees to embrace and contribute toward building such a culture is
important.(57) It is critical that leaders recognise that, despite their independent
status, new graduates face considerable adversity by virtue of their newness and
their transition experiences: providing support to the graduates themselves, and
education to other staff(24, 55, 138, 309) to empower them to provide support, is critical
to fostering success and resilient response. Employing organisations can further
support these more vulnerable members of staff by minimising unnecessary
transfers and rotations to different work units,(117) allowing new medical radiation
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science graduates to experience increased stability and certainty, and maximising
the opportunity for them to establish a sense of confidence in their practice.
It is not uncommon for employers to provide cost-free access to counselling and
support for employees who encounter difficulty in coping with some aspect of their
work or life. Most of the participants in my study either had not felt the need to
access such counselling or perceived that they received the support they needed in
other ways in their life. Nevertheless, employer-sponsored programs provide an
important option for support,(197) and should be promoted to staff, and
implemented as genuinely confidential and accessible.

9.3.3.3 Orientation and socialisation
New graduates or, indeed, new employees, may be unaware of local procedures,
resources and systems that directly impact on their work tasks. Feeling unfamiliar
or constantly having to ask questions may affect feelings of confidence. In turn, this
may impact upon a new medical radiation science professional’s ability to respond
resiliently to workplace challenges.
Formal organisational orientation programs seem almost ubiquitous, yet my
findings suggest these were largely irrelevant in terms of my participants’ day-today work responsibilities and their needs when confronting adversity. Some of the
participants in my study identified that certain of their supervisors had provided
them with informal orientation to the particular work area in a way that boosted
their confidence, allowing them to practice independently but with the certainty of
back-up when required, and providing them with detailed feedback to support
reflection upon their developmental needs. For many, these informal strategies
seemed to resonate more with their needs, and to provide the resources and
knowledge that fostered their resilient responses. This suggests that employers
have the opportunity to support resilience and positive transition to professional
practice by implementing orientation that moves beyond organisational policies
and procedures, to reinforce healthy coping skills(16, 161) and self-awareness(161, 162),
and providing controlled and scaffolded exposure to new experiences and local
idiosyncratic practices, underpinned by meaningful support from leaders.(89, 138)
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9.3.4 Fostering resilience – Recommendations for professional bodies
Beyond providing credentialing upon graduation, findings in my study suggest that
professional associations are perceived as irrelevant to the transition to
professional practice for new graduates or in supporting them to respond resiliently
to workplace adversity. For regulatory authorities such as the MRPBA and radiation
licensing organisations, this may be of little consequence as their focus is upon
public safety and radiation protection.
Organisations such as the AIR face a more serious situation. The financial security
and relevance of such organisations is underpinned by membership, so engaging
the professionals that the organisation purports to represent is critical. Based on
the data available in February 2014,(326, 367) active members of the AIR account for
less than 52% of the medical imaging and radiation therapy professionals registered
for practice with the MRPBA. Individual professionals have many choices as to the
associations with which they will align, and ready access to the internet means that
Australian professionals are not limited to choosing only Australian organisations.
Moreover, if a professional association seeks to be recognised as relevant in the
professional education and entry of medical radiation science practitioners, this
must be backed up with strategies that address the needs of students and
graduates and provides relevant professional support and opportunities.
Importantly, these strategies, support and opportunities must respond to the actual
needs of new professionals, not the needs as perceived by the professional
association, otherwise new professionals will continue to feel disenfranchised from
their professional associations or to consider them irrelevant.
It is conceivable, based on my findings, that a substantial proportion of new medical
radiation science graduates experience early disengagement from, and
disillusionment with, their roles and their profession. The associated risk of their
rapid attrition from the workforce seems significant. As the overarching body that
represents the professional workforce, it is incumbent upon the AIR to assume a
leadership role in establishing the underpinning causes and facilitating suitable
remediation strategies among educational institutions, employing organisations
and the AIR itself. A continued focus on simply increasing membership numbers or
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delivering poorly designed and targeted professional development activities seems
unlikely to engage – or re-engage – significant numbers of new or younger graduate
professionals. Further, promoting realistic portrayals of medical radiation science
professional roles, and identifying and implementing clear, achievable career
pathways(54) that cater to diverse contexts of practice would support future
students in making career decisions and provide guidance and scaffolding for early
career professionals.

9.4 Limitations
Like every research project, my study was subject to limitations. In this section, I
consider some of the main limitations, their implications and, where relevant, how I
managed their impact.

9.4.1 Limitations related to the novice researcher
The pace at which I engaged in data analysis was, initially, slowed because I was a
novice in using Charmazian(1) grounded theory. While this was, at times, very
frustrating, continuously engaging with the methodological literature allowed me to
develop my understanding of the relevant practices and procedures. Because of the
diversity of grounded theory approaches, the methodological literature sometimes
further confused me and caused me to question my own analysis and emerging
ideas. Ultimately, this promoted and enhanced my reflective thinking albeit that, at
times, my sense of confidence was challenged. In addition to printed publications,
recorded lectures and videos with experts such as Charmaz,(1, 252, 255, 368) Glaser(254,
264)

and Gibbs(253) enabled me to build my understanding and confirm the manner in

which I was applying grounded theory methods.
Similarly, the pace at which I transcribed and coded was initially slow because I was
a first time user of the QSR International nVivo software. By initially completing an
intensive training workshop, I established basic skills that developed with further
practice and self-paced learning. Ultimately, it is unlikely to have had any real
impact upon the quality of my research – in fact, my steadier pace may have
allowed me more time to reflect and ruminate upon my data and the emerging
findings.
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My experiences have prompted me to consider how other novice researchers might
be better supported in rapidly establishing the skills and underpinning
understanding required. While published reference books and online resources are
useful, my perception is that there remains a need to ‘practice the practice’.
Exploring this further is not related to my study, but I believe there is an
opportunity for me to consider how I could engage with methodological experts in
my own workplace to better identify strategies to support skills development for
new research colleagues.

9.4.2 Limitations related to my study sample
Participants in my study were self-selected. This potentially affected the diversity of
my data collection as, hypothetically, I was unable to consider less motivated
individuals, with possibly different perspectives than their more motivated peers.
As my primary initial contact was not with the graduates themselves, I relied upon
managers or academics to liaise with prospective participants on my behalf. With
the implementation of a central data base of all registered medical radiation
professionals and students, this issue will be less troublesome for future
researchers.
Similarly, because of the limited avenues I had to employ for contacting
participants, I had no means to specifically identify graduates who had experienced
a poor transition to professional practice. In my discussions with a number of
managers and academic professionals, they reported that certain graduates had
commenced and then quickly resigned from their first jobs, or had immediately
embarked on further study or a different career. For privacy reasons, they could not
facilitate any contact with these graduates. While my study ultimately incorporated
a diverse range of perspectives on many subjects, I remain convinced that the views
of graduates with less positive transition experiences would contribute significant
insights. Future research in this area may require identification of ‘at risk’
individuals during their final year of studies, or the use of other networks, such as
social networks, to identify participants.
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While my study size was adequate for – in fact, driven by – theoretical saturation, I
was not able to obtain sufficient gender diversity to enable me to draw meaningful
conclusions as to whether and how gender might have influenced the perspectives
and experiences of my participants. The ability to consider the influence of gender
would, undoubtedly, have strengthened my study, but I do not believe it is weak
without such exploration. Similarly, my participants were all aged between 22 and
32 years, and the majority were in their early twenties. It may be that older
graduates with more life experience engage differently with workplace adversity.
Once again, the implementation of a central data base of all registered medical
radiation professionals and students may allow future investigations to consider
samples that better represent the characteristics profile of the medical radiation
science population.
When I embarked upon this study, I had hoped to develop a strong sense of how
resilience changed over time by considering each participant’s experience at two
distinct time points. As it eventuated, I obtained only nine usable second
interviews. Undoubtedly, I would have preferred to have included second
interviews with each of my participants. Nevertheless, even though the second
interview sample was considerably smaller, I was able to obtain rich and useful data
that informed my findings and reflections, and I am reminded that qualitative
research is not limited by sample size issues in the same way as quantitative
research. As my participants were volunteers, it is difficult to identify how similar
studies could be conducted differently in the future to achieve a larger follow-up
sample. Offering a material incentive might have assisted, but comes at the risk of
introducing bias. With an appreciation, now, that medical radiation science
transition to professional practice commences well before completion of studies,
research projects situated within this context could incorporate participants during
the final year of study, when it might be easier to secure follow-up interviews.

9.4.3 Limitations related to pragmatic realities
Technological malfunction with my recording device meant that one second
interview was eliminated, and one other participant had to be eliminated from the
study altogether. In preparing for my data collection, I had read of other
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researchers’ experiences with recorder batteries going flat or tapes being damaged,
so I routinely used two voice recorders that saved directly as a .wav audio file. It
was only after the second malfunction that I discovered the large degree of
radiofrequency interference caused by proximity to certain medical radiation
generators was apparently causing my two voice recorders to malfunction. From
that point, I simply ensured that my meeting location with my participants was
located at a distance to clinical work units. I considered repeating these interviews,
but I was concerned that their responses might have been less spontaneous and
more rehearsed. While this was frustrating, the use of a theoretical saturation
approach ensured that my findings were not compromised by this issue.
As some of my participants were located in places at considerable distance from my
home, I could not maintain an identical data collection and analysis approach for
each participant. In collecting data during my visit to Victoria, my limited time
meant that I could not employ the same process of immediate transcription, initial
coding and reflection that I employed for the other interviews. While I attempted to
actively reflect on each interview promptly, the reality during this time was that,
with seven interviews in a little over 36 hours, I could not dedicate the same
reflective time to each as I would normally have done. Similarly, this period was
physically and intellectually tiring, and perhaps my degree of engagement and
enthusiasm in the latest of these seven interviews was less than when my visit
commenced, and it is likely that I did not pursue cues in the interviews that I may
have in other circumstances. I sought permission from each of these participants to
contact them subsequently to follow up missed leads or to clarify key points. The
reflective and iterative nature of Charmazian(1) grounded theory gives me
confidence that any deficiencies caused by this unfortunate scheduling of
interviews would not have unduly affected my findings.
Distance played a further role in changing my data collection approach insofar as
one of my second interviews, and all of the first interviews with graduates located
in South Australia, were conducted by telephone rather than face-to-face. These
interviews made no less of a contribution to my study than others, but I found it
more difficult to establish rapport with these participants and to gain a sense of
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their reactions and non-verbal cues. This may have led to my missing some subtle
observation that may have influenced my interpretation or understanding, although
the iterative nature of grounded theory suggests I would have detected substantial
misunderstandings through constant comparison with other data. On the positive
side, I was able to take copious field notes during these interviews without
concerning participants. Ideally, I would employ face-to-face interviews for all
similar data collection in the future however I acknowledge that this may be
impractical where the project extends across diverse geographical locations.
My ability to critically consider my findings in light of other research was limited by
the lack of existing literature relating to medical radiation science, and the lack of
resilience research that adopts a Charmazian(1) grounded theory approach. While
contrasting my study with those from other contexts provides a degree of insight, I
was continually frustrated by the fact that the population type or context was never
quite the same as mine, so I could never be certain why I might be observing
similarities or differences. In an effort to mediate this limitation, I aimed to read as
widely as possible, but sometimes this led me to lose focus on my immediate
research area. It is difficult to identify how this limitation might be addressed,
except with a somewhat glib recommendation that more researchers, including
myself, need to publish more of their work to better inform future research.

9.4.4 Summary of limitations
Like most research studies, my study was subject to limitations due to my initial
inexperience with grounded theory research, factors associated with my sample,
and the realities of applying research practice in the real world. By employing the
core tenets of grounded theory - including reflection, constant comparison and
theoretical saturation(245, 246, 252) - and the criteria for research quality established
for Charmazian(1) grounded theory, I have managed these limitations to eliminate
or minimise their influence.

9.5 Opportunities for future research
Given the lack of literature that explores transition to professional practice or
resilience among medical radiation science graduates, there is considerable scope
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for further research in these areas alone. It may be useful to consider how different
organisational structures, educational experiences, demographic characteristics,
leadership, and personal and environmental conditions influence experience of
transition to professional practice and the manifestation of resilience. Given the
social nature of medical radiation science workplaces, it might be useful to explore
what capacities, strategies or approaches are necessary for more experienced
professionals to promote positive and effective transition to professional practice.
The potential for, and nature of, secondary or phased transition to professional
practice in the medical radiation sciences or, specifically, in radiation therapy may
lead to opportunities for increased transitional support and retention.
Further, my participants have highlighted that, even as their experience grew, new
transitions appeared on the horizon, such as changing organisational structure,
changing responsibilities, changing practice and changing jobs. This suggests that
medical radiation science professionals experience many professional transitions
throughout their careers. Better understanding of new graduate transition to
professional practice may enable a better appreciation of these later transitions,
and this area warrants further investigation.
There was considerable diversity as to the orientation and transition programs
encountered by graduates in my study, and it would be intriguing to explore this
area further, particularly the contrasting needs of work ready and non-work ready
professionals and the effectiveness of programs in addressing them. No published
research exists that rigorously evaluates the effectiveness of medical radiation
science orientation and transition programs, or the need for or effectiveness of
supervised practice programs.
More generally, the limited published research that considers resilience among new
graduate caring professionals provides opportunities for further research. The area
I find most personally intriguing is the development and implementation of learning
strategies to build resilience during professional education, and the subsequent
evaluation of their effectiveness in developing capacity for postgraduate practice.
Further, there is considerable opportunity to explore what educational initiatives
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might be useful for promoting resilience among more experienced medical
radiation professionals, and how they might develop the capacities necessary to
promote resilience in their more junior colleagues.
I could identify no contemporary, useful literature relating to attrition in the
medical radiation sciences. While conversations with my professional
acquaintances suggests that there is a perception the profession loses many new
and recent graduates, I could find no data that either supported or negated this
view. There is an opportunity to explore the scale of direct and indirect attrition
from the medical radiation science profession. It may also be useful to explore the
experiences of students and graduates who do not successfully complete their
transition to professional practice, or who have negative experiences, to determine
whether the medical radiation sciences do, indeed, ‘eat our young’.
My study has demonstrated that the nature of the contemporary medical radiation
science workplace and professional culture remain poorly explored. Without a clear
understanding of the working and professional context, it is difficult to fully
appreciate more specific processes and phenomena, such as how medical radiation
science professionals make decisions or manifest clinical leadership. There is
considerable opportunity to explore this cultural landscape, and my study has
identified a number of specific areas for future examination, such as the prevalence
of a ‘boys club’ culture, the prevalence of workplace incivility and horizontal
violence, and the effectiveness of feedback in medical radiation science
professional learning.
Finally, I have developed a substantive theory which has not been tested
empirically. While this is entirely appropriate for a grounded theory study, there are
opportunities for further research to confirm my theory of resilience as evolution
among other groups of medical radiation graduates, to test the theory’s
applicability among more experienced medical radiation science professionals, and
to examine the theory’s relevance for other graduate caring professionals.
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9.6 Conclusion
Medical radiation science transition to professional practice, previously
undescribed in the literature, is a challenging period for beginning professionals.
Like other health professionals, new graduates encounter substantial workplace
adversity during their transition to professional practice. The purpose of my study
was to determine how new professionals experience resilience in their encounters
with workplace adversity, how they adapt to the confronting situations they
encounter, how they persist through emerging incidents, and how they restore
themselves to remain as practising professionals.
Using a Charmazian(1) grounded theory, I have developed a conceptualisation of
resilience as evolution that provides, for the first time, a comprehensive theoretical
model that explains medical radiation science professionals’ resilience, and the
processes they employ to adapt, persist and rejuvenate. In doing so, I have
provided the first known description of the unique context for medical radiation
science transition to professional practice. This transition commences during
professional studies and concludes soon after first postgraduate employment.
During the transition period, new medical radiation science professionals
experience staking their independence, performing with confidence, feeling, and
finding their place.
In responding adaptively to workplace adversity during transition to professional
practice, my theoretical model explains that beginning medical radiation science
professionals experience resilience as a process of evolution, with phases of impact,
energising, maintaining momentum, achieving equilibrium, and beating inertia.
Generic capabilities such as decision-making, problem-solving, reflection,
communication, and critical thinking underpin many of these resilience processes.
Resilience can be fostered through support from colleagues, employers and
professional organisations. My conceptualisation of resilience as evolution is the
first to have been described for medical radiation science graduates, and the first
known exploration of resilience in the medical radiation science profession.
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Medical radiation science professionals who work with students and new
graduates, developers of organisational orientation or transition programs, and
medical radiation science educators, employers and professional associations have
the opportunity to implement the strategies I recommend to support resilience
during transition to professional practice, including providing opportunities to
students and graduates that promote the development of the capacities that
underpin resilience as evolution. By fostering resilience among beginning
professionals, we promote their ability to adapt and persist.
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